
HAVANA: Cuba mourned its revolution-
ary leader Fidel Castro yesterday as it pre-
pared a four-day funeral procession for
the giant figure of modern history, loved
by many but branded a tyrant by others.
After the stunned commotion triggered
by Saturday’s announcement that Castro,
90, had died, yesterday was set to be a
day of preparations ahead of a flurry of
events to mark his death. Students left
lighted candles next to a portrait of the
black-bearded communist leader during
a vigil at Havana University.

A titan of the 20th century who beat

the odds to endure into the 21st, Castro
died late Friday after surviving 11 US
administrations and hundreds of assassi-
nation attempts. No cause of death was
given. “It is a great loss. The most impor-
tant thing is that he died when he chose,
not when all the counter-revolutionaries
wanted,” said Carlos Manuel Obregon
Rodriguez, a 43-year-old taxi driver in
Havana. “It may not be painful for every-
one, but it is for a lot of people. I was
born under this revolution and I owe
Fidel a lot.”

Continued on Page 13
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Amir congratulates winners • Big names fade, small tribes shine 

Tsunami of change dumps

old guard by the wayside

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: The 2016 National Assembly elections sprang a
number of major surprises that included the failure of
many big names and the battering of the three biggest
Bedouin tribes, outgoing Assembly members, and Shiite
candidates. At the same time, the election saw significant
gains by the opposition and its supporters, an important
injection of fresh young blood and a stellar and unexpect-
ed performance by smaller tribes.

Meanwhile, HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah sent cables of congratulations yesterday to
the winners of the elections. The Amir wished the winners
success in their duties aiming to serve and develop the
dear homeland. HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-

Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and HH the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent similar
cables to the new MPs. 

Writing on his Twitter account, political analyst Salah Al-
Fadhli described the election results as a “tsunami of
change because they were like a tornado that uprooted
many figures”. Only 20 out of the 50 members of the out-
going Assembly were re-elected, a massive 60 percent
turnover. As many as 42 members of the dissolved house
contested the polls, while the remaining did not take part
for a variety of reasons. Prominent among those defeated
include former public works minister Ali Al-Omair, who
secured a small number of votes in the third constituency,
former minister of justice and Islamic affairs Yacoub Al-
Sane and deputy speaker Mubarak Al-Khrainej.

Continued on Page 13
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ALEPPO: Thousands of civilians have fled rebel-held
east Aleppo after government forces, determined to
retake all of Syria’s second city, seized its largest rebel-
controlled district and advanced into two other areas.
The capture on Saturday of Masaken Hanano - which
had been the biggest rebel-held district of Aleppo -
was a major breakthrough in a 13-day regime offen-
sive to retake the entire city. Yesterday, regime forces
also took control of two neighboring areas, Jabal
Badra and Baadeen, the Syrian Observatory of Human
Rights said.

“The army’s rapid advance is due to its strategy of
attacking east Aleppo on several fronts, weakening
the rebels,” Observatory chief Rami Abdel Rahman
said. The regime gains came as its aircraft pounded
rebel positions and amid heavy clashes between the
opposition and forces loyal to President Bashar Al-
Assad. Masaken Hanano was the first district the
rebels took in the summer of 2012 in a move that
divided the city into a rebel-held east and a regime-
controlled west.

Around 250,000 civilians trapped under govern-
ment siege for months in the east have faced serious
food and fuel shortages. The Syrian Observatory said
nearly 1,700 civilians had fled over the past 24 hours
to government-held parts of western Aleppo and
another 2,500 to the Kurdish-controlled northern dis-
trict of Sheikh Maksoud. “It is the first exodus of this
kind from east Aleppo since 2012,” Abdel Rahman said.

Continued on Page 13

Thousands flee regime advance in Aleppo

ALEPPO: Syrian displaced families arrive at a makeshift camp yesterday in the government-held district of
Jibreen. — AFP 

Cuba mourns death of Castro

HAVANA: A picture of Fidel Castro and a Cuban flag decorate a home in the
Cuban capital yesterday. — AP 

RIYADH: Arid Saudi Arabia could need more than $53 bil-
lion in water sector investment supported by private
funds as demand grows, officials said yesterday. The
world’s largest oil exporter, whose petroleum revenues
fell 51 percent last year on declining crude prices, is push-
ing to diversify its economy through greater private sec-
tor investment and development of new industries.
Among government agencies targeted for privatization is
the Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC), which
desalinates water from the Gulf and Red Sea coasts.

“Future plants will be tendered to the private sector,”
Ali Al-Hazmi, SWCC governor, told the government-orga-
nized Water Investment Forum. “We have everything
ready for privatization.” The desert kingdom, which has no
rivers, obtains most of its water from desalination and the
rest from ground sources. “This requires a lot of money
and a lot of capital investment,” Mansour Al-Mushaiti, a
deputy minister with the ministry of environment, water
and agriculture, told the forum. “We are envisaging that
the capital requirements in the next five years will reach
up to 200 billion Saudi riyals ($53.3 billion).”

SWCC, created in 1974, is the world’s largest producer
of desalinated water. It operates 28 plants and as part of
the process is able to generate electricity for the national
power grid. Saudi water demand is increasing by more
than five percent annually, Hazmi said at the start of the
two-day forum. By 2020 the kingdom is targeting 52 per-
cent of desalinated water production through “strategic
partners”.  — AFP 

Arid Saudi could 

need ‘$50bn’ in 

water investment

DOHA: Migrants gather at the Search and Follow Up Department in the Qatari
capital on Nov 8, 2016. — AFP 

DOHA: Kalawani has spent the past six
years hiding from the Qatari authorities,
but finally she is going home to Sri Lanka
for the first time since 2010. The former
housemaid is one of 9,000 undocumented
residents expected to leave Qatar before
Dec 1 after Doha introduced a three-
month amnesty for those living in the
country illegally to leave without “legal
consequences”. Kalawani ran away after
her employer refused to pay her monthly
wage of 1,000 Qatari riyals ($275), a com-
mon problem. “I didn’t get any salary from
my sponsor,” she says while waiting for her

papers to be approved. Under Qatar’s
strict sponsorship laws, anyone wishing to
change their job must get permission
from their employer, so Kalawani became
an “illegal” after fleeing. 

She has existed by relying on her family
for help and working in a cafe, though that
was also illegal as her entry visa to Qatar
allowed her to work only as a housemaid.
“This amnesty is good for me. I want to go
home,” she says quietly. Under normal
rules, she could be facing a huge fine or
imprisonment for absconding. 

Continued on Page 13

Qatar ‘illegals’ scramble 

to leave under amnesty

RUTLAND, Vermont: Morgan Denehy, a Rutland County native who majored in
Arabic in college, speaks at a coffee shop on Nov 14, 2016. — AP 

RUTLAND, Vermont: Arabic language classes
are drawing 25 to 30 people a week in prepa-
ration for the new arrivals in town. High
school students are helping collect furniture
and housewares for them, and employers
have inquired about giving them jobs. For the
past several months, Rutland has been get-
ting ready to receive 100 mostly Syrian
refugees beginning early next year. But with
Donald Trump taking office in late January,
Rutland’s plans and those of other US cities
that have agreed to take in people fleeing the
civil war have been thrown into question, giv-
en the incoming president’s hostility to
Muslim immigrants.

“I am not even going to hazard a guess”
about the fate of the program, said Mayor
Christopher Louras, who invited the newcom-
ers in the hope they can help revitalize this
shrinking, post-industrial, heroin-plagued city
of 15,800. In the fiscal year that just ended,

the Obama administration screened and
admitted nearly 12,600 Syrian refugees, who
were resettled in cities and towns across the
US Thousands more are scheduled to arrive in
the coming year.

During the campaign, Trump proposed a
ban on Muslims entering the country and
called for a moratorium on accepting Syrian
refugees for fear of terrorists slipping through.
He also vowed “extreme vetting” of would-be
immigrants from countries plagued by
extremism. Presidents set the quotas for
refugees allowed into the country. Once
Trump takes office Jan 20, he could cut off the
flow or reduce the number the US will accept.
The president-elect’s transition team had no
comment this month on his plans.

Stacie Blake, spokeswoman for the US
Committee for Refugees and Immigrants, said
her organization hopes Rutland will start see-
ing the refugees arrive by mid-January. Once

admitted to the US, refugees cannot be
expelled unless they have committed a seri-
ous crime or are found to have lied to gain
entry. Rutland’s plan has been welcomed by
some and condemned by others, who warn
that the refugees could not only pose a secu-
rity threat and but also take away housing,
jobs and social services from locals.

“It’s just sad, sad. We don’t need any more
people here, from anyplace, but especially the
Syrians, because who knows, there could be
one terrorist in there. Once they’re here,
they’re hard to get rid of. They’re like a tick, or
rats,” Rennie Masler said. Among the many
other US communities preparing to accept
Syrians and other refugees in 2017 is Bowling
Green, Kentucky, a longtime refugee resettle-
ment community that took in about 400
mostly African immigrants this year. It expects
40 Syrians in September.

Continued on Page 13

US plans for Syria refugees in limbo
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Official list of winners of the 2016 National Assembly elections
KUWAIT: The following is the final list of winners in each constituency with the number of votes as released by the judicial commission tasked with vote counting for the 2016 National Assembly elections:

The winners are: 

1- Adnan Sayed Abdulsamad (4,287 votes)
2- Essa Ahmad Al-Kandari (4,077 votes) 
3- Mohammad Mirwi Al-Hadiya (3,016 votes)
4- Adel Jassem Al-Damkhi (2,758 votes) 

5- Abdullah Youssef Al-Roumi (2,731 votes) 
6- Saleh Ahmad Ashour (2,541 votes) 
7- Mubarak Salem Al-Harees (2,444 votes)
8- Osama Essa Al-Shaheen (2,270 votes) 
9- Khaled Hussein Al-Shatti (2,166 votes)
10- Salah Abduredha Khorsheed (2,131 votes)

The winners are: 

1- Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem (4,119 votes) 
2- Riyadh Ahmad Al-Adsani (3,578 votes) 
3- Khalil Ibrahim Al-Saleh (2,914 votes) 
4- Jamaan Thaher Al-Harbash (2,432 votes) 

5- Hamad Seif Al-Harshani (2,341 votes) 
6- Mohammad Barrak Al-Mutair (2,172 votes) 
7- Khalaf Dumaitheer Al-Enezi (1,942 votes) 
8- Rakan Youssef Al-Nasef (1,888 votes) 
9- Oudah Oudah Al-Ruwaei (1,772 votes) 
10- Omar Abdulmohsin Al-Tabtabaei (1,755 votes). 

First Constituency Second Constituency

Adnan AbdulsamadEssa Al-KandariMohammad 
Al-HadiyaAdel Al-DamkhiAbdullah Al-Roumi

Saleh AshourMubarak Al-HareesOsama Al-ShaheenKhaled Al-ShattiSalah Khorsheed

Marzouq Al-GhanemRiyadh Al-AdasaniKhalil Al-SalehJamaan Al-HarbashHamad Al-Harshani

Mohammad 
Al-Mutair

Khalaf DumaitheerRakan Al-NasefOudah Al-RuwaeiOmar Al-Tabtabaei

The winners are: 

1- Abdulwahab Mohammad Al-Babtain (3,730 votes) 
2- Saadoun Hammad Al-Otaibi (3,444 votes) 
3- Yousef Saleh Al-Fadhalah (3,399 votes) 
4- Abdulkareem Abdullah Al-Kandari (3,325 votes) 

5- Safaa Abdurrahman Al-Hashem (3,273 votes) 
6- Mohammad Hussein Al-Dallal (2,533 votes) 
7- Waleed Musaaed Al-Tabtabaei (2,504 votes) 
8- Khalil Abdullah Abul (2,443 votes) 
9- Mohammad Nasser Al-Jabri (2,219 votes) 
10- Ahmad Nabil Al-Fadhl (2,124 votes). 

The winners are: 

1- Thamer Saad Al-Dhafiri (5,601 votes) 
2- Mubarak Haif Al-Hajraf (4,621 votes) 
3- Mohammad Hayef Al-Mutairi (4,506 votes)
4- Saad Ali Khanfour Al-Rusheedi (3,811 votes) 

5- Abdullah Fahad Al-Enezi (3,545 votes) 
6- Shuaib Shabab Al-Muwaizri (3,528 votes) 
7- Ali Salem Al-Deqbasi (3,379 votes) 
8- Askar Auwayed Al-Enezi (2,972 votes) 
9- Saud Mohammad Al-Shuwaier (2,897 votes) 
10- Marzouq Khalifa Al-Khalifa (2,874 votes). 

Third Constituency Fourth Constituency

Abdulwahab
Al-Babtain Thamer Al-DhafiriSaadoun Al-OtaibiYousef Al-FadhalahAbdulkareem 

Al-KandariSafaa Al-Hashem

Mohammad 
Al-Dallal

Waleed Al-TabtabaeiKhalil AbulMohammad Al-JabriAhmad Al-Fadhl

The winners are: 

1- Hamoud Abdullah Al-Khudair (5,072 votes) 
2- Hamdan Salem Al-Azmi (5,038 votes) 
3- Al-Humaidhi Bader Al-Subaei (4,660 votes) 
4- Talal Saad Al-Jalaal Al-Sahli (4,299 votes) 

5- Faisal Mohammad Al-Kandari (4,114 votes) 
6- Khaled Mohammad Al-Otaibi (3,998 votes) 
7- Majed Musaaed Al-Mutairi (3,821 votes) 
8- Nayef Abdulaziz Merdas Al-Ajmi (3,769 votes) 
9- Nasser Saad Al-Dossari (3,296 votes) 
10- Mohammad Hadi Al-Huwailah (2,851 votes)

Fifth Constituency

Hamoud Al-KhudairHamdan Al-Azmi
Al-Humaidhi 

Al-Subaei
Talal Al-SahliFaisal Al-Kandari

Khaled Al-OtaibiMajed Al-MutairiNayef MerdasNasser Al-Dossari
Mohammad 
Al-Huwailah

Mubarak Al-HajrafMohammad HayefSaad KhanfourAbdullah Al-Enezi

Ali Al-Deqbasi Shuaib Al-MuwaizriAskar Al-EneziSaud Al-ShuwaierMarzouq Al-Khalifa

Historical voter turnout figures:
July 27, 2013 polls:
Votes cast: 228,314
Registered voters: 439,911
Turnout: 51.9%

December 1, 2012
Votes Cast: 163,301
Registered Voters: 400,296
Turnout: 40.8%

February 2, 2012
Votes cast: 238,308
Registered voters: 400,296
Turnout: 59.53%

May 17, 2008 
Votes cast: 214,886
Registered voters: 361,684
Turnout: 59.41%

June 29, 2006
Votes cast: 312,762
Registered voters: 340,248
Turnout: 91.92%

July 3, 1999
Votes cast: 93,996
Registered voters: 112,882
Turnout: 83.27%

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: New MP Ahmad Nabil Al-Fadhl thanked third
constituency voters and vowed to represent all Kuwaitis
and cooperate with the new parliament. Speaking to
reporters after winning the elections, Fadhl urged his fel-
low lawmakers to prioritize Kuwait’s greater good, coop-
erate and forget all disagreements in order to do some-
thing for Kuwait. “I won the election and intend to put
my vision into practice, including resolving housing,
health and education problems,” he said, noting that the
new parliament should focus on tangible achievements
in the coming two years. He also urged the government
not to reappoint troublemaking and unproductive min-
isters, as he described them. 

Meanwhile, MP Thamer Al-Dhafiri thanked the Kuwaiti
people in general and his supporters in particular follow-
ing the declaration of results. “A new phase of Kuwait’s
history has just started,” he said, noting that he would be
the first to extend a hand of cooperation to everybody
with the aim of achieving the best for the entire Kuwaiti
people. Dhafiri demanded a Cabinet that matches the
parliament’s current formation, works for greater good
and refrains from overburdening citizens. “Cooperation
with the coming Cabinet will depend on its reaction to
public demands expressed by candidates including
reconsidering the laws passed by the previous parlia-
ment, skyrocketing prices, bedoons and citizenship with-
drawal issues,” he explained. 

In the meantime, MP Abdullah Fahhad Al-Enezi
thanked the Kuwaiti people and his supporters in the
fourth electoral constituency in a statement made to
reporters, in which he hailed the vast participation in the
election process. Enezi vowed to work on achieving the
Kuwaiti people’s aspirations, protect their gains and stop

government attempts for economic reforms at their
expense. He also called for a new Cabinet formation that
would match these aspirations including having techno-
crat ministers.  

Opposition meets
Opposition MPs plan to hold a meeting before the

end of this week to discuss the outlines of their work and
coordinate their approach prior to the speakership and
other parliamentary committee elections, well-informed
sources said. The lawmakers will also discuss establishing
a new parliamentary bloc and discuss its priorities before
the new parliament convenes within two weeks, the
sources added. Moreover, the sources said the meeting
MPs will also discuss supporting one of them, most prob-
ably Shuaib Al-Muwaizri, to run for the speakership, as
opposed to others supported by other MPs from outside
the bloc such as Abdullah Al-Roumi in particular, who is
also said to have plans to run for the speaker’s post. 

Online payment
The Ministry of Commerce and Industry is scheduled

to launch its online payment service to collect company
and commercial licenses fees and fines during the first
quarter of 2017. The ministry explained that the new
service would be part of those provided by the e-gov-
ernment project and that it would have a positive impact
on facilitating transactions for both company owners
and individuals.  Meanwhile, the ministry’s one-window
department received 41 applications to set up new com-
panies last week, said informed sources, noting that 25
had been approved, 15 had been rejected and one was
deferred for further checks. The sources added that the
department received 124 applications from Oct 23 until
the end of last week.

By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: Commenting on the results of
the parliamentary elections, the Kuwait
Lawyers Association’s Chairman Nasser
Al-Karyoun hailed all the efforts exerted
to make the elections a success. He also
congratulated His Highness the Amir
and the Kuwaiti people on the occasion.
In addition, Karyoun congratulated the
winning MPs and reminded them that
their task would be a tough one, and
that they would be accountable over
their responsibilities, especially before
the voters who have great aspirations in
terms of legislation and monitoring the
government’s performance. 

New MPs thank voters, vow to
work for Kuwait’s greater good

Opposition to coordinate next step

Lawyers Association praises elections

Kuwait Lawyers Association’s building.
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KUWAIT: The United States Ambassador
to Kuwait Lawrence Silverman released
the following statement yesterday, in
which he commented on Kuwait’s par-
liamentary elections:

‘I congratulate Kuwait and its people
on the successful holding of yesterday’s
national parliamentary elections. Kuwait
has long been a regional leader with
respect to constitutional governance
and political participation, as reflected
by Saturday’s free and competitive elec-
tions. The United States and Kuwait
enjoy a strong and close friendship that
provides benefits for both our nations
and peoples.  I look forward to deepen-
ing our relationship with the Kuwaiti

people and to continue working closely
with the Government of Kuwait in all
areas, reflected in our recently-held
Strategic Dialogue.’

LONDON: The United Kingdom is keen on
bolstering ties with the State of Kuwait on all
possible domains, Lord Mayor of London
Andrew Charles Parmley said yesterday. In an
exclusive interview, Parmley lauded the sig-
nificant political and humanitarian roles
played by His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah within the
regional and international spheres, affirming
that the GCC leader was a wise and level-
headed figure who deserved all respect and
admiration.

On his upcoming two-day visit to Kuwait,
which begins tomorrow, Parmley said that
the Gulf country provided strong incentives
for foreign investors to seek business in the
region. The Lord Mayor of London affirmed
that the goal of the visit was to reassure
Kuwait and the GCC countries that the UK
would remain as a strong business partner.
Parmley’s visit comes on the backdrop of
Brexit, an event that sent shockwaves around
the globe after the UK expressed clear inten-
sions to fully separate from the EU.

Parlmey revealed that more top UK offi-
cials will visit the region soon, pointing out
the UK Prime Minister Theresa May will par-
take in the GCC summit to be held in Bahrain
later next month. Parmley said that business
personnel and investors around the globe
should not be worried about the aftermath of
Brexit, noting that his country had built solid
relations with many nations that were not
easily shaken by any given event. —KUNA

Amir thanks ministries for
efforts during elections

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah yesterday
thanked the Interior Ministry for its efforts
during the National Assembly’s elections. His
Highness the Amir extended his gratitude to
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior
Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah as well as the ministry’s security and
civilian staff for their gigantic efforts to secure
the parliamentary elections.

Meanwhile, His Highness the Amir
expressed his deep appreciation and grati-
tude to members of the Supreme Judicial
Commission for their tremendous efforts in
supervising the 2016 National Assembly elec-
tions. His Highness the Amir made his remarks
yesterday in a cable of thanks he sent to
Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs and
Acting Minister of Justice Sheikh Mohammad
Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah. His Highness
the Amir also valued the judicial commission’s
significant efforts in securing total success for
this election, wishing the members all the
best of luck in serving Kuwait in all fields and
levels. 

Furthermore, His Highness the Amir
expressed his appreciation to Minister of
Information and Minister of State for Youth

Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah and to all his ministry staff
for the excellent coverage of the National
Assembly election. His Highness the Amir
described the coverage as highly accurate
and extremely subjective. He wished every-
one success in their present and future
endeavors.

In the meantime, Sheikh Salman Al-
Humoud expressed appreciation to a success-
ful parliamentary election under a leadership
that encourages and instills practices of
democracy. In a press statement yesterday,
Sheikh Salman Al-Humoud also congratulated
all the winners of the election, wishing them
success in attaining their goals and serving
their country the best they could.

He added that the country saw the best
practices of democracy at the polling stations
yesterday where everyone expressed their
freedom of choice in picking their best candi-
dates to represent them in the parliament.

Transparency and integrity were the main
components of the candidates’ campaigns
leading up to election day, he added. He laud-
ed a media coverage that followed voters
since the opening of polling stations until the
announcement of the winners; this coverage

used the latest technologies and utilized the
best of social networks to broadcast this
major event by the minute. —KUNA

His Highness the Amir Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah

US Ambassador praises
parliament elections

US Ambassador Lawrence Silverman

UK keen on bolstering ties with
Kuwait - Lord Mayor of London

Lord Mayor of London Andrew 
Charles Parmley

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Defense
Minister Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah met
yesterday with German Ambassador to Kuwait
Karlfried Bergner on several issues of mutual
interest. During the meeting, Sheikh Khaled Al-
Jarrah lauded deep relations between Kuwait
and Germany, the Kuwaiti Army’s Moral
Guidance Directorate said in a press release.
Earlier in the day, Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah
received Bangladeshi Ambassador to Kuwait S
M Abul Kalam on a number of issues and sub-
jects that concern both sides, it added. — KUNA

Defense Minister meets
with German Ambassador

Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah

KUWAIT: Public Authority for Environment
(EPA) has signed a cooperation agreement with
the United Nation Environment Programme
(UNEP) to write up Kuwait ’s second UNDP
Country Programme Document related to cli-
mate change.

Regional Director and Representative for the
UNEP Regional Office for West Asia (ROWA) Iyad
Abumoghli told the press, Sunday, that Kuwait
is expressing keenness on the UN agreements
on climate change; this interest is apparent in
the Kuwaiti leadership’s recent participation in
the UN meeting of states parties on climate
change (COP22) which took place in Marrakesh
on November 16.

EPA has been a l ink of communication
between UNEP and Kuwait since the latter
signed United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 1994 and Kyoto
Protocol in 2005, he said. He added that Kuwait
has been submitting its required reports on its
climate change, which comprise changes hap-
pening to temperature, the levels of rains and
sea rise, in addition to the increase of sand
storms. These reports are essential tools for the
UNEP in giving a comprehensive evaluation on
how these changes impact the economic and
social aspects of the country and in helping
finding solutions to overcome these climate
challenges.  Abumoghli explained that complet-

ing Kuwait ’s second Country Programme
Document will take three years and it will be ful-
ly funded by international environment organi-
zations, hoping it will be handed over by 2019.
EPA will lead the project of writing up this docu-
ment with the help of many local institutes, he
pointed out.

Kuwait’s first UNDP Country Programme
Document indicated to many changes occur-

ring in the countr y ’s cl imate such as the
decrease of rain levels subsequently causing
sandstorms increased. The report also showed
an increase of the average rate of temperature
by 1.6, predicting that this rate will be at 28.7
Celsius by 2035. Fur thermore,  due to the
coastal nature of Kuwait, sea level rise will
increase leading to a loss of 1.4 percent to 3
percent of land. —KUNA

EPA signs cooperation agreement with UNEP

Public Authority for Environment (EPA) signs a cooperation agreement with the United Nation
Environment Programme (UNEP).
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Being terminated isn’t always easy to deal with. On
top of that, imagine being terminated because
you are a woman, you don’t speak the language,

you don’t have family around you, you are in a foreign
country and they won’t give you your rights. I know
many of you have concerns about being terminated in
Kuwait, and I know that many people know that
employers don’t always follow the law. It is a very tough
situation to be in, so I hope the questions and answers
mentioned here are of help.

Illegal reason
Question: I was terminated for an illegal reason. My

termination letter says that I was being terminated
because I got married, which makes no sense. Are there
laws in Kuwait that protect women from such actions?
What are our rights as women? I feel like it is my right to
get married, there was no mention of this in the con-
tract. What can I do?

Fajer: Being terminated for getting married is illegal
and the law protects you. Kuwait labor law has many
articles that protect women in the working field. I have
listed them below: 

* Maternity Leave
Maternity leave in Kuwait is for 70 days and is PAID. 
The leave days are NOT included in the employee’s

annual leave or other leaves!
The woman has to give birth within this period.

* Leave after delivery 
Female employees can request non-paid leave of up

to four months after the 70-day maternity leave. The
request has to be from the employee.

* Termination
The employer may NOT terminate the employee

while on maternity leave or if the employee is sick or
had complications due to the delivery and needs extra
medical leave. 

* Breastfeeding
The employee is allowed a two-hour break in order

to breastfeed her newborn (it is not clear what the pro-
visions are though).

* Nursery
The employer is OBLIGED to have a nursery at work -

for organizations with more than 50 female employees
or more than 200 employees in general.

The nursery is for children under four years of age.
Unfortunately, there a lot of employers in Kuwait and

around the world that do not want to hire married or
pregnant women, because pregnant women can be
costly to them. Fortunately, there a lot of people speak-
ing out about this and the laws have changed in the
past years giving more rights to women so they can
start a family and also have a career.

I would suggest that you file a complaint at the
Shuoon (Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs) for illegal
termination, especially since you have a termination let-
ter in writing that says you are being terminated for get-
ting married. If I was your lawyer, I would negotiate
compensation for you. If you go to court, the judge will
give you compensation for wrongful termination. 

Resignation 
Question: I am resigning because I am not being

treated well at work. This is because I am working over-
time, am not getting days off and so on. Do you think it
is the right step?

Fajer: No. I see people making this mistake all the
time. Instead of submitting the resignation to your
employer, I would much rather you submit your resigna-
tion at the Shuoon stating all the violations that your
employer has done towards you. I usually give this
advice to my clients because when you resign, you are
legally relinquishing your rights, and if your reason for
resignation is not documented clearly, then you lose
some of your rights, that depending on your years of
employment, can affect your termination indemnity. 

For any legal questions or queries, email
ask@fajerthelawyer.com

Termination and 

resignation for women

Legalese

By Attorney Fajer Ahmed

BEIRUT: Sheikh Mohammad Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah,
Chairman of Kuwait International Bank (KIB) and
Chairman of the Union of Arab Banks (UAB),
called for the establishment of an Arab banking
consortium, as a means to prevent international
banks from assuming control of Arab banks and
other financial institutions. Jarrah said that
these economic consortiums will allow banks to
channel some of the Arab investments currently
being made abroad into local investments with-
in Arab states. This will in turn lead to a boost in
new projects, creating job opportunities and
driving economic development across the
entire Arab region - in addition to helping stem
terrorism in the region.  

According to Jarrah, the idea of creating an
Arab banking conglomerate stems from a belief
in the fundamental need for cooperation and
collaboration within the banking sector. It is
also driven by the notion that cooperation will
help mobilize human capital, conserve and
maximize resources, and build capacities. This
cooperation is a perquisite to building a solid
foundation rooted in peace and stability, and a
key component towards achieving balanced,
sustainable and comprehensive development,
said Jarrah.

Economic sanctions
Jarrah’s statement came as part of his open-

ing address at the inauguration of the Annual
Arab Banking Conference 2016, which took
place in Beirut on November 24th and 25th at
the Phoenicia Hotel. Organized by the UAB,
under the patronage of Prime Minister
Tammam Salam, represented by Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Defense Samir Moqbel,
the conference was held in partnership with the
Bank of Lebanon (Banque De Liban), the
Association of Banks in Lebanon and the World
Union of Arab Bankers, and was attended by a
number of influential economic and political
figures, including: Fouad Siniora, Former Prime
Minister, Amr Moussa, Former Secretary General
of the League of Arab States, Sheikh Mohamad
Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah, Chairman of the UAB, Riad
Salame, Governor of Banque du Liban, Dr
Joseph Torbey, Chairman of the World Union of
Arab Bankers and President of the Association
of Banks in Lebanon, Adnan Kassar, President of
the Lebanese Economic Organization, Dr Sahar
Nasr, Minister of International Cooperation of
Egypt, Ghada Alwali, Minister of Social Solidarity
of Egypt, and Wissam Fattouh, Secretary
General of the UAB.

In his speech, Jarrah applauded the role the
UAB plays in enhancing the reputation of Arab
banks around the world, promoting a better
understanding of the strength and integrity of
these institutions in an effort to alleviate the
economic sanctions imposed on some of the
Arab states. He also lauded the UAB’s efforts to
harness the capabilities of the Arab banking
sector to drive greater social and economic
development - calling upon banks in the
region to unite and align their efforts, encour-
aging them to invest their capabilities within
the Arab region.

The responsibility of peace
Jarrah expressed his concerns over the tur-

moil currently taking place in the Arab world,
with the region becoming overwhelmed with
wars, conflicts, refugee crises, terrorism, and
struggles of every kind - leading to the destruc-
tion of cities and demolishment of infrastruc-
ture, not to mention the incredible toll this has
had on the economies of Arab states. As the
region finds itself shrouded in uncertainty and
as it struggles to find peace and stability, Jarrah
said peace ceases to become an achievement,
but rather a responsibility for governments and
key political and economic powers, including
the banking sector. As a pillar of the economic
landscape, the banking sector can be a key con-
tributor to the peace process by taking an

active role in restoration and rebuilding efforts,
as well as helping to boost the economy by cap-
italizing on its financial and human resources.
Jarrah also noted that the banking sector enjoys
an international reputation for being trust-wor-
thy and credible, largely due to its adherence to
international practices and standards. Other fac-
tors which have contributed to this reputation
include the sector’s continued commitment to
remaining current with all the latest financial
and technological innovations, as well as the
industry’s dedication to investing in its human
capital and building capacities, in order to
empower these talents to lead the develop-
ment process. 

Within this context, Jarrah noted that avail-
able data has shown that the Arab banking sec-
tor’s assets have surpassed $3.3 trillion, and that
combined deposits have reached $2.06 trillion,
whilst loans have exceeded $1.7 trillion. He also
pointed out that the combined assets of Arab
banking institutions, which number at about
500 institutions, are valued at about 109% of
the GDP and exceed the total value of the Arab
economy.

An Arab lobby
Addressing the conference in his opening

statement, Jarrah said: “Through this conference
today, the Union of Arab Banks is looking to
explore the possibility of establishing an interna-
tional Arab banking lobby, stemming from the
Union’s commitment to promoting financial sta-
bility and economic cohesiveness despite the
political and security challenges the world is cur-
rently facing. Key amongst these challenges is
the drop in oil prices to historical lows, which has
resulted in over $360 billion in losses for the oil-
dependent GCC states, not to mention the nega-
tive impact this has had on economic growth
rates across the entire Arab region.” 

Jarrah further warned against the conse-
quences of the migration of domestic capital.
He also warned against the economic, political
and technological dependency that is incurred
and exacerbated due to foreign debt, particu-
larly in cases where borrowing countries are
subjected to economic and political decisions
which benefit creditor nations, and which lead
to censorship and interference in internal
affairs in some form or another. According to
Jarrah, the integration of Arab financial institu-
tions into the international financial system
puts the former at risk of being frozen by

Western governments, as has already hap-
pened with several Arab nations.

Transparency and objectivity
In his closing words, Jarrah thanked Prime

Minister Tammam Salam, represented by
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defense
Samir Moqbel, for his patronage of the confer-
ence. He further praised the Lebanese Capital of
Beirut for always welcoming its Arab and
International guests with open arms, lauding its
willingness to always offer a friendly and fertile
environment for open dialogue of all kinds.
Jarrah concluded by wishing all participants
success in addressing the conference topics
with utter transparency and objectivity, in an
effort to set the groundworks for the establish-
ment of an Arab banking lobby dedicated to
building a better future for the economies of
Arab states. 

Jarrah also announced that the UAB will be
holding its next conference under the title:
“Investing in Palestine”, which is set to take place
during the first week of December 2016 in the
Jordanian capital of Amman. This conference
seeks to highlight the urgent need to mobilize
all Arab banking powers to strengthen the
Palestinian economy and its banking sector.

Conference agenda
Over a period of two days, the “Lobbying for

Better Arab - International Banking
Cooperation” conference discussed a number of
topics which addressed various sensitive,
important and relevant economic issues.
Attended by a number of key influential figures,
decision makers and experts, the conference
also honored a number of prominent Arabic
economic figures. 

One of the main discussion topics on the
conference program was “The effects of interna-
tional and Arab political developments on the
banking sector”, which explored the  implemen-
tation of laws and regulations based on political
and financial objectives, as well as the impact of
terrorism, tax evasion and money laundering on
the banking industry. The discussion also
touched upon the need to create an Arab bank-
ing consortium and how to establish interna-
tional trust in it. Additionally, participants
addressed the role of the Arab banking sector in
financing economic and financial industries
within the context of the law, as well as the
implementation of financing policies that focus
on economic sectors, and finally the impact of
international legislation on the financing poli-
cies of Arab Banks.

KIB Chairman opens Annual Arab

Banking Conference 2016 in Beirut
‘Lobbying for Better Arab - International Banking Cooperation’

BEIRUT: Sheikh Mohammad Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah, Chairman of Kuwait International Bank (right) speaks during the
Arab Banking Conference 2016.

By Abdellatif Sharaa 

KUWAIT: Several voluntary groups participated in a major
campaign organized recently to clean Kuwait’s beaches
from Doha to Eshairej. One of those campaigns was carried
this past weekend by the ‘Kuwait is Green Oasis’ environ-
mental group and the ‘Prevention is our Goal’ voluntary
team. Nearly 400 boy scouts from Jahra Education Zone
were brought to Doha beach, which was littered by various
leftovers, plastic nets, dead animals , picnickers’ trash, glass
bottles and other harmful material. The boy scouts collect-
ed large amounts of trash and filled them into plastic bags
to be collected by Kuwait Municipality.

Dr Musaed Al-Enezi, President of the ‘Prevention is our
Goal Team,’ said that such activities aim to spread public
awareness regarding the importance of keeping the envi-
ronment clean, with special emphasis on beaches where
different kinds of wildlife frequent, and thus the area
should be kept clean at all times. He said the team is now
concentrating on schools to keep students informed of the
importance of a clean and pollutants-free environment.

400 boy scouts participate in Doha beach cleaning campaign
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NEW YORK: The 33rd annual conference of the
National Union of Kuwait Students (NUKS) - US
Branch - cancelled its last day of events due to
security reasons. In a letter late Saturday, NUKS
affirmed that all the events originally scheduled for
the last day - including forums, workshops, closing
ceremony, dinner, and concert - have been can-

celled to protect the conference’s attendees and
participants. The conference kicked off Thursday in
San Francisco, California, under the sponsorship of
Kuwait’s Minister of Education and Minister of
Higher Education Bader Al-Essa, with the atten-
dance of Kuwaiti Ambassador to the US Sheikh
Salem Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House
Group CEO Mazin Saad Al-Nahedh
said that the science and knowl-
edge are the roadmap for prosperi-
ty, and the main tool for achieving
comprehensive development. This
statement was made during his
speech at the annual conference of
the National Union of Kuwaiti
Students NUKS-USA Branch held in
San Francisco, California under the
sponsorship of Minister of
Education and Higher Education Dr
Bader Al-Essa in the presence and
participation of Kuwait
Ambassador to the United States
Sheikh Salem Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah.

He added that the Kuwaiti youth
are a force to reckon with, indicat-
ing Kuwait depends on the youth
and students in achieving further
development and prosperity in the
country. He advised the students to
ensure they put in their best per-
formance and benefit from the
experience in studying in the USA
that has the most prominent uni-
versities in the world, stressing the
importance of learning from the
positive side of the American cul-
ture such as the hard work, dedica-
tion to the job, patriotism, perse-
verance and diligence. 

Nahedh confirmed that KFH par-
ticipates in the conference as part of
its keenness to communicate with
students and support their activities.
KFH took part in a plethora of stu-
dents’ activities and forums con-
vened both inside and outside
Kuwait, be it sport, social, cultural, or
scientific activities, noting the impor-

tance of concerted efforts to beat
odds and pave the way for prosper-
ous future. He extend his apprecia-
tion and thanks to the organizers of
the conference that was attended by
a huge number of students, impor-
tant dignitaries and representatives
of the diplomatic mission.

KFH-Group CEO delivers speech

at NUKS Conference in USA

Nahedh: Science and Knowledge Roadmap for Prosperity

Kuwait Finance House Group
CEO Mazin Al-Nahed is sur-
rounded by some students
and members of the diplo-
matic corps.

DUBAI: EQUATE Petrochemical Company,
a global producer of petrochemicals, par-
ticipated in the Leaders of Tomorrow
Seminar organized by the Gulf
Petrochemicals and Chemicals
Association (GPCA) for various university
students from Arabian Gulf countries to
develop their leadership skills.

EQUATE President and CEO
Mohammad Husain said, “Leadership is a
choice and an aspiration. You might have
different feelings about these aspirations.
These aspirations have responsibilities
and accountabilities with them.”

Husain added, “Leadership is not a
matter of title, it is about your attitude
and what you contribute regardless of

your position. Irrespective of the defini-
tion for leadership, each one of you can
paint your future that includes many col-
ors representing the challenges and
achievements of your personal painting.”
Husain explained, “Life has different col-
ors. Dark and light. Leadership is part of
life! You can paint the future. Make it
unforgettable!”

During the seminar, Husain interacted
with the students and discussed the main
characteristics of leadership that motivate
and inspire people. The event also includ-
ed the participation of other officials from
a number of organizations who addressed
the role, significance, future and funda-
mentals of the petrochemical industry.

EQUATE participates in GPCA

Leaders of Tomorrow Seminar

NUKS-USA cancels 

last day conference 

for security reasons
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Crime
R e p o r t

Fight at Jahra Hospital

Under the influence
Ardhiya police arrested two young men in an

abnormal condition, as their car was obstructing traf-
fic. The driver was found under the influence and the
passenger did not have any ID. Both had hashish joints
on them.

Car thief at large
Jabriya police are looking for thief who stole a late-

model car after its owner went into a pharmacy leaving
the engine running.

Drug trafficker caught
Interior Ministry’s Assistant Undersecretary for

Criminal Security Maj Gen Abdelhameed Al-Awadhi
sent a bedoon to the drugs prosecution charged with
trading. One kilo of shabu was attached to the case file.
The suspect was arrested in Salmiya after he sold 20
gm to an undercover agent. The rest of the drugs were
found in his house.

Search for shooting suspects
Police are looking for three persons who attempted

to stop two girls in a car by force, then shot at them.
The incident took place in Hawally after the two had
just left a private hospital. — Al-Rai and Al-Anbaa

Close an eye and open another - that is, close the
eye of satisfaction and open wide your eye of dis-
satisfaction. Close eyes that see the good and acti-

vate ones that only see follies. Being abroad at the time
being, I seem to be longing for Kuwait with all my feel-
ings. I cannot get it off my mind because it is everything
I have in this life. My hopes are there. I have lived
decades of my age in it. It is my homeland where I lived
my childhood, youth and old age. It has my home, fami-
ly and grave. 

I am saying this because it really hurts me to see
everybody closing their good eyes and only opening
eyes of dissatisfaction that fail to see any beauty in it
nowadays.  All  speakers,  activists and preachers
talked about the negative sides of Kuwait, especially
when many of them are struggling to win a parlia-
mentary seat.   

Everybody talked about ugliness as if Kuwait is a
very old ugly witch. Why on earth have they all closed

their good eyes and only talk about follies? The reason
might be to please a majority of people who only like
listening to such talk. Well, this does not mean that
everything is rosy in my country nor does it means that
it is full of cultural venues, theatres and concert halls in
every co-op. However, I am trying my best to create a
sense of beauty and satisfaction. We should focus more
on positive aspects of life as a means to limit the pres-
ence of ugliness. 

My country has a lot of ugliness but still has far more
beauties. I am not here calling to stop criticizing or to
cutting off fingers pointing out faults. I am only asking
to give due praise when needed as well as criticize when
needed. Talking about beauty beautifies the speaker
himself and talking about ugliness only makes the
speaker uglier. Take it easy on our country. Stop seeing
things as critics and open eyes of satisfaction wider to
express your patriotism! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times 

Eyes of dissatisfaction

Al-Anbaa

Studying the Donald Trump case does not need
much effort. It is an unexpected surprise that Trump
made it to the White House, winning the American

people’s votes. The man swept all American states, which
reflects the new public trend in the USA and the domi-
nance of severe rightist sentiments. Many political ana-
lysts, media figures and ordinary people considered
electing Donald Trump as US president as a major shock
and disaster that would affect the USA and the entire
world. As a reaction to his winning, the elections came
fast and might continue to accelerate to the peak until he
swears into office the beginning of next year. 

For the first time in modern history, negative reactions
to electing a US president match domestically and world-
wide. Those pessimistic about Trumps’ ideas as well as his
racist and narrow visions say that those might lead to vio-
lence and hatred. This is a wave that has started dominat-
ing many Western societies lately. Trump not only defeat-
ed his opponent Hilary Clinton or the democratic party,
but also defeated his own republican party, as well as the
American media, empires and machines. He also defeat-
ed nongovernmental organizations that mobilized their
efforts against him, as well as thousands of sports,
Hollywood and political celebrities including  three for-
mer presidents namely Bill Clinton, George Bush and
Barak Obama. He is a clear manifestation of the American
silent majority that made this change. 

What will happen to the USA is purely a domestic con-
cern, though the entire world will be affected. However,
both the American people and the world ought to learn
two lessons from this experience. Trump succeeded in
convincing the Americans that Washington DC and its
political icons were corrupt and that those politicians
were using them for the best interest in mega companies
and Wall Street. It was such a gigantic media machine
that made the entire world fear the US, made it arrogant-
ly a world leader, making it interfere in other countries
concerns, create tensions, wage wars and kill people,
backed by America’s support to such a racist policy. Now,
the Americans are suffering from the same and have
started to sense the feeling of fear, anxiety, racial discrimi-
nation and unknown future.

The world and governments, including Arabs and
Muslims, have nobody to blame but themselves because
they neglected education and human rights which has
resulted in a situation where people line up in long
queues outside US embassies for immigration. People
have been oppressed by tyrant regimes and the USA
seemed as the promised paradise on earth. Arabs have
been taking American weapons to fight each other. They
have even deposited their wealth in American banks and
financial institutions without any sense of shame or con-
sideration to their dignity. They are now reaping what
they had already sown. So, why are they upset? 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Trump is 

no surprise

Al-Jarida

By Dr Hassan Abdullah Jouhar 

Al-Anbaa

KUWAIT: Jahra Hospital was the scene of a bloody fight
between several people, before the brawl was controlled
by guards just before police arrived. The fight started
between two groups of in-laws in Saad Al-Abdullah, who
resumed it at the hospital when they saw each other, and
each side asked friends to come for help. Eight bedoons
who were on one side were arrested, while the other party
of three citizens and their mother escaped.

In debt
Farwaniya police arrested three wanted persons for over

KD 290,000 in debts.

By Saleh Al-Shayeji

KUWAIT: The United Nations Human
Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat) and
Dubai Real Estate Institute (DREI) announced
yesterday the two student that  won  from the
university competition launched to universi-
ties in the GCC region, focused on generating
new and innovative  solutions for sustainable
public space in collaboration with major uni-
versities in GCC . 

The collaborative direction between the
two organizations DERI and UN-Habitat is to
continuously offer educational and leadership
opportunities to both young professionals and
experts updating them with housing policies
and trends, in-line with international stan-
dards for the development of sustainable
cities and communities through several pro-
posed activities. 

Activities include training courses, work-
shops, urban campaigns, urban research on
city prosperity and affordable housing and
urban competitions that promote positive
change within cities and housing communi-
ties for better quality of life. 

The ‘My City My Responsibility’ competition
launched in August to all fourth years’ univer-
sity students in the GCC region, invited stu-
dents majoring in civil engineering, architec-
ture, and environmental design to apply their
projects either individually or in a group.

The competition, under the ‘I am a city
Changer’ campaign aims to utilize student’s
innovative talents to contribute to re-thinking
public space for safe, connected, integrated,
healthy and resilient future cities in at least six
gulf cities. Celebratory event kicked off in the
main theatre of Dubai Real Estate Institute, the
first Middle-East Real Estate Institute and the
educational arm of the Dubai Land
Department.  

The public schemes that won were selected
and awarded based on key selection criteria ‘in

urban sustainability, such as inclusivity, safety
and accessibility for women, children, elderly
and individuals with special needs.  The jury
consisted of Urban planning and urban design
experts including Nadine Bitar and Shadi
Hasbini.

First prize withheld
During the selection process, the jury

members decided to withhold the first prize as
due the submissions did not push the enve-
lope in terms of implementing sustainability
pillars in the Gulf region that is resilient to
harsh desert climate change. 

Each winner received a monetary prize
from DREI and certificates for their participa-
tion from UN-Habitat and students will be giv-
en the opportunity to intern at a top real
estate firm with the possibility to implement
their project design with concerned city
authorities. 

The student winners include one 
individual and one group project

Second Place: The Individual project from
student, Asmaa Abdulla Al-Mulaih, from the
University of Jeezan- Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
has won a prize worth $3,000 from DREI with a
certificate of appreciation from UN-Habitat.

Third Place: Group Project from students,
Abdulrahman Al-Ateeqi, Ahmad Al-Saffar,
Dalal A-lNoumas, Rahaf Al-Dabbous, and
Shahad Al-Awadhi, and Danah Al-Olaimi all
from Kuwait University- Kuwait have won a

prize worth $2,000 from DREI with a certificate
of appreciation from UN-Habitat. 

The jury reviewed the project winners
based on six evaluation criteria, which are: the
ability to resolve environmental issues, the
ability to generate business of scale, group
effort, resolving issues related to people with
special needs, women, elderly, and children,
the ability to resolve social issues; inclusive
and safe, as well as innovation and creativity.

The awards were distributed as part of DREI
celebration of UAE Innovation week and rec-
ognizing the importance of innovation and
research as key drivers of sustainability .Guests
included Leaders from the Real Estate Sector.
Student winners accompanied by their par-
ents, the Deans and professors who taught
students in sustainable courses relating to the
competition. 

New experiences
Dr Tarek El-Sheikh, the Regional Director of

UN-Habitat said, we believe that all the partici-
pants of this competition has developed new
experiences and learnt new ideas about trans-
formative urban settlements that are inclusive,
safe, resilient and sustainable. Therefore, their
learning process will not stop here, but rather,
they will invest and built on it after their grad-
uation and when they join the work field, we
will witness their positive actions in their
countries.

It is worth mentioning that there is a grow-
ing consensus about the need to work togeth-
er to address the impact of climate change
and achieve the sustainable development
goals as stated in the GOP meeting in Paris last
September. 

As a result of this global demand of climate
change, UN-Habitat plan of action in Kuwait is
to promote the New Urban Agenda ratified by
more than 192 countries representatives in

HABITATIII, Quito, 2016 and achieve 2030 SDGs
specifically Goal 11: sustainable cities and
communities and Goal 17: Partnerships (PPP)
as habitat believes creating partnership plays
a crucial role in the overall development of
societies. Mahmoud Al-Burai, The Managing
Director of Dubai Real Estate Institution, con-
gratulated all the winners of the competition
and encouraged those who did not win to par-
ticipate in the future competitions organized
by both DREI and UN-Habitat, adding “I con-
gratulate the winners wishing them a success-
ful career in which they can implement their
knowledge of New Urban Trends.”

He ended by saying, I am excited to see
what the finalists have come up with to pro-
vide their ideas for a vibrant sustainable and
living future in their region, encouraging us to
do a public display in our future competition
to show case the vision of Gulf state youths in
what contribute to revitalize their areas and
make them more sustainable.

GCC sustainable cities and communities

student competition winners announced
Organized by UN-Habitat and Dubai Real Estate Institute

Juveniles arrested
An Egyptian couple told Khaitan police they were

stopped by two bedoons who claimed to be detectives,
took their IDs, then beat them. Khaitan detectives had
noticed what took place and arrested the suspects. Both
were sent to the juvenile prosecution.

Marital problems
An Egyptian woman who works at Kuwait University

said her husband, with whom she has problems, tied her
up, and with his brother’s help, stole a gold bracelet along
with KD 800. They also abducted her son and fled to Egypt.
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RICHMOND, VIRGINA: Liberty University
President Jerry Falwell Jr.  says President
elect-Donald Trump offered him the job of
education secretary, but that he turned it
down for personal reasons.

Falwell tells The Associated Press that
Trump offered him the job last week during a
meeting in New York. He says Trump wanted a
four- to six-year commitment, but that he
couldn’t leave Liberty for more than two
years.

Falwell says he couldn’t afford to work at a
Cabinet-level job for longer than that and
didn’t want to move his family, especially his
16-year-old daughter. Trump announced
Wednesday he had selected charter school
advocate Betsy DeVos for the job. Falwell says
he thinks DeVos is an “excellent choice.”

Trump spoke at the Christian university in
Lynchburg, Virginia, in January and Falwell
later endorsed him. —AP

WASHINGTON: Construction continues on the presidential reviewing stand on Pennsylvania Avenue in front of the White House, Saturday, Nov 26, 2016. —AP

WEST PALM BEACH: For months
Donald Trump called the presiden-
tial election “rigged.” The president-
elect has a different word - “scam” -
for the recount effort aimed at revis-
iting the vote in three pivotal battle-
ground states. “The people have
spoken and the election is over,”
Trump declared Saturday in his first
comments about the growing effort
to force recounts in Wisconsin,
Michigan and Pennsylvania. He
added, “We must accept this result
and then look to the future.”

Green Party nominee Jill Stein’s
fight for a recount got a major boost
Friday when Wisconsin officials
announced they were moving for-
ward with the first presidential
recount in state history.

The incoming president had been
paying little if any attention to
Stein’s recount push, but Democratic
rival Hillary Clinton forced his hand
on Saturday by formally joining the
effort. Stein, who drew 1 percent of
the vote nationally, is raising millions
of dollars to fund the recounts.
“Because we had not uncovered any
actionable evidence of hacking or
outside attempts to alter the voting
technology, we had not planned to
exercise this option ourselves,”

Clinton campaign attorney Marc
Elias wrote Saturday in a blog post.
“But now that a recount has been
initiated in Wisconsin, we intend to
participate in order to ensure the
process proceeds in a manner that is
fair to all sides.”

Elias said Clinton would take the
same approach in Pennsylvania and
Michigan if Stein were to follow
through with recount requests those
states, even though that was highly
unlikely to change the election out-
come. Clinton leads the national
popular vote by close to 2 million
votes, but Trump won 290 electoral
votes to Clinton’s 232, with Michigan
still too close to call.  It takes 270 to
win the presidency. 

Challenging US election system 
Trump, who repeatedly chal-

lenged the integrity of the US elec-
tion system before his win, called
the recount push “a scam by the
Green Party for an election that has
already been conceded.” “The results
of this election should be respected
instead of being challenged and
abused, which is exactly what Jill
Stein is doing,” he said in the state-
ment, which didn’t mention
Clinton’s involvement.

Trump was expected to return to
New York yesterday after spending
the Thanksgiving holiday weekend
at his West Palm beach estate. His
transition team said the president-
elect had scheduled a series of
Monday meetings with prospective
administration hires.

Trump offered a one-line tweet
Saturday morning in reaction to the
death of Cuban leader Fidel Castro -
“Fidel Castro is dead!” - before issu-
ing a more detailed statement.
“While Cuba remains a totalitarian
island, it is my hope that today
marks a move away from the hor-
rors endured for too long, and
toward a future in which the won-
derful Cuban people finally live in
the freedom they so richly deserve,”
Trump said.

Trump’s Cuba policy was inconsis-
tent during the campaign. He first
suggested he supported President
Barack Obama’s orders loosening
the US trade embargo on the island.
He reversed himself less than a
month before the election, however,
vowing to overturn Obama’s order
unless Cuba meets demands includ-
ing “religious and political freedom
for the Cuban people and the free-
ing of political prisoners.” —AP

Trump: recount a ‘scam’

Effort moves forward

Falwell says Trump offered 

him education secretary job

LYNCHBURG, Virgina: In this Wednesday, Nov. 16, 2016 file
photo, Liberty University president Jerry Falwell Jr., poses
during an interview in his offices at the school. —AP



ISTANBUL: Twenty-two pro-Ankara Syrian
rebels were hit by a chemical gas attack
from Islamic State (IS) jihadists in northern
Syria, the Turkish army said yesterday. “After
a rocket was fired by Daesh (IS), 22 opposi-
tion members were observed to have been
exposed in their eyes and bodies to chemi-
cal gas,” the general staff said in a statement,
quoted by the state-run Anadolu news
agency.

It said the attack happened in the area of
the village of Khaliliya, east of Al Rai in
northern Syria. Turkish media said that the
affected Syrian fighters were brought over
the frontier to the Turkish border town of
Kilis by teams from Turkey’s AFAD emergen-
cies agency.

The reports said that the Turkish emer-
gency workers were equipped with special
chemical suits to protect themselves. The
Syrians were brought to the main hospital in

Kilis where they are currently undergoing
treatment.

Television pictures showed some of the
Syrians being transferred on stretchers to
the hospital, with the emergency workers
dressed in full-body white protective cloth-
ing and gas masks. The Turkish army is back-
ing the Syrian fighters in an unprecedented
incursion aimed at rooting out IS jihadists
from the border area and also ensuring
there is no Kurdish militia presence.

In a three-month operation, the rebels
have so far captured the IS stronghold of
Jarabulus, cleared IS from Al Rai and retaken
the symbolically important town of Dabiq
without much resistance.

With Turkish support, they are now
pressing to take Al Bab from the jihadists
in an advance that appears to be taking
more time and encountering greater
opposition. — AFP
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MOSUL, Iraq: When Islamic State militants in
Mosul discovered that Ahmed’s brother had
served in the army, they went to his house,
pulled him into the street, and shot him dead as
his parents watched.

Now, it was time for revenge, and after two
years of ferrying the extremists around as a taxi
driver, Ahmed had plenty of information to offer
special forces at a command post in an east
Mosul apartment on Friday.

“They’re in this church, and only God knows
what goes on in there,” he told intelligence offi-
cers, pointing out map coordinates during a
half-hour session. They met in a living room used
to receive residents just a few blocks away from
the battle, some seeking help, others being
questioned, while the unlucky ones faced inter-
rogation or stern reprimands for various infrac-
tions. Ahmed asked his full name be withheld for
fear of reprisals.

With heavy weapons less useful in the dense
urban alleyways of Iraq’s second city, local intelli-
gence is growing in value. Special forces on the
front lines are beefing up efforts to win civilians’
trust, passing out food and medicine and glean-
ing real-time information about the extremists
they are fighting in pitched, house-to-house
combat.

Classic counterinsurgency roles 
In doing so, officers are also taking on classic

counterinsurgency roles, becoming actors of
local governance, addressing grievances and
dispensing swift battlefield justice. The offensive
to free Mosul of IS militants is now in its second
month, and progress has slowed as troops try to
avoid mass civilian casualties that could give the
impression the Shiite-heavy military was riding
roughshod over the city’s majority Sunnis.

While tens of thousands of civilians have fled

the fighting, over a million remain in their
homes - some following official requests by the
government to stay there, others preferring the
risk of crossfire to spending the winter as an
anonymous number in cold displacement
camps.

In the Bakr neighborhood, parts of which are
still contested, civilians lined the streets. Smiling
children waved and greeted the troops, while
younger men and elders watched convoys of
Humvees pass with an air of skepticism.

Automatic rifle fire and heavy machine guns
blasted all day from both sides, while mortars
lobbed shells across neighborhoods, the city’s
relentless soundtrack. In the dusty wasteland to
the east, a family pushed a relative’s body on a
cart back toward an aid station.

Part of the intelligence gathering is rough - in
the Samah neighborhood, soldiers arrested at
least two suspected IS militants, wrapping T-
shirts over their heads and beating them in the
street as they dragged them off. Not every com-
batant shares the government’s optimism that
sectarian reconciliation can happen here. “Why
do you speak to them? They’re all (IS),” one sol-
dier said of civilians leaving homes to visit rela-
tives further from the crossfire.

But the softer approach, as advancing forces
have learned countless times in modern warfare,
can yield more value, and keeping civilians on
one’s side has become a major part of opera-
tions for Iraq’s special forces, known officially as
the Counter Terrorism Forces.

Speaking in the Bakr apartment, Lt. Col. Ali
Hussein said his forces have strict orders to take
care of civilians to win the peace, but that they
went a bit further, buying medicine for the old
and infirm. “We pay with our own money, it’s the
humane thing to do,” he said. “It’s a modest
neighborhood and we have to keep a good rep-

utation and show the civilians we are on the
same side - Daesh has brainwashed them for
two years,” he said, using the Arabic acronym for
the group.

IS forces as well, driven underground and
unable to group into formations for risk of
attracting airstrikes, also realize the importance
of information. On Friday alone, they sent three
reconnaissance drones to scout positions in the
district - the same amount as over the previous
two weeks. “It was a big push, much more than
normal,” Hussein said, showing off a damaged
commercially available DJI Phantom 4 drone the
size of a record player.

“We shot down two”
Fighting in built-up areas has slowed to a

slog, as small numbers of IS snipers and suicide
bombers in heavily-armored vehicles infiltrate
neighborhoods to surprise troops and stunt
advances. Battles play out on rooftops with IS
forces holed up in buildings just a street or two
away, with troops often jumping walls between
houses to reach their positions.

On patrol, Iraqi forces here said that IS was
now sending in two cars at a time packed with
explosives. The first one destroys the giant sand
barriers the army builds on side streets to create
safe zones, and the second one races through
the opened passage to attack troops. As a
response, the special forces now line up parked
civilian cars in front of the barriers.

Troops also listen in on IS radio traffic, where
they can sometimes hear the extremists direct-
ing suicide bombers who can’t see through the
heavy armor plating protecting their moving
vehicles. Many of the dialects are foreign, includ-
ing Gulf Arab and Egyptian.

As Hussein walked the streets with his troops,
a man approached, beseeching the soldiers for
help to protect his family on the IS-controlled
side. After a brief stand-off, and the man lifting
his shirt to show he wasn’t wearing explosives,
he became the latest informer.

“They are knocking down walls so they can
move house to house, and they’re approaching
this line,” said the man, who also asked that his
name be withheld for fear of IS reprisals. “They
dig all night, we can hardly sleep.” After sunset, IS
was burning tires and homes to obscure night
vision scopes used by the special forces.

The patrol went to the neighbors to confirm
the story, lecturing the man for crossing over the
front line via a rooftop but letting him go after
locals vouched for him. Speaking with elders,
Hussein told families to stay indoors and
explained that cars must have their tires flat-
tened or be considered a security risk. 

Another man was scolded for trying to break
into a house, claiming his uncle had sent him to
secure belongings. Soldiers pushed him by the
shirt collar to the area’s de facto governor, who
waved him off after some angry words.

“We cannot allow this,” said Hussein. “When
civilians return they must not think that the spe-
cial forces looted their homes.” — AP

Local intel key in house to

house battle for Iraq’s Mosul

‘We cannot allow this’

JULUKHAN, Iraq: Major General Najm al-Jubbouri,
a top commander in the offensive against Islamic
State in the Iraqi city of Mosul, peered through
binoculars at flames after his men shot dead an
Islamic State suicide bomber.

It was a small victory for a man whose war
against jihadists is deeply personal. “You are
heroes,” he said through a walkie talkie as Iraqi
forces cleared another village, hoping to open a
new route to the militants’ stronghold of Mosul.
“You are heroes”.

Last year, Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi
asked Jubbouri to return home from the United
States to help lead the fight against Islamic
State, which swept through Mosul and other
parts of northern Iraq in 2014 and imposed a
reign of terror.

Upbeat
Jubbouri is upbeat as he paces on the rooftop

of a house that serves as a makeshift command
centre, surveying the battlefield and tightly man-
aging advances. But he is acutely aware of what

Islamic State, also known as ISIS, is capable of. Last
year, he watched an Islamic State video broadcast
on social media which showed the drowning of
prisoners who are locked inside a steel cage and
slowly lowered to their deaths in a pool.

Some of the victims were Jubbouri’s cousins, he
said. “My relatives and citizens suffered a lot from al
Qaeda and ISIS.  I decided to return back here. In
Mosul, ISIS killed a lot from my tribe and from my
friends,” he told Reuters in an interview.

Jubbouri left his family behind and his job at
the National Defence University in the United
States and put on his military fatigues again at
home. Eager to avenge the deaths of his relatives
and help stabilize Iraq, Jubbouri is trying to figure
out ways to overcome the complex challenges of
fighting Islamic State in Mosul, home to about one
million people.

Iraqi forces can’t move heavy weapons and
tanks through Mosul’s narrow streets, and Islamic
State is using civilians as human shields to slow
government advances, said Jubbouri, who served
in Saddam Hussein’s army for decades.

In the desert just beyond Jubbouri are two army
trucks mounted with machineguns, primed to
attack any suicide bombers in vehicles who try to
approach the makeshift command centre, which is
surrounded by bodyguards. “We want to remove
the cancer (of Islamic State) from the body and this
is a very difficult mission inside Mosul,” said
Jubbouri.

Jubbouri, who moved to the United States in
2008, is acutely aware of the dangers posed by
Islamic militants, and the sectarian animosities
which have destabilized Iraq. As mayor of Tel Afar
from 2005-2008, he cleared out al-Qaeda fighters
from the town and promoted reconcil iation
between Sunnis and Shi’ites.

Iraq has been struggling to find a formula for
stability since a US-led invasion toppled Saddam
Hussein in 2003.

Islamic state defeat
Even if Islamic State is defeated in Mosul, Iraqi

leaders must ensure that the same ethnic and sec-
tarian hostilities which helped Islamic State estab-

lish a widespread presence in the country do not
creep up again. The group initially won over Sunni
supporters because that sect felt marginalized by
the Shi’ite-led government in Baghdad. Jubbouri
called for an end to a governing system which allo-
cates top posts based on sects. “It won’t be rosy.
Many difficulties,” he said. “Some politicians will not
like to change because many of them would lose
their positions.”

For now, he is focused on the fight against
Islamic State.  Jubbouri said Iraqi forces had set a
six-month timetable for the Mosul campaign. But
he is confident of victory by the end of this year,
predicting the group will collapse.

So far, Iraqi forces have captured about 60 per-
cent of eastern Mosul, and the western part of
Iraq’s second biggest city could prove far more
dangerous. “In beginning, everyday we faced
between 60 and 70 car bombs. Now we are facing
about two or three,” said Jubbouri, as his forces
fired mortar bombs and rockets at an asphalt fac-
tory where militants strapped with explosives were
positioned. — Reuters

MOSUL, Iraq: Iraqi special forces soldiers pass civilians, sitting in the back yard of their houses used in fighting against the
Islamic State militants, in the Bakr front line neighborhood on Saturday. — AP

TEHRAN: Five people on board an
Iranian helicopter were killed when it
crashed into the Caspian Sea yesterday,
state television reported.  The bodies of
four crew and a civilian, plus the helicop-
ter, had been found, a security official
told state television website.

The helicopter, owned by the
National Iranian Drilling Company, was
carrying an emergency patient from
Amir Kabir offshore oil platform when it

“disappeared half a mile from the oil rig
on its way back,” ISNA news agency
quoted Behshahr governor Khalegh
Sajadi as saying. “The reason of the crash
will not be known until the black box is
found,” he added. 

Amir Kabir drilling rig is 137 air miles
(250 kilometers) off the Caspian Sea
coastal line and extracts oil from the
water depth of 1,000 meters, according
to official IRNA news agency. — AFP

Helicopter crashes in 

Iran, killing five: Official

DARAA, Syria: Smoke billows following a reported air strike by Syrian government
forces in a rebel-held area of Daraa, in southern Syria, yesterday. — AFP

For top Iraqi commander, Mosul offensive is personal battle

DOHA: Qatar will continue to arm Syrian
rebels even if Donald Trump ends US back-
ing for the multinational effort, Doha’s for-
eign minister said in an interview, sig-
nalling its determination to pursue a poli-
cy the US President-elect may abandon.

But Foreign Minister Sheikh
Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani
said the wealthy Gulf state would not “go
solo” and supply shoulder-fired missiles to
the rebels to defend themselves against
Syrian and Russian warplanes.

While the rebels needed more military
support, any move to supply “Manpad”
anti-aircraft weapons to them would have
to be decided collectively by the rebels’
backers, the minister, a member of Qatar’s
royal family, told Reuters late on Saturday.

Some Western officials worry that Gulf
states, dismayed at effective Russian air
support for Syrian President Bashar al-
Assad, could supply such weapons.
Washington fears they could be seized by
jihadi groups and used against Western
airliners.

Qatar is a top backer of rebels fighting
Assad, working alongside Saudi Arabia,
Turkey and Western nations in a military
aid programme overseen by the US
Central Intelligence Agency that provides
moderate groups with arms and training.

Qatar was determined to carry on,
Sheikh Mohammed said, sipping tea in his
spacious office on the ministry’s top floor
overlooking the Gulf. “ This support is
going to continue, we are not going to
stop it. It doesn’t mean that if Aleppo falls
we will give up on the demands of the
Syrian people,” he said.

Historic ally
“Even if  the regime captures it

(Aleppo), I am sure they will have the abili-
ty to capture it back from the regime ... We
need more military support, yes, but even
more important we need to stop the
bombardment and create safe zones for
the civilians.” He said Assad was “the fuel
of Daesh” - an acronym for Islamic State -
because his forces’ k i l l ing of Syrians
helped the hardline group motivate
young Syrian recruits. “We never see any
effort for him fighting Daesh,” he said. But
Trump has signalled opposition to US sup-
port for the rebels, indicating he could
abandon them to focus on f ighting
Islamic State which controls land in east-
ern and central Syria. 

He might even cooperate against IS
with Russia, which has been bombing the
rebels for more than a year in western
Syria.  In an interview published this
month, Assad said Trump would be a “nat-
ural ally” if he decides to “fight the terror-
ists”. “We want to have the US with us, for
sure, they have been our historic ally,”
Sheikh Mohammed said.

“But if  they want to change their
minds, are we going to change our posi-
tion? For us, in Qatar at least, we are not
going to change our position. Our posi-
tion is based on principles, values and on
our assessment of the situation there.”

Qatar and other Gulf states believe the
nationalist Sunni rebels are needed to
build a stable Syria. But their policy has
long been hampered by splits in the oppo-
sition and the prominent role jihadists
have played in the insurgency. — Reuters

Qatar will help Syrian rebels 

even if Trump ends US role

MOSUL, Iraq: Iraqi Special Forces parade with Staff Lieutenant General Abdul Ghani Al-Asadi,
commander of the Counter-Terrorism Service (CTS) in a recently recaptured district of south-
east Mosul, yesterday. — AFP

22 Syria rebels hit by IS 
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NEW YORK: A lottery ticket sold in Tennessee had the
winning numbers for a $421 million Powerball jackpot,
one of the biggest on record,  officials said after
Saturday’s draw. The winning numbers selected were 17,
19, 21, 37, 44, with the Powerball 16. No one as yet had
stepped forward to claim the prize, which grew in size
since Sept. 17, the last time anyone matched all six num-
bers. The jackpot soared from $403 million to a reported
$420.9 million on Saturday due to a spate of late ticket-
buying. The prize is paid out over 30 years, with the
option of a lump sum payment, which officials said
would add up to about $254.7 million.

The odds of winning the Powerball jackpot are 1 in
292 million. The largest ever US lottery prize of $1.6 bil-
lion was split between three winning tickets in January.
Powerball, one of several games run by the Multi-State
Lottery Association, a non-profit owned and operated by
member states’ lotteries, is played in 44 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the US Virgin
Islands. Players can either buy $2 tickets using their own
numbers or have them randomly generated by a com-
puter. The Mega Millions lottery, also offered by the asso-
ciation, produced the country’s second-largest-ever
prize, worth $656 million, in a 2012 drawing. For every $1
worth of Powerball sales, half goes to prizes, 40 percent
to state governments for causes such as education, and
10 percent to retailers who sell the tickets and other
administrative costs.  — Reuters

ATLANTA: Donald Trump’s disavowal this
week of white supremacists who have
cheered his election as president hasn’t qui-
eted concerns about the movement’s impact
on his White House or whether more acts of
hate will be carried out in his name.

Members of the self-declared “alt-right”
have exulted over the Nov. 8 results with
public cries of “Hail Trump!” and reprises of
the Nazi salute. The Ku Klux Klan plans to
mark Trump’s victory with a parade next
month in North Carolina. Civil rights advo-
cates have recoiled, citing an uptick in
harassment and incidents of hate crimes
affecting blacks, Jews, Muslims, Latinos, gays,
lesbians and other minority groups since the
vote. The president-elect has drawn repeat-
ed criticism for being slow to offer his con-
demnation of white supremacists. His
strongest denunciation of the movement
has not come voluntarily, only when asked,
and he occasionally trafficked in retweets of
racist social media posts during his cam-
paign.

Further, Trump has named Stephen
Bannon, the conservative media provocateur
who shaped the final months of Trump’s
campaign, as a White House chief strategist
who will work steps from the Oval Office.
Bannon’s appointment has become as a
flashpoint for both sides.

Trump’s detractors and his “alt-right” sup-
porters broadly agree on one thing: It may
not even matter what Trump himself
believes, or how he defines his own ideology,
because his campaign rhetoric has embold-
ened the white identity politics that will help
define his administration. “Those groups
clearly see something and hear something
that causes them to believe he is one who
sympathizes with their voice and their view.
... Donald Trump has to take responsibility for

that,” said Rep. Elijah Cummings of Maryland,
a black Democrat. He was among 169 mem-
bers of Congress who signed a letter oppos-
ing Bannon’s White House appointment.

‘All riding in the same lane’
White nationalist leader Richard Spencer

said he believes Trump, Bannon and the “alt-
right” are “all riding in the same lane.”
Spencer explained that neither Trump nor
Bannon is a movement “identitarian,”
Spencer’s preferred term for his racially driv-
en politics. But Spencer said Trump’s election
validates Spencer’s view that America must
reject multiculturalism and “political correct-
ness” in favor of its white, Christian European
heritage.

Spencer’s group, the National Policy
Institute, drew headlines for their recent
gathering where some attendees mimicked
the Nazi salute as they feted Trump. Spencer
told The Associated Press the salutes were
“ironic exuberance” that “the mainstream
media doesn’t get.” But at the Anti-
Defamation League, which tracks incidents
of anti-Semitism, Oren Segal said it is part of
a disturbing postelection atmosphere tied to
Trump’s 17-month campaign.

Before, Segal said, it wasn’t “surprising” for
the ADL to get calls about a swastika, the
Nazi insignia, defacing public or private
property. “What’s surprising now,” he said,
“are the references to the campaign” in the
incidences. “‘Make American White Again’ ...
‘Go Trump’ with the swastika,” he said. “That is
unique.” Trump was asked about the rash of
incidents during a postelection interview on
CBS’ “60 Minutes.” Trump said he was “sad-
dened,” and he looked into the camera and
said, “Stop it.” But Trump has steadfastly
defended his hiring of Bannon, who previ-
ously led Breitbart News and in July

described it as a “platform for the alt-right” -
just a month before he took the job running
the Republican nominee’s campaign. Jared
Taylor, editor of the white supremacist maga-
zine “American Renaissance,” said Trump
bears some responsibility for his pitched
rhetoric, which included describing Mexican
immigrants as “rapists” at the outset of his
campaign and proposing a ban on all
Muslim immigrants. But Taylor said Trump is
still unfairly maligned as a white supremacist
and racist because he “cares about
Americans already here.” But white suprema-
cist imagery was a common sight at Trump
rallies.  Pepe the frog, a cartoon character
appropriated by the white supremacist
movement on social media, appeared on
dozens of T-shirts and signs. The “Make
America Great Again” motto was seen by
some as a call back to the nation’s simpler,

whiter, past.  While the businessman’s cam-
paign never actively courted votes from the
movement, it did recognize the long-term
fears that some whites feel about immigra-
tion. Taylor insisted, “There’s nothing Ku Klux
Klan about any of this.” But, in fact, Trump
drew Klan backing. 

Trump’s retweets
As part of his prolific Twitter use, he has

retweeted white nationalist accounts and a
famous quote of Benito Mussolini, the 20th
century fascist leader of Italy, saying “It is bet-
ter to live one day as a lion than 100 years as
a sheep.” In February, Trump declined to
repudiate former Klan leader David Duke
during a CNN interview. Afterward, Trump
blamed the move on a faulty earpiece, only
to come back days later and offer an explicit
condemnation. — AP

Trump disavowal of white 

supremacists doesn’t quiet concerns

More acts of hate carried out in his name?

SARASOTA, Florida: In this Nov 7, 2016 file photo, Donald Trump arrives to speak at a
campaign rally.—AP

REDDING, California: A section of road along County
Road 17 from the Interstate 5 overpass. Shown on Friday,
Nov 25, 2016, is where Sherry Papini, a 34-year-old wife
and mother was found on Thanksgiving Day. —AP

SAN FRANCISCO: A Northern California woman was
chained to an object and had been badly beaten when
found near an interstate three weeks after she disappeared
while jogging, according to a newspaper citing a police-
dispatch recording. The Sacramento Bee reported that it
acquired an audio clip of the exchange between dispatch-
ers and officers in the moments after 34-year-old Sherri
Papini flagged down a passing motorist near Interstate 5.
“CHP is on scene and advised that she is chained to some-
thing,” a radio dispatcher told a responding officer. “CHP is
advising that she is heavily battered.”

Authorities previously said Papini was injured badly
enough to require medical treatment when she was found
before dawn Thursday, but have given no details of her
condition. Calls to California Highway Patrol spokesmen
were not immediately returned Friday night.

Earlier Friday, a family member and law enforcement
said they expected Papini to spend her first few days of
freedom quietly, with family. “We are very, very thankful
and very ecstatic,” sister Sheila Koester, 36, told The
Associated Press by telephone. “It’s the best Thanksgiving
that anyone could ask for.”

‘Very traumatic event’
Speaking separately at a news conference, Koester

declined questions about her sister’s disappearance and
rescue and the ongoing Shasta County criminal investiga-
tion to find those responsible, saying she knew no details.
“Right now she’s been through a very traumatic event, and
needs time with her family,” Koester said.

A motorist spotted Papini before dawn Thursday near
Interstate 5 about 150 miles south of the area where she
had vanished, outside her home near Redding. Shasta
County Sheriff Tom Bosenko told reporters on Thursday
that authorities are looking for two women, armed with a
handgun and driving an SUV, who allegedly released
Papini near the interstate that morning. 

The motorist who spotted Papini called authorities, who
connected the mother of two to her husband by cell-
phone. “She was very emotional to be released and hear
her husband’s voice and then a few hours later to be
reunited with him,” Bosenko told “Good Morning America”
on Friday. Bosenko says Papini, the mother of two children,
was treated and released at a local hospital for unspecified
injuries after her reappearance. The sheriff told reporters
hours after Papini’s rescue that he was withholding some
information he considered sensitive for the sake of the
investigation. “Obviously she was emotional and quite
upset, but elated to be freed, and so we were able to get
some information from her,” Bosenko told “Good Morning
America.” “Then, in the days following this, we will be fol-
lowing up with her.”

The Shasta County sheriff’s department did not respond
to calls and emails from The Associated Press seeking fur-
ther comment Friday. Sandra Oswald, a 29-year-old com-
munity organizer in Redding, had helped run search
groups to look for the missing woman. Oswald is a runner,
like Papini, and said her sudden vanishing hit close to
home. “It was just the biggest blessing, not only for the
family but for the community that’s been trying to find her,”
Oswald said of Papini’s return. “Now, it’s just praying for
them and her recovery.” — AP
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FAIRBANKS, Alaska: Preliminary evidence points to 22-
year-old McKay Hutton as the gunman in a murder-suicide
that left four dead - including an infant - at an Alaska hotel
on Friday, police said in a statement.

A motive is unknown in the deaths of 54-year-old
Linda Hutton, 22-year-old Emily McDonald and 2-month-
old Teagan Hutton, according to a Fairbanks police state-
ment. A single firearm was recovered in the room, said
Fairbanks police public information off icer Yumi
McCulloch in a statement. The make, model and location
are still being withheld, he added. Hotel staff called
Fairbanks police and fire departments to a Hampton Inn
on Friday afternoon. When officers arrived, a man found
crying in a second-floor hallway directed police to a near-
by room, where they found the bodies. — AP
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ROME: Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi addresses supporters during a
“Basta un Si” rally calling for a “Yes” vote to the upcoming constitutional
reform referendum at the Fuksas’ Cloud Convention Centre on November
26, 2016. —AFP

NAPLES, Italy: As the youngest leader of a
G7 economy, Italian Prime Minister Matteo
Renzi would seem to have youth and time on
his side. But listen to young people in Naples
and it can appear that the fresh-faced, 41-
year-old has neither.

One week short of a referendum on con-
stitutional reform on which he has staked his
future, Renzi’s message of modernizing
change is largely falling on deaf ears in the
capital of Italy’s long-neglected south. “How
exactly will it change our lives?” snorts Gaia
Ievoli, 20, when asked what she thinks of
Renzi’s proposal to streamline Italy’s parlia-
ment by drastically curtailing the powers of
the second chamber, the Senate, while
shrinking its membership and running costs.

Voting for the first time, Ievoli insists she
will cast her ballot in support of a ‘No’ cam-
paign whose leaders have grown increasing-
ly confident of emulating Brexit and Donald
Trump’s triumphs to make it a 2016 hat-trick
of rebuffs for the political establishment.

As Ievoli sees it, constitutional fine-tuning
is far from being an obvious priority in a
country where high unemployment and
declining real incomes have left the younger
generation facing worse living standards
than those enjoyed by their parents, and
prompted tens of thousands of emigrate in
recent years. “More job security for the
young” would be top of her to do list, says
the waitress, currently waiting to learn if her
downtown bar will take her on permanently.

A few less senators “isn’t really going to
change things,” she says.

Modernising Italy   
Federica Nicosia, 25, considers herself rel-

atively lucky because she has managed to
obtain a prized steady job on a permanent
contract in a nearby cafeteria. But she says
the prevailing mood is one of bitterness with
the way things are going, and is not even
sure she will bother to vote. “I don’t know
yet. I will probably make up my mind at the
last minute once I have found out something
about this reform, which seems too compli-
cated to me and not really designed for us.”
Renzi’s proposals for the Senate are designed
to go hand-in-hand with a new electoral
reform law designed to ensure elections pro-
duce winners with clear majorities. 

As he sees it, it is about modernizing Italy,
putting an end to endemically weak adminis-

trations and logjams in parliament which
have stymied equally overdue reforms in
areas ranging from education and the snail-
paced judicial system to the fight against cor-
ruption and organized crime.

He has urged voters not to “waste this
chance to change Italy”. But according to
Elena Piccolo, a 21-year-old student of
Classical Literature at the city’s Federico II
university, the bullish young leader made a
fatal mistake in making the referendum all
about him with his suggestions he could
walk away from politics if the outcome goes
against him. “Renzi was wrong to personalize
the ballot, which he did from the beginning
by saying he would resign if the No camp
won,” Piccolo said. “By doing that he simply
made himself a focus for all the disenchant-
ment in the country, including that of young
people,” she added, confirming that she plans
to vote No.

One third undecided   
Like many young Italians, Piccolo says she

has no confidence in the traditional political
forces in the country but admits to being
attracted by the “different voice” of the Five
Star Movement, the populist party that was
created by comic Beppe Grillo only seven
years ago but has established itself as the
biggest rival to Renzi’s centre-left Democratic
Party. “I think we should give them a chance
at running the country,” the student says.

Recent opinion polls have given the No
side of the argument a clear lead and voters
under 34 appear to be the most strongly
opposed, although surveys also indicate that
over a third of voters are undecided.

And while a victory for the No camp
would be expected to trigger Renzi’s resigna-
tion, most analysts are not forecasting imme-
diate elections with a reshuffled centre-left
administration tipped to continue at least
until the end of next year. “It seems paradoxi-
cal that it is young people that are most
strongly opposed to this reform - but not all
change is for the better,” says Anna Basile, a
22-year-old student. But not everyone in
Naples is on the No side. Young electrician
Antonio Medugno says he will be backing
Renzi with a Yes vote. “Something has to
change in this country,” he says. “And if this
referendum is an opportunity to do that, we
have to take it, because who knows when we
will get the chance again.” —AFP

Youth for change? Not in 

Naples as Italy vote looms

SAN JOSE, California:  A Nor thern
California sheriff is promising to capture
a pair of men who sawed their way out
of a California jail and vanished late
Thanksgiving Eve. Santa Clara County
Sheriff  Laurie Smith told repor ters
Friday that authorities are using heli-
copters, dogs and other means as they
search night and day for the two men. A
$20,000 reward has been posted for the
capture of Rogelio Chavez and Laron
Campbell.

Smith said authorities believe the
two are still in the area, noting search
dogs tracked them to a nearby river
before losing their scent. “We will find
these two and any person who is har-
boring or aiding and abetting in their
escape we will attempt to prosecute,”
she said.

The sheriff also told reporters that
authorities have received numerous
credible tips from people who believe
they saw the two, including one tip that
came from the area that search dogs
had chased them to. She encouraged
people to keep reporting such informa-
tion but warned they should not to try
to confront the men. “I want to remind
the community that these are danger-

ous people,” she said. “They are not to
be approached. Please just dial 911.”

How they escaped
The pair escaped with two other pris-

oners by cutting through the bars cover-
ing a second-story window of the coun-
ty’s main jail and then rappelling to the
ground. The others were quickly appre-
hended. Chavez, 33, and Campbell, 26,
are facing possible life sentences if con-
victed of burglary,  extortion, false
imprisonment and other charges they
were being held on. Chavez had been
held at the jail  since August and
Campbell since February 2015.

Chavez, who is from San Jose, is rec-
ognizable by a distinctive face tattoo
resembling an inky gash going through
his left eye. Campbell, who is from Palo
Alto, stands 6-feet-4. Smith said authori-
ties still haven’t found the tools used to
cut through the bars and don’t know
how they were obtained. “That’s one of
our big concerns,” she said. “To think that
we have inmates in there with those
kinds of tools is pretty disheartening.”

The escapees were being held in a
dormitory designed to hold 20 people.
Conditions there are often very loud,

Smith said, making it hard for guards to
hear any suspicious noise that might
have been made. That section of the jail,
built in the 1950s, doesn’t have cameras
either,  which helped facil itate the
escape. “From the officers’ station you
cannot see in,” Smith said, adding there
are plans to put cameras there in the
future. Wednesday’s escape was discov-
ered by a deputy patrolling the jail’s
perimeter. “He kind of thought he saw
some movement in the shadows, looked
up and saw some bedding in the win-
dow,” said Sgt. Rich Glennon.

A similar escape was made from a
Southern California jail in January by
three men authorities later determined
had planned it  for weeks. They cut
through the main Orange County jail’s
fifth-floor bars with tools smuggled in
by an outsider, rappelled to the ground
and escaped in a get-away car. They lat-
er abducted a cab driver and forced him
to drive them to Northern California.

The escape began to unravel when
one of the men, fearful the others would
kill the driver, fled to Southern California
with him and surrendered. The others
were captured soon after in San
Francisco. —AP

$20K reward offered as sheriff vows to capture jail escapees

PARIS: Millions of French voters
were casting ballots yesterday to
pick the presidential candidate for
the center-right Republicans party,
with ex-premier Francois Fillon
tipped to win and become favorite
for next year’s election.

The US-style primary contest, the
first for the party, is a battle between
socially conservative and economic
“radical” Fillon and the more moderate

Alain Juppe, also a former prime minis-
ter who is nine years older at 71.

The French presidential vote is seen
as a key test for mainstream political
parties after the success of Donald
Trump in the United States and the
Brexit campaign in Britain, both of
which harnessed anti-elite, anti-estab-
lishment anger. Polls opened at 8:00
am (0700 GMT), with all French voters
who pay two euros ($2.10) and state
they share the values of the centre-

right allowed to cast a ballot. Whoever
wins will face fierce competition from
far-right National Front leader Marine
Le Pen, who is waiting in the wings
ready to attack the victor as a symbol of
France’s ruling class. Fillon, a career
politician and prime minister from
2007-12, has warned that France is “on
the verge of revolt” and believes his
plan to slash 500,000 public sector jobs
and business regulations is the tonic

the demoralised country needs. “I’ll do
everything for entrepreneurs!” he
declared at his final rally on Friday night
in Paris, promising to help businesses
create the jobs needed to lower
France’s stubbornly high unemploy-
ment rate of around 10 percent.

The devout Catholic and motor rac-
ing fan has also won support with his
hard line on Muslim immigrants, as well
as an emphasis on protecting France’s
identity, language and family values.

He demanded Friday that “the
Islamic religion accept what all the
others have accepted in the past...
that radicalism and provocation have
no place here.”

Happy France?   
Juppe, meanwhile, has made a

pitch for the centre-ground, accusing
his opponent of wanting to reform
France with “brutality” with an unre-

alistic program that has drawn sup-
port from the far-right.

As well as promising to shrink the
French state, Juppe’s signature
announcement was a promise to seek a
“happy identity” for multicultural France
despite worries about the threat of
immigration and Islamic extremism. “I
am best placed with my program to
beat Marine Le Pen,” Juppe said on the
last day of campaigning on Friday.

He has also sought to highlight

Fillon’s conservative views on abortion
and gay marriage, as well as his close-
ness to Russian President Vladimir Putin
who praised Fillon last week as a “very
principled person”. But it is Fillon who
has all the momentum heading into
Sunday’s run-off vote.

He won the first round of the pri-
mary last Sunday with 44 percent and
has since picked up endorsements
from party heavyweights including for-
mer President Nicolas Sarkozy, who was
knocked out last weekend in perhaps a
final blow to his political career.

Several surveys last week forecast
Fillon to emerge as winner on Sunday
with around 60 percent, but after a top-
sy-turvy year that has made fools of
analysts and pollsters, no one should
take his victory for granted.

Unpredictable election   
As well as Le Pen, Sunday’s winner

will face competition in next year’s vote
from a Socialist party candidate, proba-
bly President Francois Hollande who
appears intent on trying to defy his his-
torically low approval ratings. After a
troubled five years in power, a survey
on Friday showed current Prime
Minister Manuel Valls would be a far
more popular candidate than Hollande.

Valls did not exclude making a run
at the candidacy in the socialist primary,
saying “I will make my decision with a
clear conscience”, in an interview pub-
lished by weekly Journal du Dimanche.  

Hollande’s former protege and
economy minister, 38-year-old
Emmanuel Macron, is also set to stand
for the presidency as a centrist inde-
pendent, injecting some youth and
another element of uncertainty into
the race.

Far-left candidate Jean-Luc
Melanchon is also likely to draw votes
away from mainstream parties in a
trend seen in elections across Europe
following years of austerity and anger
over globalization and job losses.

Current polls forecast that Le Pen
and the Republicans’ candidate will
make it through to the final run-off
round of the election in May, with the
latter set to win by drawing moderate
voters from the right and left to block
the far-right. —AFP

Fillon tipped to win 

rightwing primary
Favorite for next year’s election

PARIS: French member of Parliament and candidate for the right-wing primaries ahead of the
2017 presidential elections, Francois Fillon (C) looks on before casting his ballot in a polling sta-
tion on November 27, 2016. —AFP

MANCHESTER: Britain’s newly-formed
Women’s Equality Party is thrashing out
topics such as unequal pay and the “dis-
aster” of Donald Trump beating Hillary
Clinton to the White House, at its first
ever conference this weekend.

The WEP’s debut congress since its
formation in March last year is being
held in a red-brick former warehouse
close to Manchester United Football
Club’s famous Old Trafford ground in
the northwest English city.

In a symbolic move, the three-day
conference opened Friday on the
United Nations’ International Day for the
Elimination of Violence Against Women.
Violence was among the numerous top-
ics discussed in a bid to fashion an iden-
tity and a political program for the party,
born out of frustration at a perceived
lack of consideration given to women’s
rights in Britain.

Of course, Britain has a female head
of state in Queen Elizabeth II and Prime
Minister Theresa May is its second
woman prime minister after her fellow
Conservative predecessor Margaret
Thatcher. The first ministers of Scotland
and Northern Ireland are also women.
But their prominence masks the true
picture, argued WEP leader Sophie
Walker, a former journalist, underlining
that women were outnumbered in par-
liament’s lower House of Commons by
two to one.

Furthermore, “two women a week

are killed by their partner or their former
partner” in Britain, she added. And
women are still paid less than their male
counterparts, on average. “We are say-
ing that women rights are human rights
and human rights should be at the top
of the political agenda,” she told AFP.
“There have been many many brilliant
women’s pressure groups that have
fought for women’s rights for decades,”
she said, recalling the Suffragette move-

ment of the early 20th century, battling
for the right to vote.

However, “the pace of progress has
been glacial”, she added.
“Unfortunately, the only way that you
can force a political party to act is to
threaten their share of the vote.”

Concern over Trump   
Meanwhile property tycoon

Trump’s election to the US presidency

threatens to be “a disaster for women’s
rights”, she added. “It was a vote that
said misogyny and racism doesn’t mat-
ter.”

During the election campaign, a
2005 tape surfaced of Trump bragging
about kissing, groping and trying to
have sex with women, to the horror of
WEP members. “I don’t know if Clinton
wasn’t elected because she is a
woman,” said Lucie de Beauchamp, a
French, 24-year-old student, who came
to the conference from Glasgow. “What
bothers me the most is that Trump was
voted in despite his vile comments
about women.”

Walker contested the London may-
oral election in May and came sixth out
of 12 candidates, winning two percent
of the vote. The party scored 3.5 per-
cent in the parallel London Assembly
elections.

Though it has not yet won any seats
anywhere, the party has a reach of
around 65,000 members and sympa-
thizers. And they are not all women.
“The reason I’m here is equality is for
everybody and everybody benefits
from equality,” said Scott Matthewman,
46, after watching Walker’s speech. “At
the moment, the people who suffer
the most from inequality are women,”
said the Londoner, who works in IT-a
sector, to his regret, which is still domi-
nated by men. “So now it’s up to men
to listen.” —AFP

UK Women’s Equality Party debuts on Trump ‘disaster’

SANTA CLARA, California: This Friday, Nov. 25, 2016 photo provided by
the Santa Clara County Sheriff shows a window of the Santa Clara
County Jail where inmates cut through the bars to escape. —AP

ZURICH: Swiss voted in a referendum yesterday to
reject a speedy exit from the nation’s five nuclear
power plants, as concerns over losing energy inde-
pendence outweighed safety worries raised by
the measure’s proponents. Nearly 55 percent of
voters turned down the initiative, with 45 percent
favoring it in a vote that was part of the Swiss sys-
tem of direct democracy giving citizens a final say
on important issues. Swiss reactors Muehleberg
and Beznau I and II would have been shuttered
next year, followed by Goesgen in 2024 and
Leibstadt in 2029, had the initiative passed.

The Swiss government and industry fought
the plan, saying it could have led to blackouts,
higher costs and the loss of energy independence
because the country would have become more
dependent on coal-fired power from neighboring

Germany. “We’re very happy Swiss voters are giv-
ing such an explicit result,” said Heinz Karrer, a for-
mer head of the utility Axpo and current president
of the pro-business group Economiesuisse, in an
interview on state-run television SRF.
“Switzerland’s people don’t want a radical solu-
tion,” he said. “It would have caused uncertainties
about our energy supply, something Swiss people
were unwilling to risk.”

Germany plans to shutter its remaining
nuclear plants by 2022, a response to the 2011 dis-
aster in Japan that also prompted the Swiss initia-
tive. Switzerland has a 2050 energy strategy in
which it would gradually replace nuclear power
that now supplies about a third of the country’s
electricity with renewables, including wind and
solar.  —Reuters

Swiss reject quick exit from nuclear power

MANCHESTER: Sophie Walker (C), the leader of the Women’s
Equality Party, poses for a photograph with the two joint
founders of the party, Catherine Mayer (R) and Sandi Toksvig
(L), before the opening day of her party’s first conference at
Victoria Warehouse on November 25, 2016. —AFP





JAKARTA: Indonesian police arrested a
third Islamic State-linked militant yesterday
accused of plotting to bomb the Myanmar
embassy in Jakarta, as anger grows at a vio-
lent military crackdown on Rohingya
Muslims. 

The militants-all from a domestic cell
affiliated with the Syria-based jihadist
group-had amassed enough explosives to
create bombs more powerful than those
used in the 2002 Bali bombings, which
killed 202 people, police say. “They were
helping plan a bomb attack against parlia-
ment, the national police headquarters, the
embassy of Myanmar and several television
stations,” national police spokesman
Rikwanto said in a text message.

Anger is growing in Indonesia and other
parts of Muslim world over what has been
described as the “ethnic cleansing” of
Rohingya in Myanmar’s Rakhine state.
Refugees fleeing into Bangladesh say
Myanmar’s military has been leading a
campaign of rape and murder against the
homeless ethnic group.

Thousands of Muslims rallied in capitals
across Asia on Friday demanding an end to

the violence. In Indonesia, the world’s
largest Muslim-majority country, protesters
urged their government to cut diplomatic
ties with Yangon.

Indonesia’s anti-terror unit Wednesday
nabbed suspected bomb maker Rio Priatna
Wibowo and seized a significant quantity
of high-grade explosives from a laboratory
west of the capital Jakarta. His arrest led to
the capture of two other suspected mili-
tants in different parts of the country,
Rikwanto said yesterday.

Bahrain Agam was detained Saturday
for allegedly purchasing the explosives
while Saiful Bahri was arrested Sunday
accused of helping assemble the bombs,
said Rikwanto, who like many Indonesians
goes by one name.

Indonesian police say it remains unclear
when exactly the militants planned to carry
out their assault, but that they had enough
explosives to detonate a blast more than
double that which leveled nightclubs in
Bali in a fiery inferno. All three were mem-
bers of Jemaah Ansar Daulah, a local
extremist outfit that has sworn allegiance
to IS, Rikwanto said. — AFP

Militants were planning Myanmar

embassy Attack in Jakarta 

WASHINGTON: House Democratic Leader
Nancy Pelosi moved Friday to broaden
her leadership team by naming three jun-
ior lawmakers to chair the party’s messag-
ing arm. Pelosi also named two-term
California colleague Eric Swalwell to co-
chair the panel responsible for making
committee assignments.

The announcement comes days
before a leadership election in which
Pelosi is being challenged by Ohio Rep.
Tim Ryan for the party post she has held
since 2002. Pelosi is likely to retain her
post ,  but Fr iday ’s  moves come amid
restiveness in the Democratic caucus,
especially among junior members, after
the elections. “ This team of new and
experienced leaders  is  dedicated to
working with their entire caucus to make
the future better for the American peo-
ple,” Pelosi said in a statement.

The core of Pelosi’s leadership team will
remain in place, including 77-year-old
Democratic Whip Steny Hoyer of Maryland
and South Carolina Rep. Jim Clyburn, 76.
Elderly Democrats also remain atop sever-
al important committees.

Pelosi has named Illinois’ Cheri Bustos,
New York ’s  Hakeem Jeffr ies and
Pennsylvania’s Matt Cartwright to the
Democratic Policy and Communications
Committee, noting they would take a role
in f ighting GOP proposals  to cut
Medicare.  They would replace Rep. Steve
Israel, D-N.Y., who is retiring.

Pelosi also is retaining Rep. Ben Ray
Lujan, D-N.M., as chairman of the cam-
paign and fundraising arm for House
Democrats.  Rep.  John Yarmouth wil l
replace Chris Van Hollen, D-Md., as the
top Democrat  on the  Budget
Committee. — AP

Pelosi broadens leadership 

team in fight to retain post
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RAWALAKOT, Pakistan: In this photograph taken on November 21, 2016, Pakistani Kashmiri women wait outside the office of
social worker Nusrat Yousuf to discuss their social issues with her in the women’s market on the outskirts of the town of
Rawalakot, in Pakistani-administered Kashmir. — AFP

RAWALAKOT, Pakistan: A narrow path winds
through Kashmir’s Valley of Pearls towards 13
tin-roofed shops hidden in a rickety row, a
women-only market that doubles as a space for
those seeking help against the violence of
Pakistan’s patriarchy.

The market, in a small village outside the
main city of Rawalakot in a conservative corner

of Pakistani-held Kashmir, began simply as a
place run by women for women. There they
could buy and sell sewing supplies, visit clothing
boutiques or train as beauticians-a welcome
outlet for many struggling with the restraints on
women in the deeply traditional Muslim area.

Social worker Nusrat Yousuf, who works with
victims of domestic violence through the non-

governmental organization (NGO) she heads,
helped persuade a generous landlord to provide
the land to set up the market in 2011.

Women in the area, she says, are forbidden by
their families to work in the main markets in the
area’s towns and cities. “They become frustrated
when they can’t get jobs and spend their lives at
home,” the 48-year-old widow tells AFP. 

The market, from which men were at first
banned, provided a way around conservative
beliefs, making women “economically strong”.
Yousuf describes it as a place  “where they can
visit and freely discuss all their issues-such as
childbirth, menstruation, cooking, and domestic
issues, and we find solutions”.

From talking to fighting 
That increasingly includes how to help

divorced women and victims of domestic vio-
lence lodge complaints with police and fight
their cases in the courts. Women have battled for
their rights for decades in Pakistan. Hundreds
are murdered each year-usually by male rela-
tives-in so-called “honor killings” and disfiguring
acid attacks are still common. Rights groups and
politicians have for years called for tougher laws
to tackle perpetrators of violence against
women in Pakistan.

“Police were not arresting an influential man
who cut off the nose of his wife three months
ago,” she says, describing just one of the cases
she has handled from her office in the market.
“She approached us, and our NGO staged a
protest against police,” Yousuf explains, adding
that she then met with police officials and
lodged a complaint. “Now the culprit is in police
custody. We have hired a female lawyer to fight
the case.” she says.

Razia Bibi, a 35-year-old mother of two whose
husband divorced her five months ago,
described how Yousuf is helping her navigate
the courts to seek alimony from her children’s
father. “I am hopeful that the verdict will be in
my favor,” she says. Yousuf says her NGO, the
Pearl Rural Support Program, which brings 

together women’s organizations in seven
local villages, is also lobbying the government
for a separate desk for women at every police
station, where they can speak to a female officer
“more comfortably”.

Businesswomen 
Yousuf says that,  originally,  men were

banned from entering the market. Now they
can enter-but only in the company of a woman.
The market has made life easier, says customer
Ayesha Bibi. “We had to travel to the main mar-
kets for such things in the past, and we needed
the company of a male family member to go
there,” she explains. 

It is also providing economic opportunity for
those such as computer graduate Sara Rasheed,
whose family refused her permission to work in
any area dominated by men. She convinced
them to allow her to open a beauty parlour and
a garment shop in the market, she says. “I am
earning a good income and saving lots of mon-
ey for my future and family,” she adds proudly.

Khurshid Begum, a 42-year-old widow and
mother of four, opened a tailor’s shop and teach-
es sewing to young girls there. “My business has
flourished... My income has increased,” she says.
“We are trying to make more and more women
skillful in future,” Yousuf says. “I am very happy
that I am achieving my goal.” — AFP

Pakistani market where 

women seek justice
A women-only market 

BUTIG, Philippines: Troops yesterday
fired artillery at positions held by an
Islamic militant faction in the southern
Philippines as more soldiers deployed
against the group, which staged a deadly
bombing in President Rodrigo Duterte’s
home city.

The army is trying to dislodge mem-
bers of the Maute group from an aban-
doned town hall and other positions
they have occupied in Butig, a remote,
mainly Muslim mountain town on
Mindanao island.

Clashes broke out Saturday between
the members of Maute, which claims
allegiance to the Islamic State group, and
the army. Armed forces spokesman
Brigadier General Restituto Padilla, citing
what he called  “intelligence sources”,
said 11 of the militants had been killed
and five wounded.

The bodies of the slain fighters had
not yet been recovered, he said, adding
that two soldiers were wounded.
Reporters in Butig said the military had
obtained photographs of the Maute
group flying the black IS flag over the
occupied building.

They said they themselves were not
close enough to verify this. Another mili-
tary spokesman, Colonel Edgard Arevalo,
said this action was expected. “They
have long been professing allegiance to
the foreign terror group.  This is still part

of the Maute group’s agenda in courting
support and encouraging similar-mind-
ed individuals to support ISIS,” he said in
a statement, referring to another
acronym for IS.

The Maute group is one of several
armed Islamist organizations in
Mindanao which have pledged alle-
giance to Islamic State fighters in Iraq
and Syria. In past fighting with troops,
the group’s members were seen carrying
black IS flags and bandannas bearing the
jihadists’ insignia were found in their
base, the military said.

Three members of the Maute group
were arrested last month, accused of the
September bombing that left 15 people
dead in Davao, Duterte’s home town and
Mindanao’s largest city. Residents of
Butig, which has a population of 17,000,
fled after the old town hall was occupied.

Government forces captured a Maute
training camp in the town in June after a
10-day gunbattle that left four soldiers
and dozens of militants dead, according
to an army account. The Mautes, once
described by the military as a small-time
extortion gang, attacked a remote army
outpost in Butig in February, triggering a
week of fighting that the military said left
six soldiers and 12 militants dead.

The group also beheaded two
employees of a local sawmill in April, the
military has said. —AFP

Troops fire artillery at Islamic 

militants in southern Philippines

RAWALAKOT, Pakistan: In this photograph taken on November 21, 2016, Pakistani Kashmiri
girls stitching cloth during their class in the women’s market on the outskirts of the town of
Rawalakot, in Pakistani-administered Kashmir. — AFP

HAMILTON, New Zealand: An investigation was
under way in New Zealand yesterday to determine
why a chartered fishing boat capsized, claiming at
least seven lives in stormy seas that kept other ves-
sels inshore.

The victims were identified as a group of Pacific
Island friends who regularly fished together, and
the captain of the vessel. “Investigators are working
to establish exactly what happened,” police
Inspector Mark Fergus told reporters.”We will be
assessing whether there is any culpability on the
part of anyone involved.” 

There were 11 people on the boat, The Francie,
when it sank at the entrance to Kaipara Harbour,
north of Auckland, on Saturday afternoon.

Three survivors were rescued and seven bodies
recovered, police said.  Aerial and shoreline search-
es continued for the missing man, who is presumed
dead. Fergus said there were life jackets on board
The Francie but it was not yet known if they were
used. 

The 12-meter Francie went down when trying to
re-enter the harbor in waves of up to four meters.
The coastguard raised the alarm after the vessel

failed to make the expected radio contact when it
crossed the sandbar into the harbor. 

Spokesman Ray Burge told Fairfax Media that
radio logs showed The Francie was the only vessel
to cross the treacherous bar on both Friday and
Saturday. “What I can tell you is that our volunteers
reported four meter swells” in the harbor, Burge
said. A former skipper of The Francie, who now
operates another charter boat, told the New
Zealand Herald conditions were “too rough” to have
gone out on Saturday and he cancelled his sailing. 

“I stayed home, I’m not stupid,” the Herald quot-

ed Rod Bridge as saying. The owner of Kaipara
Cruises told Radio New Zealand the bar could get
very rough and he would not have attempted to
cross it on Saturday. “I can tell just from being on the
land here it would have been horrible down there,
I’d say huge seas, breaking seas, it would have been
not a very nice place to be,” Terry Somers said.

Police Inspector Willi Fanene said the passen-
gers were all of Pacific Island descent from Tonga,
Samoa and the Cook Islands and aged between 31
and 59. It is understood that they chartered the
boat about once a month. — AFP

Probe launched after deaths in New Zealand boat tragedy

KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysian Prime Minister
Najib Razak said yesterday that he will “not
necessarily” call a snap election next year,
amid talk that he would seek an early vote as
splits in the opposition have hobbled efforts
to oust him over a long-running financial
scandal. The multi-ethnic Southeast Asian
country is due to hold an election by August
2018, and a government official has told
Reuters that Najib could call for a poll in the
second half of 2017.

But in an interview published in The Star
daily yesterday, Najib, who has led the coun-
try since 2009, suggested he was in no hurry
to call for a vote, and remarked on the current
lack of a “feel good factor” among Malaysians.
“Not necessarily... it can be later,” Najib replied
when asked whether an election could be
called sometime next year. “With today’s eco-
nomic situation, it’s going to be a challenge
because you don’t see the world economy on
a rising trend. It’s going to be much more the
same next year, as the year before,” Najib said.

Najib has been battling calls to step down
over a scandal involving state fund
1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB). The
US Justice Department filed lawsuits in July
alleging misappropriation of over $3.5 bil-
lion from the fund and that some of those
flowed into the accounts of “Malaysian
Official 1”, whom US and Malaysian officials
have identified as Najib.

Denied wrongdoing 
Najib has denied wrongdoing and has

consolidated power by sacking critics within
his ruling party and cracking down on dis-
sent. His fiercest critic is former premier
Mahathir Mohamad, who is over 90 years
old. Mahathir joined hands with Najib’s
sacked former deputy Muhyiddin Yassin to
form a new party. But the main Islamist par-
ty’s failure to join efforts by other opposi-
tion parties campaigning against Najib, has
made it hard for them to whip up more sup-
port among ethnic Malays.

Anwar Ibrahim, the most charismatic
opposition leader, is serving a five-year sen-
tence on sodomy charges that supporters
and many observers believe were politically
motivated. Looking ahead, Najib said he
expected some recovery in oil and gas rev-
enues to help the national mood. “After that I
think that the price of oil will likely be at a
slightly higher level, not at the all time high,
but something between $60 to $70 per bar-
rel, will be a comfortable level for us,” he said.

The Malaysian economy has been hit
hard by the slide in oil prices. A recent
slump in the ringgit currency to a near 14-
month low has also raised concerns. In the
interview with The Star, Najib also said a free
trade deal for the Asia Pacific region was
important to create jobs, investment and
wealth. — Reuters

Najib cools snap election talk as

Malaysia lacks ‘feel good factor’ 

WASHINGTON: In this Nov 17, 2016 file photo, House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi
of Calif. speaks at a news conference on Capitol Hill. — AP
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Syrian state television broadcast images of a crowd of
civilians including women and children gathered around
green buses that it said had come to pick them up in
Masaken Hanano. One woman was shown pushing a
stroller and many others carried plastic bags on their heads
while bombardment could be heard in the distance. Yasser
Al-Youssef, from the rebel group Nureddin Al-Zinki, said
that opposition fighters were consolidating their positions
in Sakhur. “We are strengthening our positions to defend
the city and residents, but the aircraft are destroying every-
thing methodically, area by area,” he said, referring to a
regime campaign of air strikes on the city.

Sakhur lies on a stretch of just 1.5 km between west
Aleppo and Masaken Hanano, now both controlled by the
regime. If the regime did manage to take control of Sakhur,
east Aleppo would be split in two from north to south,
dealing a further blow to the armed opposition. Pro-gov-
ernment media reported that government forces contin-
ued their advance yesterday.

The latest regime push comes after days of intense
bombardment on the east, which has been pounded with
air strikes, shells and barrel bombs. On Saturday, dozens of
families fled Sakhur and Haidariya as regime raids and
artillery fire killed at least 18 civilians in several districts, the
Britain-based Observatory said. That took to 219 the overall
number of civilians killed, including 27 children, since the

government launched its latest assault on east Aleppo on
November 15. Rebel forces also intensified rocket attacks
on western districts overnight, killing at least four civilians
and wounding dozens, the Observatory said. Such attacks
have killed a total of 27 civilians since the offensive began,
among them 11 children. The United Nations has a plan to
deliver aid to Aleppo and evacuate the sick and wounded,
which rebel factions have approved but which Damascus
has not yet agreed. Guarantees are also needed from
regime ally Russia.

Once a commercial and industrial hub, Aleppo has seen
some of the worst fighting in Syria’s five-and-a-half-year
war. The conflict broke out in 2011 with the brutal repres-
sion of anti-government protests and has since evolved
into a complex war involving different factions and foreign
powers. Yesterday, the Turkish army said that 22 pro-Ankara
Syrian rebels were hit by a chemical gas attack from Islamic
State group jihadists in northern Syria.

The Turkish army is backing the Syrian fighters in an
unprecedented cross-border operation it says is target-
ing both IS and the Kurdish People’s Protection Units
(YPG) militia, which it considers to be a “terrorist” group.
The YPG is a key component of a US-backed Arab-
Kurdish alliance that is fighting to oust IS from its de fac-
to Syria capital of Raqqa, after the jihadist group overran
large parts of Syria and Iraq in 2014. Syria’s war has killed
more than 300,000 people and displaced more than half
the population. — AFP 

Thousands flee regime advance in Aleppo
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In the first constituency, prominent losers included for-
mer Shiite MPs Faisal Al-Duwaisan, Hussein Al-Qallaf and
Yousef Al-Zalzalah. As a result, Shiite strength in this key
constituency dropped to four MPs compared to five previ-
ously. Former MP Abdulhameed Dashti was prevented
from contesting and remains outside the country.

Divisions within parts of the community impacted the
Shiite performance and reduced them from nine MPs in
the previous house to just six. At the same time, former
commerce minister Salah Khorshid and Khaled Al-Shatti,
both Shiites, managed to return. Other prominent figures
who lost include former MPs Kamel Al-Awadhi, Abdullah
Al-Turaiji, Ahmad Al-Mulaifi and Ahmad Al-Qudhaibi, all
Sunnis. This was more than compensated by impressive
wins by former MPs Abdullah Al-Roumi, Adel Al-Damkhi
and Osama Al-Shaheen.

The country’s three major Bedouin tribes - Awazem,
Mutair and Ajman - which normally had between 15 and
18 seats among them, managed only a meager seven
seats, their worst performance ever. At the same time,
smaller tribes made an unexpectedly strong showing, with
almost all small tribes represented. The Enezi tribe, which
normally has one or two seats, this time bagged four, and
tribes that usually never won seats have at least one each.

Jahra, which makes up almost a third of the fourth tribal
constituency, won six of the 10 seats in the district against
two to three seats normally. Mutair, the largest tribe in the
constituency which usually wins four to five seats, man-
aged only one, because too many Mutairi candidates split
the votes. In the fifth constituency, the Awazem and
Ajman used to win four seats each out of the available 10.
On Saturday, the Awazem only won a single seat, while the
Ajman bagged two.

The other main losers were pro-government Salafist
Islamists, who along with supporters had about 6-7 seats
in the previous house, but were reduced to nothing, with
figures like Ahmad Baqer, Omair, Humoud Al-Hamdan and
Ahmad Al-Azemi all losing. This is the strongest blow to
this group. The opposition-linked Salafists however

returned to the Assembly in an impressive manner, win-
ning five seats along with supporters. The Islamic
Constitutional Movement (ICM), the Muslim Brotherhood-
linked group, gave one of its best performances, winning
around six seats, while they only had one supporter in the
outgoing Assembly. 

Although the opposition and its allies made an impres-
sive showing, winning nearly half of the Assembly seats, a
number of key opposition figures lost. These include for-
mer MPs Mubarak Al-Waalan, Salem Al-Namlan, Hussein
Al-Mutairi and Hamad Al-Matar. The opposition’s perform-
ance and weight will depend on its unity and whether it
can form a formidable force in the Assembly.

The first litmus test will be the battle for the speaker’s
post. At least two figures - MP Shuaib Al-Muwaizri from the
opposition and veteran MP Abdullah Al-Roumi, also close
to the opposition, have already said they will compete
with outgoing speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem. So Kuwait
appears at a crossroads: If the government fails to cooper-
ate with the opposition, it is tipped to witness a repeat of
the political crises of the past few years, but this can be
avoided if a cooperation formula is reached.

Analyst Dahem Al-Qahtani said the opposition had
made an “impressive showing”. “Kuwaiti voters have pun-
ished those who let them down... and rejected the austeri-
ty measures,” he told AFP. Qahtani said for the government
to prevent a standoff, it should make initiatives for cooper-
ation with the opposition. “If the government makes such
initiatives, it may succeed in striking a needed political bal-
ance and avoid disputes,” he said. “If not, confrontations
could start from day one,” Qahtani said.

“There are many issues that could spark disputes:
Economic measures, revoking of citizenships and others,”
political analyst Mohammad Al-Ajmi told AFP. Analyst
Ibrahim Al-Hadban said the election campaign had shown
that some of the decisions taken by the government were
not popular among citizens, including raising gasoline
prices. “MPs who were in the Assembly did not object to
these decisions. So, in my view, they were blamed and
punished,” Hadban, who teaches political science at Kuwait
University, told Reuters.

Tsunami of change dumps old guard...
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Today, all she has to provide is her passport, ID card or
entry visa into Qatar and a plane ticket home - or at least
enough cash to buy one. Once approved, she will have
seven days to leave.

Like all those leaving during the grace period,
Kalawani’s case is being processed by the Search and
Follow Up Department. Located on the southwestern
fringes of Doha, the department is surrounded by a
dusty car park, a few palm trees and the hum of one of
Qatar’s busiest highways. But the crowds of people out-
side, and a few packed suitcases propped up against a
wall, hint at something happening inside the unremark-
able looking building.

Through a small door marked “Reception”, about two
dozen people wait patiently to register. From there they
will pass to the much grander “Initial Proceedings Hall”, a
large tent complete with chandeliers and separate queu-
ing spaces for men and women. The tent buzzes with
activity. Ministry of Interior officers carry out background
checks and take all applicants’ fingerprints “for the
records”. “When we first started (the amnesty), it was like
100 people a day.  Now we are coming to the end, it’s
about 300 each day,” one officer says.

There is no official figure for how many “illegals” live
among Qatar’s 1.8 million migrant workforce. It is though
a highly sensitive subject. People approached by AFP pri-
or to visiting the department said they had been told not
to speak to the international media. Officials are wary as
Qatar has faced constant criticism of its treatment of
workers since winning the right to host the 2022 football
World Cup. The authorities point to labor reforms includ-

ing the impending end of the sponsorship rules and the
Wage Protection System which ensures workers get paid.

Officials say most of those who will take advantage of
the amnesty come from Asia, including Bangladesh,
Nepal and the Philippines. In the “Exit Hall”, where “illegals”
receive final approval to leave, is Sajad, from Kerala, India.
“I had some problems with my sponsor, salary and securi-
ty issues,” he says about his eight months outside the law.
He found out about the amnesty on Facebook - the
Ministry of Interior’s initial announcement was made on
social media and translated into 14 different languages. “I
am going to go home, inshallah (God willing). I am going
to go straight from here,” he says with a smile. He can buy
his plane ticket in the Qatar Airways office on site.

Less happy is a nearby Nigerian electrical technician.
He declines to give his name but says he was marked as
“absconded” after going home on holiday. While back in
Africa, a close relative died and he attended the funeral,
informed his bosses he would be late back to Doha - but
says his company told the authorities he had fled. When
he returned to Qatar, he was arrested and placed in
prison. “This is bad, very, very bad,” he says angrily. “This is
an embarrassment, the way they treat people. My compa-
ny should not have taken any action against me. I cannot
cope with this environment anymore.”

Ahmed Faram, a 42-year-old Nepalese driver, has spent
more than two years outside the law and is resigned to
leaving - but wants to return for work. “If it’s possible to
come back, I will come back, inshallah.” Others though
have little hope of ending their illegal status. A Pakistani
construction worker waiting outside the department says
his sponsor stole his passport and is demanding 10,000
riyals to return it. “I cannot go home,” he says. — AFP 

Qatar ‘illegals’ scramble to leave...
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Albert Mbanfu, executive director of the International
Center of Kentucky, a refugee resettlement agency in
Bowling Green, said he isn’t so sure Trump will follow
through on his threats. “Campaign rhetoric is completely
different from governing, and there are so many things
that we might say because we are in the heat of a cam-
paign, and when we get into the practicality of things, we
do it differently,” Mbanfu said. He added: “I believe we will
be fine.” 

Two Iraqi refugees who arrived in Bowling Green in
2009 were charged two years later with attempting to pro-
vide money and weapons to extremists in Iraq. Both are
serving prison sentences. The Migration Policy Institute, a
nonpartisan think tank in Washington, said that of the
784,000 refugees cleared for resettlement in the US since
9/11, only the two Iraqis in Bowling Green and a third man
from Uzbekistan were later arrested and accused of plan-
ning acts of violence.

In Rutland, the mayor sees accepting refugees not just

as a humanitarian gesture but as a way to boost the popu-
lation and inject energy into the city, which had a booming
marble-quarrying industry that was built on immigrant
labor from Europe in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The
local hospital, restaurants, ski resorts, contractors and other
employers have expressed interest in hiring the refugees,
Louras said.

Rutland’s population has dropped by about 700 since
the 2010 census, and the city has suffered from the surge in
heroin use that is hitting small-town America. Rutland has
been using a mixture of law enforcement, treatment and
neighborhood revitalization to fight the drug scourge with
some success. It has been helping to buy and seize drug
houses and either demolish them or renovate them for
new owners.

As preparation for the refugees continue, Morgan
Denehy, a Rutland County native who majored in Arabic
and spent two terms in college living in north Africa, is giv-
ing the weekly Arabic lessons. “Even if it’s how to say ‘hello’,
even if you learn one or two phrases to say something to
someone,” he said, “it can make such a difference.” — AP

US plans for Syria refugees in limbo
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President Raul Castro said his older brother’s remains
would be cremated Saturday, the first of nine days of
national mourning. There was no official confirmation of
whether that had yet happened. Havana was unusually
quiet after alcohol sales were restricted and shows and
baseball matches suspended. No official events were
scheduled yesterday but a series of memorials will
begin today, when Cubans are called to converge on
Havana’s Revolution Square.

“Tomorrow will be great. It will go down in history,”
Obregon said. Castro’s ashes will then go on a four-day
island-wide procession before being buried in the
southeastern city of Santiago on Dec 4, the government
said. Santiago, Cuba’s second city, was the scene of
Castro’s ill-fated first attempt at revolution in 1953 - six
years before he succeeded in ousting the US-backed
dictator Fulgencio Batista.

Castro ruled Cuba from 1959 with an iron fist until he
handed power to his brother Raul in 2006 due to his ail-
ing health. Ordinary Cubans hailed him for providing
free health and education. But he cracked down harshly
on dissent, jailing and exiling opponents. Even in retire-
ment, Castro wielded influence behind the scenes and
regularly penned diatribes against American “imperial-
ism” in the state press.

The news of Castro’s death drew strong - and polar-
ized - reactions across the world. In Miami, just 370 km
away, crowds of celebrating Cuban-Americans danced
in the streets for a second night. Amid the cacophony of
car horns, drums, loud music and singing in the city’s
Little Havana neighborhood, a chant rang out: “Fidel,
you tyrant, take your brother too!” Some two million
Cubans live in the United States, nearly 70 percent of
them in Florida. The vast majority of those live in Miami.

Cuban-American politicians excoriated Castro, with
Florida Senator Marco Rubio calling him an “evil, mur-
derous dictator who inflicted misery and suffering on
his own people”. However, Russian President Vladimir
Putin hailed Castro as “the symbol of an era,” and China’s

Xi Jinping said “Comrade Castro will live forever”. There
were sharply different US reactions from outgoing
President Barack Obama and President-elect Donald
Trump.

Obama, who embarked on a historic rapprochement
with Cuba in 2014, said the US extended a “hand of
friendship” to the Cuban people. But Trump dismissed
Castro as “a brutal dictator”. The future of the US-Cuban
thaw is uncertain under Trump, who has threatened to
reverse course if Havana does not allow greater human
rights.

Havana was unusually silent as the nine official days
of mourning began. “What can I say? Fidel Castro was
larger than life,” said a tearful Aurora Mendez, 82. She
recalled a life in poverty before Castro’s revolution in
1959. “Fidel was always first in everything, fighting for
the downtrodden and the poor,” she said. Indiana Valdes
and her husband Maykel Duquesne, who work at a
state-run bank, worried about life after Castro. “Fidel
was the island’s protector, he was everywhere,” said
Valdes, 43.

Fidel Castro, who came to power as a bearded, cigar-
chomping 32-year-old, adopted the slogan “socialism or
death” and kept his faith to the end. He survived more
than 600 assassination attempts, according to aides, as
well as the failed 1961 US-backed Bay of Pigs invasion.
His outrage over that botched plot contributed to the
Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962, when the Soviet Union
accepted his request to send ballistic missiles to Cuba.
The confrontation following Washington’s discovery of
the weapons pushed the world to the brink of nuclear
war.

The USSR bankrolled Castro’s regime until 1989,
when the Soviet Bloc’s collapse sent Cuba’s economy
into free-fall. But Fidel managed to hang on, ceding
power to his brother Raul in July 2006 to recover from
intestinal surgery. Raul Castro has begun gradually to
liberalize the economy and strengthen ties with former
foreign foes. The father of at least eight children, Fidel
Castro was last seen in public on his 90th birthday on
Aug 13. — AFP 

Cuba mourns death of Castro



F
idel Castro’s passing removes what was
long the single greatest psychological
barrier to a warmer US-Cuba relation-

ship. But it also adds to the uncertainty
ahead with the transition from an Obama to
a Trump administration. “A brutal dictator” of
a “totalitarian island,” declared President-
elect Donald Trump, underscoring the his-
torical trauma still separating the countries.
A more restrained President Barack Obama,
carefully promoting and working to pre-
serve his own attempt to rebuild those ties,
said history would assess Castro’s impact
and that the Cuban people could reflect
“with powerful emotions” about how their
longtime leader influenced their country.

In death as in life, Castro has divided
opinion: A revolutionary who stood up to
American aggression or a ruthless dictator
whose movement trampled human rights
and democratic aspirations. President Raul
Castro, Fidel’s younger brother, is 85. Their
Communist Party shows no signs of opening
up greater political space despite agreeing
with the United States to re-establish
embassies and facilitate greater trade and
investment.

As Obama leaves office in January, his
decision to engage rather than pressure
Havana in the hopes of forging new bonds
could quickly unravel. Trump has hardly
championed the effort and Republican lead-
ers in Congress fiercely opposed Obama’s
calls to end the 55-year-old US trade embar-
go of the island. “We know that this moment
fills Cubans - in Cuba and in the United
States - with powerful emotions, recalling
the countless ways in which Fidel Castro
altered the course of individual lives, families
and of the Cuban nation,” Obama said. He
offered neither condemnation nor praise for
Castro, who outlasted invasion and assassi-
nation plots, and presided over the Cuban
missile crisis, which took the world to the

brink of nuclear war. “History will record and
judge the enormous impact of this singular
figure on the people and world around him,”
Obama said, adding that US-Cuban relations
shouldn’t be defined “by our differences but
by the many things that we share as neigh-
bors and friends.”

Trump didn’t pass off his evaluation to
the historians. “Today, the world marks the
passing of a brutal dictator who oppressed
his own people for nearly six decades,”
Trump said in a statement. “Fidel Castro’s
legacy is one of firing squads, theft, unimag-
inable suffering, poverty and the denial of
fundamental human rights.” Trump
expressed hope that Castro’s death would

mark a “move away from the horrors” toward
a future where Cubans live in freedom. But
he said nothing about Obama’s project to
reset ties, and even hailed the election sup-
port he received from veterans of the failed
1961 Bay of Pigs invasion that was backed
by the CIA. Such a statement probably will
irritate Havana, coming after a two-year
period of intense diplomatic discussions
with Washington that have done more to
improve relations between the countries
than anything in the past 5 1/2 decades.
Castro’s reign began when his improbable
insurrection ousted the US-backed strong-
man Fulgencio Batista in 1959. Only 32 at
the time, Castro was the youngest leader in

Latin America and inspired revolutionaries
as far afield as Africa and Asia.

But Castro’s socialist Cuba was anything
but an idyll, and the United States quickly
became his fiercest opponent. Members of
Batista’s government went before summary
courts, with at least 582 executed by firing
squad in the first two years of Castro’s rule.
Independent newspapers were closed. Gays
were herded into camps for “re-education.”
Tens of thousands were held as political pris-
oners. Hundreds of thousands of Cubans
fled. After the Soviet Union vanished, Cuba’s
economy collapsed.

Emigres 
In Miami and other American cities, a

powerful emigre community emerged that
was bitterly opposed to any improvement in
US relations with Castro’s government. For
many years, their threat alone was enough
to sink any attempts to bridge divides. The
dynamic began changing a decade ago, as
Castro stepped back from public life. His
health ailing, he handed over power to
brother Raul in 2008 and a period of limited
economic reforms was ushered in. After
Cuba’s government released American pris-
oner Alan Gross and agreed to a spy swap
with Washington in 2014, Obama and Raul
Castro felt they finally had enough trust to
embark on a journey of rapprochement.

While some US investment has opened up
and travel rules for Americans are now greatly
eased, the normalization has been limited
because Obama could never get Republican
lawmakers to end the vast restrictions tied up
in the trade embargo. Triumphant alongside
Trump in November, some GOP leaders have
vowed to reverse Obama’s effort. “Now that
Fidel Castro is dead, the cruelty and oppres-
sion of his regime should die with him,”
House Speaker Paul Ryan, said in a statement
Saturday. — AP
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Focus

Much depends on 

Trump to change 

Cuba dynamics 

F
idel Castro’s death could give his younger brother,
President Raul Castro, more space to pursue eco-
nomic reforms, but change will also depend on

whether US President-elect Donald Trump decides to
work with or challenge Cuba’s communist government.
Raul Castro has introduced market-oriented reforms in
recent years, but the pace of change has been slowed,
many Cubans say, by Fidel Castro’s continued influence
over an old guard that mistrusts both markets and
warming ties with Washington.

Two years ago, the more pragmatic, younger Castro
engineered a detente with the old enemy that has seen
commercial flights, dollar remittances and American
tourists all flow into the cash-strapped Caribbean island.
Those advances could easily be reversed if Trump sticks
to the harder line he took at the end of his election cam-
paign, when he vowed to close the US embassy, opened
last year after half a century, and to renegotiate
President Barack Obama’s agreement to normalize rela-
tions with Cuba.

But Castro’s death could also be an opportunity for
Trump to keep up an engagement with Cuba that is
popular with voters and US businesses. With Fidel Castro
now dead at 90 and the 85-year-old Raul Castro promis-
ing to retire in early 2018, working with Cuba becomes
easier on a symbolic level. Trump had not mentioned
Cuba since his election and in his first responses to the
overnight news from Cuba, he gave little sense of which
way he will go. “Though the tragedies, deaths and pain
caused by Fidel Castro cannot be erased, our administra-
tion will do all it can to ensure the Cuban people can
finally begin their journey toward prosperity and liberty,”
Trump said in a statement. 

Richard Feinberg, a former national security adviser
to US President Bill Clinton, said it is now less likely that
Trump will reverse Obama’s opening to the island. “The
passing of Fidel Castro removes the object of hatred, fear
and revenge of many Cuban-Americans, bringing to an
end what has been one of history’s longest grudge
matches, opening the gates for the reconciliation of the
deeply divided Cuban family,” he said. “It is in the US
national interest to compete with China and Russia for
influence in Cuba and the broader Caribbean, and to see
Cuba as a natural ally in counterterrorism,” said Feinberg,
author of a book on the Cuban economy.

In the short term, Cuba may see from its government
an orchestrated outpouring of support for Castro’s undi-
luted idea of communism. The first sign of that was a
government campaign launched on Saturday to have
millions of Cubans sign a pledge to be faithful to Castro’s
revolution, “as an expression of the will to perpetuate his
ideas and our socialism”. Even years after stepping down
from the presidency, Castro remained a buttress for the
old guard among Cuba’s political hierarchy and bureau-
cracy who are not convinced by Raul Castro’s measures
leading Cuba slowly toward a socialist economy with a
strong role for private businesses.

Over time that influence will fade, potentially making
it easier for reformers in Raul Castro’s government and in
the future. “It removes a court of final appeal for the con-
servatives while giving hope to the usually younger
reformers in the party for more rapid future economic
change,” said David Jessop, a UK-based business consult-
ant on Caribbean affairs.

Transition
The inner workings of the Cuban power structure

have always been tough to read, and not everyone
believes Fidel Castro was behind a recent backtracking
on market reforms, such as allowing farmers to sell prod-
ucts at market prices or permitting private imports and
exports. Mid-level bureaucrats fearful of losing power in
the system are often seen as a major reason economic
reforms have not been rolled out at the pace announced
by Raul Castro in a 2011 policy paper. “He was fully
retired, so his passing is not likely to alter the course of
Raul’s economic modernization program,” said William
LeoGrande, co-author of a book on US-Cuba relations.
“Of course, there are bureaucrats still in office who share
Fidel’s ideological hostility to markets. They have been
and will continue to be an obstacle to change.”

Trump may decide that Castro’s demise is an oppor-
tunity to pressure the communist government into mak-
ing concessions, such as freeing political dissidents or
preferential access for US  products and services.
“President-elect Trump may simplistically see a chance
to restart an adversarial relationship ... to prove he is the
strong man he said he is,” said Paul Hare, a former British
ambassador to Cuba. — Reuters

Much uncertainty ahead in US-Cuba ties

S
outhern African leaders paid glowing tributes to the
late revolutionary icon Fidel Castro, but if one coun-
try will forever be heavily indebted to his leadership

of Cuba, it is Angola. Castro sent tens of thousands of
troops when oil-giant Angola became embroiled in a proxy
war between the United States and Russia who were vying
for Cold War supremacy. Having gained independence
from Portuguese colonial rule in 1975, the Popular
Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) govern-
ment faced a civil war against the rival National Union for
the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA).

Castro supported the MPLA, which was fighting US- and
apartheid-backed UNITA. It culminated in the 1988 Battle
of Cuito Cuanavale, in southern Angola, an epic confronta-
tion that sounded the death knell for South Africa’s
apartheid regime and indirectly led to the independence
of Namibia. He was “an extraordinary figure of transcen-
dent historical importance,” Angolan leader Jose Eduardo
dos Santos said of the late Cuban leader.

In a manner similar to Libya, Cuba provided military and
ideological support to national liberation movements
across the African continent - around 56,000 of the nearly
400,000 troops Castro sent to Cold War hot spots were in
Angola. The highlight of that deployment was Cuito
Cuanavale, which “was the watershed moment in southern
African liberation,” said Namibia’s President Hage Geingob.
Castro, 14,000 km away in Havana, reportedly gave com-
mands via telephone to his generals on the ground. “Cuba,
in Angola is where the Cold War superpowers forces had
their showdown,” said Paula Roque, a University of Oxford
specialist researcher on Angola.

Watershed Moment 
While Cuba provided troops, the Soviet Union was

responsible for military hardware. By the time the war end-
ed Angola owed Moscow $5-billion, but nothing to Cuba.
Castro believed “revolution was not something you paid
for”, said Roque. “They were very much punching above
their weight, they were a small island that had such a big
ambitious project in Angola,” she added. Even African
countries with lesser links to Cuba, such as South Sudan,
had liberation movement leaders trained in Havana.

“Southern Africa freedom is inextricably intertwined
with the history of Cuba,” said Mac Maharaj, an ANC veter-
an and fellow inmate of Nelson Mandela, South Africa’s late

anti-apartheid icon. After Namibia won independence
from South Africa in 1990, shortly after Cuito Cuanavale,
apartheid would fall and the African National Congress
(ANC), led by the freed Mandela, won its first free elections
in 1994. “Fidel became a huge inspiration. There in an
unbreakable bond between Cuba and the southern African
struggle,” said Maharaj.

It was Castro who received the “loudest applause” from
the audience at the inauguration of Mandela as president,

according to the late former president’s friend in the strug-
gle against apartheid, Ahmed Kathrada. And three decades
after the end of Cuba’s military involvement, Havana’s con-
tribution to Angola and southern Africa is still alive. More
than 42 percent of healthcare workers in Angola are
Cubans, many of whom decided to stay on after the war.
Elsewhere in the region, South African state security, intelli-
gence officers still go for training in Cuba, according to
Roque. — AFP 

Angola: Castro’s big African adventure

B
ack in the 1970s at the height of the Cold War,
the small Caribbean nation of Cuba went to
war thousands of miles away in the battlefields

of Angola and Ethiopia, leaving thousands dead.
Cuban leader Fidel Castro, who died late Friday, was
convinced that the global stage for the “world revolu-
tion” was happening in Africa - and thus Cuba
became the first Latin American nation to go to war
outside its own continent.

Angola and Ethiopia soon became symbols of
the “regional conflicts” of the Cold War, in which
Washington and Moscow battled for ideological
supremacy and power through proxy wars. But
Havana’s involvement in the fighting fields far from
home was to cost it dear. Some 4,300 Cubans died
in Afr ican confl ic ts,  hal f  of  them in Angola -
although experts say that number has been sharply
underestimated.

Cuban veterans have often complained of lack of
care and benefits on returning home. In Angola, Castro
responded to calls for help from the Marxist guerrilla
leader Agostinho Neto, who had seized Luanda during
a bloody war from its Portuguese colonial masters.
Neto had no intention of sharing Angola’s independ-
ence, with rival guerrilla leaders Holden Roberto, sup-
ported by Zaire - now the Democratic Republic of

Congo - or Jonas Savimbi, backed by South Africa.
Initially thousands of Cuban troops were deployed
along 14,000 km of coastline in Operation Carlota,
named in honor of a black slave revolt in Cuba.
Moscow also poured logistics and funding into
Angola in a war that turned into a hard slog for
Cubans, as the heroes of the island’s guerrilla-led revo-
lution had to quickly adapt and learn counter-insur-
gency tactics. In March 1988, the South African army
retreated in the face of the Cubans at the battle of
Cuito Cuanavale in Angola, a setback that sounded
the death knell for the apartheid regime and led to
the independence of Namibia.

The Angola campaign lasted until 1991, when the
last of some 400,000 Cuban soldiers sent to fight
“imperialism” in an “international mission” finally
returned home. In Feb 1977, General Arnaldo Ochoa
was also sent to Ethiopia to support the leader of the
Communist military junta, Colonel Mengistu Haile
Mariam, against the Ethiopians’ former Somali allies,
who were forced to surrender the Ogaden plateau to
17,000 Cuban soldiers. Cuban troops were also sta-
tioned in Mozambique after its independence. Since
the 1960s Cuban troops have served in Algeria,
Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Equatorial Guinea, Sierra Leone
and Libya. —AFP 

Castro’s military 

forays in Africa

In this March 1985 file photo, Cuba’s leader Fidel Castro exhales cigar smoke during
an interview at the presidential palace in Havana. —AP 



BERLIN: Bundesliga champions Bayern Munich said yesterday they had
extended Franck Ribery’s contract by another year to June 2018, giving the
Frenchman an 11th season with the German giants. “Six German
championship titles, five cup triumphs, the Champions
League, the FIFA Club World Cup, the UEFA Supercup:
Bayern’s biggest triumphs in the last few years are close-
ly linked with Franck Ribery,” said Bayern chairman Karl-
Heinz Rummenigge in a statement. “He’s both a key
player and a crowd-pleaser, so we’re happy we’ve
extended the contract with Franck by another year.”
Ribery, 33, joined Bayern from Olympique Marseille in
2007. Since then he has played 333 games for the club,
scoring 108 goals and setting up another 164. Ribery
said he is “looking forward to many more
beautiful moments together with the FC
Bayern fans, and I want to play my part in
the team’s success in the next one and a
half years.” The winger’s new contract
will run to June 30, 2018. —AFP
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TOKYO: An International Olympic Committee (IOC) official said
yesterday that detailed options for moving some Tokyo 2020
venues will be presented this week at a key four-party meeting.
Tokyo is eyeing ways to save money after warnings that skyrock-
eting costs could hit an eye-watering $30 billion-four times the
initial estimate and almost triple that of the 2012 London
Olympics. Options include relocating venues for canoeing and
rowing as well as volleyball, and scaling back plans for a new
swimming venue. “We certainly have made a lot of progress in
terms of acquiring more information for each of the options,”
Christophe Dubi, IOC executive director, told reporters. “But the
final decisions will be made by the four political leaders.” Dubi
spoke after a technical meeting of officials from the IOC, the
Tokyo 2020 organising committee, the Tokyo metropolitan gov-
ernment and the central government. The officials were prepar-
ing for a top-level gathering on Tuesday at which the detailed
options will be presented for consideration. Tokyo Governor
Yuriko Koike and IOC chief Thomas Bach agreed last month to
set up the working group to try to control costs. —AFP

Tokyo 2020 venue options 
to be discussed this week

NEW YORK: UFC’s first dual division champion Conor McGregor has relin-
quished his featherweight title with Jose Aldo replacing the Irishman as the cat-
egory’s undisputed champion, officials said on Saturday. The move was trig-
gered by a sequence of events that followed light-heavyweight champion

Daniel Cormier ’s withdrawal from his scheduled title
defence against Anthony Johnson at UFC 206 on Dec 10

due to injury. McGregor, who knocked out Eddie Alvarez
this month to claim the lightweight crown and become

the first fighter in the promotion’s history to hold two
UFC belts simultaneously, had previously said he did
not want to give up either title. He won the feather-

weight crown by defeating Brazilian Aldo in 13 sec-
onds at UFC 194 last December. In order to keep a title

bout on the UFC 206 card, officials asked McGregor
to relinquish his featherweight title so Max

Holloway and Anthony Pettis could fight
for the interim UFC featherweight

championship. — Reuters

McGregor relinquishes 
featherweight belt 

Bayern extend 
Ribery’s contract 

MELBOURNE:  Thorbjorn Olesen and Soren
Kjeldsen proved the perfect blend of flamboyant
youth and wily experience as they completed a
shock triumph for Denmark at the World Cup of
Golf in Melbourne yesterday.

The pair displayed tremendous poise under
pressure to hold off their challengers by four
strokes to accomplish the biggest feat in
Denmark’s golfing history in the strokeplay team
competition.

Denmark turned into the back nine at
Kingston Heath with their four-shot overnight
lead cut to just one, as a host of countries-
including joint runners-up China, France and the
US-queued up and waited for a stumble that
never materialised.

The enigmatic 26-year-old Olesen and his
veteran 41-year-old partner Kjeldsen instead
played flawless fourball (better ball) golf as they
made six birdies on the back nine to finish with a
six-under 66 and a 20-under par total of 268 to
win by four strokes for their first ever World Cup
triumph. 

When Olesen secured the historic trophy with
a birdie on the 18th, he raised his fist to the
crowd before embracing his team-mate
Kjeldsen, who was playing in his sixth World
Cup. “We both came in good form this week and
then we’ve just gelled so well,” Kjeldsen said
before the pair hoisted the giant World Cup tro-
phy. “We’ve had an incredible week here in
Melbourne, and I think a friendship has been
built as well.” The US$8 million event featured
two-man teams from 28 countries and repre-
sented the biggest victory of each player’s
career, with world number 50 Kjeldsen and 70th-
ranked Olesen both having won four times on
the European Tour.

“It’s been amazing, I love Australia. I have won
in Perth also, so I don’t know what it is about
Australia,” Olesen said after seeing off the vhal-
lenge of joint runners-up France, China and the
US. A nine-under round of 63 from Victor
Dubuisson and Romain Langasque ensured
France their highest finish in a World Cup, while
a 65 from Wu Ashun and Li Haotong meant
China came in on the same 16-under 272 mark
as did the US team of Rickie Fowler and Jimmy
Walker who carded a closing 66.

It was a big week for the Chinese, particularly
21-year-old Li, who followed up his 23rd place
finish in the European Tour’s Race to Dubai
standings a week ago with a brilliant individual
performance yesterday.

A key moment came at the difficult par-
three 15th hole after Kjeldsen found a  bunker
and Olesen, under pressure, struck his tee hot
gloriously to 10 feet and holed the birdie putt
to give Denmark a three-shot cushion with
three holes to play. The duo were already
boosted by Friday’s incredible round of 60
which had placed them four shots better than
any other team on the day. Swedish duo Alex
Noren and David Lingmerth finished in style
with a 10-under par round of 62 that included
six birdies on the back nine, to propel them to a
fifth-place finish. —AFP

MELBOURNE: Denmark’s Soren Kjeldsen, left, and partner Thorbjorn Olesen hold miniature replica’s of their trophy after winning the World Cup
of Golf at Kingston Heath in Melbourne, Australia, yesterday. — AP 

Danish delight in 
World Cup triumph

PARIS: Even the most cynical of observer
would have bet on a chink appearing in the
armour after New Zealand lost the likes of
talismanic captain Richie McCaw and goal-
kicking playmaker par excellence Dan
Carter. No such luck as Beauden Barrett
stepped into Carter’s shoes in a blink and
McCaw’s absence was mitigated by the
presence of Kieran Read and Jerome Kaino,
with a number of younger forwards quickly
bloodied around the veteran backrowers.

After winning a second successive World
Cup in October last year, the All Blacks
embarked on a winning run of 18 matches,
a streak broken when they went down 40-
29 to Ireland in Chicago earlier this month.

It proved to be their sole loss in the cal-
endar year. Thirteen victories were notched
up in total, and the Rugby Championship
title claimed with two rounds to play.

The final win of the year came on
Saturday, a 24-19 victory over a feisty
France team that threw everything at New
Zealand without really ever threatening to
come close to an upset. But a marked
improvement from the 62-13 World Cup
quarter-final mauling the Tricolors received
last year. “It was a great Test match and
both teams contributed to the crowd
enjoying it. It felt like the old French rugby
team. They wanted to run the ball at every
opportunity,” said All Blacks coach Steve
Hansen. “They should be very happy with
the progress they’re making, but at the
same time I’m also very happy with our
own team. “We lost over 800 caps and
some real legends of the game after the
Rugby World Cup. “To come out and do
what we’ve done this year, lose just the one
match, play some good rugby at times, to
stand up under pressure late in the season
when fatigue is a big factor, I’m very proud
of our team. “This time of year is a tough
time - we went around the world twice in
nine weeks, nine time changes in seven
games, so the boys did well.”

While the All Blacks go on a well-

deserved holiday, Hansen had a warning
for potential rivals. “We’re a young group.
There are 20 players who weren’t at last
year’s World Cup. There are 11 new All
Blacks and not too many of them have
played against northern hemisphere
teams,” he said.

ALL BLACK WARNING 
“Every opportunity we’ve had we’ve

used the young guys and tried to build
them. “We’ll go away and enjoy the break
and come back a better team for these four
weeks.” France coach Guy Noves said it was
now the moment to digest what the
November games had thrown up (a 52-8
win over Samoa followed by a 25-23 loss to
Australia and then the defeat by New
Zealand) before tackling preparations for
the Six Nations.

“We lost twice by small margins and we
created lots of chances for ourselves, we
crossed the field several times with move-
ments which I l ike,” said the former
Toulouse coach, praising his team for
upping the physical contest.

“The New Zealanders were superior to
us but I don’t think they had too much of a
laugh!” Noves added: “It’s obvious we can’t
wait to win, as soon as possible. Our next
match is in England (in the Six Nations).

“We’ll  have played the best three
nations in the world in three matches. If the
result doesn’t please us, I feel nevertheless
that a team is in the process of being
hatched because it’s only a few months
that we’ve been working together.

“But it’s a team which believes in itself,
which employs gameplans that suit me
even if some were naive against New
Zealand. “We’re disappointed to have lost
but we’ve just played two of the biggest
nations in the world. And our youngsters
were not only a match for them but put
them in difficulty. “There’ll be sunnier days
than tonight.” — AFP

Majestic All Blacks bask 
after annus mirabilis

PARIS: France’s centre Wesley Fofana (2nd R) is tackled by New Zealand’s winger
Julian Savea (C) during the rugby union Test match between France and New Zealand
on Saturday, at the Stade de France in Saint-Denis, near Paris.  — AFP 

Coetzee ready for sack 
after Boks’ horror year

CARDIFF: South Africa coach Allister
Coetzee accepted the sack was a real possi-
bility after overseeing a woeful 2016 for the
Springboks. But he insisted he alone was
not responsible for a desperate run of
results that culminated with Saturday’s 27-
13 defeat by Wales in Cardiff.

It was South Africa’s eighth Test loss of
2016 — the most they had ever suffered in
a calendar year-with the season yielding
just four wins from 12 full internationals.

On the way they suffered their heaviest
home defeat of all time, going down 57-15
to world champions New Zealand in
Durban in October, while last week’s 20-18
reverse in Florence was their first loss to
Italy. Although Coetzee was appointed on a
four-year contract after succeeding
Heyneke Meyer following last year’s World
Cup, it is hard to see how he will remain in
post for much longer.

“I don’t fear anything, to be honest,” said
Coetzee. “Collectively, we’ve got to under-
stand that it’s not just one person that can
take responsibility for that. “If I’m solely
held responsible for that, then I will walk
away.” Former Springboks coach Nick
Mallett said better national coaches than
Coetzee had been fired. 

“I  feel dreadfully sorry for Allister
because he is a decent guy, but better
Springboks coaches than him have been

fired,” said Mallett,  an influential and
respected TV analyst.

Meanwhile outgoing Springbok captain
Adriaan Strauss promised he would be
“ruthless with the truth”. The hooker, who
had already announced his international
retirement, bowed out of Test rugby
against Wales.

“I’m not here for a ‘pity party ’, I  am
responsible,” Strauss told reporters.

“I did everything I could this year,” added
Strauss, thrust into the leadership after the
retirements of Jean de Villiers, Fourie du
Preez and Victor Matfield following a 2015
World Cup where the Springboks came
third. “I made a lot of mistakes, I knew I
would. But in every situation I put the
Springboks first and really gave it my all.”

Minutes after the final whistle, SA Rugby
president Mark Alexander announced
plans for a wide-ranging review, where the
“number one priority is a turnaround strat-
egy for the Springbok team”.

The 65-times capped Strauss responded
by saying: “I will be ruthless with the truth...
When I get my opportunity at the right
places I will make honest contributions.”

Coetzee, paying tribute to Strauss, said:
“The big thing for me is that there wouldn’t
have been any other captain currently play-
ing in South Africa that could have handled
the pressure he has handled.”— AFP

ABU DHABI: As the Formula One season draws
to an end with its final race of the year in the Yas
Marina Circuit, Mercedes-Benz Cars Middle East
hosted an exclusive event with the MERCEDES
AMG PETRONAS FORMULA ONE reigning cham-
pion Lewis Hamilton. The event unleashed
Mercedes-AMG’s most powerful beast yet: the
all-new Mercedes-AMG GT R. Also known as the
Beast of the Green Hell, the powerhouse car
remained captive in a wooden cage on Zaya
Nurai Island, Abu Dhabi until it was released
before assembled guests by its true racing mas-
ter: Lewis Hamilton.

“We are delighted to be welcoming Lewis
Hamilton back here in the very same venue
where we launched the A 45 4MATIC Champions
Edition last year. We are here this time with an
even bigger force - a powerful beast that was
made for the most challenging racetracks of the
world. The GT R combines the driving dynamics
of our AMG GT3 racing car with the everyday
practicality of the AMG GT. It’s a true technical
marvel that deserves its moniker as the Beast of
the Green Hell, and there’s no one better than
Lewis to release it,” commented Lennart Mueller-
Teut, Head of Marketing & Communications,
Mercedes-Benz Cars Middle East. 

From the world’s most demanding racetrack
directly onto the road: Never before has
Mercedes-AMG packed so much motorsport
technology into a production vehicle. The front-
mid-engine concept with transaxle, the twin-tur-
bo V-8 engine rated at 430 kW/585 hp, the exten-
sively modified suspension, the new aerodynam-
ics and the intelligent lightweight construction
laid the foundations for an especially dynamic
driving experience. Even from afar, the exclusive
“AMG green hell magno” special paintwork
leaves no doubt as to the sports car’s origin, hav-
ing spent most of its development time in the

“Green Hell” of the Nurburgring racetrack. 
Aerodynamics engineers and designers

worked intensively to create a flawless balance
between the classy serenity of Mercedes and the
thrilling, energetic genes of the AMG brand.
Form follows function, and function supports
form: All elements of the GT R possess an inher-
ent technical benefit and contribute to enhanc-
ing driving dynamics. Aerodynamics experts
managed to make the designers’ ambitious aspi-
rations a reality.  Lewis Hamilton is currently in
the UAE capital to defend his Grand Prix
Championship title for the fourth time. The Abu
Dhabi Grand Prix sees 13 teams and 22 drivers
compete in the final of the 21 Grand Prix races
for both the World Drivers’ and Constructors’
Championships. Mercedes-AMG currently domi-
nates the Championship, with Nico Rosberg in
the lead followed by Lewis Hamilton.

“We wish Lewis and Nico all the best in this
final race. This has been yet another exciting F1
season, thanks to the strength, skill and passion
of the entire Mercedes-AMG team,” said Mueller-
Teut.  The MERCEDES AMG PETRONAS FORMULA
ONE team is competing at Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
from 25-27 November 2016 in Yas Marina Circuit.

Mercedes-AMG GT R takes 
Abu Dhabi by storm

Lewis Hamilton

Mercedes-AMG GT R takes Abu Dhabi by storm.
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LAS VEGAS: Ukraine’s Vasyl
Lomachenko retained his super feather-
weight title with a seven round demoli-
tion Saturday of Jamaican Nicholas
Walters, whose corner threw in the towel
in betweens rounds telling the referee
“no mas.” The two-time Olympic gold
medal winner Lomachenko registered
the biggest victory of his career in
dynamic fashion as it was the second
defense of his World Boxing
Organization title and just his eighth
professional fight.

“He just stood there in one place
which made it easy for me,” Lomachenko
said of Walters.

He dominated the previously unbeat-
en Walters from the opening bell, scor-
ing at will by landing hard punches in
the final round of the beatdown at the
Cosmopolitan in Las Vegas.

Walters’ face showed signs of the
punishment, but it appeared that he
could have continued if he chose to.

Before the start of the eighth round
Walters shot out of his corner and told

referee Tony Weeks, “I don’t want to con-
tinue.” The way the fight ended was rem-
iniscent of the historic 1980 rematch
between Panamanian Roberto Duran
and American Sugar Ray Leonard, when
Duran quit in the eighth round famously
telling the referee “no mas” (“no more”).

This time it was Walters’ Panamanian
trainer Celso Chavez uttering the words
to Weeks. It was an embarrassing first
defeat for Walters, as his decision to quit
in the middle of the fight dropped his
record to 26-1-1 with 21 knockouts.

Walters blamed his poor performance
on taking a year off between fights. “It
wasn’t about quitting,” he said. “In the
last round he caught me with good
shots. I was hanging on just to survive. It
would be stupid to come out after the
last round.” With his victory Lomachenko
- who compiled an amateur record of
396-1 with Olympic gold medals in 2008
and 2012 - is now 7-1 as a professional.

Lomachenko captured his first world
title in June of 2014, dominating former
US Olympian Gary Russell to win his in

his third pro bout. He matched Saensak
Muangsurin’s record for fewest fights
needed to win a world championship.

The only blemish on his pro record
was a loss to Mexico’s Orlando Salido in
Lomachenko’s second professional fight,
when the vacant WBO featherweight
title on the line. Lomachenko said after
the bout that he next wants to fight WBC
super featherweight champion
Francisco Vargas. Manny Pacquiao has
also been mentioned as a possible
future opponent. —AFP

Signature win for Lomachenko after Walters quits

LOS ANGELES: Chicago Blackhawks right wing Patrick Kane, left, scores a goal past Los Angeles Kings defenseman Derek Forbort, center, and
goalie Peter Budaj, right, during the first period of an NHL hockey game Saturday, in Los Angeles. — AP

Carter’s OT goal puts Kings past
Hawks 2-1 for fifth straight win

LOS ANGELES: Jeff Carter scored his 10th goal
of the season as the Los Angeles Kings beat the
Chicago Blackhawks 2-1 in overtime on
Saturday night for their season-best fifth con-
secutive victory. Alec Martinez scored and Peter
Budaj stopped 18 shots for the Kings, who per-
severed through a back-and-forth game
between Western Conference contenders for
their third straight win over Chicago at Staples
Center. After Los Angeles failed to score on a
power play stretching into overtime, Carter fired
a wrist shot past Scott Darling for his fifth goal
in five games. Carter also had an early assist,
giving him 19 points in 22 games. Patrick Kane
scored and Darling stopped 27 shots in his first
loss for the Blackhawks, who finished their sev-
en-game circus road trip at 3-3-1.

DUCKS 3, SHARKS 2
Ryan Getzlaf had a goal and an assist as the

Ducks snapped a three-game skid. Ryan Garbutt
and Rickard Rakell also scored for Anaheim and
Jonathon Bernier had 23 saves. Getlaf gave the
Ducks the lead for good at 12:59 of the second.
With Justin Braun in the box for elbowing Corey
Perry, Getlaf beat Martin Jones for just his sec-
ond goal of the season. Logan Couture and
Dylan DeMelo scored for San Jose while Jones
had 23 saves.

CANADIENS 2, RED WINGS 1
Alex Galchenyuk scored at 3:37 of overtime

as the NHL-leading Montreal Canadiens beat
the Detroit Red Wings 2-1 on Saturday. Brendan
Gallagher also scored to help Montreal improve
to 16-4-2. Carey Price stopped 32 shots. Justin
Abdelkader scored for Detroit and Petr Mrazek
made 22 saves.

PENGUINS 4, DEVILS 3, SO
Sidney Crosby tied it with 14 seconds left in

regulation then Kris Letang scored the only goal
in a shootout to lift Pittsburgh past New Jersey.
Penguins rookie Jake Guentzel picked up his
third goal in six days and Tom Kuhnhackl also
scored. Evgeni Malkin had three assists while
extending his points streak to eight games.
Mike Cammalleri scored twice and Vernon
Fiddler added a goal for New Jersey.

BLUES 4, WILD 3, SO
Jaden Schwartz had two goals in the third

period and David Perron scored the only goal in
a shootout as St. Louis beat Minnesota Wild 4-3.
Paul Stastny also scored while Jake Allen
stopped 28 shots and all  four shootout
attempts. Minnesota’s Charlie Coyle tied it at 3
with 1:08 left in regulation after the Wild pulled
goalie Devan Dubnyk for an extra attacker. Erik
Haula and Mikko Koivu also scored for the Wild.

CANUCKS 3, AVALANCHE 2, SO
Jacob Markstrom had 32 saves and made

three consecutive stops in a shootout to help
Vancouver get the win. Markstrom denied
Nathan MacKinnon, Mikko Rantanen and Matt
Duchene in  the t iebreaker,  and M arkus
Granlund converted his shootout opportunity
for the Canucks. Loui Eriksson and Alexandre
Burrows scored for Vancouver, while Mikhail
Grigorenko and Jarome Iginla scored for the
Avs.

MAPLE LEAFS 4, CAPITALS 2
Mitch Marner set up a pair of goals and

Auston Matthews scored for the second straight
game as Toronto beat Washington to end a

three-game losing streak. Marner set up goals
from Matt Martin and James van Riemsdyk and
Matthews scored his first goal at home in more
than a month. Nazem Kadri added his ninth
goal of the season. Nicklas Backstrom and
Marcus Johansson scored and Braden Holtby
made 37 saves for Washington. 

PANTHERS 2, BLUE JACKETS 1, SO
Aleksander Barkov scored the shootout win-

ner to lift Florida past Columbus. Barkov back-
handed the puck high over Sergei Bobrovsky for
the only goal in the tiebreaker. Florida’s Roberto

Luongo stopped all  three shots he faced.
Jaromir Jagr scored his 752nd career goal for
the Panthers and Luongo made 36 saves.
Brandon Saad scored for the Blue Jackets and
Bobrovsky stopped 22 shots.

SENATORS 2, HURRICANES 1
Kyle Turris scored his team-leading 10th goal

to help Ottawa beat Carolina. Turris broke a tie
with 3:32 left, beating goalie Cam Ward high to
the stick side. Dion Phaneuf also scored and
Craig Anderson made 32 saves. Sebastian Aho
scored for Carolina.—AP

Western Conference
Central Division

W L OTL GF GA PTS
Chicago 14 6 3 66 59 31
St. Louis 12 7 3 58 60 27
Minnesota 11 7 3 58 42 25
Nashville 10 7 3 60 51 23
Dallas 9 8 5 57 72 23
Winnipeg 9 12 2 60 70 20
Colorado 9 10 1 44 58 19

Pacific Division
Edmonton 12 8 2 67 57 26
San Jose 12 9 1 52 48 25
Los Angeles 12 9 1 57 54 25
Anaheim 10 8 4 57 54 24
Calgary 10 12 1 53 70 21
Vancouver 9 11 2 49 66 20
Arizona 7 10 2 48 62 16

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

Montreal 16 4 2 67 48 34

Ottawa 13 7 1 49 51 27
Tampa Bay 13 8 1 69 56 27
Florida 11 9 1 55 55 23
Boston 11 10 0 49 49 22
Toronto 9 8 4 66 69 22
Detroit 10 10 2 54 58 22
Buffalo 7 9 5 39 53 19

Metropolitan Division
NY Rangers 15 6 1 85 55 31
Pittsburgh 13 6 3 66 65 29
Washington 13 6 2 57 48 28
Columbus 11 5 4 62 47 26
New Jersey 10 6 5 53 55 25
Philadelphia 9 10 3 69 75 21
Carolina 8 8 4 49 54 20
NY Islanders 6 10 4 49 63 16
Note: Overtime losses (OTL) are worth one point in the
standings and are not included in the loss column (L) 

NHL Results/Standings
Toronto 4, Washington 2; Ottawa 2, Carolina 1; Montreal 2, Detroit 1 (OT); Florida 2, Columbus 1 (SO); Pittsburgh 4,
New Jersey 3 (SO); St. Louis 4, Minnesota 3 (SO); Vancouver 3, Colorado 2 (SO); Los Angeles 2, Chicago 1 (OT);
Anaheim 3, San Jose 2.

HONG KONG:  World number three Tai Tzu-
ying won the women’s singles at the Hong
Kong Open yesterday, dashing P.V. Sindhu’s
hopes of back-to-back superseries titles
and avenging her loss to the Olympic silver
medallist in Rio.

Sindhu, fresh from capturing the China
Open in Fuzhou last week, looked hesitant
as she struggled to match the pace of the
Taiwanese player, who unleashed a mix of
well-timed lobs and drop shots in her 21-
15, 21-17 victory. 

“It was a good game overall, but it was
her day,” said Sindhu, who downplayed
suggestions her win at Fuzhou had left her
drained in Hong Kong.  “I’ll go back and
train hard.” 

Tai cruised through the first game with
relative ease, remaining cool as she con-
trolled the contest’s tempo and placement
of the shuttlecock. Sindhu rallied in the sec-
ond but was unable to establish a rhythm
as Tai pulled away in the latter half of the
game.  The 22-year-old was patient during
longer rallies, with her opponent strug-
gling to reach shots and keep the shuttle-
cock in play. 

“I like to be easy during my matches. I
don’t like to put too much pressure on
myself,” said Tai, who booked her ticket to
the final a day earlier by beating Rio gold
medallist Carolina Marin.  

Tai’s triumph in the Hong Kong Open
marked her second superseries win of the
season after clinching the Indonesia Open
title in June.  She said her eyes were now
firmly set on finishing the season on top at

the tour final in Dubai, a tournament she
won in 2014.

On the men’s side, Hong Kong’s Angus
Ng nabbed his first superseries title after
battling through a tough three-game scrap
with India’s Sameer Verma in front of a
packed house. 

The hometown favourite put on an
aggressive display early with repeated
whipping overheads and down-the-line
winners, chalking up a 21-14 win in the first
game.  But the 43rd ranked Verma fought
back with the relentless hustle of an under-
dog with nothing to lose in the second, as
Ng appeared to falter under the pressure. 

The 14th ranked Ng later regained com-
posure in the third as his opponent strug-
gled with unforced errors and lengthy ral-
lies at the net that saw Verma grow visibly
frustrated. 

“In the third game I just forgot about
what happened in the second,” Ng told
reporters after the 21-14, 10-21, 21-11 win.
The Hong Kong native rounded out his
maiden superseries victory by uncorking
leaping overheads coupled with dropshots,
falling to his knees to celebrate after Verma
whiffed the match point as thousands
roared in approval. 

“When I was younger I wished I could
play in the finals of the Hong Kong Open in
the future,” said the 22-year-old Ng. 

Verma, a relative unknown in the bad-
minton world stayed humble following his
improbable run. “I was a little bit nervous,”
said Verma. “I didn’t expect to reach the
finals.” — AFP

Tai overpowers Sindhu 
in Hong Kong Open final

HONG KONG: Winner Tai Tzu-ying of Taiwan (R) poses with second-placed P.V. Sindhu
of India after the  women’s singles final at the Hong Kong Open badminton tourna-
ment in Hong Kong yesterday. — AFP

TOKYO: Olympic silver medallists Tessa Virtue
and Scott Moir won the NHK Trophy ice-
dance title yesterday, bagging a world record
score with their dazzling performance. The
duo skated to the crown with a combined
195.84 points, earning a standing ovation at
the Makomanai Ice Arena in the northern
Japan city of Sapporo.

The score eclipsed the previous record of
195.52, which brought gold to the American
duo of Meryl Davis and Charlie White in the
2014 Sochi Olympics. It was “a huge task” for
the Canadian dancers to compete against a
field that included the French world champi-
ons, Moir said. “They inspired us every day...
Luckily we’re able to just focus on our job and
compete like we trained,” he said.

The world record marked a stunning
return to competition for a couple who had
been off the circuit since taking the silver
medal at Sochi two years ago. Virtue said they
had missed competing and the structure of
training. “We missed pushing ourselves, so
we’re so pleased to be in this position to
make art and create material that we’re proud

of. “We just can’t wait to get home and build
this programme even more,” she said.

Virtue said the duo would try to keep up
the momentum towards the 2018 Winter
Games in Pyeongchang, South Korea.

Two-time world and European champions
Gabriella Papadakis and Guillaume Cizeron of
France finished second, with Italian veterans
Anna Cappellini and Luca Lanotte coming
third. The French ice dancers, we well as
Canada’s Moir and Virtue, qualify for the
Grand Prix Final in Marseille, France, on
December 8-11.

In the men’s competition, Japan’s reigning
Olympic champion Yuzuru Hanyu retained his
NHK Trophy title on Saturday, moving into
high gear as he aims for a record fourth
straight triumph in the Grand Prix Final. In the
women’s competition, World bronze medallist
Anna Pogorilaya of Russia won the trophy,
while two-time and reigning world champi-
ons Meagan Duhamel/Eric Radford of Canada
triumphed in the pairs component. The NHK
Trophy is the last of six events in the ISU
Grand Prix of Figure Skating series.—AFP

Canadian pair win NHK 
Trophy with record

SAPPORO: Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir of Canada perform during the ice dance event at
the NHK Trophy figure skating competition in Sapporo, northern Japan, yesterday.  —AP

SUNRISE: Jonathan Marchessault #81 of the Florida Panthers is unable to score against goal-
tender Sergei Bobrovsky #72 of the Columbus Blue Jackets during the overtime period at the
BB&T Center on Saturday in Sunrise, Florida. The Panthers defeated the Blue Jackets 2-1 in a
shoot out. — AFP
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England 1st innings (overnight 268-8; A. Rashid 4
not out, G. Batty 0 not out)
A. Cook c Patel b Ashwin 27
H. Hameed c Rahane b U. Yadav 9
J. Root lbw b J. Yadav 15
M. Ali c Vijay b Shami 16
J. Bairstow lbw b J. Yadav 89
B. Stokes st Patel b Jadeja 29
J. Buttler c Kohli b Jadeja 43
C. Woakes b U. Yadav 25
A. Rashid c Patel b Shami 4
G. Batty lbw b Shami 1
J. Anderson not out 13
Extras (b8, lb3, nb1) 12  
Total (all out, 93.5 overs) 283
Fall of wickets: 1-32 (Hameed), 2-51 (Root), 3-51
(Cook), 4-87 (Ali), 5-144 (Stokes), 6-213 (Buttler), 7-
258, 8-268 (Bairstow), 8-266 (Woakes), 9-268
(Rashid), 10-283 (Batty)
Bowling: Shami 21.5-5-63-3, U. Yadav 16-4-58-2, J.

Yadav 15-5-49-2, Ashwin 18-1-43-1, Jadeja 23-4-
59-2 (1nb)

India 1st innings:
M. Vijay c Bairstow b Stokes 12
P. Patel lbw b Rashid 42
C. Pujara c Woakes b Rashid 51
V. Kohli c Bairstow b Stokes 62
A. Rahane lbw b Rashid 0
K. Nair run out (Buttler) 4
R. Ashwin not out 57
R. Jadeja not out 31
Extras (b 8, lb 3, nb 1) 12                 
Total (6 wickets, 84 overs) 271
Fall of wickets: 1-39 (Vijay), 2-73 (Patel), 3-148
(Pujara), 4-152 (Rahane), 5-156 (Nair), 6-204 (Kohli)
Bowling: Anderson 16-3-36-0, Woakes 15-5-47-0,
Ali 9-1-19-0 (nb1), Rashid 24-4-81-3, Stokes 15-2-
48-2, Batty 5-0-29-0.
To bat: J. Yadav, M. Shami, U. Yadav

SCOREBOARD 
MOHALI, India: Scoreboard at stumps on the second day of the third cricket Test between India and
England in Mohali yesterday. BULAWAYO: Sri Lanka capped a productive

month of cricket in Zimbabwe by lifting the tri-
angular series trophy yesterday, beating the
hosts by six wickets in the final.  Having comfort-
ably beaten Zimbabwe in both Tests in Harare at
the start of November, Sri Lanka added another
trophy to their haul as half-centuries from cap-
tain Upul Tharanga and Kusal Mendis saw them
chase a target of 161 with more than 12 overs to
spare. 

Although regular skipper Angelo Mathews
and Dinesh Chandimal missed the entire tour
due to injury, Sri Lanka rarely felt their absence
as they lost just one game in the process of
clinching the tri-series, which also involved the
West Indies.

“Full credit to the guys, everyone has done a
really great job over the series,” said Tharanga.
“We have found some new players as well who
have put their hands up and performed well.”

Zimbabwe pulled off a stunning comeback to
beat the West Indies in their last round robin
game and reach the final, but could not repeat
the feat when their batsmen failed again yester-
day. A reshuffle saw openers Brian Chari and
Chamu Chibhabha both left out, with Peter
Moor promoted to the top of the innings and
Tarisai Musakanda given an international debut.
But on a drizzly morning, they still lost their
openers inside the first five overs to slip to 19 for
two. Musakanda and Craig Ervine were able to
revive the innings with a 53-run stand for the
third wicket, only for Jeffrey Vandersay to end
the resistance as he Ervine caught and bowled
for 25, then had the debutant caught at slip for
36.  With Sachith Pathirana dismissing Sikandar
Raza Butt and Malcolm Waller in the space of
three overs, and Vandersay taking care of cap-
tain Graeme Cremer to record figures of 3 for 50,
Zimbabwe slid to 133 for seven.

NO FIGHTBACK 
Zimbabwe had recovered from 89 for seven

to post 218 for eight against the West Indies, but
there was no such fightback on Sunday as Asela
Gunaratne grabbed the final three wickets in the
space of just four deliveries to end the innings
inside 37 overs.

With a seemingly simple target in front of
them, Sri Lanka’s top order were too hasty to
knock it off and let Zimbabwe back into the
match as a result.

Recalled to the Zimbabwe side for the first
time since he was forced to remodel his action,
left-arm seamer Brian Vitori dismissed Sri Lanka’s
top three to reduce them to 44 for three at the
lunch interval.

But after the break, Tharanga and Mendis
returned with a calmer mindset, and quietly bat-
ted Sri lanka into a position of dominance as
they added 75 for the fourth wicket. “We knew
we only had to get one good partnership going,”
said Tharanga. 

“Mendis batted very well, and from there it
got easier and easier.” Mendis fell for 57 with Sri
Lanka requiring another 44 runs for victory, but
captain Tharanga saw his side across the line to
finish unbeaten on 57 and leave Zimbabwe
wondering what could have been. 

“To get to a final is always nice, but we were a
bit disappointing today,” said Zimbabwe captain
Graeme Cremer. “We didn’t think our day would
end like this.” —  AFP 

S Lanka beat Zimbabwe 
to lift one-day trophy

BULAWAYO: Sri Lanka’s players celebrate victory after the final of the Blue Mountain Achilleion tri-series played between Sri Lanka and hosts
Zimbabwe at the Queens Sports Club in Bulawayo, yesterday. — AFP 

Zimbabwe
H. Masakadza lbw b Kulasekara 10
P. Moor c Pathirana b Lakmal 1
T. Musakanda c de Silva b Vandersay 36
C. Ervine c & b Vandersay 25
Sikandar Raza lbw b Pathirana 5
S. Williams c de Silva b Gunaratne 35
M. Waller c & b Pathirana 14
G. Cremer c Mendis b Vandersay 9
D. Tiripano not out 10
T. Chisoro c Dickwella b Gunaratne 5
B. Vitori lbw b Gunaratne 0
Extras (3lb, 6w, 1nb) 10
Total (all out, 36.3 overs) 160
Fall of wickets: 1-8 (Moor), 2-19 (Masakadza), 3-72
(Ervine), 4-85 (Musakanda), 5-89 (Sikandar Raza), 6-108
( Waller),  7-133 (Cremer),  8-155 ( Williams), 9-160
(Chisoro), 10-160 (Vitori).

Bowling: Kulasekara 7-0-30-1, Lakmal 6-0-23-1,
Pathirana 7-0-26-2, Shanaka 2-0-18-0, Vandersay 10-0-
50-3, Gunaratne 4.3-0-10-3.

Sri Lanka
D. de Silva lbw b Vitori 0
K. Perera c Waller b Vitori 14
N. Dickwella b Vitori 16
K. Mendis c Williams b Cremer 57
U. Tharanga not out 57
A. Gunaratne not out 16
Extras (2lb, 4w) 6
Total (4 wkts, 37.3 overs) 166
Fall of wickets: 1-1 (de Silva), 2-29 (Dickwella), 3-42
(Perera), 4-117 (Mendis).
Did not bat: D. Shanaka, S. Pathirana, N. Kulasekara, J.
Vandersay, S. Lakmal.
Result: Sri Lanka won by 6 wickets.

SCOREBOARD 
BULAWAYO: Scoreboard in the one-day international between Zimbabwe and Sri Lanka yesterday.

ADELAIDE: Australia cruised to a seven-
wicket consolation victory in the day-night
third Test yesterday after dismissing South
Africa for 250 and knocking off the 127
runs for victory for the loss of three wickets
before dinner on day four.

There was a minor scare when, with 63
runs still required, Dave Warner was run-
out for 47 and Usman Khawaja dismissed
for a duck inside one over but there was
never any real doubt that Australia would
avoid a first ever 3-0 sweep on home soil.

Opener Matt Renshaw, one of three new
caps brought into the Australia side after
heavy defeats in the first two tests, scored
34 not out and brought the hosts level
after his captain Steve Smith was dismissed
for 40 with only two runs required.

It was left to another of the debutants,
Peter Handscomb, to score the winning run
with a single to midwicket. It was Australia’s
second pink ball victory after they beat
New Zealand in the inaugural test in
Adelaide last year but more importantly
ended a run of five defeats.

“I’m very pleased,” Smith said. “It was
obviously a disappointing way to start the
series, we’ve been outplayed by South
Africa, but I’m proud of the way the boys
came out and turned things around and
showed a bit of fight, resilience and charac-
ter. It was a long time coming.”

While the success of the overhaul of the
batting line-up remains largely moot ahead
of the visit of Pakistan, the strength of
Australian pace bowling is not in doubt.
Left-arm quick Mitchell Starc earlier fin-
ished with figures of 4-80 as Australia
removed the last four South African bats-
men for the addition of 56 runs to their
overnight tally.

WARNER IN A HURRY
South Africa had resumed on 194-6 but

lost Quinton de Kock in the third over of
the day before the new ball accounted for
Vernon Philander, Kagiso Rabada and final-
ly opener Stephen Cook. Cook, under pres-
sure after making a minor contribution to
the wins in the first two tests, eked out his
second test century off 235 balls, bringing
up the milestone by pulling Josh
Hazlewood to the square leg for his eighth
four. He was unable to add any more in the
five further deliveries he faced before Starc
got one to nip back in and bowl him for
104 to bring an end to the innings.

“It’s pretty disappointing to lose the test
match but it’s hard to look past the fact
that we’ve played great cricket,” said South
Africa captain Faf du Plessis, who has over-
seen a third successive series triumph for
the Proteas in Australia.

“You don’t just come here and beat
them, you have to play some really good
cricket, so to have done that over the
majority of the tour makes me a really satis-
fied captain.” Warner was prevented from
opening in Australia’s first innings after Du
Plessis’s tactical declaration on 259-9 left
him stranded off the field receiving treat-
ment. The Australia vice-captain looked like
he was intent reaching the victory target
on his own and had hit 47 runs off 51 balls
when he went for a single, only for
Renshaw to change his mind and leave him
stranded as the bails came off.

Khawaja’s place in the side is safe for the
three-test series against the nation of his
birth around the New Year despite his duck
and he was named Man of the Match for
contributing 145 of Australia’s 383 first
innings runs. —Reuters

Australia end run 
of five Test defeats

MOHALI: Half-centuries by Virat Kohli,
Cheteshwar Pujara and Ravichandran
Ashwin kept India on course for a first
innings lead after England made a spirited
comeback on day two of the third Test yes-
terday. Having bowled out England for 283
earlier in the morning, India looked in
charge at 148-2 at tea before Adil Rashid’s
double strike jolted the hosts who lost
three wickets in 19 balls to slump to 156-5.

Ashwin enhanced his new-found bat-
ting reputation with an unbeaten 57 while
all-rounder Ravindra Jadeja was batting on
31 at stumps with India trailing by 12 runs.

“I’d say we’ve recovered really well and
we’ve an advantage because two of our all-
rounders are playing,” Pujara told reporters.

“We’d be looking to get a lead of around
75-100 runs... As you saw in the last game,
(number nine) Jayant Yadav can also bat.

“Our lower order has been contributing
in all test matches and we expect them to
contribute tomorrow as well,” Pujara added.

Paceman Mohammed Shami claimed
the last two English wickets earlier in the
morning as the tourists added 15 runs to
their overnight score before being dis-
missed for 283.

Murali Vijay walked out with Parthiv
Patel, his third opening partner of the
series, to lead India’s reply and it turned out
to be an eventful yet brief stay for the right-
hander.

Vijay survived an obstructing-the-field
appeal, was dropped by Jos Buttler and the
batsman eventually walked off, nicking a
harmless Ben Stokes delivery even though
umpire Chris Gaffaney did not spot the
nick. Patel, by contrast, looked determined
to make the most of his chance return to

the Indian side after eight years in the
wilderness.

MIDDLE ORDER COLLAPSE
The diminutive 31-year-old, replacing

injured regular wicketkeeper Wriddhiman
Saha, smacked six boundaries in his 42
before Adil Rashid dismissed him leg-
before. Pujara and Kohli then joined forces
to frustrate the tourists with the steady
accumulation of 75 runs for the third wick-
et. Dropped on 35 by Jonny Bairstow,
Pujara went on to make 51 before falling to
a Rashid long-hop and his dismissal
sparked off a middle order collapse.

Rashid, in his next over, trapped the
scoreless Ajinkya Rahane leg-before with a
googly and Karun Nair’s test debut was
soured after his almighty mix-up with
Kohli. Buttler was outstanding at backward
point, diving to stop the ball and then
throwing down the stumps to send back
Nair for four.

Kohli showed tremendous restraint for
major part of his knock, especially as
England attacked him with a heavily-
packed off-side, but he eventually fell to a
soft dismissal, edging Stokes behind the
wicket. Kohli’s 62 included nine boundaries.

Ashwin hit eight boundaries in his
unbeaten knock, having raised 67 runs with
Jadeja for the seventh wicket. “271 for six,
we’ll take that at the end of the day. We
bowled exceptionally well as a team,” leg-
spinner Rashid, who claimed 3-81, said.

“We stuck to our plans and we got
rewards at the end session. They got a little
partnership but you know it happens in
cricket. But we come back tomorrow and
knock them over.”— Reuters

India set for first innings 
lead after England fightback

HAMILTON: Tim Southee bagged six wickets
as New Zealand took a 55-run lead over
Pakistan on a rain-shortened third day of the
second Test in Hamilton yesterday. Only rookie
batsman Babar Azam was able to cope with
New Zealand’s chief strike bowler and he was
left stranded on 90 after running out of part-
ners as Pakistan fought their way back into the
match.

Pakistan, after resuming the day on the
ropes at 76-5, clawed their way to 216 in reply
to New Zealand’s first innings 271.  New
Zealand only faced one dot ball in their sec-
ond innings before rain sent the players from
the field for the third and final time in a day
when only 38 overs were possible.

Southee was given a pounding in his first
three overs of the morning and was removed
from the attack after yielding 32 runs. But he
came back to wrap up the tail and finish with
figures of 6-80, his third-best bowling per-
formance.

“There was still a bit of swing at that stage
and I went back to what we’ve done well for a
number of years,” Southee said of his success-
ful second spell. “You’ve got plans you put in
place for certain batsmen and it’s nice when
they do come off.

“There’s a little bit there for the new ball,
but once the ball gets older it gets a little bit
easier to bat but there will still be a little bit of
assistance throughout.”

While the 54-Test veteran headlined the
New Zealand bowling performance, it was
Azam in only his third Test who brought
Pakistan back into the game. 

The 22-year-old was considered a special
talent at age-group level and announced him-
self on the international stage last month with
three consecutive centuries in Pakistan’s one-
day series against the West Indies. 

He followed with a 69 in his Test debut
against the West Indies and looked set for his
maiden Test hundred when the Pakistan
innings ended in Hamilton.

“I’m thankful the lower order gave some
resistance but it was unfortunate I could not
complete my 100,” he said.

Azam also drew praise from Southee who
said the way he handled the seaming condi-
tions was promising for Pakistan.

“For a guy to come here in his first Test tour
of New Zealand and play the way he’s played
is a good sign he can play in conditions that
are foreign to them,” Southee said.

Pakistan put on 124 for the loss of three
wickets to be 200-8 before the day’s first rain
stoppage just before lunch, with Azam
patiently collecting runs while Sarfraz Ahmed
(41) and then Sohail Kahn (37) attacked the
bowling.

Unlike the rest of the Pakistan top order
who were caught behind trying to slash out-
side the off stump, Azam waited for loose balls
in an innings which lasted 277 minutes and he
faced 196 deliveries. 

Ahmed survived two chances in his 74-run
stand with Azam. He was dropped on 19 by
Henry Nicholls at midwicket, and Tom Latham
missed a direct shy at the stumps when
Ahmed was trapped in the middle of the pitch. 

The arrival of Neil Wagner to the attack
accounted for Ahmed when he was caught by
Jeet Raval at second slip. Sohail had no trouble
with Wagner’s stock short-pitched delivery,
repeatedly pulling him to the boundary in a
67-run partnership with Azam.

However, when Southee returned to find a
better line in his second spell he found the
edge of Sohail’s bat and wicketkeeper BJ
Watling completed the dismissal. 

Wahab Riaz faced only five balls before he
was lbw to Colin de Grandhomme leaving
Southee to remove Mohammad Amir for five
and Imran Khan for six. 

Despite Azam’s bold innings to keep
Pakistan in the game, the outcome may ulti-
mately be decided by the weather with more
rain forecast over the next two days and New
Zealand only needing a draw to take the series
after winning the first Test. — AFP

Southee’s six keeps New
Zealand in front of Pakistan

New Zealand 1st innings 271 (J. Raval 55; S. Khan 4-99) 
Pakistan 1st innings (Overnight: 76-5)
S. Aslam c Raval b Southee 5
Az. Ali c Watling b Southee 1
B. Azam not out 90
Y. Khan c Watling b Southee 2
A. Shafiq b Wagner 23
M. Rizwan c Henry b Wagner 0
S. Ahmed c Raval b Wagner 41
So. Khan c Watling b Southee 37
W. Riaz lbw b de Grandhomme 0

M. Amir c Raval b Southee 5
I. Khan c Watling b Southee 6
Extras (b-4 lb-1 nb-1) 6
Total (all out, 67 overs) 216
Fall of wickets: 1-7 S. Aslam, 2-8 Az. Ali, 3-12 Y. Khan, 4-51
A. Shafiq, 5-51 M. Rizwan, 6-125 S. Ahmed, 7-192 So.
Khan, 8-193 W. Riaz, 9-206 M. Amir, 10-216 I. Khan.
Bowling: T. Southee 21-4-80-6; M. Henry 19-5-30-0(nb-1);
C. de Grandhomme 9-2-29-1; N. Wagner 14-2-59-3; M.
Santner 4-0-13-0.

SCOREBOARD 
Scoreboard at stumps on the third day in the second and final Test between New Zealand and
Pakistan yesterday in Hamilton, New Zealand.

MOHALI: England’s Ben Stokes bowls on the second day of their third cricket Test
match against India in Mohali, India, yesterday. — AP
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1- Golden State Warriors (15 - 2) Last week:
1 - The Warriors extended their winning
streak to a season-high 11 games with their
win against the Timberwolves on Saturday,
capping a week that also saw them set a fran-
chise record with 47 assists in their 149-106
defeat of the Lakers on Wednesday.

2- Cleveland Cavaliers (12 - 2) Last week: 3 -
The league’s leaders in three-point percent-
age saw two records broken last week. First,
Kevin Love exploded for 34 points in the first
quarter against the Blazers on Wednesday,
and then the Cavs became the first NBA team
to make 20-pointers in consecutive regular-
season games on Friday.

3- San Antonio Spurs (14 - 3) Last week: 4 -
The Spurs make their annual rise in the rank-
ings behind a nine-game winning streak and
an impressive perfect record on the road,
remaining the only unbeaten team outside of
its home court in the NBA.

4- Los Angeles Clippers (14 - 3) Last week: 2
- The Clippers suffered its first road loss this
season Saturday against the Pistons, who end-
ed their four-game winning streak. Meanwhile,
Chris Paul continues his MVP-caliber season, as
he became the only NBA player since 1983-84
with 120 assists, 42 steals and only 28
turnovers in the first 14 games of a season.

5- Toronto Raptors (10 - 6) Last week: 6 -
The Raptors won their last two games against
the Rockets and Bucks behind strong defense
and solid three-point shooting (14 made 3’s
against Milwaukee, who leads the league in
defensive 3-point percentage). Meanwhile,
DeMar DeRozan is learning to share the ball
when his shots aren’t falling.

6- Memphis Grizzlies (11 - 6) Last week: 10
- The Grizzlies exerted revenge Saturday
against the Heat who ended their season-
high six-game winning streak one night earli-
er; a duel that marked the first matchup
between Miami’s coach Erik Spoelstra against
his former assistant and Memphis’ first-year
coach David Fizdale. 

7- Chicago Bulls (10 - 6) Last week: 9 - A loss
to the Nuggets Wednesday prevented the
Bulls from having a prefect week, but they
can’t feel disappointed with their 4-2 record in
their season-high six-game road trip. Tough
matchup against the Cavs next Friday.

8- Atlanta Hawks (10 - 6) Last week: 5 - The
Hawks still lead the league in defensive rating,
but their offense is where their glaring prob-
lem lies - ranking 21st in offensive rating. They
managed to score a season-low 68 points
Saturday against the Jazz who have the
league’s second best defensive rating.

9- Oklahoma City Thunder (10 - 8) Last
week: 8 - Russell Westbrook recorded his sec-
ond straight triple-double and NBA-best sev-
enth of the season, leading his team to victo-
ry on Saturday. He also tied LeBron James for
sixth all time in triple-doubles, with 44.
Furthermore, he entered Sunday averaging a
triple-double, and this is the third time ‘triple-
double’ was mentioned in this entry alone!

10- Houston Rockets (10 - 6) Last week: 11 -
The Rockets set an NBA record with 50 3-
point attempts in their win against the Kings
on Friday, while James Harden had his 13th
career triple-double, one shy of tying Hakeem
Olajuwon for most in Rockets history (per
ESPN Stats and Info).

11- Boston Celtics (9 - 7) Last week: 12 -
The Celtics won three straight before failing
to become the first team to deal the Spurs a
road loss in a Black Friday matinee in Boston.
They have a relatively easier schedule ahead
with matches against the Heat, Pistons,
Kings and 76ers.

12- Charlotte Hornets (9 - 7) Last week: 7 -
The Hornets received some nice contribution
from Jeremy Lamb on Saturday, scoring 18
points and grabbing a career-high 17
rebounds to help his team beat the Knicks
and snap a four-game losing streak.

13- Utah Jazz (9 - 8) Last week: 14 - George
Hill’s return from injury helped the Jazz find
its winning ways, but the story has been their
solid defense. They held the Nuggets and
Hawks to 83 and 68 points respectively in
their past two games. And in the last game
against Atlanta, Rudy Gobert was more effec-
tive on both ends for his team compared to
Dwight Howard.

14- Los Angeles Lakers (8 - 9) Last week: 13 -
Injuries (and bad defense) have been plaguing
an otherwise fun season for the Lakers’ young
squad - highlighted by Nick Young’s go-ahead
three-pointer after seemingly stealing the ball
from his own teammate, which rallied the
Lakers to beat the Thunder on Wednesday.

15- Indiana Pacers (8 - 9) Last week: 16 -
The Pacers will definitely miss Paul George,
who is out with an ankle injury, in their two
games next week against the Clippers and
Blazers. Glen Robinson III stepped up and
scored 20 points to help Indiana beat
Brooklyn without George.

16- Portland Trail Blazers (9 - 9) Last week:
15 - It is somewhat surprising to see the
Blazers still avoid having a losing record and
continue to hold on to the 8th spot in the
Western Conference despite having the worst
defense the league. They stepped up their
defense against the Pelicans on Friday and
won behind Damian Lillard’s 27 points.

17- Detroit Pistons (8 - 10) Last week: 17 -
The Pistons became the first team to hand
the Clippers their first road loss this season on
Saturday. Their win came two nights after
defeating the Heat to end a four-game losing
streak. In both games, Andre Drummond per-
formed well against tough opponents, out-
performing the Heat’s Hassan Whiteside and
the Clippers’ DeAndre Jordan.

18- New York Knicks (8 - 8) Last week: 20 -
Carmelo Anthony’s season-high 35 points in
the Knicks’ overtime win against the Hornets
on Friday proved that he remains the go-to-
guy in the Big Apple, but he struggled with
shooting (7-25 FG) and failed to propel his
team to victory against Charlotte again the
following night.

19- Milwaukee Bucks (6 - 8) Last week: 18 -
In the Bucks’ win against Orlando on Monday,
Giannis Antetokounmpo put up his third
career game with at least 10 points, 10
rebounds, 10 assists, five steals and three
blocks. Only Chris Webber has had as many
(three) such games since blocks became an
official stat (per the Elias Sports Bureau).

20- Sacramento Kings (6 - 10) Last week:
25 - The Kings are 3-1 in four games since
changing their starting lineup and going
‘small’ with Rudy Gay at power forward.
Meanwhile, Gay’s defense on DeRozan last
Monday limited the latter to only 12 points
and helped his team secure its second win
against the Raptors this season.

21- New Orleans Pelicans (6 - 11) Last
week: 27 - The Pelicans recorded its first four-
game winning streak last week since January
2015, and Anthony Davis is showing his best
performance yet, being able to score on 10
people, all in his face, or at least according to
teammate Jrue Holiday.

22- Orlando Magic (6 - 10) Last week: 19 -
The Magic started the season losing three
games, then won three, lost three more, then
won one, lost the next, won two after that
and lost their last three games. Confused? You
should be, because ‘confusing’ is probably the
best way to describe Orlando’s season so far.

23- Denver Nuggets (6 - 10) Last week: 22 -
The Nuggets had a solid win against the Bulls
on Wednesday, then justifiably lost with an
injury-plagued squad against the Jazz, the
league’s second best team in defensive rating,
and the Thunder; who won 132 - 129 on
Saturday behind Westbrook’s 36 points, 18
assists and 12 rebounds.

24- Minnesota Timberwolves (5 - 11) Last
week: 21 - Stephen Curry had to step up and
finished with 34 points, eight rebounds and
six assists to help the Warriors beat the
Timberwolves on Saturday while playing
without Draymond Green. Karl Anthony-
Towns continues to improve, despite being
outdueled by Anthony Davis in his team’s loss
to the Pelicans on Wednesday.

25- Miami Heat (5 - 11) Last week: 24 - The
Heat entered Sunday ranking the fifth in the
league in defensive rating and 27th in offen-
sive rating, and face a tough schedule ahead
with three of the next five matches on the
road. Meanwhile, the team announced that
Shaquille O’Neal’s number 32 jersey will be
retired on December 22 its game against the
Lakers.

26- Washington Wizards (5 - 10) Last week:
28 - Bradley Beal scored a career-high 42
points in the Wizards’ win against the Suns
last Monday. Combined with 34 scored in the
previous game, the 76 points were the high-
est two-game scoring mark by a Wizards play-
er since Gilbert Arenas scored 78 points in
two games in December 2009 (per Elias
Sports Bureau).

27- Phoenix Suns (5 - 12) Last week: 26 -
Brandon Knight’s reduced minutes so far this
season has fueled chatter within the league
that the Suns might be willing to trade him,
despite General Manager Ryan McDonough
publicly stating otherwise. Coach Earl Watson
has made improving the team’s defense a pri-
ority, though the team’s offense (25th in
offensive rating) is what he should probably
worry more about.

28- Philadelphia 76ers (4 - 12) Last week:
30 - Philadelphia’s victory over Miami last
Tuesday marked its first winning streak (two
games) in 108 games since March 2015, which
broke the Bucks’ record of 105 games set from
March 2013 to November 2014. Following
those two games, Joel Embiid became the
first rookie with back-to-back 20-point games
while playing less than 24 minutes since Billy
Ray Yates in 1980 (per Elias Sports Bureau).

29- Brooklyn Nets (4 - 11) Last week: 23 -
The Nets entered Sunday on a six-game los-
ing streak, in the bottom ten in offensive,
defensive and net ratings, and hoping more
than ever that Jeremy Lin finally makes his
return from injury which kept him sidelined
much of November.

30- Dallas Mavericks (2 - 11) Last week: 29 -
There is an argument that without injuries to
key players like Dirk Nowitzki, Deron Williams,
and JJ Barea, the Mavs’ lineup is good enough
for the team to even make it to the playoffs.
Either way, this seems to be the season Dallas
finally reaches the point where it has to press
the reset button.

KUWAIT TIMES NBA POWER RANKINGS
By Ahmad Jabr

KUWAIT: In addition to its usual coverage of NBA news, Kuwait Times is introducing a new feature this year:
the NBA Power Rankings. It is a weekly list ranking each team based on its performance during the week. The
actual record for each team (put between brackets, for games played as of Sunday) does play a role in the
assessment process but is not the main factor for deciding each team’s ranking, thus making it different from
league standings. This week the Golden State Warriors remain on top fueled by their 11-game winning streak,
while another Western Conference team climbed the ladder behind a perfect record on the road.

WASHINGTON: Washington Wizards guard John Wall (2) takes a shot against San Antonio Spurs center Pau Gasol,
of Spain, (16) during the first half of an NBA basketball game, Saturday, in Washington. Also seen is Washington
Wizards center Marcin Gortat, of Poland, (13). — AP

WASHINGTON:  LaMarcus Aldridge scored 24 points while
Tony Parker added 20 as the San Antonio Spurs beat the
Washington Wizards 112-100 on Saturday night for their
ninth straight victory. The Spurs (14-3) swept a three-game
road swing and are a perfect 10-0 away from home. Kawhi
Leonard scored 19 for San Antonio, which shot 53.3 percent
(40 of 75) from the field. The Spurs led by 10 at halftime and
as many as 19 in the second half. Bradley Beal led
Washington (5-10) with 25 points and John Wall scored 21
as all five starters finished in double figures. Marcin Gortat
had 10 points and 10 rebounds.

THUNDER 106, PISTONS 88
Russell Westbrook recorded his second straight triple-

double and NBA-best seventh of the season with 17 points,
15 assists and 13 rebounds as Oklahoma City beat Detroit.
Westbrook shot just 8 for 22 from the field after scoring at
least 30 points for eight straight games. It was just the sec-
ond time this year Westbrook failed to score 20. Anthony
Morrow scored 21 points off the bench to lead the Thunder
(10-8), who were playing their fourth game in six nights in
four different cities. Victor Oladipo added 18 while Steven
Adams had 16 points and nine rebounds. Tobias Harris
scored 21 points for the Pistons, who have lost five of their
last seven.

WARRIORS 115, 
TIMBERWOLVES 102

Stephen Curry had 34 points, eight rebounds and six
assists as Golden State overcame the absence of do-every-
thing Draymond Green to beat Minnesota. Curry shot 13 for
19 with four 3-pointers, while Kevin Durant added 28
points, 10 rebounds, five assists and a career-high six

blocked shots. Klay Thompson scored 23 points with four 3s
to go with six rebounds for Golden State. Zach LaVine
scored 31 points with five 3s, while Karl-Anthony Towns had
12 of his 18 points in the first quarter on 6-for-10 shooting.

HORNETS 107, KNICKS 102
Kemba Walker scored 28 points and Jeremy Lamb added

18 points and a career-high 17 rebounds as Charlotte
snapped a four-game losing streak. Frank Kaminsky added
14 points, including two clutch 3-pointers late in the fourth
quarter as the Hornets snapped the Knicks’ three-game
winning streak.

The Hornets (9-7) avenged an overtime loss to the Knicks
on Friday night at Madison Square Garden in which
Carmelo Anthony hit the go-ahead jumper with 3.1 seconds
left and finished with 35 points. Anthony didn’t fare as well
the second time around, limited to 18 points on 7-of-24
shooting.  Kristaps Porzingis had 25 points and Derrick Rose
added 18 points, eight assists and eight rebounds for the
Knicks.

GRIZZLIES 110, HEAT 107
Marc Gasol scored a season-high 28 points and Mike

Conley had 11 of his 21 in the final 3:06 as Memphis beat
Miami. Troy Williams added 18 for the Grizzlies, who earned
a split of the home-and-home with the Heat and gave
coach David Fizdale a win in the building where he served
as a Miami assistant under Erik Spoelstra for the past eight
seasons. Dion Waiters scored a season-high 28 for Miami,
which got 15 points and 12 rebounds from Hassan
Whiteside, and 15 points from Josh Richardson. Memphis
outscored Miami 27-16 from the line, and turned the ball
over only six times. —AP

Spurs win ninth straight 
game, over the Wizards

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

W L PCT GB
Toronto 10 6 .625 -
Boston 9 7 .563 1
NY Knicks 8 8 .500 2
Brooklyn 4 11 .267 5.5
Philadelphia 4 12 .250 6

Central Division
Cleveland 12 2 .857 -
Chicago 10 6 .625 3
Indiana 8 9 .471 5.5
Detroit 8 10 .444 6
Milwaukee 6 8 .429 6

Southeast Division
Atlanta 10 6 .625 -
Charlotte 9 7 .563 1
Orlando 6 10 .375 4
Washington 5 10 .333 4.5
Miami 5 11 .313 5

Western Conference
Northwest Division

Oklahoma City 10 8 .556 -
Utah 9 8 .529 0.5
Portland 9 9 .500 1
Denver 6 10 .375 3
Minnesota 5 11 .313 4

Pacific Division
Golden State 15 2 .882 -
LA Clippers 14 3 .824 1
LA Lakers 8 9 .471 7
Sacramento 6 10 .375 8.5
Phoenix 5 12 .294 10

Southwest Division
San Antonio 14 3 .824 -
Memphis 11 6 .647 3
Houston 10 6 .625 3.5
New Orleans 6 11 .353 8
Dallas 2 13 .133 11

NBA results/standings
San Antonio 112, Washington 100; Charlotte 107, NY Knicks 102; Oklahoma City 106, Detroit 88; Memphis 110, Miami 107; Golden State 115,
Minnesota 102.

Watson throws 6 TD passes, 
leads No 4 Clemson to win

CLEMSON: Deshaun Watson tied his
career high with six touchdown pass-
es, three to Mike Williams, and No. 4
Clemson took another, strong step to
the College Football Playoff with a 56-
7 victory over rival South Carolina on
Saturday night.

If the Tigers (11-1, No. 4 CFP) don’t
stumble against Virginia Tech next
week in the Atlantic Coast Conference
championship, they’ll be off to college
football ’s final four for a second
straight season.

The Gamecocks (6-6) were little
more than speed bump on that road
that Clemson got past quickly, jump-
ing out to a 21-0 lead in the opening
quarter and cruising to a third straight
win in the Palmetto State’s biggest
sporting event.

“We wanted to jump on these boys
real quick,” Watson said. “That’s the
motto every game, put pressure on
them and have them back on their
heels.” Watson finished with 347 yards
and matched the six TDs he threw in
his first college start against North
Carolina in 2014. He also likely crept a
bit closer in the Heisman Trophy race
to Louisville quarterback Lamar

Jackson, whose team lost for a second
straight week.

Watson and the Tigers also wiped
out memories of their last Death
Valley game, a stunning, 43-42 loss to
underdog Pitt - Clemson’s first home
loss in more than three years.

“We started the ball rolling last
week and we’re keeping the ball
rolling,” center Jay Guillermo said.
“We’re hitting our stride at a good
time.” Watson and Williams got things
going with a 34-yard TD catch. Then
Williams’ dragged South Carolina’s
Jamarcus King on his for several yards
during a 19-yard scoring catch. By the
time Jordan Leggett scored on a wide
open 11-yard grab, Clemson was in
front to stay and Gamecocks defend-
ers were yelling at each other.

Wayne Gallman rushed for 112
yards and a touchdown. Williams
caught six passes for 100 yards.
Clemson’s defense held the
Gamecocks to 62 yards in the first half
and posted its biggest margin of vic-
tory in the series since a 51-0 win in
1900.

South Carolina avoided the
shutout in the third quarter on a 33-

yard halfback pass from Deebo
Samuel to Bryan Edwards “There’s not
a lot to say,” Gamecocks coach Will
Muschamp said. “On the road recruit-
ing tomorrow, that’s the way we’ll
change our program.”

THE TAKEAWAY
South Carolina certainly made

strides over the second half with
young players on offense like quarter-
back Jake Bentley and tailback Rico
Dowdle. The Gamecocks will need to
add a lot more talent on both sides of
the ball before it can match up with
the Tigers. Another month of practice
and a favorable bowl opponent would
still leave South Carolina feeling good
about its progress this season.

Clemson found its dominating
form in its final home game of the
season after its stunning, 43-42 fall to
Pitt the last time here two weeks ago.
More importantly, the Tigers showed
a resolved it will need for a second
straight trip to the College Football
Playoff. If Clemson shows the same
drive against Virginia Tech, there’s no
doubt it will play once again for a
national title. —AP
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BARCELONA: Atletico Madrid put last
week’s painful defeat by Real Madrid
behind them with a 3-0 win over
Osasuna yesterday that included two
goals in the space of a minute and
allowed them to return to the top four in
La Liga.

Defender Diego Godin gave Atletico
the lead in the 36th minute with a tow-
ering header from a corner and Kevin
Gameiro added the second immediately
after, latching on to a lofted through ball
from Angel Correa and producing a
crisp, low finish.

Substitute Yannick Carrasco rounded
off the victory in the 90th by robbing
Unai Garcia in Osasuna’s half and tearing
towards goal before powering home the
ball. Atletico had what looked to be a
clear penalty turned down in the second
half when Osasuna’s Oier Sanjuro
appeared to block Tiago Mendes’s goal-
bound shot with his arm, the midfielder
also escaping a red card.

Diego Simeone’s side capitalised on
Villarreal’s surprise 2-0 defeat by Alaves
earlier on Sunday to provisionally go
fourth on 24 points.

Champions Barcelona can leapfrog
Sevilla to go second when they visit Real
Sociedad, sixth on 22 points, later.

Simeone veered from the more
attack-minded tactics he has embraced
this season, reverted to employing Koke
on the left wing and rewarded Tiago for
his excellent display in Wednesday’s 2-0
win over PSV Eindhoven by again play-
ing the Portuguese veteran alongside
Gabi in the middle.

It made for a more solid if less threat-
ening team and there were signs of the
dogged Atletico side that won the La

Liga title in 2014 thanks to an uncom-
promising defence and making use of
set plays.

Godin became the first Atletico
defender to score this season when he
rose highest to nod in Koke’s curled cor-
ner and the visiting side were well on
course for their first victory in three
league games when Gameiro slipped
behind the Osasuna backline to meet
Correa’s ball and score the second.

Carrasco’s late goal equalled the
scoreline by which Atletico had lost to
Real last week while Simeone’s side also

recorded a first clean sheet in six league
games.

Villarreal felt the strain of returning to
action less than 72 hours after their
Europa League game away to Zurich
and were beaten by two early goals
from Alaves to surrender their unbeat-
en home record. Ibai Gomez pounced
on a loose ball at the far post to put the
visitors ahead in the eighth minute
while Victor Camarasa capitalised on
indecisive defending from a long ball
by the hosts to knock in the second in
the 17th. — Reuters

Atletico return to top four with comfortable win at Osasuna

LONDON: Arsenal’s German midfielder Mesut Ozil (C) leaps for the ball during the English Premier League football match between Arsenal and
Bournemouth at the Emirates Stadium in London yesterday.—AFP

LONDON: Arsenal closed the gap on Premier
League leaders Chelsea as Alexis Sanchez
bragged a brace in a 3-1 win over Bournemouth
yesterday. Arsene Wenger’s side are within three
points of top spot after Chile forward Sanchez
struck in each half at the Emirates Stadium to
take his goal tally for the season to 10. Sanchez
gave Arsenal an early lead before Callum Wilson
equalised with a penalty before the interval.

Theo Walcott headed Arsenal back in front
just 24 hours after the birth of his second child
and Sanchez wrapped up the points.

After drawing three of their last four league
games to fall six points behind Chelsea, this was
a timely victory for fourth-placed Arsenal, who
are now unbeaten in their last 19 matches in all
competitions and firmly in the title race.

Even Wenger conceded Arsenal had lost their
momentum of late and, in a bid to revitalise his
team, the boss made seven changes from the
midweek draw against Paris Saint-Germain.

France striker Olivier Giroud dropped to the
bench and there was a recall for right-back
Mathieu Debuchy, who last played for Arsenal in
November 2015. On-loan Arsenal midfielder Jack
Wilshere was ineligible to play for Bournemouth
against his parent club, but his absence didn’t
stop the visitors sticking to manager Eddie
Howe’s philosophy of playing out from the back.

It proved a fatal indulgence in the 12th
minute. Bournemouth goalkeeper Adam
Federici rolled the ball out to Steve Cook on the
left and instead of knocking it long under pres-
sure, the defender tried a back-pass that was
intercepted by Sanchez, who gleefully slotted
into the empty net.

Wilshere, watching from the stands, buried
his head in his coat as injured Arsenal team-
mate Danny Welbeck turned to indulge in some
banter with his friend.

DEBATABLE 
Sanchez caused more chaos in the

Bournemouth defence moments later with a
surging run that ended with contact from
Nathan Ake, but no foul was given by referee
Mike Jones as Arsenal appealed for a penalty.

If that was frustrating for Arsenal, there was
worse to come at the hands of Jones in the 23rd
minute when he gave Bournemouth a debatable
penalty for Nacho Monreal’s collision with
Wilson, who picked himself up to slot home his
club’s first ever goal against the Gunners.

Just before Bournemouth’s leveller,
Debuchy’s return had come to a premature end
when he limped off with the latest in a long line
of injuries. His departure seemed to destabilise
Arsenal’s back four and Bournemouth should
have taken advantage when Ake headed a free-
kick towards the unmarked Adam Smith, who
could only direct his header well over.

Arsenal are usually the ones bewitching their
opponents with slick passing, but they were get-
ting a taste of their own medicine from
Bournemouth as another flowing move gave
Brad Smith space for a shot that Petr Cech saved
at his near post. Sanchez tried to restore order
just before half-time with a thunderous shot that

cannoned back off the crossbar.
That warning shot foreshadowed a more

dynamic period for Arsenal after half-time and
they regained the lead in the 53rd minute.

Mesut Ozil’s cross was deflected on by Ake to
Monreal, who scooped a cross back towards
Walcott and the Arsenal winger nodded home
from close-range before marking the birth of
son Arlo with a ‘rock the baby’ celebration. 

Having been embroiled in penalty controver-
sy in the first half, Jones made another dubious
call when he denied Bournemouth a spot-kick
after Monreal blocked Simon Francis’s pass with
his arm. Bournemouth were finishing strongly
and it took a fine save from Cech to deny Benik
Afobe, but Sanchez eased Arsenal’s nerves in the
90th minute when he tapped in from Giroud’s
cross. — AFP

Sanchez double keeps 
Arsenal in title hunt

Arsenal 3 

Bournemouth    1  

MILAN:  Genoa blew away Serie A leaders
Juventus yesterday, scoring three times in
an astonishing first half hour on the way to
a pulsating 3-1 win.

Giovanni Simeone, the 21-year-old son
of Atletico Madrid coach Diego, scored
twice in the first 15 minutes before Alex
Sandro put through his own goal on a mis-
erable afternoon for the Turin side.

Miralem Pjanic pulled one back for the
titleholders when he curled in a free kick in
the 82nd minute.

It was the first time since October 2005
that Juventus had conceded three goals in
the first half of a Serie A match. Juve’s third
league defeat of the season meant their
lead at the top was cut to four points over
AC Milan who won 4-1 at Empoli on
Saturday.

Genoa, ninth in the table with 19 points,
went ahead with an extraordinary goal
after just three minutes. Juventus defender
Leonardo Bonucci lost possession and Luca
Rigoni sprinted clear.

His shot was parried by Gianluigi Buffon,
who also saved the rebound from Lucas
Ocampos and then another effort from
Simeone before the Argentine forward
scored at the fourth attempt.

Ten minutes later, a flowing move found
Darko Lazovic on the right and he turned
Alex Sandro inside out before delivering a
low cross which Simeone met with a diving
header to score the second.

Genoa, who had already beaten Milan
by the same score at the Luigi Ferraris sta-
dium looked dangerous every time they
came forward and scored a third in the
28th minute after more chaos in the
Juventus defence.

A corner found Rigone who volleyed
against the crossbar and Alex Sandro, in
attempting to clear, only succeeded in
heading it over the line.

Shortly afterwards, Juventus defender
Leonardo Bonucci went off with what
appeared to be a hamstring injury. Juve
pulled themselves together after halftime
and brought on striker Gonzalo Higuain
but were only able to make a small dent in
Genoa’s lead with Pjanic’s late goal.

Lazio and Atalanta both won to move
onto 28 points, one behind Milan. Sergej
Milinkovic-Savic tapped in Dusan Basta’s
cross from close range to give Lazio a 1-0
win at Palermo and hand the Sicilians a sev-
enth straight defeat.

Andrea Masiello and Jasmin Kurtic
scored in each half to give Atalanta a 2-0
win at Bologna, their sixth win in a row.
Palermo are now level at the bottom on six
points with Crotone who drew 1-1 with
Sampdoria. Marco Sau scored with a back-
heel flick to give Cagliari a 2-1 win over
Udinese in the afternoon’s other match.
Roma were at home to Pescara in the
evening needing a win to pull level on
points with Milan. —Reuters

Simeone scores twice in 
Genoa’s win over Juventus

LONDON: Stoke City capitalised on an
unlucky own goal by Heurelho Gomes to
beat Watford 1-0 with an assured display
that moved them clear of the Premier
League relegation zone.

Watford were disrupted by an early injury
to Younes Kaboul, who limped off injured
halfway through the first half, and seldom
threatened before conceding what turned
out to be the decisive goal when Charlie
Adam’s header from a corner bounced off
the post on to the unwitting Gomes and
into the net.  With Marko Arnautovic
impressing, Stoke looked comfortable in
midfield despite the absence of suspended
Joe Allen and almost increased their lead
after the break when Jon Walters just failed
to get on the end of the Austrian’s weighted

pass.  Watford brought on last season’s top
scorer Odion Ighalo in search of the equalis-
er and went close when Daryl Janmaat
blazed over the bar. Their frustration was
obvious and a bad day was made worse by
the late sending off of Miguel Britos for a
second bookable offence. — Reuters

Gomes own goal hands 
victory to Stoke City

Watford 0

Stoke City 1

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

Spanish League Primera Div

Las Palmas v Bilbao 22:45
beIN SPORTS 3 HD

Italian Calcio League Serie A

Napoli v Calcio 21:00
beIN SPORTS 4 HD

Inter Milano v Fiorentina 23:00
beIN SPORTS 4 HD

GENOA: Juventus’ Bosnian midfielder Miralem Pjanic (L) scores during the Italian
Serie A football match Genoa vs Juventus yesterday at the Luigi Ferraris stadium in
Genoa. — AFP 

SOUTHAMPTON: A dream debut for
Southampton’s latest teenage talent Josh
Sims ensured a nightmare return to St Mary’s
for former manager Ronald Koeman whose
lacklustre Everton side were beaten 1-0 in
the Premier League yesterday.  The 19-year-
old winger is the latest youngster off the

club’s academy production line and took just
43 seconds to justify his starting place,
scooping the ball on to Charlie Austin who
headed Southampton into the lead from
close range.  It was a spectacular start for a
side who failed to muster a single shot on
target against Liverpool the previous week
and Sims almost doubled the score with a
header when unmarked close to the goal
before the break.

Koeman has had to give Everton several
halftime gee-ups this season but the visitors
were little better in the second half when
Austin was denied a second goal by a sprawl-
ing save from Maarten Stekelenburg and
James Ward-Prowse put one effort wide and
had another cleared off the line.  —Reuters

SOUTHAMPTON: Southampton’s English striker Charlie Austin (C) vies with Everton’s
English defender Phil Jagielka (up) and Everton’s Senegalese midfielder Idrissa Gueye (R)
during the English Premier League football match between Southampton and Everton at
St Mary’s Stadium in Southampton, southern England yesteray. — AFP

LONDON: Stoke City’s Charlie Adam heads the ball which becomes their first goal of
the game after hitting Watford goalkeeper Heurelho Gomes during the English
Premier League soccer match between Watford and Stock City at Vicarage Road,
London, yesterday. —AP

Southampton ruin 
Koeman’s return 

Southampton 1 

Everton 0
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ABU DHABI: German driver Nico Rosberg
held his nerve to win the Formula One cham-
pionship for the first time after finishing sec-
ond at the season-ending Abu Dhabi Grand
Prix yesteerday.

Defending champion Lewis Hamilton won
the race from pole position for his 53rd GP
win.  Rosberg was 12 points ahead of his
teammate coming into the title showdown
and only needed to finish third, even if
Hamilton won.

Hamilton blatantly disobeyed team orders
to speed up near the end, thus backing
Rosberg toward Sebastian Vettel and Max
Verstappen in third and fourth places, respec-
tively. Vettel could not quite pass Rosberg and
he finished third ahead of Verstappen.  Having
finished runner-up for the past two seasons,
the 31-year-old Rosberg finally emulates his

father Keke Rosberg, who won the F1 title in
1982. “That was definitely not the most enjoy-
able race I’ve had. Can’t believe it’s over. I’m
ecstatic,” Rosberg said.

Hamilton, meanwhile, misses out a third
straight title and fourth overall, despite end-
ing the year with 10 wins - one more than
Rosberg. Hamilton slowed in the later stages
of the race to increase the chances of
Rosberg being overtaken by other drivers. If
Rosberg had been passed by Vettel and
Verstappen and had finsihed fourth, then
Hamilton would have held onto his title.

When his team told him over race radio to
up the tempo, Hamilton replied bluntly: “I
suggest you guys let us race.” Even a direct
order from Mercedes’ executive director
Paddy Lowe four laps from the end did not
work. Rosberg was clearly getting nervous,

and Vettel was a wheel’s length away from
him on the final lap. But he kept his cool and
his elation was evident as he let out a
delighted screech of “Yes! World champion”
when he crossed the line.

Then he jumped out of his car and danced
around the track before being hugged by his
mechanics. Hamilton made a point of com-
ing over to congratulate Rosberg and offered
him a hug.  Rosberg accepted but it was a
brief one, and then he carried on celebrating
as he was tossed into the air by his Mercedes
crew. He then grabbed Formula One supre-
mo Bernie Ecclestone and lifted him into the
air, while Ecclestone congratulated him.

Hamilton stood in the corner sipping
water as Vettel -  himself a four-time F1
champion -  smiled and congratulated
Rosberg.  —  AP

Rosberg beats Hamilton 

to clinch world title

ABU DHABI: Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 Team’s German driver Nico Rosberg
(front) celebrates at the end of the Abu Dhabi Formula One Grand Prix at the Yas
Marina circuit yesterday. Nico Rosberg won his maiden Formula One world title
by securing second place behind his Mercedes arch-rival Lewis Hamilton in the
Abu Dhabi Grand Prix. — AFP 

MANCHESTER: Manchester United’s Matteo Darmian, top, and West Ham’s
Michail Antonio battle for the ball during the English Premier League soccer
match between Manchester United and West Ham United at Old Trafford in
Manchester, England, yesterday.  —AP

MANCHESTER: Jose Mourinho was sent to the
stands as his Manchester United side drew 1-1 at
home to West Ham United in the Premier League yes-
terday. Zlatan Ibrahimovic cancelled out Diafra
Sakho’s opening goal to leave United contemplating
a run of four straight home league draws for the first
time since Dave Sexton’s managerial tenure in 1980-
81. Mourinho, the current United manager, was dis-
missed by referee Jonathan Moss in the 27th minute
when he kicked a water bottle in anger after midfield-
er Paul Pogba was cautioned for simulation.

Mourinho, whose side have fallen 11 points below
pace-setters Chelsea, now faces Football Association
censure for the third time in barely two months. He
served a one-match touchline ban and had to pay an

8,000 pounds ($9,980, 9,420 euros) fine for arguing
with referee Mark Clattenburg during the recent
home draw with Burnley. Prior to that, he had been
fined 50,000 pounds by the FA for claiming
Manchester-based referee Anthony Taylor would find
it difficult to perform well in a game at Liverpool.

To add to the volatile situation, Mourinho served a
one-match stadium suspension last season, when
Chelsea manager, after an angry confrontation with
Moss during a game at West Ham. On that occasion
the Portuguese had to be escorted from the referee’s
room at half-time by stadium security.

Mourinho’s mood at Old Trafford cannot have
been helped by the fact his side conceded within two
minutes of kick-off.

Jesse Lingard brought down Dimitri Payet, who
took the resulting free-kick and planted the ball onto
the head of Sakho, who slipped marker Ibrahimovic
and converted powerfully from six yards. United’s
Swedish striker made up for that error on 21 minutes,
however, when he headed the hosts level from similar
distance after connecting with Pogba’s excellent
chipped through ball. It was no more than United
deserved for the way in which they responded to

going behind so early in the contest. 
Juan Mata’s shot tested West Ham goalkeeper

Darren Randolph and, after claiming the equaliser,
Ibrahimovic almost finished off Marcus Rashford’s
cross at the culmination of a flowing move.

After Mourinho’s dismissal, Mata and Ibrahimovic
combined for Lingard to rush a shot over the bar and,
on 36 minutes, Rashford missed the best chance yet
of giving his side the lead. Phil Jones’s header put the
teenager clean through on goal, but he was denied
by Randolph’s outstretched leg.

Pogba and Ibrahimovic headed wide, the latter
had a shot superbly blocked by Angelo Ogbonna and
Randolph again did well to dive and turn away a
Lingard shot just before half-time.

West Ham threatened little after taking the lead,
until the opening exchanges of the second half when
Payet began to exert some influence on proceedings.

First, his corner picked out Sakho, who headed
onto the roof of David de Gea’s goal.

Then the France international almost scored with
an audacious free-kick as he spied De Gea slightly out
of position and forced the Spaniard into a brilliant tip
over the United crossbar. — AFP

Mourinho sent off as Man Utd slump goes on

Man Utd   1

West Ham    1 



DUBAI: Gulf stock markets edged up in quiet
trade yesterday, encouraged by strength in
emerging markets generally, but Egypt’s
index reversed the trend higher it  had
enjoyed since the float of the Egyptian
pound three weeks ago.

The Saudi stock index rose 0.7 percent to
6,844 points, though it stopped short of tech-
nical resistance on its April peak of 6,876
points, which it had tested and failed to break
on Thursday. Trading volume fell sharply. The
petrochemical index underperformed, edging
down 0.1 percent, after oil prices fell sharply at
the end of last week. Saudi Kayan fell back 1.8
percent. But Alawwal Bank jumped 1.6 per-
cent after changing its name to Alawwal from
Saudi Hollandi Bank in a rebranding exercise
that coincides with Royal Bank of Scotland
seeking a buyer for its 40 percent stake.

Much activity focused on second- and
third-tier stocks favoured by local retail specu-
lators, such as Saudi Fisheries , which surged

3.9 percent. In Dubai, the index climbed 0.4
percent on the back of an 11.4 percent leap to
0.93 dirham by Union Properties, the most
active stock, in its heaviest trade since June
2015. It rose above this year’s previous high of
0.91 dirham, which had been hit in March.

Abu Dhabi’s index gained 0.6 percent, aid-
ed by a 2.0 percent rise in telecommunications
blue chip Etisalat.  Qatar’s index edged up 0.2
percent on the back of a 2.4 percent surge by
Barwa Real Estate. The Egyptian index
dropped 1.8 percent to 11,146 points, con-
firming a bearish engulfing pattern on the
daily candlestick chart - a classic technical
sign of the reversal of an uptrend. 

The pull-back suggested the market’s dra-
matic bounce in response to the Nov. 3 cur-
rency float, which boosted the index by as
much as 37 percent to last week’s peak, might
now be ending as investors took profits and
focused on Egypt’s still-difficult economic
environment. — Reuters 

Gulf bourses edge up, 

Egypt’s rally reverses

TUNIS: Tunisia will host 2,000 business and
finance executives from 40 countries this week
in hopes of drumming up investment to boost
its struggling economy. Six years since the rev-
olution that  swept away dictator  Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali, the country’s fragile demo-
cratic progress has been threatened by eco-
nomic stagnation that  has st i rred social
unrest. As it tackles high unemployment, low
growth and a tourism sector hammered by
jihadist attacks, the government hopes to per-
suade attendees of the “Tunisia 2020” confer-
ence tomorrow and Wednesday that the coun-
try is open for business.  

“Tunisia today needs foreign direct invest-
ment, and the conference will be a chance to re-
start the machine and create jobs,” Prime
Minister Youssef Chahed told AFP. Chahed’s gov-
ernment took office in August in place of an
administration heavily criticized for its economic
management. That followed a catastrophic 2015
in which attacks claimed by the Islamic State
group killed 59 foreign visitors and 13 Tunisians,
a devastating blow to a key industry.

Strikes and social unrest have also hit strate-
gic sectors including phosphate mining. Some
15 percent of the workforce was unemployed in
the spring of 2016 according to the World Bank -
many of them young graduates, who have seen
the hope of the Arab Spring dissipate. The gov-
ernment will use this week’s conference to call

for bids on 140 projects - including large-scale
infrastructure projects - worth some $32 billion.

Officials say the conference is part of a
charm offensive aimed at the private sector.
“ The idea is to leave the conference with
Tunisia as a destination back on the investment
map of the Mediterranean,” said Fadhel
Abdelkefi, Tunisia’s investment and internation-
al cooperation minister. Abdelkefi will present
the country’s new investment code that aims to
streamline procedures and create a “new busi-
ness climate” in the country. He said Tunisia is
“extremely competitive”. “It has already attract-
ed more than 3,500 (foreign) companies that
produce in Tunisia, export, use logistics,” he
said, also highlighting the country’s “deep and
qualified employment pool”. 

Chahed said he is determined to tackle
Tunisia’s smuggling and corruption networks.
“They are complex networks to take apart, but
we will succeed,” he said. French Prime Minister
Manuel Valls will attend the conference along
with representatives of top international lenders
- the World Bank, the European Investment Bank
and the African Development Bank. The
European Union has already announced a dou-
bling of its financial support in 2017 to $318 mil-
lion. Chahed said Tunisia deserves support as it
struggles to defend “universal values”. “The inter-
national community should invest in Tunisian
democracy,” he said. — AFP 
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TUNIS: Tunisian prime minister Youssef Chahed (center) attends an event to kick off an investment project ahead of the international conference on investment, Tunis 2020, in Raoued in the district of Ariana,
yesterday. Tunisia will host 2,000 business and finance executives from 40 countries this week in hopes of drumming up investment to boost its struggling economy. — AFP 

Tunisia aims to kick-start economy
Conference hopes to persuade attendees country is open for business
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MUMBAI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
shock decision to scrap most of India’s cur-
rency was hailed by some as a master-
stroke against endemic corruption, but
signs are emerging that it may hit the
economy hard. The sweeping overnight
abolition of all high-value notes was sup-
posed to bring billions in so-called “black”,
or undeclared, money back into the for-
mal system.

But experts are warning the ensuing
cash crunch could have a dramatic impact
on growth just as the economy was begin-
ning to take flight. India runs largely on
cash, but that is still in short supply, nearly
three weeks after Modi’s shock announce-
ment that 86 percent of its currency
would be withdrawn from circulation.

Many ATMs remain empty and banks
have been forced to ration cash as they
face huge queues. Many people have
still not been able to change their old
currency.

That has left farmers unable to sow
their crops and produce markets all but
empty, while small traders like the tea sell-
ers that dot India’s streets say business has
fallen off a cliff.

On Thursday former prime minister
Manmohan Singh, a respected economist,
told parliament the surprise decision
would shave at least two percentage
points off growth and slammed the gov-
ernment for what he said was shoddy
implementation.

The rupee shake-up had been  “a mon-
umental management failure” and “a case
of organized loot and legalized plunder”,
said Singh, who belongs to the opposition
Congress party.

More worrying still for the prime minis-
ter, experts including former US Treasury
Secretary Larry Summers have questioned
whether the scheme will even achieve its
core aim of cutting tax evasion. “Without
new measures to combat corruption, we
doubt that this currency reform will have
lasting benefits,” said Summers in a blog
post denouncing the move. 

“Corruption will continue albeit with
slightly different arrangements.”

Popular support 
Most experts agree it is too early to say

what the impact will be on India’s gross
domestic product, which expanded 7.1

percent year-on-year in the three months
from April-June, outpacing Asian rival
China. “The fall-out of the policy is unfold-
ing now. So the next month will be critical
to determine what people finally think of
this move,” political analyst Devdan
Chaudhuri said.

But ratings agency Fitch has already
said it is revising down its India growth
forecast for the fourth quarter of the cal-
endar year, saying it would “almost cer-
tainly” be weak. Yes Bank chief economist
Shubhada Rao said it would take until the
middle of next year for growth to recover.

“We are seeing disruption to growth in
the near term, but once l iquidity is
restored, demand will return. By the sec-
ond quarter of the next financial year, GDP
will return to normalcy,” he told AFP.

Experts say the move was a contribut-
ing factor to the rupee hitting an all-time
low of 68.8625 rupees against the dollar
on Thursday, although the main reason
was an expected US rate rise next month.
The uncertainty has contributed to huge
outflows of foreign capital from India,
although N S Venkatesh, a currency spe-

cialist at IDBI Bank, told AFP this could
reverse in time.

“Foreign investors are waiting to see
how the demonetization drive will play
out in the near term. If it stabilizes, all the
cash could come back to the Indian econ-
omy,” he said. Modi, who won a landslide
election victory in 2014 on a promise to
tackle endemic corruption, has strongly
defended his move, which still enjoys
widespread popular support.

Many poor Indians who have patiently
spent hours queueing at banks say they
back the decision if it forces the rich to
pay their taxes. Only six people earning
over 500 million rupees ($7.3 million) filed
tax returns in 2012-2013, even though an
estimated 2,100 Indians have a net worth
that exceeds $50 million.

In a speech on Friday the prime minis-
ter urged ordinary Indians to stick with
him, promising that “the new notes will
come” and saying the scheme would root
out corruption and tax evasion. “This black
trade is eating away our country like ter-
mites,” he said, comparing tax evasion to
the “exploitation of the poor”. — AFP

Will Modi’s cash ban plan backfire?

Signs emerge cash crunch could hit Indian economy hard

CHENNAI: An Indian woman holds INR 2000 notes as she has her finger marked with
indelible ink after exchanging 500 and 1000 banknotes at a bank in Chennai. — AFP
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US dollar at KD 0.305, 
euro up to KD 0.323 

KUWAIT: The exchange rate of the US dollar against the
Kuwaiti dinar was stable at KD 0.305 yesterday and the
euro went up to KD 0.323, compared to last Thursday.
According to the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK), the pound
sterling rose to KD 0.380, the Swiss Franc to KD 0.300,
while the Japanese yen was unchanged at KD 0.002.

UAE bank lending growth 
edges up in October 

ABU DHABI: Annual bank lending growth in the
United Arab Emirates edged up to 6.0 percent in
October from 5.9 percent in September, central bank
data showed. Bank deposits dropped 0.4 percent from
the previous month to 1.503 trillion dirhams in
October because of a 5.3 percent fall in government
deposits. Non-resident deposits edged up 0.3 percent.
Percentage changes are Reuters calculations based on
official data. 

EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.707
Indian Rupees 4.477
Pakistani Rupees 2.922
Srilankan Rupees 2.067
Nepali Rupees 2.795
Singapore Dollar 215.720
Hongkong Dollar 39.456
Bangladesh Taka 3.859
Philippine Peso 6.140
Thai Baht 8.614

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.654
Qatari Riyal 84.101
ani Riyal 795.218
Bahraini Dinar 813.070
UAE Dirham 83.356

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 23.900
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 17.300
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.229
Tunisian Dinar 133.920
Jordanian Dinar 431.080
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.040
Syrian Lira 2.182
Morocco Dirham 31.066

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 306.000
Euro 325.890
Sterling Pound 384.030
Canadian dollar 227.850
Turkish lira 89.600

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Swiss Franc 305.080
Australian Dollar 231.340
US Dollar Buying 304.800

GOLD
20 Gram 242.52
10 Gram 124.18
5 Gram 62.93

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 304.200
Canadian Dolla 225.044
Sterling Pound 383.455
Euro 329.642
Swiss Frank 301.458
Bahrain Dinar 805.769
UAE Dirhams 83.216
Qatari Riyals 84.433
Saudi Riyals 82.003
Jordanian Dinar 429.495
Egyptian Pound 19.620
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.065
Indian Rupees 4.498
Pakistani Rupees 2.902
Bangladesh Taka 3.875
Philippines Pesso 6.189
Cyprus pound 160.643
Japanese Yen 3.826
Syrian Pound 2.427
Nepalese Rupees 3.860
Malaysian Ringgit 72.482

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.376083 0.386083
Czech Korune 0.004012 0.016012
Danish Krone 0.039626 0.044626
Euro 0. 319381 0.328381
Norwegian Krone 0.031775 0.036975
Romanian Leu 0.084806 0.084806
Slovakia 0.009174 0.019174
Swedish Krona 0.029180 0.034180
Swiss Franc 0.295978 0.306978
Turkish Lira 0.085882 0.096182

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.220364 0.232364
New Zealand Dollar 0.209847 0.219347

America
Canadian Dollar 0.220981 0.229981
Georgina Lari 0.138207 0.138207
US Dollars 0.301900 0.306600
US Dollars Mint 0.302400 0.306600

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003377 0.003961
Chinese Yuan 0.042875 0.046375
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037368 0.040118
Indian Rupee 0.000096 0.004607

Indonesian Rupiah 0.000019 0.000025
Japanese Yen 0.002633 0.002813
Kenyan Shilling 0.003147 0.003147
Korean Won 0.000249 0.000264
Malaysian Ringgit 0.064916 0.070916
Nepalese Rupee 0.002840 0.003010
Pakistan Rupee 0.002709 0.002999
Philippine Peso 0.006005 0.006305
Sierra Leone 0.000068 0.000074
Singapore Dollar 0.209170 0.219170
South African Rand 0.015761 0.024261
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001642 0.002222
Taiwan 0.009486 0.009666
Thai Baht 0.008255 0.008805

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.805100 0.813600
Egyptian Pound 0.015640 0.024893
Iranian Riyal 0.000085 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000188 0.000248
Jordanian Dinar 0.426542 0.435542
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000148 0.000248
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020137 0.044137
Nigerian Naira 0.001268 0.001903
Omani Riyal 0.788384 0.794064
Qatar Riyal 0.083239 0.084689
Saudi Riyal 0.080513 0.081813
Syrian Pound 0.001298 0.001518
Tunisian Dinar 0.129790 0.137790
Turkish Lira 0.085882 0.096182
UAE Dirhams 0.081888 0.083588
Yemeni Riyal 0.001013 0.001093

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 45.243
Thai Bhat 9.664
Turkish Lira 94.850

The government of Kuwait is hoping to diver-
sify the economy through industrial expan-
sion, targeting double-digit growth on the

back of its petrochemicals and plastics segments. 

New industrial target
In late September Mohammad Al-Ajmi, direc-

tor-general of the Public Authority for Industry
(PAI), announced plans to boost Kuwait’s industri-
al output by 25 percent in the coming years,
telling industry stakeholders at a conference that
the sector’s current contribution to GDP stands at
9 percent.

Industrial expansion is particularly critical in
light of persistently low global oil prices, which are
expected to result in a record budget deficit for
Kuwait in fiscal year 2016/17, beginning on April
1. Oil revenues - which are forecast to comprise
more than 78 percent of government revenues
this year - are predicted to fall by 46 percent in
2016/17, leading the deficit to swell to KD12.2 bil-
lion ($40.3 billion), roughly 50 percent higher than
the previous year. The situation has prompted the
government to launch a host of economic reforms
aimed at reducing state subsidies, in addition to
intensifying its efforts to expand non-oil sectors.
The Kuwait Development Plan (KDP) 2015-20, for
example, targets 4 percent non-oil growth this
year, before accelerating to 5-6 percent per
annum in the following years. Though the KDP’s
$100 billion infrastructure agenda is forecast to

comprise the bulk of non-oil growth, boosting
industrial output - particularly in the high-poten-
tial chemicals and plastics segments - will also
form a crucial component of economic diversifica-
tion. 

Petrochemicals and 
plastics to lead expansion

To this end, in August Equate Petrochemical
Company - a joint venture between US-based
Dow Chemicals and local firms Petrochemical
Industries Company, Boubyan Petrochemical
Company and Al Qurain Petrochemical Industries
Company - announced plans to build a 200,000-
sq-metre industrial complex in Al-Shuaiba. 

This facility will buttress operations already
being carried out by state-owned oil producer
Kuwait Petroleum Company (KPC). At present, KPC
produces 1.8m tons per annum (tpa) of ethylene,
825,000 tpa of polyethylene, 1.2m tpa of ethylene
glycol and 829,000 tpa of paraxylene.

More recently, the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry announced in mid-October that it had
approved a request from KPC to establish a new
subsidiary, Kuwait Integrated Petrochemical
Industries, to carry out refinery and petrochemicals
projects.  The company, which will launch with
$6bn of capital, is expected to execute major
downstream projects including the greenfield Al-
Zour refinery complex, with a production capacity
of 615,000 barrels per day and an associated petro-

chemicals complex. The Al-Zour refinery is slated
for completion in 2019.  Overall, the Kuwait Direct
Investment Promotion Authority forecasts the
country’s petrochemicals output will increase from
7.57m tpa in 2014 to 10.54m tpa in 2019.
Production should also go some way to boost
export revenues, with organic chemical exports val-
ued at KD77.9 million ($257.4 million), or 2.2 per-
cent of total exports between April and June, fol-
lowed by plastics and plastic products, at KD60 mil-

lion ($198.2 million) or 1.7 percent.

Investment in industrial zones
New industrial projects coming on-line are

also expected to support increased production,
including the KD160 million ($528.3 million) Al-
Naayem Industrial Zone, launched by the PAI
last year for heavy industries.

The new zone joins Kuwait ’s  Sabhan
Industrial Zone, which recently benefitted from

a KD12 million ($39.6 million) investment to
establish Block 11 of the industrial zone. More
recently, in October the Kuwait Industries Union
(KIU) announced plans to release 1056 industri-
al plots in the KD80 million ($264.1 million) Al-
Shadadiyah Industrial Zone to kick-start devel-
opment in the area. 

The KIU has already approved over 230
applications for new industrial projects - prima-
rily concentrated in West Shuaiba, Amghara and
Subhan - in the past two years, Al-Ajmi said at
an industr y conference in October.  West
Shuaiba, for example, will be home to 35 new
industrial investment projects worth some KD1
billion ($3.3 billion). This announcement follows
on KIU’s partnership with the Public Authority
for Manpower to roll out a single-window elec-
tronic portal to facilitate project registrations.
The KIU has already completed 150 transactions
under the new system, according to Al-Ajmi.
Regulations introduced as part of Kuwait’s new
foreign direct investment law from 2013 will
make it easier to find foreign tenants for the
expanding industrial zones. The law enables a
local company with up to 100 percent foreign
equity or a branch of an international company
to invest in the country, though 100 percent for-
eign ownership is restricted in some regulated
sectors, such as oil and banking. 

Note: This Kuwait economic update was pro-
duced by Oxford Business Group. 

Kuwait aims to broaden economy through industry

CAIRO/ABU DHABI: Huddled in the Radisson Blu hotel on
the outskirts of Cairo last week, some of Egypt’s top wheat
traders talked damage control: they had lost more than $1
billion since the country floated its currency and now they
wanted to be bailed out. Egypt took markets by surprise on
Nov 3 when it abandoned its peg to the US dollar in a
move aimed at attracting capital inflows and ending a cur-
rency black market that had all-but displaced the banks.

The flotation helped the cash-strapped government
clinch a $12 billion IMF loan program it hopes will revive
growth hampered by political uncertainty since a 2011
uprising ended Hosni Mubarak’s 30-year rule. But it also
created huge losses for some importers of staples like
wheat and medicine who opened credit lines when the
pound was pegged but did not settle before the float. The
pound has halved in value against the dollar since Nov. 3,
to trade at about 17.60 to the dollar on Thursday.

Importers of essential goods like wheat - Egypt is the
world’s biggest wheat importer - and medicine were on a
priority list that gave them access to scarce dollars at the
official rate before the float. Alaa Ezz, secretary-general of
the Federation of Egyptian Chambers of Commerce, esti-
mates that these critical industries now owe $6-7 billion as
a result of foreign exchange losses.

“The banks in the past few months were not making for-
eign currency available except for strategic commodities,
so this is the majority of the backlog,” he said.
Pharmaceutical companies said the losses and frozen cred-
it lines had exacerbated a growing shortage of medicines
since the sudden plunge in the pound’s value rendered

price-controlled medicines unprofitable to make or import.
“This is a very big problem and is being looked at as it

does not only involve food products,” said a source at the
company that organized the crisis meeting of wheat
traders.

Representatives of about 50 grains companies that
attended last week’s meeting at the Radisson said they
were drafting a letter to Prime Minister Sherif Ismail, a plea
to help cover losses they say are tied to dollar requests
they made months before the float but that were held up
by banks.

“We have to ask high to see what they will do,” said
Hesham Soliman, president of Med Star for Trading, which
made losses due to the flotation. Soliman did not attend
the crisis meeting but is in close contact with traders who
did. “This should be solved before Dec. 31 because the
banks have to do their balance sheets... they have to
decide how they record this on the balance sheet and they
are running out of time.”

LITTLE SYMPATHY
Facing dwindling foreign reserves and a gaping trade

deficit, Egypt had rationed its dollar supplies in the past
few years. As banks prioritized essential goods, importers
of non-essential items were forced to resort to the black
market for dollars, where they paid much higher rates.

Many importers of essentials had executed deals on
credit in the months before the float, receiving shipments
while dollar transactions were in process at banks at the
old official rate. This exposed them to risks in the event of a

currency devaluation. But many were willing to shoulder
the risks, believing the central bank would provide dollars
to cover import backlogs if it adjusted the exchange rate,
just as it did when it last devalued the pound in March.

When the central bank announced it was liberalizing
the exchange rate altogether, however, it auctioned just
$100 million at about 14 to the dollar. The multi-billion-dol-
lar injection many expected has yet to materialize. The cen-
tral bank did not respond to requests for comment.

Banking sources confirmed that some importers were
facing major foreign exchange losses but declined to give
details. Importers said that some banks had frozen their
credit lines until the backlogs were covered, creating a
cashflow crisis.

Some traders are still holding out hope of a central bank
dollar injection at a rate between the old peg of 8.8
pounds to the dollar and the new market price, to cover
some of their losses. Ezz said this was unlikely at a time of
sweeping government austerity, including tax increases
and subsidy cuts, though his trade group was pushing for
banks to unfreeze credit lines. “Politically, it’s insensitive to
work on anything like that at the moment,” he said. “But we
need these companies to keep operating so their profits
can start to absorb the losses.”

Other traders have little sympathy for the predica-
ment of those caught out by the float. “They believed
that even if there was a flotation, there would be an auc-
tion to cover them at the lower rates. They were very
greedy,” said one trader who was not exposed. “Let them
go bankrupt.”  — Reuters 

Egyptian importers nursing 

losses want a govt bailout 
Traders lose heavily after currency float

Alawwal Bank capital
position comfortable 

RIYADH: Saudi’s Alawwal Bank, formerly known as Saudi
Hollandi Bank until a rebranding this week, has no plans to
increase capital in the near future, Managing Director
Bernd van Linder told reporters at a press conference yes-
terday. “We have increased our capital substantially by
retaining lots of our earnings over the last couple of years,”
he said.  “We’re comfortable with the level of capital that
we have today.” Other banks in the Gulf have been seeking
to up their reserves to cope with new regulations for capi-
tal requirements and bolster their positions after years of
steady growth. Alawwal launched a new corporate identity
yesterday in branches across the country and on its elec-
tronic banking channels. Linder told reporters in Riyadh
that the bank would place greater emphasis on digital
products as part of its new identity. 

FRANKFURT: German pilots union VC said
yesterday it was open to further talks with
Lufthansa to try to find a compromise over
a long-running pay dispute that caused a
four-day strike last week, adding the airline
needed to present a new offer. “It will
become clear in the course of the day how
the dispute will continue,” a spokesman for
VC told Reuters.

Lufthansa said earlier that all flights
would start on schedule on Monday, Nov.
28, as there had been no further strike call
from VC so far. Lufthansa cancelled nearly
2,800 flights during a four-day strike from
Wednesday that affected more than
350,000 passengers, the 14th walkout in a
dispute since early 2014 that has cost the
carrier hundreds of millions of euros.

Germany’s biggest airline earlier urged

VC to resume talks. “We have to talk,”
Bettina Volkens, Lufthansa’s board member
in charge of human resources, told Bild am
Sonntag. “I hope very much that (VC) final-
ly changes its uncompromising stance.”

“This cannot be forced via strikes.” VC
rejected the latest pay offer from
Lufthansa late on Friday but lifted the
threat of extending its strike beyond
Saturday.

It said on Saturday more strikes were
possible, and would be announced at
least 24 hours in advance. Lufthansa has
offered to increase wages by 4.4 percent
in two instalments, plus a one-off pay-
ment worth 1.8 months’ pay.  The union
wants an average annual pay rise of 3.7
percent for 5,400 pilots over a five-year
period backdated to 2012. — Reuters

Pilots union open to 

talks with Lufthansa 

FRANKFURT: Lufthansa aircraft are parked as Lufthansa pilots went on a strike in
Frankfurt, Germany. — AP

DUBAI: Spain and Qatar hope to sign early next year an
agreement to form a $1 billion joint investment fund that
would help the Gulf state invest in Latin America, the
Spanish ambassador was quoted by a Qatari newspaper as
saying yesterday.

Negotiations on the agreement have been stalled for
almost a year by political uncertainty in Spain, but could
resume once a new minister of trade has been appointed,
Ignacio Escobar said, according to the interview with Gulf
Times. Mariano Rajoy was sworn in for a second term as
Spain’s prime minister on Oct. 31, giving the country a fully
functioning government for the first time in 10 months
after two inconclusive elections and fruitless coalition talks.

Officials hope, Escobar said, that the investment deal
can be signed during a high-level visit to Qatar by Spanish
officials in the “first semester of 2017”. — Reuters

Spain, Qatar eye 

$1 billion Latam 

fund signing in 2017 

Oxford business group special report
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BEIJING: Chinese household debt has
risen at an “alarming” pace as property
values have soared, analysts say, raising
the risk that a real estate downturn could
send shockwaves through the world’s
second largest economy. Loose credit and
changing habits have rapidly transformed
the country’s famously loan-averse con-
sumers into enthusiastic borrowers.

Skyrocketing real estate prices in
major Chinese cities in recent years have
seen families’ wealth surge.  But at the
same time they have fuelled a historic
boom in mortgage lending, as buyers
race to get on the property ladder, or
invest to profit from the phenomenon.

Now the debt owed by households in
the world’s second largest economy has
surged from 28 percent of GDP to more
than 40 percent in the past five years.

“The notion that Chinese people do
not like to borrow is clearly outdated,” said
Chen Long of Gavekal Dragonomics. The

share of household loans to overall lend-
ing hit 67.5 percent in the third quarter of
2016, more than twice the share of the
year before.

But this surge has raised fears that a
sharp drop in property prices would
cause many new loans to go bad, causing
a domino effect on interest rates,
exchange rates and commodity prices
that “could turn out to be a global macro
event”, ANZ analysts said in a recent note.
While China’s household debt ratio is still
lower than advanced countries such as
the US (nearly 80 percent of GDP) and
Japan (more than 60 percent), it has
already exceeded that of emerging mar-
kets Brazil and India, and if it keeps grow-
ing at its current pace will hit 70 percent
of GDP in a few years.

The ruling Communist party has set a
target of 6.5 to 7 percent economic
growth for 2017, and the country is on
track to hit it thanks to a property frenzy

in major cities and a flood of easy credit. 
But keeping loans flowing at such a

pace creates such “substantial risks” that
it could be a “self-defeating strategy”,
Chen said.  

Transferring risks 
China’s total debt-including housing,

financial and government sector debt-hit
168.48 trillion yuan ($25 trillion) at the
end of last year, equivalent to 249 percent
of national GDP, according to estimates
by the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, a top government think tank.
China is seeking to restructure its econo-
my to make the spending power of its
nearly 1.4 billion people a key driver for
growth, instead of massive government
investment and cheap exports. But the
transition is proving painful as growth
rates sit at 25-year lows and key indicators
continue to come in below par, weighing
on the global outlook.

Authorities “desperate” to keep GDP
growth steady have turned to consumers
as a source of finance because “many of
the sources of capital through the banks
and corporations are essentially used up”,
Andrew Collier of Orient Capital Research
told AFP. Individuals have turned to pawn
shops, peer-to-peer networks and other
informal lenders to borrow cash against
assets such as cars, art or housing, he said,
to spend it on consumption. Banks are
also driving the phenomenon, Andrew
Polk of Medley Global Advisors told AFP.
“Banks have been pushing people to buy
houses because they need to make loans,”
he said, as corporate borrowing has dried
up. Combined with a rise in peer-to-peer
lending, with over 550 billion yuan bor-
rowed in the third quarter of 2016, the
risks of speculative investment have risen,
S&P Global Ratings said. 

Some analysts argue that China is well
positioned to manage these risks, and has

plenty of room to take on more leverage
as families still save twice as much as they
borrow, with some 58 trillion yuan in
household deposits, according to Oxford
Economics. 

“From an overall perspective, house-
hold debt remains in a safe range,” Li
Feng, assistant director of the Survey
and Research Center for China
Household Finance in Chengdu, told AFP,
adding that risks over the next three to
five years were modest. But Collier said
that credit-fuelled spending was a “risky
game”, because when capital flows slow,
property prices are likely to collapse, par-
ticularly in China’s smaller cities. That
could lead to defaults among property
developers, small banks, and even some
townships. 

“That will be the beginning of a crisis,”
he said. “How big this becomes is unclear
but it’s going to be a difficult time for
China.” — AFP

Surging homeowner loans in China raise alarms 

BEIJING: Profit growth in China’s industrial sector picked
up in October, aided by stronger sales and higher prices,
suggesting further strengthening of the world’s second-
largest economy, though  growth was skewed towards
high-polluting heavy industry. There has been widespread
speculation in China’s commodities futures market this
year, with coal prices hitting records in recent weeks, and
economists say growth driven by loose money policies
won’t last.

Indeed, a subdued property market is expected to drag
on growth in the first two quarters next year, as policymak-
ers introduce curbs to cool home prices, which could hit
profits of companies producing construction materials.

Profits in October rose 9.8 percent to 616.1 billion yuan
($89.1 billion), the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) said
in a statement yesterday. Profits in September rose 7.7
percent.

Industrial profits rose 8.6 percent in the first 10 months
from the same period a year earlier, similar to an 8.4 per-
cent growth rate in the first nine months of the year. Profits
in the coal mining sector rose 112.9 percent for January-
October from the same period a year earlier while manu-
facturing profits rose 13.2 percent. “Although October
industrial profit growth picked up, the structure of growth
was not ideal,” NBS official He Ping said in a statement
accompanying the data.

“Profits in traditional raw material production increased
relatively quickly...while high technology and equipment
manufacturing profit growth slowed,” He said.

Profit growth was overly reliant on rising prices, and
industrial firms need organic improvement to see better
results, He added. Profits for iron and steel production and
processing companies rose 310.2 percent in January-
October.

China’s producer prices jumped more than expected in
October as prices of coal and other raw materials surged in
the midst of a supply crunch and a pick-up in the economy.
The producer price index is also expected to stay positive
in coming months.

Chinese industrial firms’ liabilities at the end of October

were 5.1 percent higher than at the same point last year
and rose slower than assets. The data covers large enter-
prises with annual revenues of more than 20 million yuan
from their main operations.

Profits at state firms rose 0.4 percent in the first 10
months of 2016 from a year earlier, marking the first

increase in year-to-date earnings for state-owned compa-
nies this year, the finance ministry said on Friday. China’s
industrial profits have rebounded strongly this year after
falling last year, boosted by a recovery in commodities
prices as supply tightened due to a capacity reduction
drive and an infrastructure boom. — Reuters

China’s industrial profits get 

boost from high prices, sales
Structure of growth not ideal: NBS official

BEIJING: This file photo taken on September 11, 2015 shows a Chinese flag flying near apartment buildings in
Beijing. Chinese household debt has risen at an “alarming” pace as property values have soared, analysts say, rais-
ing the risk that a real estate downturn could send shockwaves through the world’s second largest economy. — AFP

By Hayder Tawfik

It has been a couple
of years since the
Federal Reserve hint-

ed at the reversal of its
easy monetary policy. It
did raised rates back in
December of last year.
Since then the financial
markets got used to the
idea that the Federal
Reserve will  not be
aggressive in tightening its monetary policy.
Investors have priced in a lot less monetary tighten-
ing than was signaled by the Federal Reserve for the
future path of interest rates.

The surprise election of Donald Trump and the
aggressive sell off in global bonds are likely to affect
this divergence for two main reasons, and the mar-
ket reaction will depend on which of the reasons
will drive interest rates and the financial markets. 

Although the Federal Reserve had ample reasons
to tighten monetary policy but failed to do so.
Continues economic optimism at the Federal
Reserve, at times led to repeat downward revisions
in growth projections. Also, the clear diversion in
the opinions of some members of the Federal
Reserve committee, market participants and the
spillovers from international developments and
changes in the value of the dollar. Initial market
reaction to the result of the US presidential election
was the more credible one. Investors have decided
with their money rather than listen to the Federal
Reserve comments. The difference between what
the officials say or forecast and the financial market
forecast of future interest rates, could only be tested
in the coming months. 

Future reflationary
Economic environment mostly based on Donald

Trump’s new economic policies. This is something
the new president has to stick with or he would face
violent and markets turbulence soon. Investors are
anticipating new economic policies that are going
to double US economic growth. Also, the size of
budget that is targeted for infrastructure spending
and corporate tax cuts.

Donald Trump’s softer tune and pro economic
growth just after winning the election has boosted
market sentiment, leading to a surge in stocks and
setting a new record for the Dow Jones

Industrial Index. In response, and even though it
is still early days, some analysts already are inclined
to revise upward their economic projections for the
US, with beneficial spillover effects for the global
economy. It all depends on how Donald Trump car-
ries out his new policies. High expectations of
investors may not be the only factor leading to the
selloff in bonds, rally in stocks and a surge in US dol-
lar.  Some of Donald Trump’s new economic advisors
have already been questioning the effectiveness of
prolonged central bank monetary stimulus. These
come after some complaints were made during the
presidential campaign about the independence of
the Federal Reserve and its chairwomen Janet
Yellen. The new US administration led by Donald
Trump have to be very careful about any comments
or move that might destabilize the working of the
Federal Reserve and its committee. 

Questioning the independence of the Federal
Reserve might unnerve investors and could trigger
market concern about the whole operation and
policies of the US central bank. Such concerns will
not benefit the US economy or the global financial
market. Much higher bond yields would likely lead
to weaker stocks and a global economic slowdown. 

The end of easy 

monetary policies

LAGOS: I t ’s not Nigerian President
Muhammadu Buhari ’s fault that
Nigeria’s economy is inextricably tied to
the global price of oil, now half of its
2014 peak of over $100 per barrel.

But the president’s response to the
economic crisis has a growing number
of people concerned that he doesn’t
have what it takes to rescue Nigeria
from recession. Warning signs appeared
early. Buhari took six months after being
elected to name a finance minister, then
vowed not to “kill the naira” by devalu-
ing it, against expert advice and with
nefarious consequences.

His seemingly lackadaisical attitude
to the crashing economy spooked
investors who worried that he was
ignoring the crisis. Now critics are com-
ing from all sides. In October, Buhari’s
wife Aisha told the BBC that she may
not back him in the next election, sug-
gesting that his government had been
hijacked and he had lost control.

Buhari ’s response, that his wife
“belongs to my kitchen”, made Nigerians
cringe. But what he said next was, politi-
cally, more revealing. “It is not easy to
satisfy the whole Nigerian opposition
parties to participate in the govern-
ment,” Buhari said.

He can say that again. Over the past
month, the president has repeatedly
been stonewalled by lawmakers who
want the executive to be more transpar-
ent about his economic policies and
plans. 

Early this month, Nigeria’s Senate
rejected Buhari’s attempt to take on
almost $30 billion in external borrowing
to fund his record budget “due to lack of
documents” supporting his request.  The
Senate also “expressed surprise” at the
Nigerian Law Reform Commission, who
said it was considering jailing or fining
people for holding dollars in an uncon-
ventional strategy designed to address
a foreign currency shortage in the coun-
try. “ The measure is disruptive and
counterproductive, threatening to
undermine many of the reform efforts...
intended to boost investor confidence,”
the Senate said in a press statement
Monday.

‘Policy paralysis’ 
“The president is having difficulty

making any kind of legislative headway,”
John Ashbourne, economist at Capital

Economics, told AFP.  “It adds to the
sense that there’s policy paralysis and
when the economy is facing a difficult
time we need some action. We can’t get
that if Buhari isn’t able to negotiate.” 

Nigeria’s economy contracted in the
third quarter by 2.2 percent, with rebels
in the oil-producing southern swamp-
lands continuing to attack pipelines and
businesses struggling to access foreign
exchange.  “I think the recession is really
starting to hurt,” Razia Khan, Africa
economist at Standard Chartered Bank,
said. “With the current shortage of for-
eign exchange clearly having a detri-
mental effect on growth, there is little
evidence of any meaningful policy ini-
tiative that might be able to resolve
this,” Khan said. 

“There is a concern that there isn’t
enough momentum, not enough is
being done.” Ideally, Buhari’s expansion-
ary budget would have boosted
growth. But the fiscal stimulus isn’t
materializing. In October, the budget
ministry said it was facing unanticipat-
ed revenue shortfalls and that it had
spent only a little more than half of
what was allocated for 2016. Revenue
shortfalls will persist as long as mili-
tants continue sabotaging the oil and
gas infrastructure.  Today Nigeria’s oil
production is 1.6 million barrels per
day, down 22 percent from the same

period in 2015, with no signs the sabo-
tage will stop. 

‘Military ruler’ 
Talks with the militants in the south

have been unsuccessful so far.
“President Buhari and his government
have so far failed to hold constructive
talks with militants,” Rhidoy Rashid, oil
analyst at Energy Aspects, said in a
recent note. “The Nigerian military has
also continued its operations in the
Delta, inflaming tensions while failing to
disrupt the militants.”

Investors are rattled and want to see
a more concrete plan from Buhari’s gov-
ernment, said Manji Cheto, risk analyst
at Teneo Intelligence. “I believe he con-
tinues to act as if he’s a military ruler,
there is a perception that has under-
mined the ability of policy makers with-
in his government to take decisions,”
Cheto said.  “I genuinely think that he’s
pretty much run out of his goodwill.”
Some polls are already reflecting that
sentiment. Last year around this time,
Buhari enjoyed an 80 percent approval
rating, reported analysis firm BMI
Research. Compare that to this
September, when his approval rating hit
just 41 percent, with voters bearing the
brunt of 18 percent inflation, slow busi-
ness and sputtering electricity, the result
of lower oil and gas output. —AFP

KHARTOUM: Several public transport buses stayed off
the streets in Khartoum and many shops shut yesterday
in a mixed response to opposition calls for a nationwide
strike against fuel subsidy cuts.

The call for a three-day strike came after the authori-
ties announced a 30-percent hike in petrol and diesel
prices that has led to a sharp rise in the cost of other
goods, including medicines. Several key squares and
roads in Khartoum and its twin city of Omdurman were
deserted yesterday morning, the start of the working
week in the Muslim country, as many public transport
buses remained off the streets, AFP correspondents
reported. Schools in Khartoum were open but many par-
ents preferred to keep their children at home fearing
clashes between protesters and security forces. “My son’s
school urged parents to send only grown up boys. My
five-year-old son is at home,” Mohamed Khalid, a resident
of south Khartoum, told AFP. The capital’s squares were
free of the normal traffic jams, while many shops, cafes
and restaurants in downtown Khartoum and Omdurman
remained shut. “There are not many people on the roads,
which has impacted my business since I opened in the
morning,” said Ahmad Saleh, an owner of a grocery shop
in downtown Omdurman.

Restaurant owners said they had told their workers to
prepare less food, anticipating a drop in business. “There
is at least a 40-percent drop in business. My usual cus-
tomers are other shopkeepers and many of them have
closed their shops today,” said Ibrahim Mohamed, who
runs a restaurant in north Khartoum. “Some of my work-
ers have also not reported to work today.” However, state
employees turned up for work, transported by govern-
ment buses to their offices. The authorities are deter-
mined to avoid any repetition of 2013 unrest that was
sparked by a similar round of fuel subsidy cuts. It was sup-
pressed only by a deadly crackdown by security forces
that drew international condemnation. Rights groups say
that crackdown left about 200 people dead, while the
government put the death toll at less than 100.

Protests over high prices 
President Omar Al-Bashir’s regime has been forced to

progressively reduce fuel subsidies since 2011 when
South Sudan seceded and took with it nearly three-quar-
ters of the formerly united country’s oil reserves. The lat-
est fuel price hike coupled with a sharp fall in the
Sudanese pound has triggered sporadic protests.

Groups of protesters have staged rallies in Khartoum,
which have been swiftly dispersed by anti-riot police.
“Before the price rise we needed 30 pounds ($ 4.60) to
buy our daily vegetables,” said Fatima Ibrahim, a resident
of Khartoum. “Now we need 100 to 150 pounds to buy
the same amount of items. What will people do?”

Prices of medicines have shot up on the back of a slid-
ing pound on the black market.  The Sudanese pound has
dropped by more than 60 percent to the dollar in the past
six months. — AFP

CONCORD, NH: When it closed earlier this year, there was
much mourning over The Brick Store, the New Hampshire
landmark that claims to be one of the oldest continuously
operating general stores in the country.

No more fudge, penny candy, or smoked meats. No
more ambiance of a time gone by. But, a few months after
they bought the store at auction, Becky and Scott Mitchell
are gearing up for its reopening. They’ve had a few set-
backs this fall, but vow to open soon. “To us it was just part
of the lineage up here,” Becky Mitchell said. “We didn’t real-
ize how people would stop all summer long, the tour bus-
es, would come from just all over.” 

The store in the northern town of Bath, a few miles
from the Vermont border, is thought to have been built in
the early 1800s and rebuilt after a fire in 1824. It’s served
as a post office, gathering place and presidential cam-
paign stop. The late singer Patti Page, who lived part of
the year in Bath, sold bottles of maple syrup at the store
that when you uncapped the bottle, one of her songs
played. In 1985, the store was named to the National
Register of Historic Places. 

But early this year, its longtime owners said on
Facebook, “We have nothing left to give ... financially, emo-
tionally, or physically.” The Mitchells felt they had to save it
when it went up for auction in July. — AP

As Nigeria’s recession takes 

hold, Buhari’s shine wanes

ADDIS ABABA: This file photo taken on January 29, 2016 shows Nigerian
President Muhammadu Buhari attending the African Union (AU) Peace and
Security Council in Addis Ababa. It’s not Nigerian President Muhammadu
Buhari’s fault that Nigeria’s economy is inextricably tied to the global price
of oil, now half of its 2014 peak of over $100 per barrel. — AFP

Strike over fuel 

subsidies quieten 

Khartoum streets

New owners plan 

to bring closed 

store back to life
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DRURIDGE BAY, England: In northeastern
England, a battle is raging between grass roots
campaigners and a company intent on digging a
new open cast mine as world coal prices soar. A
year after Britain closed its last deep coal mine
and pledged to phase out coal-fired power gen-
eration, the economics of mining have been
transformed.

Coal prices have risen by well over 100 percent
this year to $100 a ton. Some mining stocks have
risen even more, spurred by US President-elect
Donald Trump’s pledges to revive coal and pull
out of the Paris Agreement on climate change.

Some wonder how long the coal price surge
will last, but in Northumberland, the Banks Group

is pressing ahead with plans for a new mine
despite opposition from local environmentalists.
Northumberland County Council agreed that
Banks could extract 3 million tons of coal by cut-
ting an open cast mine near Druridge Bay, a scenic
windswept arc of white sand and grassy dunes on
the North Sea coast.

The government has “called in” the application,
meaning there will be a public enquiry next year.
Jeannie Kielty, who works on community relations
for Banks, says open cast is part of the social fabric
of the northeast, an area with a long history of
coal mining.

“The benefits that come from these sites can’t
be over-stated,” she says. “We are frustrated with

the call-in because it delays us, but we still believe
we can work the site.” On the other side of the
argument is the Save Druridge Bay campaign,
which meets in the Drift Cafe, a haven for dog-
walkers and bird-watchers not far from Highthorn,
the site of the proposed mine.

There is a hard core of eight campaigners, led
by the cafe owner Duncan Lawrence. It also has
high-profile support from television personality
and comedian Bill Oddie, a keen bird watcher who
appreciates the pink-footed geese that winter
among the dunes.

“Suddenly someone wants to turn the clock
back in some really perverse way,” Oddie said at a
campaigning beach party in May. “It’s sacrilege.” 

COALS TO NEWCASTLE
Banks has overcome opposition in the

past, appealing successfully against a ban
on developing another site in the area at
Shotton. Situated on the Blagdon Estate
owned by Matt Ridley, a peer and
Conservative politician who has said cli-
mate change has done more good than
harm, Shotton has been mined by Banks
since 2008.

Banks says all the coal at Shotton and
Highthorn can be extracted by the govern-
ment’s 2025 deadline for phasing out coal-
fired power generation.

But the company plans to expand. In
September, Banks announced it was export-
ing coal to Spain and it has begun canvass-
ing opinion on a project to extract 800,000
tonnes of coal at Dewley Hill near Newcastle.
British planning rules and the government’s
drive to close coal-fired power stations do
allow coal mining in some circumstances.

The phase-out plans apply only to so-
called unabated coal, meaning a company
that has the technology to reduce emissions
can carry on generating power with coal.
Exceptions can also be made if there is a risk
that supplies will be disrupted, a danger
heightened by Britain’s vote to leave the
European Union. That makes the country
more reliant on its own resources and less
sure it can tap into the European power grid.

Big banks say they have stopped funding
coal in Britain, although they may consider
projects in some emerging economies. For
shareholders, it made financial sense to get
out of the industry a year ago, when mining
stocks and coal prices were collapsing. Now
the mining sector offers attractive yields at a
time when interest rates are at record lows.

Shares in Glencore, the world’s biggest

shipper of seaborne coal, have risen more
than 200 percent since January. Fossil Free,
which campaigns against fossil fuels, says
the shift towards a low carbon economy is
irreversible. But while 580 international
investment institutions pledged to abandon
coal in 2015, the group does not know how
many have kept their promise.

‘FINELY BALANCED’ DECISION
Northumberland County Council plan-

ning officer Frances Wilkinson, who prepared
the report recommending approval for
Highthorn, faced a different question. She
found the decision very difficult as the envi-
ronmental impact and the benefits were
“finely balanced”. She was guided, she said,
by a clause in planning regulations that per-
mission should not be given for coal mining
unless the proposal is environmentally
acceptable or can be made so, or “it provides
national, local or community benefits which
clearly outweigh the likely impacts”.

Banks says Highthorn will employ 100
people and generate 48 million pounds ($60
million) in related contracts and other bene-
fits to the community. Last year Banks made
an operating profit of 18 million pounds ($22
million), down from 27 million pounds the
previous year because of a fall in the coal
prices. It says its break-even coal price is a
commercial secret but it can make a profit
even when prices are low. The group also
includes a renewables arm and a property
division. For the Save Druridge Bay cam-
paigners, the jobs and the profits do not
compensate for what is under threat. Asked
what is so special about Druridge Bay, cafe
owner Lawrence says it’s the silence.

“It’s an area of tranquillity undisturbed by
noise,” he says. — Reuters

Coal price surge sets miners against activists 
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KUWAIT: Last week the US dollar continued
its rally against most of its counterparts
sparked by Presidents-elect Donald Trump’s
promises to introduce expansionary fiscal
policies and boost growth. A Trump adminis-
tration could spell tax cuts, infrastructure
spending and amnesty for corporate dollars
held overseas that will fuel inflation and
bring extra capital into the United States.
Furthermore, expectations of a US rate hike
were fueled further by the release of the
FOMC’s latest meeting minutes. “Some par-
ticipants noted that recent committee com-
munications were consistent with an
increase in the target range for the federal
funds rate in the near term or argued that to
preserve credibility, such an increase should
occur at the next meeting,” reported the min-
utes. While expectations are now at 90 per-
cent for a hike, the question now remains as
to whether these higher interest rate expec-
tations have already largely been priced-in
to the rallying US dollar, or whether the
greenback has significantly further to run.
Rising anticipation of a Fed rate hike coupled
with expectations of higher bond yields as
Trump prepares to take office could drive the
dollar even higher in the near-term.

The US dollar index opened the week at
101.420 and continued its rally to a new 13
year high of 102.05 after FOMC minutes and
positive economic data were released. The
USD retreated slightly on Friday spurred on
by investor profit taking. The index closed off
the week at 101.49.

The euro remained subdued against the
rallying US dollar throughout the week. Even
the release of the strongest composite PMI
of the year could not help resist the rallying
USD. The fact is that the European economy
is lagging behind a much more advanced US
recovery and the market optimism about the
future the US economy after under Trump
have pushed EUR/USD to cycle lows. The
EUR/USD opened the week at 1.0580 and
closed off the week at 1.0584.

In the UK however, the British pound
seems to be resilient and holding of against
the US dollar. The GBP was actually able to
rally 1.5 percent against the USD at the open
of the week moving from 1.2319 to the
week’s high of 1.2512. The rally comes on the
back of hopes of a soft British exit from the
EU after Prime Minister Theresa May said she
was open to a transitional deal to avoid cliff
edge Brexit. The GBP/USD closed off the
week at 1.2474.

In Japan, USD/JPY has extended its rally
to the highest level since March reaching
113.90 before stabilizing around 113 later in
the session. Risk appetite has generally
remained supportive with equities holding
on to recent gains and US Treasury yields ris-

ing. The USD/JPY closed off the week at
113.06.

On the commodities front, focus is firmly
fixated on next week’s OPEC meeting in
Vienna. Renewed optimism comes from the
latest comments made by oil ministers of
Saudi Arabia and its allied Gulf states. The
Saudi Arabian backed proposal to set a pro-
duction ceiling of 32.5 million barrels a day
would remove almost 2 percent of the
world’s oil supply. Furthermore, OPEC could
face a challenge next year as Donald Trump’s
goal of boosting US energy output by easing
regulations could threaten to increase the
global oversupply of crude in 2017. In the
Beginning of the week,  Brent crude oil

opened at $46.92 and reached a high of
$49.5 before closing at $47.24.

The price of gold fell to the lowest level in
ten months on Friday, reaching $1,171.21 an
ounce. Having fallen in excess of 10 percent
from a brief post-US presidential election
high of $1,337, the precious metal remains
under pressure ahead of an expected
increase in interest rates in December and
solid economic data from the US Gold
opened the week at $1,207 and closed the
week at $1184.38.

Existing Home Sales Rise 
US home resales rose in October to their

highest level in more than 9 years as home-
buyers took advantage of still-low mortgage
rates to snatch up properties. The report

came on the heels of data last week showing
a surge in housing starts. It also added to
strong reports on retail sales and the labor
market as well as improving manufacturing
surveys suggesting that the economy contin-
ued to gain speed early in the fourth quarter.
Sales increased to 5.60 million from 5.49 mil-
lion in September.

New Home Sales Down
New-home sales slid in October but down-

ward revisions to sales data from prior
months continued to point to a market mov-
ing forward very slowly. Sales ran at a season-
ally adjusted annual rate of 563,000, the
Commerce Department said Wednesday,

down 1.9 percent from the 574,000 pace set
in September, which was revised down from
593,000. Compared to last year however,
October sales were 17.8 percent higher and
total sales so far in 2016 were 12.6 percent
higher. The slowdown could be attributed to
lean supply that’s keeping prices higher as
home builders haven’t ramped up enough
construction of new homes to levels that
many analysts believe would nur ture a
healthier market. However, that may slowly
change since the Commerce Department
said last week that construction on new
houses surged nearly 26 percent in October
to the highest level in nine years.

More Core Durable Goods Orders
Orders for US business equipment

climbed in October for the fourth straight
month and sales also advanced as corporate
investment began to increase.  New orders
for manufactured durable goods in October
increased $11.0 billion or 4.8 percent to
$239.4 billion. Excluding transportation, new
orders increased 1.0 percent and excluding
defense, new orders increased 5.2 percent.
The jump in total bookings in October was
the biggest in a year and included more
orders for fabricated metals, machinery, com-
puters and electrical equipment.

President Draghi testifies
European Central Bank President testified

to the European Parliament Monday about
the ECB’s Annual Report. Draghi stated that
recovery continues to proceed at a moderate,
but steady, pace and has shown remarkable
resilience to adverse developments and
uncertainties emanating from the global
environment. “In fact, euro area unemploy-
ment has been steadily declining domestic
demand has also strengthened and real GDP
growth has recorded positive figures for 14
consecutive quarters,” he continued. Since
the beginning of the year headline inflation
has gradually picked up, moving from the
negative rate of -0.2 percent in February to
0.5 percent in October. He later attributed
the ECB’s QE program as the key factor
behind these positive developments. 

Eurozone PMI signals strong growth 
Economic growth in the Eurozone acceler-

ated at the fastest pace this year in
November as rising order books prompted
firms to take on extra staff  improving
employment and average prices inched high-
er as higher input costs were passed on to
the consumer. The report indicated that infla-
tionary pressures are at their highest for over
five years. The manufacturing and services
sector both expanded this month with the
services sector seeing the best expansion for
11 months. The preliminary ‘flash’ Markit
Eurozone Manufacturing PMI rose to 54.1, up
from 53.3 in October while the Services PMI
rose to 54.1 from 52.8. 

German sentiment still optimistic 
German business morale was unchanged

in November a survey showed on Thursday,
suggesting company executives are still opti-
mistic about the growth prospects for
Europe’s largest economy despite growing
political uncertainties. The Munich-based Ifo
economic institute said its business climate
index, based on a monthly survey of some
7,000 f irms,  was unchanged at 110.4 in
November after a slight downward revision
reported in October. Ifo chief Clemens Fuest
said “Confidence in the German economy

continues to be good” in the current business
situation and that the economy seems to be
“unfazed by the election of Donald Trump as
US president.” 

UK public sector net borrowing decrease 
In October 2016, the public sector spent

more money than it received in taxes and
other income. This meant it had to borrow
£4.8 billion to balance the books. Public sec-
tor net borrowing (excluding public sector
banks) decreased by £1.6 billion to £4.8 bil-
lion in October 2016, compared with October
2015. Of this £4.8 billion, £2.0 billion related
to the cost of the “day-to-day” activities of the
public sector (the current budget deficit),
while £2.8 billion related to the spending on
infrastructure (net investment). In the current
financial year-to-date (April to October 2016),
the public sector borrowed £48.6 billion. This
was £5.6 billion lower than in the previous
financial year-to-date (April to October 2015).
Annual borrowing has generally been falling
since the peak in the financial crisis in 2010.

UK autumn forecast statement 
Newly appointed UK Chancellor of the

Exchequer Phillip Hammond delivered the
first budget plan since the UK voted to leave
the European Union this week.  In the
Autumn Report, Hammond said the Office for
Budget Responsibility, the government’s
independent forecaster, thinks U.K. growth in
2016 will be higher than forecast at 2.1 per-
cent. In 2017 however, it will slow to 1.4 per-
cent on lower investment and consumer
demand driven by uncertainty and higher
inflation. Hammond also confirmed he is
abandoning his predecessor’s flagship policy
of returning to a budget surplus within this
parliament. Instead, he will borrow to finance
spending on the country’s productive capaci-
ty in a “National Productivity Investment
Fund.” The £23 billion Fund will be spent on
housing, research and development, and
economic infrastructure including transport
and fiber-optics.

Japanese prices rise
Japanese consumer prices rose in October

for the first time in nine months, although
core inflation continued to decline, painting
a mixed picture of the economy at the start
of the fourth quarter. The national consumer
price index rose at an annualized 0.1 percent
in October, following a 0.5 percent year-over-
year drop the previous month, the Statistics
Bureau reported Friday. 

Kuwait
Kuwaiti dinar at 0.30505
The USDKWD opened at 0.30505 yesterday
morning. 

Dollar rally continues, rate hike in sight
NBK MONEY MARKETS REPORT
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KUWAIT: When we mention Tahoe, those
after power, challenge and luxury know it
very well. So imagine a limited quantity of
the new 2017 Tahoe LT2, with a multitude
of impressive features at an irresistible
price, recently made available at the
Alghanim Automotive’s Chevrolet show-
rooms. Indeed, it is unbelievable priced at
KD13,999, and it’s only available until the
end of the current month.

The 2017 Tahoe LT2 stands out with a
rich set of features, and it is truly a “now or
never” opportunity with the limited stock
available. After all, the Chevrolet Tahoe
needs no introduction, gaining favor day
on day with its loyal fans, noticeably with
its sleek exterior lines that combines its
sheer power with elegant presence. The
interior and performance aspects accom-
plish the same harmony in parallel. 

Technological improvements have also
been made inside the new Tahoe. Thanks
to the award-winning MyLink
Infotainment system that includes 9-
speaker Bose Premium system, voice,
radio, and navigation controls, which are
fully integrated and operable from the 8-
inch full-color touchscreen on the center
console. Enhanced connectivity and con-
venience are also incorporated on the
steering wheel itself, effectively offering
easy and intuitive operation of basic func-
tions, thus giving users more ways of stay-
ing connected on the road.

The new Tahoe features a V8 power

engine that offers 355 horsepower, boast-
ing a better fuel economy than any full-
size SUV in the industry. It also incorpo-
rates a slew of new safety technologies
that contribute to a 360-degree of occu-
pant protection and comfort. Standard
and available features include Remote
Vehicle Start system, Forward Collision
Alert, Lane Keep Assist and Lane
Departure Warning with Rear Camera,
plus 6-way power adjustable seats for
both driver and front passengers as well
as 18-inch Aluminum Wheels, Power
Tailgate lamps, Sunroof and many more,
which all have been designed and devel-
oped to meet the needs of drivers and
passengers alike.

All customers who purchase a
Chevrolet from Yusuf A. Alghanim & Sons
will receive the benefits of the Chevrolet
Care, which entails new levels of post-sale
support and trust. The Chevrolet Care is
an exceptional customer service that is
based on four main pillars: competitive
and transparent service costs (especially
for four-wheel drive vehicles), scheduled
service appointment booking with same
day delivery, quality service by certified
technicians and 3yr/100,000km warranty
with 24x7 roadside assistance.

Hurry up and make the most of your
daily drives by visiting the nearest
Chevrolet Alghanim showroom to own
one of the limited 2017 Tahoe LT2 at an
exceptional price before November 30th.

Legend of Power Tahoe LT2 2017 

offered at an unbelievable price 
Offer from Chevrolet Alghanim only till end of November KUWAIT: In its continuous strive to serve

customers wherever they are and answer
their queries in the best possible way, NBK
introduces new international toll-free num-
bers enabling customers to stay in touch
with the bank while traveling abroad. 

Through toll-free numbers, customers
can now call NBK Call Center when travel-
ing to the USA, UK, Canada and France,
which are the most visited destinations by
customers on regular basis as well as NBK
branches are also available in these coun-
tries. To enjoy the toll-free service without
incurring extra charges, customers should
use a local number of the country they are
in to have their queries answered by the
bank’s expert agents who are ready to
assist them quickly and efficiently 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week and in both Arabic
and English languages.  

NBK’s Deputy General Manager,
Consumer Banking Group, Mohammad
Khaled Al-Othman said that NBK attempts
to stay closer to its customer base wherev-
er they are, and the launch of the first
phone banking in Kuwait two decades ago
is a solid proof of this commitment. NBK
places a major emphasis on enhancing and
developing its wide range of services and
products that answer customers’ needs and
exceed expectations, in addition to adopt-
ing the latest in technology that meet the
highest industry standards to provide them
with stress-free and exceptional banking
experience at all times.     

Al-Othman affirmed that this pioneer-
ing step would eventually enhance the
NBK Call Center offerings and guarantee
incessant interaction of customers with
the bank in line with the highest quality
standards.  NBK Call Center enables cus-
tomers to complete various banking trans-
actions and manage their  accounts
remotely by calling 1801801 within Kuwait
or +965 22248361 from outside Kuwait, in
addition to the new dedicated
International toll-free numbers, which are:
18555 777 625 (USA), 08000 988 456 (UK),
18555 777 625 (Canada) and 0805 080 765
(France). Al Othman added that customers
can also contact us for any inquir y
through the dedicated WhatsApp No.:
52221333. 

The NBK Call Center employs a team of
sk il led agents to tackle customers’
inquiries effectively and help them con-
clude a wide range of banking transac-
tions; such as accounts, credit cards, loan
information, bil l  payment,  transfer
between accounts and more. The center
agents also tackle other situations relating
to lost or stolen cards and other services
that are delivered with utmost security
and confidentiality.  

NBK introduces international 

toll-free numbers to connect 

with customers traveling abroad

NBK’s Deputy General Manager,
Consumer Banking Group,

Mohammad Khaled Al-Othman

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yester-
day the names of the lucky winners of its
Yawmi account draw, each taking home a
prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners for the daily draws
took home a cash-prize of KD 5,000 each,
and they are: 
1. Abdullateef Mohammad Naser Al Hamad
2. Usman Mohammad Iqbal Ahmad Al Din
3. Mohammad Abdullah Ali
4. Katabjiwala Salma Saifuddin
5. Alyaa Fadhel Al-Kadhemi

In addition to the daily draw, Burgan
Bank also offers a quarterly draw with
more chances to win higher rewards, enti-
tling one lucky customer to win KD
125,000 every three months. The Yawmi
Account offers daily and quarterly draws,
the quarterly draw requires customers to
maintain a minimum amount of KD 500 in
their account for 2 months prior to draw
date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the
account, will entitle customers to one
chance of winning.  If the account balance
is KD 500 and above, the account holder
will be qualified for both the quarterly and
daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to
open a Yawmi account and/or increase their
deposit to maximize their chances to
becoming a winner. The more customers
deposit, the higher the chances they receive
of winning.

For more information on opening a
Yawmi account or about the new quarterly
draw, customers are urged to visit their
nearest Burgan Bank branch and receive all
the details, or simply call the bank’s Call
Center at 1804080 where customer service
representatives will be delighted to assist
with any questions on the Yawmi account
or any of the bank’s products and services. 

Established in 1977, Burgan Bank is the
youngest commercial Bank and second

largest by assets in Kuwait, with a signifi-
cant focus on the corporate and financial
institutions sectors, as well as having a
growing retail, and private bank customer
base. Burgan Bank has majority owned sub-
sidiaries in the MENAT region supported by
one of the largest regional branch net-
works.

The Bank has continuously improved its
performance over the years through an

expanded revenue structure, diversified
funding sources, and a strong capital base.
The adoption of state-of-the-art services
and technology has positioned it as a
trendsetter in the domestic market and
within the MENA region. Burgan Bank’s
brand has been created on a foundation of
real values - of trust, commitment, excel-
lence and progression, to remind us of the
high standards to which we aspire. ‘People
come first’ is the foundation on which its
products and services are developed.

The bank was re-certified with the pres-
tigious ISO 9001:2008, making it the first
bank in the GCC, and the only bank in
Kuwait to receive such accreditation for the
third consecutive year. The Bank also has to
its credit the distinction of being the only
Bank in Kuwait to have won the JP Morgan
Chase Quality Recognition Award for
twelve consecutive years.  

Burgan Bank announces names 

lucky winners of Yawmi account

KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait held the
Al-Najma Account daily draw on 27th
November, 2016.

The draw was held under the supervision of
the Ministry of Commerce & Industry represent-
ed by  Abdulaziz Ashkanani. 

The winners of the Al-Najma daily draw are:
Meena Adel Maqar Abdulhay— KD 7000,

Layla Abdulrazak Al-Hunayan — KD 7000,

Abdul Naser Ali Embaby Aaqel— KD 7000,
Ameen Hasan Al-Fahad — KD 7000, Rajaa
Ahmad Mohammad Mahmoud— KD 7000. 

Al-Najma awards are now brighter and big-
ger than ever. 

With the revamped Al-Najma account, all
your dreams will be turned to reality. On top of
offering the highest daily prize in Kuwait for KD
7,000, now our Mega prize draws got bigger to

reach KD 250,000.
The new prizes scheme for Al-Najma

account
Daily draw to win KD 7000
Quarterly draws to win great prizes that

would start from KD 100,000 to KD 250,000
1ST QUARTER — KD 100 000, 2ND QUARTER

—KD 150 000, 3RD QUARTER — KD 200 000,
4TH QUARTER —KD 250 000.

With Al-Najma you have more chances to
win greater prizes

* Each KD 25 kept in your account gives you
one chance to win 

* Each KD 25 kept in your account for one
week will give you a chance to enter the daily
draw.

* Each KD 25 kept in your account for 3
months will give you chance to enter the quar-
terly draw. 

Additional features
* ATM card
* Issue a credit card against your account
* Obtain all CBK banking services
You deserve to win! Open an account now

with just KD 500 and you will enter all draws.

Al-Tijari announces winners 

of Al-Najma Account draw

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing and
most  developed te lecom operator,
announced 5th week draw’s winners of KD
100, of “more” prizes campaign for postpaid

customers. The names of daily prize winners,
KD 100,  f rom 15 November  unt i l  21
November,  were as  fo l lows:  MAHENDRA
SINGH MEW TA,  HA JAR FARHAN MNAIZEL

ALSAEEDI ,  MARIAM SAGHEER NAFEL
ALRASHEEDI, FALAH MAJED FALAH ALAMEERI,
TIJANI OLUSHOLA SANNI, HANOUF YASEEN
DAHHAM, Abdulaziz Naif Hilal Al-Otaibi. 

VIVA gives the customers a wonder ful
opportunity to win amazing cash prizes, KD
100 daily and KD 1000 at the end of each
month, once they pay their VIVA bills through
Direct Debit, VIVA website, VIVA’s Kiosks, VIVA
App or by calling 102. Customers earn one
chance for each KD 1.

VIVA is the fastest-growing telecom opera-
tor in Kuwait. Launched in December 2008,
VIVA makes things Possible for its customers
by transforming communication, information
and entertainment experiences. The company
has rapidly established an unrivalled position
in the market through its customer centric
approach. VIVA’s quest is to be the mobile
brand of choice in Kuwait by being transpar-
ent, engaging, energetic and fulfilling. VIVA
continues to take a considerable share of the
market by offering an innovative range of
best value products, services and content
propositions; a state of the art, nationwide
network and world-class service. VIVA offers
internet speeds of more than 100 Mbps, due
to the implementation of the most advanced
fourth generation (4G LTE) network in Kuwait
resulting in superior coverage, performance
and reliability. 

VIVA announces winners of ‘more’ prizes campaign

VIENNA: Austria is one Europe’s richest
countries, yet the hills are alive not with
optimism but with worries about the
economy, boosting the far-right candi-
date ahead of December 4’s presiden-
tial election. At the grotty job centre in
Vienna’s fifth district, for instance, man-
ager Astrid Mayer is busy.

“Things are getting worse every
year,” Mayer told AFP. “The figures speak
for themselves. I’ve been here for 15
years and I’ve never seen it like this.”

When Mayer started, the jobless rate
was “three point something”, she says.
Now it’s 8.6 percent. Adjusted to com-
pare with the rest of the European
Union, it’s 6.3 percent, no longer the
lowest in the bloc. Doris Blei is one of
the lucky ones. The 48-year-old has
found a new job after being laid off by
her bank. “Lots of banks are reducing
headcount. It’s hard, particularly when
you get older,” she told AFP as she

queued up. And even those in work
don’t necessarily have it easy. Some
400,000 people are classified as the
“working poor”-in employment but
unable to get by.

‘Demoralising’ 
Austria is on the crossroads between

Italy, Germany and the EU’s newer east-
ern members. Bordering eight coun-
tries, it lives off tourism, agriculture
and, most importantly, selling goods
abroad. Like Germany, the Alpine
nation of 8.7 million people boasts a
raft of world-beating exporters. Glock
guns, Novomatic gaming machines
and energy drink Red Bull are all
Austrian, as is motorbike maker KTM.

“Austria is one of the biggest win-
ners of the EU, the euro and EU
enlargement,” KTM’s chief executive
Stefan Pierer said.  Some 98 percent of
KTM’s products-the firm has an alliance

with India’s Bajaj Auto-are exported,
half to outside the EU.

But cracks in the Austrian model are
beginning to show. Working hours are
too rigid, non-wage labour costs are
too high and the bureaucracy dizzying,
Pierer complains.

“It’s awful, demoralising,” he told AFP.
Austria’s competitiveness rankings are
far from glowing and investment is
mostly just to keep things ticking over,
not for the future.

“Out of every 10 euros invested,
eight go into renovating existing plants
and only two into new projects,” said
Franz Schellhorn from think-tank
Agenda Austria. Christian Kern, who
spent 20 years in industry before
becoming Austria’s centre-left chancel-
lor in June, says he is aware that life has
got harder.

But his promises to jumpstart the
unhappy “grand coalition” with the cen-

tre-right and launch a “New Deal” pack-
age of reforms have so far disappoint-
ed, critics say.

Jobs for Austrians 
Nonetheless Schellhorn stresses

that by international standards,
Austrians live well. Growth has picked
up and unemployment fallen this year.
The government has cut some taxes.

“People have in fact never had it so
good,” Schellhorn told AFP. “But there
is a feeling that things are getting
worse.” Just 23 percent of Austrians are
optimistic about the future, a recent
Imas survey showed. Like populists
elsewhere, the Freedom Party (FPOe)
has tapped into this pessimism.

It portrays itself as being on the
side of ordinary Austrian workers
against jobs-killing immigration and
globalization. “Austrian jobs should
first be for Austrians, not for EU for-

eigners and definitely not for the
many economic migrants,” the FPOe’s
presidential candidate Norbert Hofer
says.

The opposition party’s economic
policies-slash taxes, splurge on infra-
structure-strongly resemble those of
US president-elect Donald Trump.
While this might boost growth, like
Trump the FPOe is suspicious of trade
deals and it is ambivalent about the
EU, particularly the free movement of
labour.

The message is bearing fruit in the
race for the largely ceremonial presi-
dency, with Hofer neck-and-neck in
polls with the independent Alexander
Van der Bellen. Van der Bellen, a
staunchly pro-EU economics profes-
sor, also bemoans the lack of reforms.
But Hofer depicts him as being from
the same out-of-touch elite as the
government. —AFP

Austrian election: It’s the economy, Dummkopf!
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By James Lyne 

The holidays are
a heightened
time when

cybercriminals are
using clever phish-
ing emails scams
that look like special
offers or shipping
notices for gifts.
When in reality,
these are designed
to snare clicks and make you hand over informa-
tion. Sophos is reminding consumers to pay extra
attention to nine simple security steps to stay safe
online during the holidays:

1. If an online deal or email offer with price dis-
counts looks too good to be true, it probably is. Hit
delete.  

2. Be aware of untrusted wireless networks when
you’re out shopping with your mobile phone.
Consider waiting to enter your credit card informa-
tion when you get home. 

3. Only use trusted merchants to make online
payments. Use PayPal or your credit card, not bank
debit cards to purchase gifts online.

4. Be on the lookout for Typosquatting.
Cybercriminals take a popular online brand and
change one letter or two to trick you into clicking
and sharing personal information.

5. IoT devices are sure to be on everyone’s list
this year, but they are vulnerable to cybercriminals.
Before you start using your newfangled device,

reset the password. Some, as we’ve recently see
with Dyn DDoS attack, are vulnerable to criminal-
hacker hijacking. 

6. Be sensible about password security. Make
account passwords different and difficult to guess.
Include upper and lower case letters, numbers and
symbols to make passwords harder to crack - refer
to the Sophos How to Pick a Proper Password video
for creating stronger passwords. 

7. Cybercriminals intercept data with spyware
more than usual during the holidays. Protect
against all malware, including spyware, which logs
your financial data while you type it into your key-
board, with security software like Sophos Home. Of
1,250 consumers polled in the U.S., U.K., Germany,
Switzerland and Austria in a recent Sophos survey,
54 percent perceive spyware as an extremely large

cyber security threat. Thirty-one percent of those
surveyed consider themselves unprotected, are not
familiar with spyware or unsure if they’re protected. 

8. Run up to date security software and check
out the Sophos Home toolkit videos for tips on
blocking spyware and all other malware, detecting
and blocking malicious URLs and apps, which could
contain ransomware, securing wifi, and ruling out
phishy emails. 

9. At a time of higher than normal e-commerce,
criminals have a piqued interest in exploiting online
activity. Consumers need to be extra vigilant to pro-
tect against cybercriminals who amp up their nefar-
ious ways during the holidays. Be cyber aware and
use best security practices.” 

Note: James Lyne is the Global Head of Security
Research, Sophos

WASHINGTON: After disbelief, anger and grief,
the US tech sector is looking to come to grips
with the presidency of a man described by many
of its leading lights as a “disaster” for innovation.

The major US technology companies, almost
uniformly opposed to Donald Trump’s candidacy,
saw huge stock declines in the wake of November
8, but most have now rebounded to near their
pre-election levels. Some observers are saying it
makes little difference who is in the White House,
and others argue Trump is unlikely to carry out
the promises-and threats-he made during a bitter
campaign.

Trump sent shivers through Silicon Valley dur-
ing his election bid by pledging to squeeze trade
from China, clamp down on immigration which is
critical to many tech firms, and even warning that
online giant Amazon could have “a huge antitrust
problem” if he were elected.

Close to 150 tech icons-including founders of
Apple, Wikipedia and Reddit-penned an open let-
ter in July warning the Republican nominee
would be an “disaster for innovation.”

Gene Munster, analyst on the tech sector at
Piper Jaffray, said the initial beating in tech shares
had created a “rare opportunity to buy the fear.”
But in a research note last week Munster argued
that “the tech industry is in more control of its
own destiny than Donald Trump and will work
through these problems.”

The analyst said an antitrust probe of Amazon
was unlikely, nor does he expect major changes
on skilled immigration under Trump. Any tariffs
on electronics or components could potentially
impact firms like Apple, but would be spread
equally over manufacturers because they all rely
on imports, Munster noted.

Smart businesspeople’
In the meantime, any negative impact could

be offset by Trump’s pledge to lower taxes on

capital repatriated from overseas, which could be
a boon for Apple, Google and others and encour-
age investment in the US, analysts noted. The
tech sector holds the lion’s share of an estimated
$2.5 trillion held by US firms overseas. “There
could be a lot of money that is repatriated by tech
companies,” said Bob O’Donnell, analyst and con-
sultant at Technalysis Research in Silicon Valley.

“If they could use it for job creation, that could
be interesting.” More broadly, O’Donnell said the
tech sector may get “a fresh look at the kinds of
services and technologies that people want to
invest in” under Trump. For example, a major push
on infrastructure investment “could be a big
opportunity” to integrate “smart” technology for
services such as transportation.

While tech leaders “did a lot of soul searching”
after the election, O’Donnell said that “they are
smart businesspeople and they realize they have
to work in this new environment.”

A new tack 
Although Trump has said little about his agen-

da for the sector, O’Donnell noted that “tech is a
huge part of the economy and you can’t ignore it;
but things that might be viewed as special privi-
leges might be taken away.”

Some are concerned that a Republican admin-
istration may seek to roll back  so-called “net neu-
trality” that prohibits broadband firms from play-
ing favorites, which could mean difficulties for
online video operators like Netflix and Amazon.
Many tech leaders have had to take a new tack
after an emotional campaign that featured ugly
rhetoric on both sides.

Tech leaders clashed with Trump during the
campaign on issues ranging from law enforce-
ment surveillance to immigration to gay rights.
Apple chief executive Tim Cook said in a memo to
staff that the company’s “North Star hasn’t
changed” and that “the only way to move forward

is to move forward together,” according to the
Wall Street Journal.

Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg brushed
off the vote by telling a tech conference that
“most progress... is made by private citizens,” and
that “it would not be right to say (the election of
Trump) changes the fundamental arc of technolo-
gy or progress over time.”

‘That’s us now’ 
Others were less diplomatic. Box founder

Aaron Levie tweeted after the election, “You
know those times where we watch other coun-
tries and are like “oh man you guys are crazy”.
Shit that’s us now.”

Tech investor Anil Dash wrote on Twitter: “I
am not moving to Canada, not surprised by
white supremacists & misogynists, and not afraid
of Donald Trump.  We have got to get to work.”

Charlie O’Donnell at the investment firm
Brooklyn Bridge Ventures said it’s not time to
panic.

“If you felt good about what you were doing
at your company yesterday, you should feel
good about it today,” he said in a blog. But he
also said the election offers a lesson that “we
need to start caring about a much wider tent of
people than we have been.”

Meanwhile Dex Torricke-Barton, a former
Facebook and Google executive, quit his job at
SpaceX to work for social causes after news of
the Trump election.

“As an immigrant and the son of a refugee,
and as someone dedicated to advancing the
interests of humanity, I don’t want to watch
while the world slips backwards,” Torricke-Barton
said on Facebook. “So I’m choosing to go and
make whatever contribution I can-no matter
how small-toward making the change we need:
standing up for openness, compassion and
sound global leadership.” — AFP

Stunned tech sector weighs 

future under Trump govt
Tech stocks rebound after shock win

SAN FRANCISCO: Employees stand next to self-driving, big-rig trucks during a
demonstration at the Otto headquarters, in San Francisco. Uber’s self-driving startup
Otto developed technology allowing big rigs to drive themselves. After taking mil-
lions of factory jobs, robots could be coming for a new class of worker: people who
drive for a living. — AP 

COLUMBUS, Ohio: A self-driving truck will
begin traveling on two Ohio roads next
week after state officials announce details
of new investments to support innovative
transportation technology.

A vehicle from self-driving truck maker
Otto will travel a 35-mile stretch of US
Route 33 today in central Ohio between
Dublin and East Liberty, home to the
Transportation Research Center, an inde-
pendent testing facility. It will travel in reg-
ular traffic, and a driver in the truck will be
positioned to intervene should anything go
awry, Department of Transportation
spokesman Matt Bruning said Friday,
adding that “safety is obviously No 1.”

Officials say that section of Route 33 - a
four-lane, divided road - is an important
piece of autonomous vehicle research in
the state and will become a corridor where
new technologies can be safely tested in
real-life traffic, aided by a fiber-optic cable
network and sensor systems slated for
installation next year. Gov. John Kasich is
scheduled to discuss details of that invest-
ment and other efforts to support
autonomous vehicle research on Monday
before the truck hits the road.

“Certainly we think it’s going to be one
of the foremost automotive research corri-
dors in the world,” Bruning said. The self-

driving truck is also expected to travel next
week on part of the Ohio Turnpike, though
Bruning said he couldn’t yet detail when or
where.

The turnpike’s executive director said in
August that officials were moving toward
allowing testing of self-driving vehicles on
the 241-mile toll road, a heavily traveled
connector between the East Coast and
Chicago. Tests of self-driving vehicles have
been made in other areas. Anheuser-Busch
said last month that it had completed the
world’s first commercial shipment by self-
driving truck, sending a beer-filled tractor-
trailer on a trip of more than 120 miles
through Colorado. The company said a pro-
fessional truck driver was on board for the
entire route. Several automobile compa-
nies have tested self-driving vehicles on
public roads in California and Nevada, and
Uber is testing driverless cars in Pittsburgh.

Kasich has pushed for Ohio to be a
leader in the fast-advancing testing and
research of autonomous vehicles. State offi-
cials say Ohio is well-positioned for such a
role for many reasons, including a signifi-
cant presence from the automotive indus-
try in the state, partnerships with university
researchers, and the seasonal weather
changes that enable testing a variety of
driving conditions in one place. — AP

Self-driving truck hits

the road as Ohio

discusses research 

In this Sept 28, 2016 photo released by the Nature Conservancy, a longline tuna boat prepares for their next fishing trip in Palau. Cameras are
recording everything that comes over the rail and onto the deck of a few dozen tuna boats loaded with motion sensors and GPS systems in the
western Pacific Ocean. — AP

BANGKOK: Fishing boats used high-tech sys-
tems to find vast schools of fish for decades,
depleting stocks of some species and leading to
the complete collapse of others. Now more than
a dozen apps, devices and monitoring systems
aimed at tracking unscrupulous vessels and the
seafood they catch are being rolled out - high-
tech solutions some say could also help prevent
labor abuse at sea.

I llegal fishing, which includes catching
undersized fish, exceeding quotas and casting
nets in protected areas, leads to an estimated
$23 billion in annual losses, according to the
United Nations. Meanwhile, overfishing close to
shore has pushed boats farther out, where
there are few laws and even less enforcement
to protect workers from abuse. Slavery has
been documented in the fishing sectors of
more than 50 countries, according to US State
Department reports.

Earlier this year, US Secretary of State John
Kerry said using technology at sea could even-
tually mean “there is not one square mile of
ocean where we cannot prosecute and hold
people accountable...”

However, Phil Robertson, deputy Asia direc-
tor of Human Rights Watch, cautions that catch-
ing human traffickers goes beyond finding
boats. “Technology is all about knowing where
the fishing boats are on the ocean, but that
does precious little for crews being physically
abused and worked to the bone on those ves-
sels,” he said.

Here are some emerging tech solutions:

APP FOR WORKERS
Nonprofit anti-trafficking organization

Project Issara is tapping into near-ubiquitous
smartphones with an app that allows Burmese
and Cambodian migrant workers around the

world to share information about their working
conditions. Their reviews reach nonprofits, gov-
ernments and businesses which can monitor
and learn from the feedback. Combined with a
new multilingual hotline, victims of labor abuses
have a safer, discreet way of seeking help.

BAR CODES
A worker runs a gadget over a fish just after

it’s pulled from the boat, giving it a bar code that
creates a permanent record of where it was
caught. It’s a simple swipe with profound poten-
tial. Thomas Kraft at Norpac Fisheries Export
established one of the industry’s first bar-code
systems that give each fish a tag that can pro-
vide details about location, boat, species, and
weight. He’s been using the technology in loca-
tions worldwide and says it could easily be
expanded to include crews on individual boats
to help fight against labor abuse. —AP

Tech solutions to tackle 

overfishing, abuse at sea 

BRASILIA: Ambitious projects such as
satellites that could bring the internet to
the remote Amazon and construction of
Brazil’s first nuclear submarine will pro-
ceed despite a deep economic downturn,
the defense minister told AFP. Raul
Jungmann said he will be in France this
Thursday to take delivery of the first of
three communications and defense satel-
lites built by France’s Thales and due for
launching on March 21 next year. The
nearly six tonne, 2.1 billion reais ($617
million) satellite is at the core of a mod-
ernization of Brazil’s military that
Jungmann said will still take hits during
planned government austerity cuts.

“We know there’s going to be a new
fiscal policy with a spending ceiling.  We
know we’ll have to cut back,” he said in an
interview in Brasilia. However, some proj-
ects “are already at an advanced stage
and cannot be stopped, like the nuclear
submarine or the four conventional sub-
marines that are also being developed in
France,” he said. “Three of them are
already being built.”

Swedish Gripen war planes whose
payment schedule he said “is sufficiently
flexible” will also survive the cuts. But with
President Michel Temer pushing an aus-
terity strategy through Congress, starting
with a proposed 20-year freeze on budg-
et increases, “there are other things we
need to review,” he said.

The satellite program remains a top
priority, described by the minister as a
chance for Brazil “to achieve a techno-
logical standard that we don’t have
today.” Stationed over Ecuador, the net-
work will cover all of South America, the
southern Atlantic and the west coast of
Africa, “what we call Brazil’s strategic

sphere,” Jungmann said. The network will
expand broadband coverage through-
out Brazil,  “which is an enormous
advance for society. It will allow it to
reach remote places, the Amazon for
example,” the minister added.

The telecoms satellites will also bring
new security for Brazil by putting all gov-
ernment communications under the
country’s control and strengthening mili-
tary communications, he said.

Big army, no enemy 
Brazil maintains one of the largest mili-

taries in the Americas, partly to patrol its
huge borders, which include 4,660 miles
(7,500 kilometers) of coastline. Jungmann
said the military is concerned by the prox-
imity of “major drug producers and that
Brazil, especially in urban centers, has
unfortunately turned into a drug con-
sumer. An integrated market has devel-
oped both for drugs and weapons.”

Although Brazil is not involved in any
active conflicts abroad, it has used its mili-
tary to project influence, including with a
major peacekeeping mission to Haiti. The
military has also been called on to sup-
port outgunned police in battles with
drug gangs in Rio de Janeiro. Members of
the armed forces were also deployed
around the country earlier this year to
assist in a campaign against mosquitoes
carrying the Zika virus.

The military ruled Brazil during a dic-
tatorship from 1964 to 1985. However,
its powers have since been curbed and
now-at a time the country is being shak-
en by its worst recession in decades and
a cascade of corruption scandals  is
widely seen as the country’s most trust-
ed institution. — AFP

Brazil to pursue satellite, 

nuke sub projects: Minister

9 security steps to stay safe online during holidays 
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NEW YORK: Erectile dysfunction is more
common in men with gum disease,
according to a new review of existing
studies. Chronic bacterial infection of the
gums, or periodontitis, is common and a
major cause of tooth loss for adults, the
authors write. The condition has been tied
to a higher risk of cardiovascular disease
and general inflammation, which in turn
have been tied stroke and hardening of
the arteries. Stroke and hardening of the
arteries are also associated with erectile
dysfunction (ED).

“In our opinion, the actual biological
mechanism of ED in periodontitis patients
remains poorly understood,” said senior
author Dr. Zhigang Zhao of The First
Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical
University in China. “It might still be too
early to suggest that men with ED should
have their teeth checked; and that men
with chronic periodontitis should worry
about their sexual function,” Zhao said.
“However, it might be beneficial to inform
patients with chronic periodontitis about
its association with ED.” The reviewers ana-
lyzed data from five studies published
between 2009 and 2014, including one
randomized controlled trial. In total, the
studies covered 213,000 participants aged
20 to 80.

Each study found erectile dysfunction
was more common among men being
treated for chronic periodontitis, particu-

larly for those younger than 40 and older
than 59. After accounting for diabetes,
which can influence both gum disease
and sexual function, erectile dysfunction
was 2.28 times more common for men
with periodontitis than for men without it,
according to the report in the
International Journal of Impotence
Research. “Since chronic periodontitis had
been linked with several chronic disor-
ders, it is sensible to recommend daily
inter-dental cleaning to reduce dental
plaque and gingival inflammation,” Zhao
said. “Chronic periodontitis treatment can
control or eliminate inflammation and may
reduce the risk of ED.”

One study in 2013 found that treating
periodontitis improves erectile dysfunc-
tion symptoms. “Furthermore, clinicians
should be aware of the potential role
played by periodontitis disease in the
development of erectile dysfunction,” Zhao
said. The new review did have limitations,
including the fact that erectile dysfunction
and chronic periodontitis are caused by
similar risk factors, such as aging, smoking,
diabetes mellitus and coronary artery dis-
ease. While some studies did account for
diabetes, most did not account for smok-
ing or alcohol consumption, which can
also affect oral health and sexual function,
the authors write. Even after an exhaustive
search, the evidence linking periodontitis
and ED is limited, they write.—Reuters

THE HAGUE: Dutch officials have culled
190,000 ducks on a central Netherlands
farm where inspectors have confirmed
the presence of a highly infectuous
strain of bird flu, officials and local media
said yesterday. The outbreak was detect-
ed at a farm in Biddinghuizen, about 70
kilometers (43 miles) west of
Amsterdam, where about 180,000 ducks
were put down together with another
10,000 within a one kilometer radius, the

Dutch food and safety watchdog NVWA
said. “There are three other poultry farms
within a three kilometer radius and they
are being monitored,” the NVWA added
in a statement.

Authorities have also imposed a ban
on poultry and poultry product trans-
port within a 10 kilometer radius, the
statement said. Tests indicated that
the birds were killed by an H5N8 vari-
ant of the disease “which is highly

infectuous” for poultry-killing about 30
percent of infected birds-but not “very
dangerous to humans”, public news-
caster NOS said. Earlier this month the
Netherlands shuttered petting zoos
and banned duck hunt ing as  i t
stepped up measures to stem a bird
flu outbreak blamed for killing scores
of poultry and more than a thousand
wild birds in the country. 

In the western port of Rotterdam, a

park closed its animal section after sever-
al aquatic birds were found to have died
from the H5N8 virus. Others still not
affected have been penned in. And on
the banks of Lake Markermeer, close to
Amsterdam, about 1,250 wild birds were
found dead earlier this month, local
news reports said. 

The H5N1 strain of bird flu has killed
more than 420 people, mainly in south-
east Asia, since first appearing in 2003.

Another strain of bird flu, H7N9, has
claimed more than 200 lives since
emerging in 2013, according to World
Health Organization figures. 

Avian flu severely hit the Netherlands
in 2003 with health authorities destroy-
ing some 30 million birds in an effort to
quash an outbreak. Around 106 million
chickens are raised on Dutch poultry
farms, according to the latest Dutch sta-
tistics.—AFP

Dutch kill 190,000 ducks to contain bird flu outbreak

JOHANNESBURG: Brightly-painted wards and
colorful furnishings are matched by state-of-the-
art equipment and pioneering operating the-
atres at a new children’s hospital in
Johannesburg honoring Nelson Mandela. After
he led the struggle to dismantle apartheid, one
of Mandela’s most cherished dreams was to
build the first specialist paediatric hospital in
southern Africa. To mark the third anniversary of
his death on December 5, and more than 10
years after he conceived the idea, the Nelson
Mandela Children’s Hospital admits its first
patients on December 2. 

His dream materialized after a successful bat-
tle for funds despite the global economic down-
turn and the difficulties of inspiring donors with-
out Mandela’s charm and iconic presence. “It’s a
miracle, or just short of a miracle. The children’s
hospital was a dream-nothing but a dream and
an idea,” Sibongile Mkhabela, CEO of the Nelson
Mandela Children’s Fund, told AFP on a tour of
one of the new wards. Mandela, who was South
Africa’s first post-apartheid president from 1994
- 1999, officially started the project in July 2009
at the site of an old cricket ground.

‘He loved children’ 
Much of the fund-raising took place as

Mandela became increasingly frail and unable to
lobby for donations. “We needed $100 million
(95 million euros), we had not a penny,” said
Mkhabela.  “It was very difficult to do it without
him... extremely difficult, but people were ready
to hear us, they could relate to the vision. “There
are a number of ways that you can remember Mr
Mandela, he was a statesman. You could build a
statue... but at his core, he loved children.” The
200-bed healthcare facility had to compete for
funding with emergency humanitarian crises in
Syria and elsewhere.

“South Africa was not seen as a big area of
need,” Mkhabela said. Construction finally began
in 2014 as donations came in from philanthro-
pists and businesses including the Bill Gates
Foundation, Kellogg Foundation, Islamic Relief
Worldwide and South African businessman Eric
Samson. Some children even emptied their pig-
gy banks, while ordinary South Africans donated
through a popular text message appeal. The
hospital logo of animated faces was designed by

children, as was the wallpaper in the wards and
along the corridors.

The three-floor critical-care facility will pro-
vide cancer care, kidney and lung treatment, as
well as heart, chest and brain surgery and a
range of other urgent medical needs. It will be
staffed by 450 paediatric nurses who have been
undergoing training over the past five years and
150 specialist doctors, including some from
Canada’s Hospital for Sick Children and John
Hopkins Medicine International in the US.

Pride and excitement 
Built on a plot of land covering 34,000 square

meters (370,000 square feet) in the grounds of
the University of the Witwatersrand, the hospital
will offer free services to those from poorer
backgrounds and only charge those who can
afford it. It is equipped with a wide array of
advanced equipment, including ultra-sensitive
scanners that can detect the “minutest” details
and make “diagnoses that general equipment
might not pick up”, said Joe Seoloane, the hospi-
tal’s project leader.

“It’s a children’s hospital and must specialize
in conditions that are unique to children. “We are
proud and excited that ultimately, come
December 2, we can officially say ‘Africa: here is a
hospital for those conditions that you thought
you need to go to Europe for’.” The hospital will
also offer video broadcasting so that doctors in
outlying areas across southern Africa can learn
from live operations. It will be Africa’s fifth chil-
dren’s hospital: there are two in Egypt, one in
Kenya and a Red Cross hospital in Cape Town, all
of which were built several decades ago. The
hospital will have a radio station streaming
music into the wards to entertain the children
and will also offer on-site accommodation for
parents.—AFP

NEW YORK: Clean energy and environmen-
tal interests usually go hand in hand. But in
western New York, they are battling over
plans to build dozens of wind turbines that
could be among the nation’s tallest, rising
600 feet above the scenic shores of Lake
Ontario. Apex’s proposal to plant 70 pro-
peller turbines amid the farms and towns
east of Niagara Falls is still in its early
stages, but it has already generated thou-
sands of pages of comments, studies and
legal documents considered by state regu-
lators.

Wildlife groups are concerned the tur-
bines could disrupt a major flyway for
migrating birds. Local lawmakers worry
about flight operations being compro-
mised at a nearby military base. Residents
fret about potential health threats from
noise, which are still being studied, and say
views could be dominated by structures
taller than any skyscraper in upstate New
York. “There’s nothing this size on land,”
opponent Pam Atwater said of the turbine
towers proposed by Apex Clean Energy.
“We’re not even really talking about aes-
thetics or anything like that. But of course
it’s going to have an impact. The terrain
here is flat. You can see for miles.”

It ’s a debate playing out as rapidly
improving technology for towers and tur-
bines allow the wind industry to move on
to increasingly taller structures. Federal
Aviation Administration records show that
the vast majority of the hundreds of pro-
posed turbines the agency is reviewing for
air safety would stand at or just below 500
feet. But two other projects in New York -
one in central New York, one in the north-
east corner - have submitted plans for a
combined 70 turbines from 640 to 656 feet
tall, and there are several projects with tow-
ers topping 600 feet in the works in Texas
and Kansas. The tallest towers in the world
now top 700 feet and operate offshore in
Europe.

Charlottesville, Virginia-based Apex, a
major national wind farm developer, said it
hasn’t settled precisely on the turbine size
for the project named Lighthouse Wind,
but noted that taller machines offer greater
yield. “Currently in New York the tallest
wind turbine is just under 500 feet,” Apex
development manager Taylor Quarles told
The Associated Press. “But certainly the
trend in the industry is to go higher as the

consistency and wind speed, essentially the
quality of the wind, does tend to increase
with elevation.”

Seventy turbines is the high end of its
proposal, he said, and it may require only
50 or 60 of the larger machines to achieve
the project ’s goal of generating 201
megawatts of electricity, enough to power
50,000 average New York homes. “There is
this phase where what used to be the off-
shore type of size is now migrating onshore
for more wind resources,” said Yates Town
Supervisor James Simon, a wind farm
opponent. He said that makes people in his
community and the neighboring town of
Somerset, essentially, “guinea pigs.” Atwater
notes that “they’re designed for offshore
use, so there is no place you can go and no
one who can tell you what the impact’s
going to be.”

Local and state authorities
Retired truck driver Howard Pierce,

whose home in Yates is across a street from
one boundary of the project, said he isn’t
worried about environmental issues as
much as the payments landowners will get
for leasing to Apex. “The No. 1 industry in
our town is farming, and the wind farm
would give these farmers a steady income
every year,” Pierce said. “This would not
depend on the commodity prices.”

The project is one of the first tests of a
new state regulatory regime, known as
“Article 10” for the 2011 law that took the
power to approve major energy projects
out of the hands of a mix of local and state
authorities and gave it to a single state
authority, the Board on Electric Generation
Siting and the Environment. There is not
yet a timetable for when the panel will
make a decision. Gov Andrew Cuomo has
set a goal of meeting half the state’s energy
needs from renewable sources by 2030.
One of the challenges to that goal has been
a lull in wind projects since 2013. Installed
capacity grew in leaps from 2000 to 2012
and then stalled, with almost no new
capacity added in recent years, according
to federal Department of Energy statistics.

That has opponents worried the process
will be biased toward approving the proj-
ect. Republican Assemblyman Steve
Hawley, who opposed Article 10 and
Lighthouse Wind, is giving the process a
chance. — AP

COPENHAGEN: It may be past its sell-by date, but
for many Danes it’s a tasty proposition: A super-
market in Copenhagen selling surplus food has
proved to be so popular it recently opened a sec-
ond store. After launching in the gritty inner city
district of Amager earlier this year, the “Wefood”
project earlier this month drew a long line as it
opened a second branch in Norrebro, a trendy
neighborhood popular with left-leaning academ-
ics and immigrants.

Hipsters rubbed shoulders with working class
mums as a cooking school founded by Claus
Meyer-a co-founder of Copenhagen’s celebrated
Noma restaurant-handed out cauliflower soup
and bread made from surplus ingredients.  “It’s
awesome that instead of throwing things out
they are choosing to sell it for money. You sup-
port a good cause,” said Signe Skovgaard
Sorensen, a student, after picking up a bottle of
upscale olive oil for 20 kroner (2.7 euros, $2.9).
“Isn’t it great?” pensioner Olga Fruerlund said,
holding up a jar of sweets that she planned to
give to her grandchildren for Christmas.

The sweets “can last for a hundred years
because there is sugar in them,” she added.
Selling expired food is legal in Denmark as long as

it is clearly advertised and there is no immediate
danger to consuming it. “We look, we smell, we
feel the product and see if it’s still consumable,”
project leader Bassel Hmeidan said. All products
are donated by producers, import and export
companies and local supermarkets, and are col-
lected by Wefood’s staff, all of whom are volun-
teers. The store’s profit goes to charity. Prices are
around half of what they would be elsewhere, but
even its biggest fans would struggle to do their
weekly shop here. The products available depend
on what is available from donors, resulting in an
eclectic mix that changes from day to day. One
weekday afternoon, customers were greeted by a
mountain of Disney and Star Wars-branded pop-
corn, while the fresh fruit section had been
reduced to a handful of rotting apples.

Growing awareness 
Food waste has become an increasingly hot

topic in recent years, with initiatives ranging from
a French ban last year on destroying unsold food
Vproducts, to a global network of cafes serving
dishes with food destined for the scrap heap. The
Britain-based The Real Junk Food Project also
opened the country’s first food waste supermar-

ket in a warehouse near Leeds in September. With
a greater focus than its Danish peer on feeding
the poor, the British project urges customers to
simply “pay as they feel”.

A UN panel said earlier this month that super-
markets’ preference for perfect looking produce
and the use of arbitrary “best before” labels cause
massive food waste that if reversed could feed
the world’s hungry. Nearly 1.3 billion tons of food
are wasted every year, more than enough to sus-
tain the one billion people suffering from hunger
globally, the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) said.

Denmark has managed to reduce its food
waste by 25 percent over the past five years, part-
ly due to the influential “Stop Wasting Food”
group founded by Russian-born activist Selina
Juul in 2008. Juul grew up in the 1980s Soviet
Union and says she was shocked by the amount
of food being thrown away in Denmark when she
moved there as a 13 year old in 1993. “Surplus
food has become very popular,” she said of one of
the measures advocated by the group: offering
heavy discounts on items that are about to expire,
which is now done by most Danish supermarkets.

Supermarkets changing 
Inspired by Juul, one of Denmark’s biggest dis-

count chains, Rema 1000, has become an unlikely
champion in the battle against food waste. Two of
its main initiatives are about reducing waste after
the product has been sold: The company stopped
offering bulk discounts in 2008 so that single-per-
son households would not buy more than they
could eat. Last year it reduced the size and price
of some of its bread loaves for the same reason.
“The biggest problem with food waste is among
the customers,” said John Wagner, the chief exec-
utive of the Danish Grocers’ Association. Regular
supermarkets were becoming better at forecast-
ing demand for different products, but they need-
ed to do more to inform their customers that a lot
of food is edible beyond its expiry date. Wefood
next year plans to open in Aarhus, Denmark’s sec-
ond largest city, but Wagner said the brand was
unlikely to become a major chain. “The problem
should be solved before we get to the point
where we have to give the products to a store like
Wefood,” he said.—AFP

JOHANNESBURG: A picture shows a general view of the Nelson
Mandela Children’s hospital, in Johannesburg, that will be inaugu-
rated.—AFP photos

JOHANNESBURG: A picture shows children public signs and illustra-
tions on the walls of wards a general view of the Nelson Mandela
Children’s hospital, in Johannesburg, that will be inaugurated on
December 2, 2016.

Kids’ hospital fulfills Mandela

dream 3 years after death
children’s hospital was a dream-nothing but a dream and an idea’

JOHANNESBURG: This file photo shows
Nigerian president Muhammadu Buhari giv-
ing an interview to Agence France-presse at
his hotel during the 25th African Summit in
Johannesburg. 

Danish supermarket offers

fresh take on expired food

Upstate NY towns 

embroiled in fight 

over tall wind turbines 

Chronic gum disease tied 

to risk of erectile dysfunction

SOMERSET, New York: In this file photo, people gather to protest the installation of
windmills in Somerset, NY.—AP

COPENHAGEN : This file photo shows people shopping in the Wefood supermarket that sells
food past its sell-by date at Amager in Copenhagen, Denmark. —AFP
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BELGIUM: Belgian comic-strip hero Tintin
helped popularize the 1950s Space Race with
his iconic cartoon rocket; seven decades on
from the boy reporter’s “Destination Moon”,
his country is finally getting its own version of
NASA. The Interfederal Space Agency of
Belgium (ISAB) will be set up next year, sci-
ence minister Elke Sleurs said, arguing that it
would help a local industry hang on to what
is now a 5-percent share of the EU’s 7 billion-
euro a year space industry. 

Challenges from the likes of rising powers
India and China and changing rules for EU-
wide tenders meant Belgium should pool

resources to help its companies compete, she
said: “If we just keep the status quo, we risk
losing out on space contracts.” About 60 firms
in the local sector include the 96-year-old
SABCA, which has worked on Europe’s Ariane
rocket program.

Images from Tintin space stories, starting
with “Destination Moon” in 1950, have
become Belgian national treasures and fed
popular fascination worldwide with cosmic
adventure. A single original drawing by his
creator Herge from 1954’s “Explorers on the
Moon” sold last week in Paris for 1.55 million
euros.—Reuters

TSHIPISE, South Africa: In another life,
Lynn was a sniper in Afghanistan, Damien
trained paramilitary forces in Iraq, and John
worked undercover infiltrating drug cartels
in central America. Now all three are back
in action, this time fighting what they
describe as a “war” against poachers in
southern Africa as the killing of rhinos esca-
lates into a crisis that threatens the survival
of the species.

In 2008, less than 100 rhinos were
poached in South Africa, but in recent years
numbers have rocketed with nearly 1,200
killed in 2015 alone. Faced with such
slaughter, conservationists and govern-
ment authorities have been desperately
searching for ways to protect the animals.

Many ideas have been tried, including
drones, tracking dogs, satellite imagery,
DNA analysis, hidden cameras and even
cutting horns off live animals before poach-
ers can get to them. But the killing has con-
tinued, and now military veterans from the
United States, Australia and elsewhere have
been drafted to bring their expertise to the
uphill battle to save the rhinos. “You have
animals who are targeted by people using
automatic weapons,” Damien Mander, a for-
mer Australian Navy special forces officer,
told AFP. “You cannot go to the communi-
ties and ask them nicely to stop. This is a
war. We are fighting a war out there.”

Lessons from the frontline   
Mander, who spent three years serving

in Iraq, is the founder of the International
Anti-Poaching Foundation, which supports
anti-poaching rangers through training
and promotes “direct action” to protect rhi-
no. “The only thing that is going to buy
time for (conservation) initiatives is well-
trained, well-equipped rangers who are
willing to go every day and risk their lives,”
he said. “I was programmed to destroy. I am
now programmed to protect.”

Wearing a military jacket, his arms cov-
ered in tattoos, Lynn Westover is putting
his military background to good use by
running a two-day training course on a
reserve in the northern province of
Limpopo.  Attended by a dozen rangers
and local ranch owners, the course, which
is packed with military jargon, offers a wide
range of instruction from how to disarm
poachers to analyzing footprints and even
communicating with helicopter pilots. 

Westover, 35, says his military career,
which took him from Afghanistan and Iraq
to Nigeria and also saw him working in
southeast Asia, Latin America and Nigeria,
has given him valuable experience to pass

on. “I am still doing the same kind of work,
but I am changing who I am impacting for
a greater good,” said Westover, an American
who comes from Seattle. “It is repurposing
because you feel a sense of unity and pride.
I feel that I am giving these rangers a better
chance of survival.”

He works for Vetpaw ( Veterans
Empowered to Protect African Wildlife), a
New York-based group that helps former
servicemen to develop new careers using
their military skills. Another veteran finding
a new purpose in the South African bush is
‘John’ a pseudonym-who agrees that ex-
servicemen bring unique skills to the
poaching problem. “The behavior of a
poacher, a drug trafficker or terrorist is the
same,” he said.

The cost of war   
But the so-called “green militarization” of

anti-poaching work-a term for the involve-
ment of ex-military in conservation work-
has aroused strong criticism, with some
saying local men suspected of being
poachers are being killed indiscriminately.
No figures are available, but some of the
dead are from Mozambique, which borders
on South Africa’s Kruger National Park. “It
alienates local people and turns conserva-
tion areas into fortresses,” said Libby
Lunstrum, a professor at Canada’s York
University who specializes in poaching.

Without giving numbers, she told AFP
that “a lot” of young men had been shot
and buried in the border area. “It has a dev-
astating impact on communities who are
less likely to support conservation because
they see park rangers as people who kill
their loved ones.” Even so, charity groups
such as the International Fund for Animal
Welfare (IFAW) are also tapping into battle-
field expertise and hiring former US intelli-
gence officers.

Fighting fire with fire   
“It is not unusual to see animals killed by

automatic weapons,” Celine Sissler-
Bienvenu, a director of IFAW, told AFP.
“When we are in a war context, we have no
other means than to respond using a simi-
lar force.” For ranch owners like Howard
Knott, who attended the training course,
any assistance is welcome as demand for
rhino horn soars in China and Vietnam,
where it is prized for its alleged medicinal
properties. Knott has lost four rhinos in the
last two years, while one neighbor lost four
in just one week this October. “We really
appreciate what they have come to do and
teach our guys,” he said.—AFP

WASHINGTON: President Barack Obama took on
the problems of a lack of access to health care
and high cost, but he and Democrats paid a
political price. President-elect Donald Trump has
promised to undo much of what Obama put in
place, and pledged to make the system better.
Although Trump is lacking in specifics, he seems
to want to make costs his priority. States, insur-
ers, businesses, and individuals would get more
leeway to sort out access. Health care keenly
reflects the country’s deep political divide. A look
at some lessons Trump might learn from Obama’s
rough ride:

The perils of promises
Obama promised that “if you like your health

care plan, you can keep it.” But then several mil-
lion people were threatened with the loss of poli-
cies that didn’t conform to his overhaul. Obama
said premiums would come down, too. Trump
hasn’t made such specific promises, yet it may
already be too late for him. In the campaign,
Trump made it sound like replacing the law
would be quick and easy, and people would be
widely satisfied with the results.

Consider his idea for allowing insurers to sell
policies across state lines. “Get rid of the artificial
lines and you will have yourself great plans,”
Trump said. That ignores practical issues such as
whether an insurer in Houston can set up a
viable network of doctors in New York. “There are
no easy solutions in health care,” said Jim
Capretta, a health policy expert with the busi-
ness-oriented American Enterprise Institute.
“Whatever is done will necessarily involve some
trade-offs, and winners and losers. There are
political risks associated with every kind of policy
proposal.”

Medicare and Medicaid
As a candidate in 2008, then-Sen. Obama pro-

posed requiring parents to get health insurance
for their children, one of several steps to move
toward coverage for all.  As president, he
embraced a broader “individual mandate” requir-
ing most people to be covered. Enforced with
fines from the IRS, it’s been unpopular from the
start. Separately, Obama and a Democratic-led
Congress financed part of the coverage expan-
sion in the Affordable Care Act with cuts in
Medicare payments to service providers. That
was an unwelcome surprise to older people.
Even if Medicare cuts improved the program’s
balance sheet, older voters helped deliver the
House to Republicans in 2010, a few months after
Obama signed the overhaul.

Trump has promised not to cut Medicare, but
Republican leaders in Congress want to revamp
the program to provide future retirees with a
fixed amount to purchase private insurance. Will
Trump go along? Trump initially also said he
wouldn’t cut Medicaid, the health care program
for low-income people. During the campaign,
though, his views shifted to backing a “block
grant” that would limit federal money to states
and could result in big cuts. Medicare and
Medicaid have been around for more than 50
years and are politically popular. Most people,
including Republicans, don’t equate the pro-
grams with the health law. So Trump could be
left exposed.

Going it alone
Democrats passed the 2010 law over solid

GOP opposition. Progressives blamed Republican
obstinacy and said the overhaul contained many
provisions with a centrist, even Republican, pedi-
gree. But the lack of bipartisan support stoked
years of opposition. Trump’s ability to win over
some Democrats will determine whether his
ideas are remembered as a fleeting lurch to the
political right or a lasting course correction. At
the moment, it’s hard to detect any glimmer of
bipartisanship. “If President Trump succeeds in
getting the ACA repealed, he and the
Republicans will ‘own’ America’s health care sys-

What Trump can learn from 

Obama’s rough ride on health care 

‘If you like your health care plan, you can keep it’

PHOENIX: In this June 17, 2013, file photo, Arizona Gov Jan Brewer signs the Medicaid expan-
sion law in Phoenix.

PHOENIX: In this June 17, 2013, file photo, Arizona Gov Jan Brewer signs the Medicaid expan-
sion law in Phoenix.

tem,” said Ron Pollack of Families USA, a leading
advocate for Obama’s law. “As tens of millions
of people lose coverage, the blame will go
squarely onto the shoulders of those who engi-
neered the repeal.”

People live here
When Obama signed the measure into law,

Democrats hailed it as the fulfillment of historic
aspirations to close the last major hole in the
nation’s social safety net. If Trump gets to sign
“repeal and replace” legislation, the rhetoric will be
about getting government off people’s backs and
giving consumers the options they really needed.

How will the reality measure up?
Obama’s law has been a lifeline for many

people who previously could not get coverage.
For others it brought unwanted legal obliga-
tions and expenses that burdened household
budgets. 

The law did not hold back the trend of rising
out-of-pocket costs for those with employer
coverage. People worry about the overall afford-
ability of their health care, said Larry Levitt of
the nonpartisan Kaiser Family Foundation.
Consumers have gotten savvy that out-of-pock-
et costs, which come on top of premiums, erode
the value of their insurance card.

“Republicans may be tempted to push insur-
ance premiums down by allowing insurers to
offer skimpier coverage with fewer benefits and
higher deductibles,” he said. “That’s not likely to
satisfy consumers in the end.”—AP

Destination Moon?

Belgium joins the space race

Military veterans seek new 

role in S Africa poaching war

MUSINA, South Africa: This file photo taken on November 10, 2016 shows dehorned
rhinos roaming in the Kuduland Reserve as rangers take part in a joint intense anti-
poaching training program with US military veterans.—AFP
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Indian Learners Own Academy organized a
two days’ workshop for the Principals and
aspiring Principals of Kuwait Chapter

Schools, under the  aegis of the Council of CBSE
Affiliated Schools in the Gulf, at the LOA
Auditorium.

The theme of this workshop was “ THE
LEARNER- KEY TO SCHOOL EXCELLENCE .” The
Resource Person was Dr. Senthil Kumaran, who
is the Co-founder and Chief Confluencer of ‘The
Learners Confluence’. The host institution invit-
ed H. E. Mr. Sunil Jain, the Honorable
Ambassador of India to Kuwait as the Chief
Guest for the inaugural ceremony.

The auditorium was illumined with intellec-
tuals and the inaugural ceremony commenced
with the lighting of the lamp by His Excellency-
Mr. Sunil Jain. Honorable Principal and
Convener of Council of CBSE Schools, Kuwait
Chapter - Mrs.  Asha Sharma, introduced the
esteemed Chief Guest and the Resource Person.
She also welcomed all the dignitaries and par-
ticipants from various Indian Schools of Kuwait.
Mr. D.K. Sharma, the Chairman of ILOA also
graced the occasion.

His Excellency- Mr. Sunil Jain  addressed the
gathering and felt honored to be the Chief
Guest. He also stressed on the need to extend

quality education for the growing Indian com-
munity in Kuwait, and congratulated Mrs. Asha
Sharma for organizing this workshop. The inau-
gural ceremony concluded with a photo ses-
sion. The host institution ensured that every
aspect of the event was organized with great
care.

The first day session began after a tea break
and handouts were given to all the participants.

Dr. Senthil Kumaran started the session by
introducing the ABC of education system:-

A- Awareness
B- Building competency and capabilities
C- Change 
Each school should have a VMV i.e.

Vision Mission Values.
Dr. Senthil further elaborated that for any

institution to bring about a positive change, we
should have uniqueness in our practices. To
achieve this, we must follow the formula -

4A+ 2I = C, where the 4 A’s are awareness,
assessment, acceptance and attitude. The 2 I’s
are  I=individual & I= Institution. This will lead to
C= change.

The following points were also included:-
l Learning should be continual and not con-

tinuous.
l Institutions should identify individuals from

time to time.
l Institutions should check their lesson plans

and keep modifying (if required) from time
to time.

l Examination Committee should make a note
about the errors in the question papers and
be careful next time.

l Worksheets should be personalized and
according to the level of each child.

l Repeated behaviour and pattern to be
changed by teachers.

Before the lunch break, an interesting activi-
ty named ‘Bingo’ was conducted. This helped all
the participants to know more about each oth-
er. Each one enjoyed a lot and then proceeded
for a lunch break. After a wonderful lunch, Dr.
Senthil started the next topic-

“The Learner- Bridging Expectations &
Needs.” Dr. Senthil expressed that, to know
about the learner, it is important to have the
parental profile. He made the session very inter-
active and following points were discussed:-
l Evolving of child is the process of learning

and learning happens through the practices
of school.

l Opportunities should be given to a child to
improve their performance.

l Let students take responsibility for their own
work. This will help them to evolve.

l Every child needs some motivation to suc-
ceed.
Day 2, began with the topic on Empowering

the Learner- Tools & Strategies. 
Co-operative learning:- We must create

space for co-operative learning. 
To show the importance and effect of co-

operative learning, teachers were asked to per-
form a hilarious activity wherein teachers
formed  groups to perform-skit, role play, story

writing, poetry writing and enacting etc.
The following points were also covered :-

l Let students be exposed to problems and let
them learn to find the solution.

l Teachers should ask open ended questions.
l Use technology appropriately and to a limit.

Do not overuse it.
l Plan for a desired objective.
l A teacher should get connected to the

learner emotionally.
l Form an obituary- A personal vision for your-

self.
Finally the session concluded with a very

meaningful statement-  “STOP TEACHING AND
START REACHING.”

Mrs. Asha Sharma graciously thanked all the
participants for being a part of the workshop
and requested one member from each school
to express their views about the workshop. 

Dr. Senthil Kumaran accorded the certifi-
cates to each participant who attended the
workshop.

The workshop was indeed a wonderful
learning experience. A very interactive session
with lot of examples given from our day to day
life and also from the schools around the globe.
It’s time for us to pull up our socks and start
introspecting ourselves.

ILOA ORGANIZES TWO DAYS’ WORKSHOP FOR

KUWAIT CHAPTER CBSE SCHOOLS

The Australian College of Kuwait
(ACK) proudly hosted the Kuwait
Oil Company (KOC) information

Exhibition. The event was organized by
the Alumni and Career Placement Center
at ACK, in collaboration with the Training
and Career Development Department at
KOC, in order to raise awareness on inte-
gral departments which play a key role in
KOC’s operations as well providing an
opportunity for students to meet ACK
Alumni currently working at KOC. 

The 2 day informative event opened
by the Acting Deputy Chief Executive
Officer, Administration and Finance at
KOC, Mr. Menahi Saeed Al-Anzi and the
Chairman of ACK, Mr. Abdullah Al
Sharhan. A showcase was held, covering
20 booths from various KOC depart-
ments such as, Human Resources, Public

Relations & Information, Training and
Career Development, Development
Drilling, Field Development, Gas Fields
Development, Exploration, Heavy Oil,
Deep Drilling, Drilling Engineering,
Medical Group, Health Safety &
Environment, Export Operations &
Marine Operations and more. 

The mission of the Alumni and Career
Placement Center at ACK is to maintain
and support the relationship between
ACK and all its graduates through quality
career services and outstanding benefits.
The Center offers a myriad of services
and benefits to ACK Alumni that range
from personal to professional develop-
ment, such as career counseling, assis-
tance in securing career opportunities,
networking platforms, community servic-
es and much more.

Mohamed Naser Al-Sayer (MNSS) Toyota
Genuine Spare Parts Division, one of the
Al-Sayer Group Holding Companies,

organized its 3rd Annual Skills Contest 2016 in
logistic and warehouse category at the parts dis-
tribution center Subhan as a part of one of its key
objective of fostering skill level of manpower. 

Skill contest program in Logistics and
Warehouse was introduced by the Warehouse
team lead by Shafeer Ali Manager, Logistics and
warehouse to align with the strategic objective
of the functional area and also to achieve the
goal of ‘perfect order mechanism’, thus ensure
the sustainability, accuracy and the speed of
logistics operation of Toyota Genuine Parts in
Kuwait. 

The event program included  on-stage com-
petition among the top three contestants in the
parts picking process followed by the awarding
ceremony, entertainment act by the employees
and dinner. Top three performers were selected
from a pool of 25 contestants based on their
theoretical and practical capabilities and were
honored with Toyota plagues, certificates and
cash awards. 

The event was attended by Bengt Kurt
Schultz COO Al-Sayer Group holding, Mohamed
Hilal Business Director Spare parts MNSS,
Ibrahim Al Fouzan Business Director Service
MNSS, Jacques Feghali Chief Human Resource
Officer, Saied Mohamed Al Shurafa Deputy
General Manager Parts and Accessories Sales

MNSS, Senior Managers, Managers and distin-
guished team members from Al-Sayer Toyota
Parts division.

A captivating venue representing a vintage ship
was set by the employees exclusively fabricated
with the reusable byproducts from the Warehouse
which perfectly complimented to the groups com-
mon goal of “Environment Friendly Operation”.
Mohamed Hilal Business Director Spare parts wel-
comed all the dignitaries and expressed his vision-
ary goal of sustaining highest customer and
employee satisfaction in the industry.  He also
thanked all the participants and contestants of the
event for their dedicated efforts in making the pro-
gram a milestone event in the history of MNSS.   

Bengt Schultz Chief Operating Officer
addressed the gathering and appreciated the
efforts of the Spare parts team in retaining the
position as one of the world best facility and
operation standard among the Toyota distribu-
tors. Jacques Feghali CHRO highlighted that such
events will challenge the employees their capabil-
ities and will ultimately lead to the goal of
employee development. 

“In order to   support  our common goals
towards environmental friendly approach we
have taken keen attention to completely avoid
using any sort of disposable materials or non-bio
degradable materials. Once again this is a real life
example  for an excellent  team work with care
and precision. Our team spent extra  hours  to
ensure its  on time completion, without affecting
daily business operations  or our customer serv-
ice.” Hilal said commenting on the well-coordinat-
ed efforts by warehouse, inventory, marketing, IT
and logistics team.

ACK hosts KOC’s 

Information Exhibition

Toyota Genuine Spare Parts hold 3rd Annual Skills Contest

Mr. Abdullah and Mr. Menahi shaking hands

Mr. Abdullah Al Sharhan and Mr. Menahi
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Red Bull BC One Cypher World Final is
returning to Japan on December 3, this
time in the incredible city of Nagoya,

the country’s third largest city and a bustling
hub for Hip Hop. B-Boy C-Sick will be joining
sixteen of the best B-Boys on the planet will
go head-to-head in knockout battles to deter-
mine who will be the one. The event will be
broadcast live on Red Bull TV.

As Red Bull BC One entered its 13th year,
big changes marked the year. In order to open
up the event year-round to the wider commu-
nity, the six regional Finals were replaced with
Red Bull BC One Camps all over the world as
an attempt to go back to the core of what

breaking is all about: culture. The World Final
will once again be invitation only, with the
exception of one name to be determined by a
Last Chance Cypher where all cypher winners
throughout the year will compete for one
open spot that will conclude the line-up.

This Last Chance Cypher will represent an
incredible cultural exchange, as B-Boys will
come in from all over the world to prove their
skills on the dance floor and battle in an
attempt to earn that one coveted spot on the
ultimate stage. The winner will compete in
the World Final alongside a line-up of Wild
Card entries, chosen by an international team
of B-Boy experts. 

Last year, millions of spectators tuned in
from around the world to see USA’s Victor
take the belt in Rome. Each year the stakes
become higher and the competition tougher,
as breakers continue to evolve the art form. It
will be an unbelievable week of events not to
be missed. Kuwaiti winner b-boy C-Sick was
part of last year’s battle; the incredibly talent-
ed break-dancer has won the National Cypher
three times in a row in 2014, 2015 and 2016!

“I cannot believe I was able to make it
again this year! I am extremely excited to
battle against the best b-boys from all
around the world for the third time,” said b-
boy C-Sick.

38 Cypher Winners will Compete for a Spot in the World Final

C-Sick to Japan for the final of Red Bull BC One

Landmark Group, the region’s leading
retail and hospitality conglomerate, held
its 20th anniversary raffle draw on

Thursday 17 November at The Avenues . 
The exciting draw event welcomed hun-

dreds of shoppers who were eager to be one
of the lucky raffle draw winners. The special
promotion campaign that was launched from
25 October - 13 November 2016 recorded a
huge success, with over 200,000 number of
participants entering the draw. The Draw
event attracted large crowd at the Avenues.
Lots of games and activities were held for fam-
ilies and kids while free giveaways were dis-
tributed to the audiences. 

Celebrating the campaign’s success, Saibal

Basu, Chief Operating Officer, Landmark Group
Kuwait said: “We are extremely proud that
many of our loyal customers came to join us
for our 20th anniversary at The Avenues . This
is a major milestone for us and we are pleased
to share this moment with our customers and
the wider public in Kuwait. Operating in
Kuwait since 1996, we aim to continue grow-
ing with our customers and present them with
the latest range pf products and the best cus-
tomer service.” 

One of the lucky Winners said: “I was
thrilled to receive a call from Landmark office
informing me that I had won the Grand Prize. I
have been a customer of Landmark for 12
Years. I hold Shukran card and I am very satis-

fied with their brands, products & services
they provide.” 

Over the years Landmark Group has suc-
cessfully grown into one of the largest and
most successful retail organizations in the
Middle East and India. Today, the Group oper-
ates close to 2,400 stores in over 20 countries,
encompassing a wide range of diverse retail
and hospitality concepts. The best measure of
this success is the 15 million plus Shukran
Loyalty Members across the Middle East who
choose Landmark brands as their preferred
shopping destination. In Kuwait, Landmark
Group has a wide network of brands including
- Centrepoint, Babyshop, Splash, Shoe Mart,
Lifestyle, Iconic, Max, Home Centre,

Shoexpress, Paprika, Bossini, and franchise
brands like New Look, YOURS London,
Dumond, Steve Madden, Aerosoles, Pablosky
& Carpisa.  The Group also has a host of hospi-
tality brands like Fitness First, Zafran, Max
Restaurant, Centrepoint Cafes & Fun City.
Enjoying unparalleled customer acceptance,
Landmark Group in Kuwait is poised for phe-
nomenal growth in the coming years. 

The 20 lucky winners are: 
1. Mohammed Mahmoud Hassoun  (41336 )
2. Alfia Nail (95219)
3. Hamza Mohammed (49629 )
4. Wasming Hawton (276200 )
5. Mossa Alottebi (55974 )
6. Azari Abrahim  (71017)

7. Sultan Hassan (136513)
8. Hassan Habeb(255680)
9. Fahed Khalid(111113)
10. Ahmed Qasem(236162)
11. Zahra Mohammed(193459)
12. Reem Mubarak(33637)
13. Shima Alomeray(221033)
14. Jammel M Lauriteo (81054)
15. Assma Gabrel(99856)
16. Fatima Amer(60589)
17. Amer Essa(161114)
18. John Tomas(195701)
19. Nashwa Wagdy(193817)
20. Khadiga Ali(20289) 
Kindly Contact Landmark Group Office to

Collect Your Prizes. Tel: 22909909

Landmark Group holds its 20th Anniversary -Grand Prize Winners

Special day for the Month of 

November 2016 - Head Gear Day

ICSK Jr. conducted head gear day as a special day for Kindergarten Section on Wednesday 9th Nov 2016.  Anything out of ordinary always attracts
attention. Children were asked to wear fancy hats and come to school. The little stars had great fun with special vibrant hats on their heads. The tiny
tots of LKG and UKG children were all excited and proud of their colourful head gear. It was a feast to the eyes to see the little ones wearing different

types of creatively decorated hats such as balloon hat, flower hat, Rabbit hat, feather, vegetable hat etc. The initiative and effort put in by the parents is
indeed commendable. 

Embassy of Cuba to open 

condolence book

The Embassy of Cuba in Kuwait informs with  deep regret that Commandant in Chief Fidel
Castro Ruz,  historical leader and founder of the Cuban Revolution passed away on Friday
25TH OF November. A condolence book will be opened at the Embassy from  Monday 28

November to Sunday  December 4, from 09 00 to 13 00 hours and from 16.00 to 18.00 hours at
the  Embassy, located at Al -Rawda,  Block 3 Shabab Ahmed Al Bahar, St. House 74.
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THE AGE OF ADALINE ON OSN MOVIES HD

BRICK MANSIONS ON OSN MOVIES ACTION HD

01:00 Lila & Eve
03:00 Pixels
05:00 A Birderʼs Guide To
Everything
07:00 Ant-Man
09:00 Pixels
11:00 Jackie & Ryan
12:45 Miss You Already
14:45 The Two Faces Of January
16:30 The Age Of Adaline
18:30 Everest
20:30 Avengers: Age Of Ultron
23:00 The Man From U.N.C.L.E.

00:10 To Catch A Smuggler
01:00 Big Fix Alaska
02:00 Big Fish, Texas
02:55 The Happenings
03:50 To Catch A Smuggler
04:45 Ultimate Survival Alaska
05:40 Donʼt Tell My Mother
06:05 Donʼt Tell My Mother
06:35 Taiwan To The World 4
07:30 Yukon Gold
08:25 Americaʼs Lost Treasures
09:20 Ultimate Survival Alaska
10:15 Taiwan: Island Of Fish
11:10 Wicked Tuna: North vs South
12:05 Air Crash Investigation
13:00 Americaʼs Lost Treasures
14:00 Big Fix Alaska
15:00 Taiwan: Island Of Fish
16:00 Big Fish, Texas
17:00 Wicked Tuna: North vs South
18:00 Air Crash Investigation
19:00 Taiwan: Island Of Fish
20:00 Big Fish, Texas
20:50 Wicked Tuna: North vs South
21:40 Air Crash Investigation
22:30 Taiwan: Island Of Fish
23:20 Donʼt Tell My Mother
23:45 Donʼt Tell My Mother

FRANKENWEENIE ON OSN MOVIES FAMILY HD

00:00 Army Of Darkness
02:00 Blue Streak
04:00 Bill & Tedʼs Bogus Journey
06:00 Honeymooners
08:00 Superfast
10:00 Bill & Tedʼs Bogus Journey
12:00 The Single Moms Club
14:00 Caveman
16:00 Superfast
18:00 Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2
20:00 Talladega Nights
22:00 Are You Here

01:00 Stone Markers
03:00 Decoding Annie Parker
05:00 Parkland
07:00 Half Of A Yellow Sun
09:00 Wuthering Heights
11:00 Stone Markers
12:30 Love & Mercy
14:30 The Education Of Little Tree
16:30 Wuthering Heights
18:30 Mystic River
21:00 A Civil Action
23:00 The Motel Life

00:50 Gator Boys
01:45 Mountain Monsters
02:40 Weird Creatures With Nick
Baker
03:35 Mutant Planet
04:25 Mutant Planet
05:15 Mutant Planet
06:02 Weird Creatures With Nick
Baker
06:49 Weird Creatures With Nick
Baker
07:36 Swamp Brothers
08:00 Swamp Brothers
08:25 Too Cute! Pint-Sized
09:15 Big Fish Man
10:10 Mutant Planet
11:05 Tanked
12:00 Too Cute! Pint-Sized
12:55 Bondi Vet
13:50 Big Fish Man
14:45 Gator Boys
15:40 Mutant Planet
16:35 Tanked
17:30 The Real Lion Queen
18:25 River Monsters
19:20 Dr. Dee: Alaska Vet
20:15 Tanked
21:10 Into The Pride
22:05 Mutant Planet
23:00 Dr. Dee: Alaska Vet
23:55 Gator Boys

00:00 Fred Dinenage: Murder
Casebook
01:00 The Haunting Of...
02:00 My Haunted House
03:00 Robbie Coltraneʼs Critical
Evidence
04:00 Fred Dinenage: Murder
Casebook
05:00 The Haunting Of...
06:00 My Haunted House
07:00 Homicide Hunter
08:00 Fred Dinenage: Murder
Casebook
09:00 Crime Stories
10:00 The First 48
11:00 It Takes A Killer
11:30 Frenemies
12:00 Crimes That Shook Britain
13:00 Killers
14:00 Fred Dinenage: Murder
Casebook
15:00 Crime Stories
16:00 It Takes A Killer
16:30 Frenemies
17:00 The First 48
18:00 Killers
19:00 Crimes That Shook Britain
20:00 Fred Dinenage: Murder
Casebook
21:00 It Takes A Killer
21:30 Frenemies
22:00 Crime Stories
23:00 Tbc

00:20 Worldʼs Deadliest
01:10 Caught In The Act
02:00 Worldʼs Deadliest
02:50 Wild Case Files
03:45 Baby Animals In The Wild
04:40 The Incredible Dr. Pol
05:35 Worldʼs Deadliest
06:30 Wild Case Files
07:25 Baby Animals In The Wild
08:20 The Incredible Dr. Pol
09:15 Unlikely Animal Friends
10:10 Jobs That Bite!
11:05 The Rise Of Black Wolf
12:00 Built For The Kill
12:55 Surviving The Serengeti
13:50 Wild Case Files
14:45 Baby Animals In The Wild

00:45 The Helpers
02:15 Inside
03:45 Metro
06:15 Ladder 49
08:15 Brick Mansions
10:15 The Mark: Redemption
12:15 Batman Unlimited: Monster
Mayhem
13:45 Ladder 49
15:45 Close Range
17:30 Brick Mansions
19:30 Divergent
22:00 Mercury Rising

00:20 Wheeler Dealers
01:10 Car vs Wild
02:00 Sherpa
03:40 Fast Nʼ Loud: Demolition
Theatre
04:30 Whatʼs In The Barn?
05:00 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
05:30 How Do They Do It?
06:00 Deadliest Catch
06:50 Wheeler Dealers
07:40 Fast Nʼ Loud: Demolition
Theatre
08:30 Gold Divers
09:20 Whatʼs In The Barn?
09:45 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars

00:40 A Haunting
01:30 Paranormal Lockdown
02:20 Alaska Haunting
03:10 The Haunted
04:00 Paranormal Lockdown
04:48 I Almost Got Away With It
05:36 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
06:24 Southern Fried Homicide
07:12 Nowhere To Hide
08:00 Disappeared
08:50 I Almost Got Away With It
09:40 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
10:30 Southern Fried Homicide
11:20 Mansions & Murders
12:10 Evil Online

00:10 Hank Zipzer
00:35 Binny And The Ghost
01:00 Violetta
01:45 The Hive
01:50 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
02:15 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
02:40 Hank Zipzer
03:05 Binny And The Ghost
03:30 Violetta
04:15 The Hive
04:20 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
04:45 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
05:10 Hank Zipzer
05:35 Binny And The Ghost
06:00 Violetta
06:45 The Hive
06:50 Mouk
07:00 Jessie
07:25 Jessie
07:50 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
08:15 Tsum Tsum Shorts
08:20 Elena Of Avalor
08:45 Bunkʼd
09:10 Austin & Ally
09:35 Shake It Up
10:00 A.N.T. Farm
10:25 A.N.T. Farm
10:50 Thatʼs So Raven
11:15 Thatʼs So Raven
11:40 Good Luck Charlie
12:05 Good Luck Charlie
12:30 Jessie
12:55 Disney Mickey Mouse
13:00 The 7D
13:15 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
13:40 Hank Zipzer
14:05 Star Darlings
14:10 Austin & Ally
14:35 Austin & Ally
15:00 Dog With A Blog
15:25 Jessie
15:50 Rolling To The Ronks
16:15 Hank Zipzer
16:40 Bunkʼd
17:05 Star Darlings
17:10 Elena Of Avalor
17:35 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
18:25 Descendants Wicked World
18:30 Liv And Maddie
18:55 Disney Mickey Mouse
19:00 Jessie
19:25 Star Darlings
19:30 Best Friends Whenever
19:55 Descendants Wicked World
20:00 Dog With A Blog
20:25 Tsum Tsum Shorts
20:30 Jessie
20:55 Liv And Maddie
21:20 Austin & Ally
22:10 Girl Meets World
22:35 H2O: Just Add Water
23:00 Binny And The Ghost
23:25 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch

00:00 Doc McStuffins
00:30 Minnieʼs Bow-Toons
00:35 Zou
00:50 Loopdidoo
01:05 Art Attack
01:30 Henry Hugglemonster
01:45 Calimero
02:00 Zou
02:15 Loopdidoo
02:30 Art Attack
03:00 Calimero
03:15 Zou
03:30 Loopdidoo
03:45 Art Attack
04:10 Henry Hugglemonster
04:20 Calimero
04:45 Loopdidoo
05:00 Art Attack
05:25 Henry Hugglemonster
05:35 Calimero
05:50 Zou
06:00 Loopdidoo
06:15 Art Attack
06:35 Henry Hugglemonster
06:50 Calimero
07:00 Zou
07:20 Loopdidoo
07:35 Art Attack
08:00 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
08:30 Sheriff Callieʼs Wild West
09:00 The Lion Guard
09:30 Miles From Tomorrow
09:40 Goldie & Bear
10:00 Sheriff Callieʼs Wild West
10:10 Doc McStuffins
10:30 PJ Masks
10:40 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
11:00 Sofia The First
11:30 Doc McStuffins
12:00 Goldie & Bear
12:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates

13:00 Loopdidoo
13:15 Sheriff Callieʼs Wild West
13:45 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
14:15 Henry Hugglemonster
14:30 Doc McStuffins
15:00 Sofia The First
15:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
16:00 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
16:30 Doc McStuffins
17:00 The Lion Guard
17:30 PJ Masks
18:00 Sofia The First
18:30 Goldie & Bear
19:00 Miles From Tomorrow
19:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
20:00 Doc McStuffins
20:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
21:00 PJ Masks
21:30 The Lion Guard
22:00 PJ Masks
22:30 PJ Masks
23:00 Sheriff Callieʼs Wild West

06:00 Star vs The Forces Of Evil
06:25 K.C. Undercover
06:50 The 7D
07:00 Phineas & Ferb
07:15 Atomic Puppet
07:40 Danger Mouse
07:50 Counterfeit Cat
08:05 Future Worm
08:10 Gravity Falls
08:35 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
09:00 Supa Strikas
09:25 Supa Strikas
09:50 Danger Mouse
10:20 Annedroids
10:45 Annedroids
11:10 Counterfeit Cat
11:35 K.C. Undercover
12:00 K.C. Undercover
12:30 Gravity Falls
12:55 Lab Rats Elite Force
13:20 Lab Rats Elite Force
13:45 Phineas And Ferb
14:10 Disney Mickey Mouse
14:15 Supa Strikas
14:40 Supa Strikas
15:05 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
15:30 Danger Mouse
15:55 Kirby Buckets
16:25 K.C. Undercover
16:50 Annedroids
17:15 Gamerʼs Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
17:40 K.C. Undercover
18:05 Future Worm
18:10 Gravity Falls
18:35 Counterfeit Cat
19:00 Star Wars Freemaker
Adventures
19:25 Supa Strikas
19:55 K.C. Undercover
20:20 Gamerʼs Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
20:45 Mighty Med
21:10 Pickle And Peanut

21:40 Disney Mickey Mouse
21:45 Guardians Of The Galaxy
22:10 Marvel Ultimate Spider-Man
vs The Sinister
22:35 Boyster

00:20 Pawn Stars Australia
00:45 Pawn Stars Australia
01:10 American Restoration
02:00 Storage Wars
02:25 Storage Wars: Best Of
02:50 Ice Road Truckers
03:40 American Restoration
04:30 Pawn Stars
05:00 Britainʼs Bloody Crown: War
Of The Roses
06:00 Big Rig Bounty Hunters
06:25 Big Rig Bounty Hunters
06:50 American Pickers
07:40 Pawn Stars
08:05 Pawn Stars
08:30 Storage Wars Texas
08:55 American Restoration
09:45 Leepu And Pitbull
10:35 Shipping Wars
11:00 Shipping Wars
11:25 Hoard Hunters
12:15 Swamp People
13:05 Ax Men
13:55 Pawn Stars
14:20 Pawn Stars
14:45 Pawn Stars Australia
15:10 Pawn Stars Australia
15:35 Pawn Stars
16:00 American Pickers
16:50 Storage Wars
17:15 Storage Wars: Best Of
17:40 Mountain Men - Closest Calls
18:30 Hoard Hunters
19:20 American Pickers
20:10 Pawn Stars
20:35 Pawn Stars
21:00 Ozzy & Jackʼs World Detour
21:50 Aussie Pickers

00:10 Eat Street
00:35 Top Tables, Top Cities
01:00 Maximum Foodie
01:25 Top Tables, Top Cities
01:50 Top Tables, Top Cities
02:15 Eat Street
02:40 Meat v Veg
03:05 Raw Travel
03:30 Raw Travel
03:55 The Shelbourne
04:20 The Shelbourne
04:45 George Clarkeʼs Amazing
Spaces
05:35 Carnival Eats
06:00 Carnival Eats
06:25 Maverick Chef
06:50 Maximum Foodie
07:15 Top Tables, Top Cities
07:40 Top Tables, Top Cities
08:05 Eat Street
08:30 Meat v Veg
08:55 Raw Travel

00:00 Prison Break
01:00 Quantico
02:00 Roadies
03:00 Sleepy Hollow
04:00 Live Good Morning America
06:00 Royal Pains
07:00 Heartbeat
08:00 Criminal Minds
09:00 The Fosters
10:00 Royal Pains
11:00 Heartbeat
12:00 Criminal Minds
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
14:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 The Fosters
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
18:00 Criminal Minds
19:00 The Voice
21:00 Pitch
22:00 Supergirl
23:00 Sleepy Hollow

00:40 Science Of The Movies
01:30 Science Of The Movies
02:20 Invisible Worlds
03:10 Curiosity: How Evil Are You?
04:00 Mythbusters
04:48 Mythbusters
05:36 Mythbusters
06:24 Mythbusters
07:12 Mythbusters
08:00 How Do They Do It?
08:26 Da Vinciʼs Machines
09:14 Mythbusters
10:02 Unchained Reaction
10:50 How Do They Do It?
11:14 Food Factory
11:38 Through The Wormhole With
Morgan Freeman
12:26 Da Vinciʼs Machines
13:14 Mythbusters
14:02 How Do They Do It?
14:26 Food Factory
14:50 Unchained Reaction
15:38 Through The Wormhole With
Morgan Freeman
16:26 Da Vinciʼs Machines

17:14 Mythbusters
18:02 Science Of The Movies
18:50 Da Vinciʼs Machines
19:40 Unchained Reaction
20:30 Invent It Rich
21:20 How Do They Do It?
21:45 Food Factory
22:10 Science Of The Movies
23:00 Invent It Rich
23:50 Mind Control Freaks

00:45 Ghatothkach - Master Of
Magic
02:30 Blue Elephant 2
04:15 Jungle Book: Mowgliʼs
Adventure
06:00 Ploddy Police Car On The
Case
07:30 Bamse And The City Of
Thieves
09:00 Hey Arnold! The Movie
10:45 Columbus In The Last
Journey
12:30 Blue Elephant 2
14:15 Bolts And Blip
16:00 Egon And Donci
18:00 Hey Arnold! The Movie
20:00 The Heart Of The Oak
21:45 Bolts And Blip
23:30 Egon And Donci

13:00 I Was Murdered
13:50 I Almost Got Away With It
14:40 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
15:30 Southern Fried Homicide
16:20 Nowhere To Hide
17:10 I Almost Got Away With It
18:00 I Was Murdered
18:50 I Almost Got Away With It
19:40 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
20:30 Southern Fried Homicide
21:20 Nowhere To Hide
22:10 Last Hope With Troy Dunn
23:00 March To Justice
23:50 A Checklist For Murder

00:10 Keep It In The Family
01:00 Emmerdale
01:30 Coronation Street
02:00 Coronation Street
02:30 The Chase
03:25 Paul Oʼgradyʼs Animal
Orphans
04:20 Catchphrase
04:50 Mr Selfridge
06:10 Keep It In The Family
07:05 The Chase
08:00 Paul Oʼgradyʼs Animal
Orphans
09:00 Catchphrase
09:30 Mr Selfridge
10:55 Keep It In The Family
11:50 The Chase
12:45 Emmerdale
13:15 Coronation Street
13:45 Coronation Street
14:15 Keep It In The Family
15:10 The Chase
16:00 Churchillʼs Secret
17:50 Mr Selfridge
18:45 Emmerdale
19:15 Coronation Street
19:45 Coronation Street
20:10 The Chase
21:00 Churchillʼs Secret
22:50 Emmerdale
23:15 Coronation Street
23:40 Coronation Street

09:45 The Shelbourne
10:35 George Clarkeʼs Amazing
Spaces
11:25 Carnival Eats
12:15 Maverick Chef
12:40 Maximum Foodie
13:05 Top Tables, Top Cities

14:00 Eat Street
14:30 Cruise Ship Diaries
15:25 Miguelʼs Tropical Kitchen
15:50 George Clarkeʼs Amazing
Spaces
16:45 Places We Go
17:40 Carnival Eats
18:35 Maverick Chef
19:05 Eat Street
19:30 Miguelʼs Tropical Kitchen
20:00 George Clarkeʼs Amazing
Spaces
20:50 Places We Go
21:40 Carnival Eats
22:30 Maverick Chef
22:55 Maximum Foodie
23:20 Top Tables, Top Cities
23:45 Top Tables, Top Cities

01:00 Monsterville: The Cabinet Of
Souls
03:00 Mostly Ghostly: Have You
Met My Ghoulfriend
05:00 Paranorman
07:00 Frankenweenie
09:00 Goosebumps
11:00 Bark Ranger
13:00 Coraline
15:00 Dr. Seussʼ The Lorax
17:00 Diary Of A Wimpy Kid
19:00 It Takes Two
21:00 Doctor Proctorʼs Fart Powder
23:00 Dr. Seussʼ The Lorax

00:30 Prototype This
01:20 Prototype This
02:10 Dirty Jobs
03:00 Dirty Jobs
03:50 Bear Grylls: Born Survivor
04:40 Bear Grylls: Born Survivor
05:30 Bear Grylls: Born Survivor
06:20 How Itʼs Made
06:40 How Itʼs Made
07:00 Kids vs Film

07:25 Doki
07:50 Americaʼs Cutest Pets
08:40 How Itʼs Made
09:05 How Itʼs Made
09:30 Prototype This
10:20 Mythbusters
11:10 Dirty Jobs
12:00 Americaʼs Cutest Pets
12:50 Ultimate Survival
13:40 How Itʼs Made
14:05 How Itʼs Made
14:30 Dirty Jobs
15:20 Mythbusters
16:10 Kids vs Film
16:35 Doki
17:00 Kids Do The Craziest Things
17:25 Kids Do The Craziest Things
17:50 Pick A Puppy
18:15 Pick A Puppy
18:40 Prototype This
19:30 How Itʼs Made
19:55 How Itʼs Made
20:20 Mythbusters
21:10 Kids Do The Craziest Things
21:35 Kids Do The Craziest Things
22:00 Pick A Puppy
22:25 Pick A Puppy
22:50 Untamed & Uncut

10:10 How Do They Do It?
10:35 Fast Nʼ Loud: Demolition
Theatre
11:25 Sacred Steel Bikes
12:15 Street Outlaws
13:05 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
13:30 Storage Hunters
13:55 Whatʼs In The Barn?
14:20 Alaskan Bush People
15:10 Gold Divers
16:00 Deadliest Catch
16:50 Fast Nʼ Loud: Demolition
Theatre
17:40 Wheeler Dealers
18:30 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
18:55 How Do They Do It?
19:20 Gold Divers
20:10 Storage Hunters
20:35 Whatʼs In The Barn?
21:00 Gold Rush
21:50 Deadliest Catch
22:40 Catching Monsters

00:00 Ultimate Guide To The
Presidents
01:00 Americaʼs Book Of Secrets
02:00 Ancient Aliens: The Ultimate
Evidence
03:00 Your Bleeped Up Brain
03:50 The Universe: Ancient
Mysteries Solved
04:40 Ultimate Guide To The
Presidents
05:30 Ultimate Guide To The
Presidents
06:20 Cities Of The Underworld
07:10 Ancient Discoveries
08:00 Americaʼs Book Of Secrets
09:00 Ancient Aliens: The Ultimate
Evidence
10:00 Your Bleeped Up Brain
11:00 The Universe: Ancient
Mysteries Solved
12:00 Ultimate Guide To The
Presidents
13:00 Ultimate Guide To The
Presidents
14:00 Americaʼs Book Of Secrets
15:00 Ancient Aliens: The Ultimate
Evidence
16:00 The Universe: Ancient
Mysteries Solved
17:00 Ultimate Guide To The
Presidents
18:00 Ultimate Guide To The
Presidents
19:00 Ancient Aliens
20:00 Missing In Alaska
21:00 Ancient Discoveries
22:00 WWII: Europeʼs Secret Army
23:00 Monster Quest

15:40 The Incredible Dr. Pol
16:35 Safari Brothers
17:30 Jobs That Bite!
18:25 Dangerous Encounters
19:20 Baby Animals In The Wild
20:10 The Incredible Dr. Pol
21:00 Safari Brothers
21:50 Jobs That Bite!
22:40 Dangerous Encounters
23:30 Built For The Kill

00:00 Uncle Buck
00:30 Young & Hungry
01:00 Young & Hungry
01:30 Sex & Drugs & Rock & Roll
02:00 Girls
02:30 Bordertown
03:00 The Grinder
03:30 Life In Pieces
04:00 Trophy Wife
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 George Lopez
06:00 The Bernie Mac Show
06:30 Community
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:00 Trophy Wife
08:30 George Lopez
09:00 The Grinder
09:30 Breaking In
10:00 Modern Family
10:30 Community
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
12:00 The Bernie Mac Show
12:30 Trophy Wife
13:00 George Lopez
13:30 Community
14:00 Life In Pieces
14:30 Breaking In
15:00 Modern Family
15:30 Young & Hungry
16:00 Young & Hungry
16:30 The Bernie Mac Show
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 The Grinder
18:30 Life In Pieces
19:00 Crowded
19:30 Modern Family
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
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SHARQIA-1
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    11:30 AM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    1:45 PM
TROLLS                                                                                                      4:15 PM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        6:15 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    9:15 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            11:45 PM

SHARQIA-2
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            11:30 AM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            1:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            3:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            6:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            8:15 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            10:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:45 AM

SHARQIA-3
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM               11:30 AM
ALLIED                                                                                                       2:15 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       4:45 PM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM               7:15 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       10:00 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       12:30 AM

MUHALAB-1
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            11:30 AM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            1:45 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    4:00 PM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        6:30 PM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM               9:30 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    12:15 AM

MUHALAB-2
ALLIED                                                                                                       12:30 PM
TROLLS                                                                                                      3:00 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       5:00 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    7:45 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       10:15 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       12:45 AM

MUHALAB-3
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            3:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            5:15 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            7:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            9:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:05 AM

FANAR-1
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    11:45 AM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM               2:15 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    5:00 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    7:30 PM
GHOST COINS                                                                                       10:00 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    12:05 AM

FANAR-2
ALLIED                                                                                                       11:30 AM

ALLIED                                                                                                       2:00 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       4:30 PM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM               7:00 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       9:45 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       12:15 AM

FANAR-3
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        11:45 AM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        2:45 PM
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi                                                           5:45 PM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        8:45 PM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        11:45 PM

FANAR-4
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            1:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            3:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            5:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            8:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            10:15 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:30 AM

FANAR-5
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            11:30 AM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            2:00 PM
TROLLS                                                                                                      2:00 PM
FRI+SAT
TROLLS                                                                                                      4:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            6:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            9:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            11:30 PM

MARINA-1
ALLIED                                                                                                       12:15 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       2:45 PM
TROLLS                                                                                                      5:30 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       7:30 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       10:00 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       12:30 AM

MARINA-2
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            3:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            5:15 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            7:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            9:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:05 AM

MARINA-3
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    11:30 AM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM               1:45 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    4:30 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    7:00 PM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM               9:30 PM
ARRIVAL                                                                                                    12:15 AM

AVENUES-1
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            11:45 AM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            2:00 PM

TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            4:15 PM
GHOST COINS                                                                                       6:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            8:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            11:00 PM
GHOST COINS                                                                                       1:15 AM

AVENUES-2
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM -3D      12:15 PM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM -3D      3:00 PM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM -3D -    5:45 PM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM -3D      8:30 PM
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM -3D -    11:15 PM

AVENUES-3
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        11:30 AM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        2:30 PM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        5:30 PM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        8:30 PM
DEAR ZINDAGI -Hindi                                                                        11:30 PM

360º- 1
ALLIED                                                                                                       11:30 AM
ALLIED                                                                                                       2:00 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       4:30 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       7:00 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       9:30 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       12:05 AM

360 º- 2
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            3:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            5:15 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            7:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            9:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:05 AM

360 º- 3
THE WHOLE WORLD AT OUR FEET                                            11:30 AM
ECHOES OF WAR                                                                                  1:30 PM
THE WHOLE WORLD AT OUR FEET                                            3:45 PM
ECHOES OF WAR                                                                                  6:00 PM
THE WHOLE WORLD AT OUR FEET                                            8:15 PM
ECHOES OF WAR                                                                                  10:30 PM
THE WHOLE WORLD AT OUR FEET                                            12:45 AM

AL-KOUT.1
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            3:00 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            5:15 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            7:30 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            9:45 PM
TAHT AL TARABEZA                                                                            12:05 AM

AL-KOUT.2
ALLIED                                                                                                       12:30 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       3:15 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       5:45 PM
ALLIED                                                                                                       8:00 PM

Arrival Flights on Monday 28/11/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time

KAC 776 Riyadh 00:20
JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
JZR 539 Cairo 00:40
KAC 102 London 00:55
THY 772 Istanbul 00:55
KAC 742 Dammam 01:00
QTR 1086 Doha 01:15
THY 764 Istanbul 01:50
DLH 635 Doha 01:55
PGT 858 Istanbul 02:00
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 02:05
UAE 853 Dubai 02:30
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:30
KKK 6506 Istanbul 02:55
OMA 643 Muscat 02:55
KAC 384 Delhi 06:05
KAC 364 Colombo 06:05
KAC 206 Islamabad 06:20
BAW 157 London 06:40
PAL 668 Manila/Dubai 07:00
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
KAC 302 Mumbai 08:20
UAE 855 Dubai 08:40
KAC 382 Delhi 08:45
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:05
KAC 352 Kochi 09:10
QTR 1070 Doha 09:30
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
IRA 667 Esfahan 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
KAC 774 Riyadh 11:05
AXB 889 Mangalore/Bahrain 11:10
JZR 165 Dubai 11:30
MEA 404 Beirut 11:55
KAC 744 Dammam 12:10
MSC 401 Alexandria 12:30
FEG 953 Asyut 12:35
JZR 561 Sohag 12:40
QTR 8511 Doha 12:40
UAE 871 Dubai 12:50
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
KAC 614 Bahrain 13:30
KAC 564 Amman 13:40
FEG 931 Alexandria 13:55
KNE 231 Riyadh 13:55
KAC 672 Dubai 14:00
QTR 1078 Doha 14:10
FDB 059 Dubai 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
KAC 414 Bangkok 14:35
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:40
KAC 542 Cairo 14:45
KNE 529 Jeddah 14:55

ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:15
OMA 645 Muscat 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:50
KAC 154 Istanbul 15:55
SAW 705 Damascus 16:00
QTR 1072 Doha 16:10
FDB 051 Dubai 16:25
KAC 788 Jeddah 16:30
KAC 662 Abu Dhabi 16:35
RJA 640 Amman 16:55
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:45
UAE 875 Dubai 18:00
FDB 063 Dubai 18:10
JZR 177 Dubai 18:20
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
KAC 502 Beirut 18:45
QTR 1080 Doha 18:50
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:25
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:30
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
KAC 620 Doha 19:50
FDB 057 Dubai 19:50
KNE 381 Taif 19:55
KAC 166 Rome 19:55
KAC 694 Muscat 20:00
OMA 647 Muscat 20:10
QTR 1088 Doha 20:35
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:45
KAC 174 Munich 20:45
JAI 572 Mumbai 20:55
FDB 5053 Dubai 21:00
KAC 786 Jeddah 21:15
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:20
MEA 402 Beirut 21:20
ALK 229 Colombo 21:25
UAE 859 Dubai 21:40
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
QTR 1082 Doha 22:00
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:15
AIC 975 Chennai/Goa 22:25
JZR 241 Amman 22:45
KAC 164 Paris 22:55
JZR 185 Dubai 23:15
FDB 071 Dubai 23:45
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:50
KAC 162 Geneva 23:55
BBC 143 Dhaka 23:55

Departure Flights on Monday 28/11/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 982 Ahmedabad/Chennai 00:05
PIA 206 Lahore 00:40
FDB 072 Dubai 00:40
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:50

BBC 044 Dhaka 01:30
KAC 417 Manila 02:00
THY 773 Istanbul 02:25
DLH 635 Frankfurt 02:55
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 03:05
PGT 859 Istanbul 03:35
UAE 854 Dubai 03:45
OMA 644 Muscat 03:55
KKK 6505 Istanbul 03:55
THY 765 Istanbul 04:00
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:10
MSR 613 Cairo 04:10
QTR 1077 Doha 04:40
CEB 0015 Manila 05:20
QTR 1087 Doha 05:50
FEG 954 Asyut 06:00
JZR 560 Sohag 06:05
FDB 070 Dubai 06:30
THY 771 Istanbul 06:50
KAC 153 Istanbul 06:50
KAC 165 Rome 06:55
JZR 164 Dubai 06:55
GFA 212 Bahrain 07:15
KAC 541 Cairo 07:15
KAC 163 Paris 07:25
KAC 773 Riyadh 07:30
KAC 173 Munich 07:35
KAC 563 Amman 08:00
BAW 156 London 08:40
FDB 054 Dubai 08:55
KAC 743 Dammam 09:00
KAC 117 New York 09:00
KAC 671 Dubai 09:15
KAC 101 London 09:35
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:55
KAC 501 Beirut 10:00
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:10
KAC 161 Geneva 10:10
KAC 613 Bahrain 10:10
FDB 056 Dubai 10:35
QTR 1071 Doha 10:40
KAC 787 Jeddah 10:40
IRA 666 Esfahan 11:00
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:25
KAC 661 Abu Dhabi 12:05
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:05
AXB 890 Mangalore 12:10
MEA 405 Beirut 12:55
MSC 402 Alexandria 13:30
FEG 934 Sohag 13:35
JZR 176 Dubai 13:45
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
QTR 8512 Doha 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
KAC 693 Muscat 14:30
KNE 382 Taif 14:50

FEG 932 Alexandria 14:55
KAC 673 Dubai 15:00
FDB 060 Dubai 15:10
KAC 785 Jeddah 15:15
PAL 669 Dubai/Manila 15:20
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:25
QTR 1079 Doha 15:40
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 619 Doha 16:00
KAC 283 Dhaka 16:15
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
KAC 357 Kochi 16:20
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:30
OMA 646 Muscat 16:35
SAW 706 Damascus 16:55
JZR 240 Amman 17:15
FDB 052 Dubai 17:25
QTR 1073 Doha 17:40
KAC 343 Chennai 17:40
KAC 363 Colombo 17:40
UAE 858 Dubai 17:45
JZR 538 Cairo 17:45
RJA 641 Amman 17:55
KAC 331 Trivandrum 18:00
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
KAC 353 BLR 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 184 Dubai 18:40
FDB 064 Dubai 19:05
UAE 876 Dubai 19:30
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
QTR 1081 Doha 19:50
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:05
GFA 218 Bahrain 20:15
KAC 383 Delhi 20:30
FDB 058 Dubai 20:35
KAC 775 Riyadh 20:45
KNE 232 Riyadh 20:55
KAC 543 Cairo 21:00
OMA 648 Muscat 21:10
KAC 205 Islamabad 21:25
KAC 345 Ahmedabad 21:30
QTR 1089 Doha 21:35
DLH 634 Doha 21:35
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
JAI 571 Mumbai 21:55
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:15
MEA 403 Beirut 22:20
ALK 230 Colombo 22:25
JZR 528 Asyut 22:25
FDB 5054 Dubai 22:30
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:30
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:45
KAC 381 Delhi 22:45
UAE 860 Dubai 22:55
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20

I, Mohamed Sadiq Riyasat,
holder of Indian Passport
No. M6103097 has changed

CHANGE OF NAME

SITUATION VACANT

SITUATION WANTED

Purchase Manager experi-
ence 20 years from Jordan,
seeking job in one of the
leading construction co.
Contact: 99061637
(C 5241) 27-11-2016

Required cook chef for
house, good knowledge in
all kinds of food, specially
Arabic, good salary.
Contact: 60064934/
66519719/ 23901053.
(C 5239)
24-11-2016

my name to Sadique
Riyasat Pathan. Herein after
in all my dealings and doc-
uments I will be known by
name of Sadique Riyasat
Pathan. (C 5240)
24-11-2016

I, Hassan S/o Zoyabali
Mithawala holder of Indian
Passport No. Z3199917 and
Civil ID NO. 292070202684 has
changed my name to Hassan

Zoyabali Mithawala herein
after in all my dealings and
documents. I will be known by
name of Hassan Zoyabali
Mithawala. (C 5237)

I, Hozefa S/o Shabbir holder of
Indian Passport No. Z3201289
and Civil ID No. 277021101304
has change my name to Hozefa
Shabbir herein after in all my
dealings and documents. I will
be known by name of Hozefa
Shabbir. (C 5238)



MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 2016

Phone calls, news broadcasted from the radio and taken from the newspa-
per, plus visits with friends in your religious circle all seem to pass your checkpoint today.
Reports show that everything is doing fine in your world; it’s all good news. Whatever
project you decide to dive into today gets encouragement. You and your family or
friends may discuss a project that each person can contribute time and money into and
gain as a result. A group of you may decide to create a time-share agreement with rules
from which the arrangement can be enjoyed. Final decisions can be made in the future;
for now, the ideas are multiplying. Eventually, everyone will agree and a legal contract
can be signed. Music is relaxing this evening.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Cleaning out, trashing the unnecessary, giving away the extras and setting
aside the unessential are what this morning is all about. This is a kind of spiritual or philo-
sophical rebirth and it is not always easy. Answers may not always be available. A new
cycle begins signaling a greater than usual interest in relationships, social connections
and the arts, on a more intellectual level than in the past. Seeing both sides of an issue
and figuring out resolutions to opposing views are important issues for you now. This
just may have to do with family inheriting property and the division or sale of the prop-
erty. Work, health, diet and the other things that take care of us, if we take care of them,
can provide a lot of satisfaction as a new life phase begins.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Close relationships and other ties between people become a focus for
much of your thinking process now. You may find yourself on the phone

with a friend talking about marriage and the things that go into the mix to make a good
marriage work. Compassion, respect and the willingness to share are probably at the top
of the list for requirements. You help guide a confused friend in the right direction. Travel
and adventure are compelling temptations as you dare to stretch your horizons. You
may find yourself being put to good use by your friends this afternoon. You may have to
reorganize your plans so that you can lend a helping hand. This could mean helping
someone to move. All of this should go rather smoothly.   

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Some updates in your home may be lots of fun to tackle. You have a garage
or storage shed that you may decide to turn into a room for a young per-

son. Depending on the responsibility of this young person, the room may be enjoyed as a
game room. Family, home, relatives and real estate play a part in making this day exciting.
Think about the goals you and your family may want in the future and start planning on
how you want to reach those goals. Make short- and long-term goals. You and your family
members may cease to waste time and money acquiring that which is worthless and you
may develop an eye for that which is lasting. Marriage, contracts and partnerships are pos-

sible and plans with these things in mind will be very successful.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You are looking forward to expressing yourself at the next church or family
meeting on the topic of some new project. This is an excellent time to add your own ideas
to the mix. People want to know opinions and smart ways to grow and advance as well as
having options for events and activities. This afternoon you may find yourself having a
good time, surrounded by friends and young people. You appreciate your particular situ-
ation and enjoy support from those around you. Conversations surrounding dreams, psy-
chic phenomena, flying saucers and the like may be fun to delve into this afternoon. You
may find yourself creating and experimenting with colors through your art. Your artistic
talents are complimented-rewards are possible.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Unusual approaches to philosophy, religion, law and politics come to into
play today and you may find that you have a bigger interest in some community role in
your life now. You are fascinated with these subjects and there may be talk among you
and your friends about sitting in on some of these city meetings. Developments in these
fields can have a big impact on you. Spiritual studies bring questions to mind that you
may study to find answers to your own questions relating to religion. Knowledge that has
been withheld may now be presented to you and you may want more. This is a kind of
spiritual or philosophical rebirth. Exchanging information is an important activity today.
Neighbors gain your attention in fun ways tonight.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Your attention may be on investments today as a neighbor or friend brags
or shows off a few pictures of an investment. You may decide you like the idea of real
estate as an investment and will seek to create some time to investigate the matter. Give
yourself plenty of time before making any decision regarding this matter. The universal
forces around you are positive; however, research carefully before you sign any contract.
You could find yourself at a bazaar, selling your special recipe or helping at some booth in
an art show this afternoon. If not, it is certainly a time for garage sales and cleaning out
closets. Lovers, children and other people dear to your heart are emphasized this evening;
whatever is current gains your attention.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Someone may give you more attention than you would prefer this sunday.
A neighbor or an acquaintance may ask one too many questions. You like

things calm and impersonal and while you are polite, you can become quite nervous if
questioned too much. You seem to appreciate everything and everybody and this show
of appreciation shows. Try to remember that birthday celebrations are important to the
giver as well as the one receiving the gift. The need to express love is very strong. Allow
others that expression of love. Relax this afternoon by gardening, cooking and being with
your loved ones. This can be a fun time to begin preparations for a spring flower show
next spring. Romance tonight.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You may find yourself teaching a class within your religious organization
this morning. Others value you for your ability to make some difficult topics easy to under-
stand. You may have some brilliant ideas that would help an elderly or handicapped per-
son you know. You have considered inventions along this line for some time. There may
be several ways to receive contributions for what you want to do and that might be
through a city awareness fund, several garage sales from different individuals with a sign
posted for the cause, etc. Keep a door open for new ideas. If you are not in a permanent
relationship a polite individual may introduce himself or herself this afternoon. Perhaps

you could take some time out for a two-person bicycle ride in the park. 

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

A charitable organization is brought to your attention this morning, per-
haps through an announcement in your church bulletin or through some

other form of information. An interest in this charity may go as far as some volunteer work.
You seem to be involved with the care of children most of this day. Outer circumstances
are favorable and it should be easy for you to handle whatever comes across your path at
this time. Things may seem almost magical in the way situations work out favorably. At
home, later today you find time to organize and tend to the weekend chores that were
previously left undone. There is time to enjoy catching up on phone calls before a date
with your sweetheart. This evening you may enjoy a most relaxing time.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1444

ACROSS
1. Ancient Hebrew unit of liquid measure =
1.5 gallons.
4. The act of adding salt to food.
11. Norwegian mathematician (1802-1829).
15. A sweetened beverage of diluted fruit
juice.
16. Lacking fresh air.
17. A large bundle bound for storage or
transport.
18. A young woman making her debut into
society.
19. African tree having an exceedingly thick
trunk and fruit that resembles a gourd and
has an edible pulp called monkey bread.
21. Roman Catholic theologian (1585-1638).
23. Any plant of the genus Inula.
25. Relating to or characteristic of or occur-
ring in the air.
26. (Babylonian) A demigod or first man.
28. Rock that in its molten form (as magma)
issues from volcanos.
30. Put into print.
33. North American republic containing 50
states - 48 conterminous states in North
America plus Alaska in northwest North
America and the Hawaiian Islands in the
Pacific Ocean.
37. Not elegant or graceful in expression.
38. A state in midwestern United States.
40. A city and port in northern Jutland.
41. A federal agency established to coordi-
nate programs aimed at reducing pollution
and protecting the environment.
45. A person who avoids the company or
assistance of others.
46. A motley assortment of things.
49. Any place of complete bliss and delight
and peace.
51. A growth in strength or number or
importance.
52. Of or relating to cilia projecting from the
surface of a cell.
53. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake
Chad.
54. Freedom from difficulty or hardship or
effort.
55. Diuretic (trade name Edecrin) used to
treat edema.
57. (Irish) Chief god of the Tuatha De
Danann.
59. The branch of engineering science that
studies the uses of electricity and the equip-
ment for power generation and distribution
and the control of machines and communi-
cation.
60. The mission in San Antonio where in
1836 Mexican forces under Santa Anna
besieged and massacred American rebels
who were fighting to make Texas independ-
ent of Mexico.
64. A collection of objects laid on top of each
other.
70. A rapid escape (as by criminals).
71. Absence of the mammary glands (either
through surgery or developmental defect).
73. A drug (trade name Atabrine) used to
treat certain worm infestations and once
used to treat malaria.
75. (Irish) The sea personified.
76. Characterized or produced by addition.
78. The quantity contained in a keg.
79. (computer science) Protocol that allows
users to copy files between their local sys-
tem and any system they can reach on the
network.
80. Devoid of physical sensation.
81. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.

DOWN
1. A pilgrimage to Mecca.
2. The content of cognition.

3. The compass point that is one point north
of northeast.
4. Edit and correct (written or printed
material).
5. A genus of tropical American plants have
sword-shaped leaves and a fleshy com-
pound fruits composed of the fruits of sever-
al flowers (such as pineapples).
6. Of or relating to a member of the Buddhist
people inhabiting the Mekong river in Laos
and Thailand.
7. The inner and thicker of the two bones of
the human leg between the knee and ankle.
8. A theocratic republic in the Middle East in
western Asia.
9. A medicinal liquid preparation intended
for use in an atomizer.
10. A ductile silvery-white ductile ferromag-
netic trivalent metallic element of the rare
earth group.
11. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
12. A small cake leavened with yeast.
13. (Norse mythology) Goddess of old age
who defeated Thor in a wrestling match.
14. A facial expression of contempt or scorn.
20. English nurse who remained in Brussels
after the German occupation in order to help
Allied prisoners escape.
22. Minute floating marine tunicate having a
transparent body with an opening at each
end.
24. A Tibetan or Mongolian priest of
Lamaism.
27. English illustrator of several of Dickens'
novels (1815-1882).
29. Of or relating to or formed by trees.
31. Not paid.
32. A small short-legged smooth-coated
breed of hound.
34. Region of western Asia Minor colonized
by Ancient Greeks.
35. Any of various plants of the family
Cruciferae having edible pungent-tasting
leaves.
36. Be in accord.
39. In bed.
42. Large sweet juicy hybrid between tan-
gerine and grapefruit having a thick wrin-
kled skin.
43. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
44. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on
a skewer usually with vegetables.
47. Any skeletal muscle having two origins
(but especially the muscle that flexes the
forearm).
48. A river in north central Switzerland that
runs northeast into the Rhine.
50. Someone (especially a woman) who
annoys people by constantly finding fault.
56. A state in the western United States.
58. Smeared thickly.
61. Having the same or similar characteris-
tics.
62. French painter whose work influenced
the impressionists (1832-1883).
63. The ending of a series or sequence.
65. Expel, as of gases and odors.
66. An association of people to promote the
welfare of senior citizens.
67. An officer who acts as military assistant
to a more senior officer.
68. The specified day of the month.
69. An underground enclosure with access
from the surface of the ground or from the
sea v 1.
72. A slight amount or degree of difference.
74. A silvery malleable metallic element that
resists corrosion.
77. A state in the Rocky Mountains.

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution
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Daily SuDoku

Wordsearch Puzzle

There is a feeling of being at peace and stable on the emotional level. Music
is likely to play a more important role for you this morning. Some of you have the music
writing talent and if not you will enjoy listening or performing. You might consider a class
in music-writing. Family members may call on you to help make decisions concerning
group issues this afternoon. By giving others some time to think through your ideas, posi-
tive results will happen; do not push. You have a natural sense of what others want at this
time. This is also a great time to reflect and understand your own situation. You may
spend some time this afternoon in fulfilling some earlier promise made to a young per-
son. You may be a mentor or a coach to several youngsters.

You are a very sensitive person who can depend on feelings and intuition to
get around in life. Fortunately, as intelligent as you are, you also seek proof

for things you sense have meaning. You are involved in some type of research and may
want to visit a bookstore or library later today. Loved ones will ask for your attention and
might enjoy going with you on your expedition. Later today you could be more available
to the people around you, particularly the young ones. You could teach the young ones a
recipe and let them put together a treat for the family. Cooking, growing things and music
will keep you happily busy. You may encourage a young person to enjoy a hobby or teach
him or her a science experiment this evening.

Yesterday’s Solution
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists
Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444
Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222
Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171
Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999
Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700
Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223
Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)
Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510
Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660
Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478
Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996
Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988
Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166
Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners
Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123
Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312
Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920
Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465
Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528
Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781
Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists
Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534
Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955
Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660
Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120
Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC
     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tome 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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Niall Horan says it would be
“ridiculous” to not reform
One Direction in the future.

The 23-year-old singer recently
released his debut solo single ‘This
Town’, but has squashed claims his
band - completed by Harry Styles,
Louis Tomlinson, and Liam Payne -
have disbanded forever as he con-
firms they “will be back”. Speaking
to Sunday People newspaper, Niall
said: “At the moment we are all
doing our own thing. Everyone is
just enjoying just how chilled it is.
“Harry wanted do is his movie and
everyone is just chilling. I don’t
think anyone needs to worry about
us we are fine.  “We will be back.
We would be silly not to... ridicu-
lous.” It isn’t the first time the ‘What
Makes You Beautiful’ singer has
hinted at the return of One
Direction either, as he previously

stated there would be “plenty
more” material from the boy band.
He said: “There’s going to be plenty
more One Direction shows, that’s a
guarantee so it’s not a case of one
more show. There’s definitely more
than one more 1D show coming
up, that’s a fact.” The ‘History’ hit-
maker also stood up for his fellow
band mates, saying no-one gives
them “enough credit” for how hard
they work in the studio, after for-
mer member Zayn Malik - who left
in 2015 - said he didn’t have
enough creative freedom. He said:
“I don’t think anyone really gives
One Direction enough credit you
know - in terms of what we were
like in the studio.  “They think ‘Here
we go, another manufactured lot
that don’t really write their own
stuff’, but people would be wrong
if they thought that.”

Niall Horan: It would
be ‘ridiculous’ if One

Direction didn’t reform

Rocco Ritchie says he’s “so
glad” he no longer lives
with his mum Madonna.

The 16-year-old son of Madonna
and Guy Ritchie has taken to
Instagram in a now-deleted post
that seemingly slams his 58-
year-old mother for being
embarrassing. Rocco took to the
picture sharing website to post a
video of his family - including
Madonna and his adopted sib-
lings David, 11, and Mercy, 10 -
taking part in the Mannequin
Challenge which requires the
participants to stay completely
still. Madonna was filmed with
food hanging out of her mouth
as she froze mid meal.  The video
footage was captioned: “So glad I
don’t live here anymore.” When
fans of the ‘Like a Virgin’ singer
came to her defense to tell the
teenager it was just a bit of fun,
Rocco simply replied with a
series of laughing emojis.
According to The Sun, Rocco also
reportedly blocked a number of
his mother’s fans on the site, pre-
venting them from accessing his
page.  Rocco currently lives in

London with his father, where he
was arrested last week for pos-
session of marijuana. A source
said at the time of his arrest:
“Rocco has become a well-
known figure in the neighbor-
hood and not for the right rea-
sons.  He’s been repeatedly seen
acting suspiciously.  “This inci-
dent was the final straw. Local
residents are fed up with him
acting in this manner and called
the police.” According to sources,
Rocco was sat on a wall with a
friend when police approached
them and the officials noticed
traces of cannabis on his clothes.
A Scotland Yard spokesman said:
“A 16-year-old has been arrested
for possession of cannabis. He
was bailed and dealt with by
Camden Borough’s Youth
Offending Team.” A few days
after her son’s arrest, Madonna
released a statement asking for
“privacy” whilst the matter is
dealt with.  She said: “I love my
son very much. I will do whatev-
er I can to give him the support
that he needs, and I ask that you
respect our privacy at this time.”

Rocco Ritchie: I’m so glad 
I don’t live with Madonna

Mel C says Little Mix’s skimpy
outfits are “absolutely fine”
after she previously branded

them as “too sexy”. The former Spice
Girls singer - full name Melanie
Chisholm - previously hit out at fellow
girl band Little Mix for being “provoca-
tive” in the way they dressed, but has
now claimed both her and her daugh-
ter Scarlet, seven, “love” the ‘Shout Out
to My Ex’ hitmakers. When asked about
the comments she made about Little
Mix, Mel said: “I’m upset about that. I
didn’t even see the video to comment
on it, but I love them and so does
Scarlet. “Personally, I’ve never worn
skimpy outfits because I don’t feel com-
fortable. I’m athletic. I don’t have a

voluptuous figure and I’ve never seen
myself as sexual. “But some people do
like to dress that way and that’s
absolutely fine.” The ‘Wannabe’ hitmak-
er, 42, says her criticism instead lies
with “society and culture” for encourag-
ing the “sexualisation of young chil-
dren”. She added: “As a mum I have to
be responsible. The over sexualisation
of young children isn’t the fault of
young women, is it? It’s society and cul-
ture.” And the ‘I Turn to You’ singer even
admits her former band - completed by
Geri Horner, Emma Bunton, Mel B, and
Victoria Beckham - received backlash
for their own outfits. Asked if the Spice
Girls were ever criticized for their outfit
choices, Mel told The Mirror newspa-

per: “Yeah! I was so naive. We all were.
‘Say You’ll Be There’ the other girls were
in PVC and thigh-high boots. We tie a
man up for God’s sake.” In Mel’s original
comments, she urged Perrie Edwards,
Jesy Nelson, Jade Thirlwall and Leigh-
Anne Pinnock to return to their roots,
instead of opting for their new raunchy
image.  She said: “I love Little Mix. I
loved them from ‘The X Factor’. I just
thought they were so different. “But
they are getting more provocative. To
me, they were kind of the closest thing
to the Spice Girls we’ve seen. “They are
all gorgeous and great singers. But they
weren’t sexy and it’s got more and
more that way. I love them - but I just
say, ‘Stay you’.”

Mel C backtracks on 
Little Mix comments

Phil Collins doesn’t believe the
moon landings took place. The ‘In
the Air Tonight’ singer’s old

group Flaming Youth based an album,
‘Ark II’ on the historical 1969 event, but
he admits he is skeptical as to whether
Neil Armstrong really did step on the
moon.  He said: “They had the premiere
of our album, ‘Ark II’, at the Planetarium
(London venue), where they played the
music and projected a light show on
the ceiling. It was all in the air. “We’d
already recorded the LP and we spend
an evening - the evening - when the
Americans apparently went to the
moon...  “It’s a can of worms and I don’t
know if I should open it. But I have a lot
of questions about that. “Anyway, we
were on the rooftop of their very glam-
orous Hampstead period townhouse,
looking up at the moon and watching
it on TV. It was a very heady time. “It
was basically the beginning of serious
discussions about space travel and
that’s what ‘Ark II’ was based on.” The
65-year-old musician went from drum-
mer to frontman when Peter Gabriel
quit Genesis and the thing he found
hardest was filling the gaps between
songs. He recalled to Uncut magazine:
“My main worry was what I was going
to say to the crowd as the band are
tuning their 12-string guitars between
songs.  “You can’t let the dead air settle,
you have to fill it, and that’s what Peter
became good at. “I used to tell little

stories. Sometimes it was terribly
embarrassing.  “I concocted this story
for ‘The Cinema Show’. We were in
spain in a bullring and for some reason
I can’t quite fathom, the story involved
an inflatable doll. “There was this guy,
trying to blow the doll up, and he’s
smoking and of course he bursts the
doll. It was quite funny on paper.  “But
I’m standing there in this bull ring,
telling my story, which is written on a
bit of paper in my hand, in pidgin
Spanish, trying to blow up an inflatable
doll... It became quite clear this story
was going to take a good half hour.”

Phil Collins casts 
doubt on moon landing

Mark Wahlberg finds it
“extremely difficult” to talk
about the Boston marathon

bombings. The 45-year-old Boston
native stars as Sergeant Tommy
Saunders in ‘Patriots Day’, the drama
based on the events of the 2013 ter-
rorist attack - which resulted in six
deaths and left approximately 280
people with non-fatal injuries - and
says whilst he felt a sense of “pride”
being involved in the project, it’s also
made the event “more and more diffi-
cult” to deal with.  Speaking at a spe-
cial screening for the movie, Mark
said: “It’s such a small community, so
everyone knew someone who was
affected.  “I also felt a sense of pride
being there. It was extremely difficult
making [the] movie... it’s becoming
more and more difficult to talk about
it.” Meanwhile Kevin Bacon - who also
stars in the movie as an FBI Special
Agent named Richard DesLauriers -
said it was important “not to live in

fear” of the terrorist attacks, as he
believes if you are scared, “they won”.
He added at the screening: “You have
to choose whatever feels right to you
and your family... but what I choose is
to not live in fear. Because if you live
in fear, they won.” Previously, Mark
said he felt an immense amount of
“pressure” to get the movie right, due
to it’s sensitive nature. He said: “We
felt like it was very important to do
this, but do it right.  “And of course,
me being from Boston, and knowing
that I would be held accountable
personally, it was a lot of pressure,
certainly more pressure than I’ve
ever felt. “Everybody knows some-
body who was directly affected by
this.  “It’s such a small community. So,
yeah, I felt an enormous amount of
pressure, but I knew, based on my
work experience with Pete [Berg, the
director], that he was the right guy
for the job because of how much he
cares.”— Bang Showbiz

Mark Wahlberg
can’t talk about the
Boston bombings

Amelle Berrabah will “always
have a connection” with her late
father.  The former Sugababes

singer was left heartbroken when her
dad died of cancer 14 years ago and,
although she doesn’t think she’ll ever
be able to get over her loss, she
believes her hero is always watching
over her and she’ll continue to do all
she can to make him proud in her life
and career.  Speaking exclusively to
BANG Showbiz, she explained: “I’ve
always got a connection with my
father. We were very very close, no
matter what I do whether I’m a house
wife, working in music or I’m an actress
whatever I’m doing I always just try
and do it to the best of my ability.  “I
obviously want to make him proud but
the way he brought me up is you make
yourself proud and if it’s right, go with
it and if you know something is wrong
you, just stay away from it. “So it’s pret-
ty simple and quite black and white
especially now I’ve matured a lot and I

have a great business and I’m doing
pretty well but I know what it’s like to
struggle. I just try to be the best per-
son I can possibly be.” It took the 32-
year-old singer a long time to come to
terms with her dad’s death but she
soon realized that the easiest way to
deal with the death is by focusing on
all that he’s taught her. She said: “It’s
definitely hard, it takes quite some
time to get used to not having that
person there especially if you’re very
close then it’s a very different dynamic
in your family life. But you have to
move on, take it day by day, some peo-
ple go through those denial stages
some people cry non-stop, I feel my
sort of character is that you just have
to get on with it. 

Amelle Berrabah:
I’ll always have
a connection 
with my dad

Adele is planning on teaching “a
few classes” at her old school
once her tour is over. The 28-

year-old singer was trained in the
musical arts at the prestigious BRIT
School in London, and sources have
suggested that she has been “serious-
ly” thinking about returning to the per-
forming arts institute to “teach a few
classes”. A source told The Sun on
Sunday newspaper: “Adele is grateful
for the success she’s had and has been
talking a lot about her beginnings
while on tour. “Tony Castro, who was
head of music at the BRIT School, is
someone she feels particularly grateful
to because he made students write
their own songs. “And talking about
how teachers influenced her has made
her think more seriously about teach-
ing herself. “Once she has recovered
from the tour, she would love to teach
a few classes.” The ‘Hello’ hitmaker’s

possible turn to teaching comes after
she recently stated she wanted to take
time off from touring in order to give
her four-year-old son Angelo - whom
she shares with partner Simon Konecki
- a little sibling. She said on stage
recently: “I’ll see ya later, I’ll see ya on
the other side. In a couple of years
when I’ll be back, you won’t be able to
get rid of me. I’m going to go and have
a baby.” And it isn’t the first time the
blonde beauty has openly discussed
having a second child, as she said last
month her “womb is starting to ache”
with the need for another baby. She
said: “I’m starting to get very emotion-
al about it because I feel like once they
turn four, they’re not really your actual
baby anymore.  “So my womb is start-
ing to ache a little bit. It’s like, ‘Baby,
baby, baby.  Need a baby, need a baby’.
I’m not pregnant. I won’t get pregnant
until the end of the tour.”

Adele may ‘teach a 
few classes’ at her old school

The Crown actor is reportedly
planning to whisk girlfriend Lily
James - who he has been dating

for two years - off to New York for
Christmas, and will pop the question
while they’re on their trip.  A source
told Grazia magazine: “ They are
absolutely besotted and a wedding
has been on the cards for a while. “The
question has always been find-
ing a time when they’re not
both up against it with work.
They’ve openly discussed
getting married in the
past.” Matt, 34, reportedly
decided to wait to propose
until the “fuss” surrounding his
Netflix miniseries ‘The Crown’ - in
which he plays Britain’s Prince
Philip - had died down.
Another source said:
“Now that the series
has aired, he’s focus-
ing on his love life.”
Lily, 27, recently
admitted she enjoys
going out and dancing

on tables with the former ‘Doctor Who’
star. She said: “I love dancing but I
don’t do it very much now unless I’m
drunk. Me and Matt have been known
to dance on a table.” And the couple -
who starred together in ‘Pride and
Prejudice and Zombies’ - also enjoy
their time when they’re not out get-
ting drunk as they moved in together

earlier this year. A source said previ-
ously: “They are head over heels

and both think they have found
the one. Lily moved into Matt’s
London home and there’s been

no arguing over who’s hogging
the bathroom cupboards - yet.”

The ‘Cinderella’ star previously
admitted she admires her

boyfriend’s sense of style so
much, she likes to ask

him to help choose
her own outfits.
She said: “He’s got
great taste so I run
things by him.
He’s got a good
fashion eye.”

Matt Smith is planning
a festive proposal
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K-pop video director
charged in S Korea’s scandal

New York’s cityscape reverberates with pound-
ing jackhammers and blaring car horns, but
it’s the cacophonous subway that perhaps

best epitomizes the bustling metropolis. A chorus of
voices sans instrumental accompaniment will soon
bring the transit system’s rhythms to Broadway, the
first time the famous theater district will host an a
cappella show. “In Transit” brings a rather unconven-
tional touch to the Broadway stage: in a world
known for its lively orchestras and consistent vibrato,
the musical strips back the traditional extravagance
to showcase the human voice.

“They sing, they dance, they act and they are the
band,” said Kathleen Marshall, the acclaimed director
and choreographer of the musical, which is currently
in previews and will premiere December 11. 

A quartet of songwriters scored the show, includ-
ing its co-creator Kristen Anderson-Lopez, who co-
wrote songs for the animated hit movie “Frozen”-

including “Let it Go,” for which she and her husband
won an Academy Award. “A cappella is this incredible
metaphor, because you have to be tuning in to the
other people and you have to be listening,” she told
the magazine Entertainment Weekly. “When we
jump onto the subway we’re one place and we’re
going someplace else. “Really life is all about being
between stations. That’s what we’re really trying to
say with this piece.”

A capella takes center stage 
More than 20 years ago “Avenue X” was the first

musical to feature a cappella, but it was staged Off-
Broadway-a circuit typified by smaller venues, more
experimental content and different financial stakes.
More recently the two “Pitch Perfect” films and the
television series “Glee,” which ran from 2009-2015,
have helped bring the a cappella style back to the
forefront.  More than a thousand a cappella groups

boast a presence at universities across the US, and
many participate in annual regional and national
competitions.

Bringing the genre to Broadway seemed a natural
next step. “In Transit,” which has been in the works
since 1999 — and had a stint Off-Broadway in 2010
— details the intertwined lives of 11 New Yorkers
navigating the city’s chaotic streets and tunnels. “It’s
about people finding themselves or trying to get to
that place in life where they say: ‘Yes, I’m here, I made
it somewhere,’” said James Snyder, who plays Nate, a
young man who has lost his job in finance. “I think
that’s something relatable whether you live in a
small town or in a big city like New York.”

Visualizing sound 
The actors had to modify their vocals to pull off

the show’s harmonies, working under the direction
of a cappella guru Deke Sharon. “This type of singing

is different from a regular Broadway sound,” said
David Abeles, who plays the character Dave.  He
explained that the performers sing in a straight tone
to blend their voices, thereby evoking more instru-
mental sounds. “Sometimes Deke would have us
miming the instrument that we’re supposed to be
playing,” he said. “This actually helps because you
visualize the sound.”

The vocal orchestration of “In Transit” replicates
the shouts of harried passengers, the whooshing
sound the subway makes as it approaches and the
low rumbling of the trains shuttling across the
labyrinthian underbelly and elevated platforms of
the city. In a musical focused on commuting, Abeles
said the core message is about savoring the journey.
“There’s a really touching story here about people’s
interactions,” he said.  “About lives in New York, about
living in the moment-rather than at the destination
you’re going for.” — AFP

NY subway inspires Broadway’s first a capella musical

Mifune: The Last Samurai, a dutiful and
diverting but rather bare-bones docu-
mentary portrait, opens with a series of

clips and photographs of Toshiro Mifune, the
scowling-eyed Japanese actor who became, in
effect, the world’s first action star. The first clip,
from “Rashomon,” looks even more transgressive
today than it did in 1950: It’s of Mifune’s scruffy
medieval bandit forcing himself at knifepoint on
a maiden he discovers in the woods. In the oth-
er clips, we see him leaping, glowering, slashing,
grunting, cackling maniacally, facing down
armies of sword fighters, and appearing just as
volatile when he’s the victim, twitching to and
fro like a gnarly demon as he evades a shower
of arrows. The montage ends with a photograph
of what looks like a different human being
entirely: It’s Mifune relaxing at home, elegant
and debonair, with a handsome warm smile and
eyes that crinkle just so, his black hair slicked
back in a way that makes him resemble a
Japanese Rock Hudson.

That image demonstrates something pro-
found about Mifune, and it also raises a fascinat-
ing question about him. What it tells you is that
the ferocious persona he presented in films like
“Seven Samurai” (1954) and “Yojimbo” (1961) —
the upstart lone-wolf swordsman, noble but a
little maniacal, dominating every situation with
an unruly energy that erupted from within-was a
fantastically calculated and artful creation. You
might say “Duh” (he was, after all, an actor), but
in the movies, Mifune unleashed himself with
such brutal spontaneity that he seemed a force
of nature, one who gathered his energy from the
earth itself. Even now, the notion that his charac-
ters were meticulously devised seems, on some
level, counterintuitive.

Thrashing balletic majesty
“The Last Samurai” allows the audience to

relive, film by film, the explosiveness of what
Mifune achieved, or (for younger viewers) to
introduce themselves to his thrashing balletic
majesty. That’s a serviceable thing, but the
movie, narrated with zombie Zen stoicism by
Keanu Reeves, only rarely goes beyond that.
Steven Okazaki, who directed and edited it,
takes you through a functional, slightly sketchy
version of Mifune’s life and career-his childhood
in China (where his Japanese parents were mis-
sionaries), his enlistment in the Japanese
Imperial Army during World War II, during which
he trained suicide bombers, and his attempt
after the war to make a living by becoming an
assistant cameraman. He fell into acting by acci-

dent, after someone sent his photo to a “New
Faces” contest, and he might have wound up as
just another Tokyo matinee idol. 

But it was his destiny, at Toho Studios, to
draw the attention of Akira Kurosawa in the late
‘40s, right at the moment when the already pow-
erful director, full of guilt at having worked on
films that supported the Japanese regime dur-
ing the war, was set on creating movies that
expressed his own rebellious impulses. The time
for bowing and scraping in Japan was done.
Mifune didn’t bow-he was more like a warrior
who blew up in your face. 

Kurosawa, by temperament, was an epic visu-
al classicist, but what he expressed was some-
thing modern and anarchic: the ecstasy of vio-
lence, the unknowability of truth, the inner
thrum of the samurai’s heart. “The Last Samurai”
shows you how Mifune became Kurosawa’s wild
artistic id as surely as Robert De Niro was Martin
Scorsese’s in the ‘70s. Kurosawa trusted Mifune
to be his collaborator, and rarely gave him direc-
tion. It was up to the actor to create his own
characters, which he did through mountains of
preparation, forging these rogues from the
inside out. In “The Last Samurai,” even his fight
choreographer, Kanzo Uni-a man who was killed
onscreen by Mifune more than 100 times-testi-
fies that during a scene, when Toshiro would
come at him with his bloodthirsty grimace and
eyeballs peeled, it was genuinely intimidating.

Caged animal
All of this opens the door to a question about

Mifune the film never answers: Where did his
drive and obsession-his inner fury as an actor-
come from? According to Scorsese, who is inter-
viewed in the documentary along with Steven
Spielberg, Mifune studied the movements of
lions, which resulted in his ability to conjure the
aura of a caged animal. But he was an untamed
human animal too: Once he got to be a star, he
indulged his passions, like cars and alcohol (which
he mixed to destructive effect). One of Mifune’s
two sons relates the story of how his father, when
drunk, would wave a sword around in the living
room, a sight he describes as “scary.” Mifune
would also motor past Kurosawa’s house to yell
things like “Damn you!” (the first and last we hear
of any conflict between them), and there’s a quick
mention of how he would pick fights with gang-
sters. As presented, though, these amount to
quaint comic wisps of bad behavior that give us
only the vaguest sense of who Mifune was or the
demons he grappled with.

“The Last Samurai” goes back to the silent era

of the Japanese chanbara film, with its kabuki-
inspired samurai, and to one astonishing clip of
a movie called “Chokon,” in which the white-
faced hero, looking as ghoulishly possessed as
Lon Chaney, revives his own spirit by literally
licking the blood of his enemies off his sword.
That’s the tradition that Mifune and Kurosawa
were taking off from, but Kurosawa was a revolu-
tionary of hellbent realism. On the set of “Seven
Samurai,” chastising an actor for a corny death
scene, the director said, “This is not just another
samurai film. It has to feel real.” And that’s how it
felt: For ‘50s audiences, it was as if the slashing
macabre tingle of it all was really happening. 

Insanely comic
In the astonishing climax to “Throne of Blood,”

a scene filmed without insurance, those were
real arrows being shot at Mifune’s head (the
archers were college students, some of whom
could barely aim), and Mifune was willing to
dodge them out of trust and actorly art and
maybe a little craziness. That’s why the scene still
exerts an awesome graphic power: No special
effects could rival this primitive dance of death.
Mifune was a one-man kamikaze burlesque
show, as elegantly savage as his future inheritor
Bruce Lee, as dextrous as Errol Flynn, as insanely
comic as Curly from the Three Stooges, with a
bombs-away ego all his own.

But you could also say that Mifune was, at
times, a solipsistic overactor who only rarely
connected with anyone on screen. I wish that
“The Last Samurai” spent time exploring his
restrained performance in “The Bad Sleep Well”
(1960), Kurosawa’s cold dissection of corporate
crime. The documentary summons a few haunt-
ing moments when it confronts the dissolution
of Mifune and Kurosawa’s partnership after they
had made 16 films together, a quiet breakup
that wound up wrecking Kurosawa’s career far
more than it did Mifune’s.

(Mifune was successful enough to turn down,
on the advice of his American agent, the role of
Obi-Wan Kenobi in “Star Wars.”). Yet what “The
Last Samurai” barely fills in is the vastness of
Mifune’s influence. 

He was a hurricane who blew away the land-
scape that had come before him. He was really
the first samurai of action cinema, the one who
cast his cross-cultural shadow over everything
from the evolution of the martial-arts genre to
Eastwood  and Bronson. He had a quality that
“The Last Samurai” evokes in clips yet leaves you
wanting to see explored in a far more memo-
rable way, and that was danger. — Reuters

FILM REVIEW

Chinese actress Zhou Dongyu, from right, actor Fan Wei and actress Ma Sichun hold
their award for Best Leading Actress and Actor at the 53rd Golden Horse Awards in
Taipei, Taiwan, Saturday. — AP photos

From left, Hong Kong director Derek Tsang, Taiwanese actress Bowie Tsang and Hong
Kong actor Eric Tsang arrive at the 53rd Golden Horse Awards in Taipei, Taiwan.

Mainland Chinese film “The Summer is
Gone” emerged as the winner at the
Golden Horse Awards on Saturday.

The film, set in Inner Mongolia in the 1990s,
was named as best picture in the annual
awards for best Chinese-language films. It
also picked up a best new performer award
for Kong Weiyi and the FIPRESCI prize award-
ed by a separate jury of critics. The Golden
Horse Film Festival ran Nov 4-24. The 53rd
annual awards were presented on Saturday
Nov 26 at a ceremony in Taipei’s Sun Yat-sen
Memorial Hall.

The event included a red carpet appear-
ance by Frances Juliette Binoche and per-
formances by Coco Lee and Singapore’s
Stephanie Sun. The awards jury was headed
by the veteran, socially-conscious Hong Kong
director Ann Hui. She told Taiwanese media
Saturday that the jury had gone through a
“life and death process” in deciding the
awards.

Other winners with two awards each were
“Detective Chinatown” (best action choreog-
raphy, best makeup/costume;) “Mad World”
(best new director: Wong Chun, and best sup-
porting actress;) “Trivisa” (best original screen-

play, best editing;) “Mr No Problem” (best
actor, best adapted screenplay;)
“Crosscurrent” (best cinematography, best
sound design;) and “I Am Not Madam Bovary”
(best director: Feng Xiaogang, and the audi-
ence choice award. In the best actress catego-
ry the award was shared between the two
nominees - Zhou Dongyu and Ma Sichun -
from “Soul Mate.”

Going into the ceremony, local Taiwanese
film “Godspeed” had nominations for eight
awards and was strongly favored to win in
several categories. On the night it picked up
only one, for art direction. Other disappoint-
ments for Taiwanese cinema included the
failure of “The Road To Mandalay” to turn any
of its six nominations into awards wins, and
the failure of its foreign-language Oscar con-
tender “Hang In There Kids” (aka “Lokah Laqi”)
to collect any awards on home soil. The
awards also paid tribute to  Abbas
Kiarostami, the iconic Iranian director who
died earlier this year. Earlier in the week
Singaporean director Boo Junfeng was
named as winner of the NETPAC prize, the
festival and awards’ only reward for a non-
Chinese-language film. — Reuters

‘The Summer is Gone’ tops
Golden Horse Awards

Chinese director Feng Xiaogang holds
his award for Best Director at the 53rd
Golden Horse Awards in Taipei, Taiwan.

Taiwanese actress Hsu Wei-ning arrives
at the 53rd Golden Horse Awards in
Taipei, Taiwan.

Taiwanese actor Kai Ko arrives at the
53rd Golden Horse Awards in Taipei.

Taiwanese actress Wu Ke-xi arrives at the
53rd Golden Horse Awards in Taipei,
Taiwan.

Aprominent K-pop music video director
was charged yesterday as part of a cor-
ruption scandal rocking South Korea and

engulfing President Park Geun-Hye.  Cha Eun-
Taek, who has worked with “Gangnam Style” star
Psy and boy band megastars Big Bang, used his
ties to a secret confidante of Park to win lucra-

tive projects from state agencies and private
firms, prosecutors say. That confidante-Choi
Soon-Sil-has been labeled Park’s eminence grise,
a shadowy figure who is believed to have lever-
aged her close relationship with the president to
extract more than $60 million from top firms,
including Samsung.

Prosecutors say Park herself ordered her for-
mer economic adviser to help Cha pressure
officials and private firms so that he would win
contracts.  Cha, 46, has been charged with
abuse of power, coercion and embezzlement
and becomes the latest public figure to be
embroiled in the snowballing scandal. Choi, 60,
is accused of meddling in a wide range of state
affairs including the country’s preparations for
the 2018 Winter Olympics. Prosecutors last
week formally charged her with abuse of power
and coercion, saying Park was a “co-culprit”
who had colluded with Choi to strongarm top
firms into giving cash to non-profit foundations
Choi controlled.

Park-now the first South Korean president to
become a criminal suspect while in office-has
rejected a series of requests from prosecutors to
answer their questions.  As a sitting president,
Park cannot be charged with a criminal offence
except insurrection or treason, but she can be
investigated and potentially charged once her
term is over. 

Park is faced with growing public calls to resign
and a push by lawmakers to impeach her, with her
job approval ratings diving to record lows of four
percent.  Hundreds of thousands have taken to
the streets in recent weeks to call for her ouster,
with organizers claiming the latest rally on
Saturday in Seoul drew 1.5 million people. — AFPK-pop music video director Cha Eun-taek
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Smack in the middle of lush eucalyptus
forests in Brazil’s heartland, Inhotim Park
offers visitors a mix of sensations rarely

combined into one experience: art and nature.
With more than 700 works of art by more than
100 artists, there is plenty to contemplate. And
because those works are spread out across
400 acres, in a forest with over 5,000 species of
plants, there is plenty of time to enjoy nature,
or reflect on a work you just saw, while going
to the next. The park is so sprawling that many
people take golf carts from one installation to
the next - and even such rides take at least five
minutes.

“Speed is the enemy of good taste and per-
fection,” said mining tycoon and park founder
Bernardo Paz in a recent interview with The
Associated Press. “The beauty here is more or
less the ideal of happiness.” Inhotim (pro-
nounced IN-YO-TCHEEM) has become one of

the most important art centers in Latin
America since opening 10 years ago. It has
reached international acclaim thanks to the
mix of nature and exhibitions of globally
known artists like Chris Burden, Adriana
Varejao and Cildo Meireles.

Some of the most popular displays include
a suspended bronze tree made by Italian
Giuseppe Penone and a pavilion where visitors
can hear sounds of the earth from 200 meters
(yards) down via microphones, a work created
by American Doug Aitken. 

There is also a braid-shaped piece by
Tunga that was the first work by a contempo-
rary Brazilian artist shown at the Louvre
museum in Paris. “This is a very special place. I
was here before and this time I brought my
girlfriend,” said Humberto Nogueira, 25, who
works in advertising in Sao Paulo. “Everyone
should come.”

Art and nature intertwined at

MASSIVE BRAZILIAN PARK

People visit “Galeria
Tru Rouge,” at the

Inhotim Institute, in
Brumadinho, Brazil.

Photo shows “Inmensa,” by Brazilian artist Cildo Meireles at the Inhotim
Institute in Brumadinho, Brazil. — AP photos

People visit an audio installation by Canadian artist Janet Cardiff at the
Inhotim Institute, in Brumadinho, Brazil.

Sculptures by artist Dominik Lang, of Czech Republic, are displayed at the
Inhotim Institute, in Brumadinho, Brazil.

An installation by Brazilian artist Helio Oiticica is displayed at the Inhotim
Institute in Brumadinho, Brazil.

An art installation by Brazilian artist Cildo Meireles is displayed at the
Inhotim Institute, in Brumadinho, Brazil.

Visitors stand next to a bench made by Brazilian artist Hugo Franca at the
Inhotim Institute, in Brumadinho, Brazil.

A sculpture by
Chinese artist
Zhang Huan called,
“Gui Tuo Bei,” is 
displayed at the
Inhotim Institute, in
Brumadinho, Brazil.

People visit the
Adriana Varejao
Gallery at the
Inhotim Institute, in
Brumadinho, Brazil.

Visitors stand next to an
artwork titled, 

“Troca-Troca,” by Brazilian
artist Jarbas Lopes, at the

Inhotim Institute, in
Brumadinho, Brazil.
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America’s most famous mallard family is
waddling into Boston’s Museum of Fine
Arts. “Make Way for Ducklings” opens

Friday, commemorating the 75th anniversary
of the children’s book of the same name. The
exhibition looks back on the career of Robert
McCloskey, who wrote the classic in 1941 and
won a Caldecott Medal for it the following year.

The heartwarming story and elegant illus-
trations in “Make Way for Ducklings” have daz-
zled readers for decades, but especially so in
Boston, where bronze statues of the duck fami-
ly are a fixture in the downtown Public Garden.
In the story, the mallards wander through

Boston’s busy streets, ducking frenetic car and
bike traffic and taking time to enjoy peanuts
tossed by people on the city’s Swan Boats.

“I hope the love for that publication will
draw people in,” said Meghan Melvin, the exhi-
bition’s curator. “He was such an observant
artist, very detailed and perceptive. That will
come through in these sketches.” McCloskey,
who died in 2003 at age 88, was a celebrated
illustrator and author who produced eight pic-
ture books including “Blueberries for Sal,”
“Lentil” and “Centerburg Tales.”

The exhibition displays illustrations from
the special archives at Emporia State University

in Kansas that have largely been kept private
until recently. To say the Mallard family is
beloved in Boston and the surrounding area is
an understatement. In fact, “Ducklings” fans
might argue there is no better place for a
McCloskey retrospective than the Museum of
Fine Arts, situated less than 2 miles from the
spot where the bronze birds call home.

Sculptor Nancy Schon’s statues of Mrs.
Mallard leading her eight progenies through
the Public Garden have drawn tourists from
afar since their installation in 1987. “Make Way
for Ducklings” also was named the official chil-
dren’s book of Massachusetts in 2003. “We read
the book before we came here today,” said
Yuen Kwan, a Boston resident attending a pre-
view of the exhibition with her 4-year-old son,
Matthew Bronk. “I’d say we go see the statues
in the Public Garden a couple times a year.”

Included in the exhibition is a miniature ver-
sion of Schon’s sculptures, with a couple of
notable differences: the addition of police offi-
cer Michael, who stops traffic so the ducks can
cross the street safely, and a scene painted in
watercolor, a contrast to the book’s signature
sepia drawings. McCloskey had envisioned the
book in color, Melvin said. But because of the
high cost of color printing during World War II,
the editor opted for sepia. “That will be a big
surprise for people,” Melvin said. “They feel very
strongly about the sepia illustrations because
that is what they know.” The exhibit, which was
originally organized by the Eric Carle Museum
of Picture Book Art in Amherst, runs through
June 18.— AP

Museum celebrates Boston’s 
favorite ducks with new exhibit 

A boy points at a sculpture of a
mother duck and her 

ducklings, based on the classic
children’s story ‘Make Way for

Ducklings’ at the Boston Public
Garden in Boston.

A boy makes a quack sound using a duck call beak as he views a sculpture depicting the classic
children’s story ‘Make Way for Ducklings’ at an exhibit at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

Girls follow a path of duck footprints as they pass ancient urns at an exhibit featuring the
classic children’s story “Make Way for Ducklings” at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

“De Lama Lamina,” by US artist Mathew Barney at the Inhotim Institute, in Brumadinho, Brazil. “By Means of a Sudden Intuitive Realization,” by artist Olafur Eliasson, of Denmark, is displayed at the Inhotim
Institute in Brumadinho, Brazil.

Two million people have visited the park in
the last 10 years. But despite its popularity,
park administrators worry about sustainability
going forward. Brazil, Latin America’s largest
economy, is mired in its worst recession in
decades, which means Brazilians have less
money to travel - even in their own country.
The park’s off-the-beaten-track location, 414
miles (667 kilometers) north of Rio de Janeiro,
cuts both ways: the remoteness makes it both
attractive and relatively hard to get to. And the
upkeep of the park, which includes 1,000 staff
members, is expensive (park authorities
declined to say how much).

Looking for new sources of revenue, the
park has begun experimenting with renting

itself out. The first glimpse of that came earlier
this month, when Inhotim opened a space for
indie culture festival MECA and allowed hun-
dreds of people to spend the night in their
tents. The event, which organizers said was a
success, included Grammy-award winner
Caetano Veloso. 

A luxury hotel is also being built inside the
park. Currently, there are only a few hotels in
the closest city, Brumadinho. Many visitors
prefer to stay in Belo Horizonte, Brazil’s sixth
largest city, 37 miles (60 kilometers) away.

There are also plans to build a theater, an
amphitheater and a new pavilion. Also pro-
posed: stand-alone lofts so visitors can enjoy a
serene overnight stay, or even rent out a unit

long-term. Antonio Grassi, the park’s executive
director, says they also want to host debates
and facilitate innovative art projects. But mak-
ing changes “has been a very tough fight,” he
said. “Our capacity to draw sponsorship of pri-
vate companies has been affected during this
crisis. Our challenge is to keep looking for
alternatives.” — AP

Visitors walk past an artwork called
“Rodoviaria de Brumadinho,” by artists
John Ahearn, of the US and Rigoberto
Torres, of Puerto Rico at the Inhotim
Institute, in Brumadinho, Brazil.
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Two artworks in one 

Double-sided Pechstein on display
Anew exhibit of Max Pechstein’s “Still

Life with Nude, Tile, and Fruit” takes
viewers not only behind the scenes

of the German artist’s career, but also
behind the painting itself. While previous
owners displayed the painting with only
the still life and portrait showing, the
Currier Museum of Art is showing its
reverse side, which reveals a separate but
related landscape. The museum has
installed the double-sided painting on a
pedestal in a specially constructed glass
frame that allows viewers to walk around
it and see both sides.

“ This painting has never been
installed before so you can see the front
and the back at the same time,” curator
Kur t Sundstrom said.  While it ’s  not
unusual for thrifty artists to make use of
both sides of a canvas - perhaps flipping
to the other side if things aren’t going
well - it’s fairly rare to deliberately create
a double-sided painting, Sundstrom said.

The Fogg Art Museum at Harvard has a
two-sided painting by Pablo Picasso, he
said,  and Pechstein,  a German
Expressionist who died in 1955, complet-
ed about 20 such works.

The landscape side of Pechstein’s
painting was created in 1912, when the
artist traveled to Lithuania in search of
places unspoiled by civilization. The still
life, which shows Pechstein’s wife, a bowl
of fruit, a Delft tile and a snake, was com-
pleted a year later. Based on Pechstein’s
memoirs and a close examination of relat-
ed paintings, officials believe the land-
scape is likely a depiction of the Garden of
Eden, while the still life may show the
temptation of Eve.

While much of the still life side features
vibrant blues, one small section along the
right side is painted in warm greens that
carry over to the landscape on the other
side. To put the paintings in context, the
exhibition also includes work by

Pechstein’s predecessors and contempo-
raries. Pechstein’s broad brushstrokes in
the still life are similar to work by Paul
Cezanne, the outlined surfaces evoke
Picasso, and the female figure is similar to
the primitivist work of Paul Gaugin,
Sundstrom said.

The exhibit also features prints by oth-
er German Expressionists, who grappled
with the rapid industrialism leading up to
World War I. “It opens a window on a his-
torical period that’s fascinating to me. I
think these artists sometimes are better
than historians and novelists writing
about history and what they’re worried
about,” he said. “That’s what I like about
these things. They’re rich in narrative. To
use original sin in such a creative way is
pretty amazing. So I hope people come
here and gain appreciation not only for a
craftsman - he’s a great painter and col-
orist - but a person who has an imagina-
tion and can tell a story.” — AP

Christmas decorations are seen for sale at a stall at the Winter Wonderland in London’s Hyde Park in central London. — AFP

Photo shows Karen
Papineau, left, and
Kurt Sundstrom
look at the other
side of a painting
by German artist
Max Pechstein, in
Manchester, 
NH. — AP 

From the Black Death to Henry VIII’s break
from Rome, a historic mediaeval refuge
in the heart of London’s throbbing finan-

cial centre is destined for a new lease of life-by
allowing women to move in. Nestled between
building sites in the City of London,
Charterhouse’s grey stone is the abode of a
few dozen men who have to be poor and aged
over 60 to qualify. But hundreds of years since
the first stone was laid, a revolution is under-
way: Charterhouse is opening up to women
and creating a museum open to the public.
“Not everyone is overjoyed,” Stephen McGhee,
a former orchestra manager and one of the
current “brothers”, told AFP during a visit to
the complex.

“Some were happy, some not so happy.
Whatever happens, it will have to be done
very sensitively... and the newcomer will have
to adapt to 42 men!” After living abroad for
more than two decades, first in Australia and
then Thailand, McGhee said he wanted to
return to London for his retirement. “I had just
enough money to buy a cupboard in a
kitchen,” the 64-year-old said. He searched
online for a solution. “I saw a picture, there was
a vacancy for a brother. I thought: ‘it is a holy
place and I am not holy!’  “I applied online, I
had a formal interview, and I was accepted,”
said McGhee, happy with his good fortune,
after three-and-a-half years living within the
community. 

Plague and treason 
Leaving the chaos of the City and crossing

over the threshold into Charterhouse feels like
entering a different world-a few centuries in
the past.  Some of the darkest moments in
British history were played out within its walls.

Charterhouse’s monastery was built in 1371 on
land which was used to bury victims of the
“Black Death”, the bubonic plague which deci-
mated London in 1348.  Those struck down by
the plague were still being exhumed in 2013,
said Dominic Tickell, development director at

Charterhouse. The friars lived in silence but
broke their rule for 10 days in the 16th centu-
ry, to debate Henry VIII’s break with the Pope.
The dramatic split from Rome in 1535 led to
the monastery being dissolved and its friars
put to death in an atrocious manner. 

The land on which the men once lived was
passed to the Duke of Norfolk, who built a
cloister and a palace. The Duke, too, met a vio-
lent end-he was decapitated for high treason
in 1571. The Charterhouse complex was rein-
vented in the 17th century when it was

bought by the wealthy Thomas Sutton, who
founded a school, a hospital and a home for
80 impoverished gentlemen. The latter tradi-
tion continues, while the school was moved to
Surrey in the 19th century where it is now a
private boarding school.

London’s Charterhouse today hosts 42
“brothers” who are chosen not for their reli-
gious affiliation but under strict criteria. They
must be over 60, single, poor, prepared to live
in a community and to be in good enough
health to live independently.

Royal governors 
The majority of residents are artists, actors

or musicians, but there are also teachers, a
cook, a butcher and a priest. Actors living in
Charterhouse take every opportunity to return
to the stage, giving up their earnings for the
community, McGhee said.  “Most of them are
vulnerable, lonely, isolated, poor, in social need
and in good health. One of the criteria is that
people can still make a contribution,” Tickell
said during a media visit to Charterhouse.
While Tudor tragedies are centuries past, the
stone walls, low ceilings and stained-glass win-
dows retain a sense of mystery. 

Charterhouse benefits financially from its
school fees-nearly 37,000 pounds ($46,000,
EUR42,000) annually for each boarding pupil-
and from its donors. Governors of the London
institution include Queen Elizabeth II, her hus-
band the Duke of Edinburgh, and their son the
Prince of Wales, in addition to the Archbishop
of Canterbury.  Charterhouse also has a spe-
cialist nursing home for those approaching
the end of their lives. “It is very rare that a
brother leaves; almost all end their days here,”
said Tickell. — AFP

Historic home for London gentlemen opens up to women

A handout picture released by The Charterhouse on November 7, 2016 and taken on February 29, 2016 shows the facade of The
Charterhouse in London. — AFP
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